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Preface

 

INTRODUCTION

In an age of interdisciplinarity, semiotics and Visual Rhetoric (VR), have acquired particular relevance 
and salience in the investigation of cognition and culture. Although each one has its own agenda of 
research and its set of principles, by and large both are used by scholars and researchers in various 
disciplines, from science to education, as complementary or supplementary tools of critical analysis. 
The basic method of VR, which can be traced back to semiotician Roland Barthes’ 1964 article “The 
Rhetoric of the Image;” like semiotics generally its aim is to provide general principle of analysis to help 
scholars unravel the embedded meanings of visual images of all kinds. Given their simple, yet effective 
methods of analysis, semiotics and VR, have become staples as techniques within various subfields of 
psychology, anthropology, computer science, and cognitive science generally.

This book brings together some of the more interesting applications and discussions of semiotics 
and VR of the last few years. Except for a few of the studies, most have been published in IGI Global 
periodicals. They have all been updated, revised, and elaborated here. They add considerably to the ever-
expanding fund of knowledge that involves the interaction between cognition and human behavior. If there 
is one thematic subtext that unites them all, it is as following: Meaning structures underlie all kinds of 
human behaviors, activities, and artifacts. Indeed, the wide, scope of the topics treated here highlights 
the versatility and breadth of semiotics and VR today. Each one sheds significant light on some aspect 
of relevance today, from education to the modeling of the mind with computers.

The title of this volume includes the word “empirical,” and this needs some elaboration here, given 
that it means something vastly different in semiotics and VR than it does in the cognitive sciences gener-
ally. When used in, say, psychology, the term “empirical” typically implies that quantitative analysis is 
involved in the conduct of some experiment or form of inquiry. This designation is certainly the correct 
one in the physical sciences, which involve some form of quantification of observed phenomena. This 
same meaning has been adopted by many of the cognitive and social sciences. However, the original 
meaning of the term referred to the notion that knowledge is derived from sense-experience. Semiot-
ics and VR are also concerned with this same very notion, but do not necessarily resort to statistical 
techniques to bolster their analyses. So, like the quantitative empirical sciences, semiotics and VR are 
basically empirical in the sense that they are based on observations utilizing principles of analysis that 
decode the meaning inherent in them. That meaning of empirical unites the chapter in this volume.

xii
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Preface

CHAPTER CONTENTS AND OBJECTIVES

The opening chapter by Reima Al-Jarf (“Exploring Discourse and Creativity in Facebook Creative Writing 
by Non-Native Speakers”) deals with one of the most crucial aspects of foreign-language learning—im-
parting the discourse notions to students that will allow them to truly articulate their ideas meaningfully 
in the new code. It is in this sense that semiotics and VR (the use of images to stimulate ideas in students) 
come into play, as implied through Al-Jarf’s insightful chapter. She describes a pedagogical experiment 
based on the use of Facebook and other social media by young Arab students, which she describes as 
immersion environments in which the students can develop creative ideas to write about a host of themes 
in English that characterize everyday life, from political campaigns and family gatherings to seasons’ 
greetings. The social media sites provide, in other words, sources of authentic discourse that get the 
students to become involved with everyday reality through the creative resources of both the language 
they are learning and their own subjective interpretations of it. From this, Al-Jarf has been able to get 
them to write verse, anecdotes, personal experiences, and inspirational stories written in literary style. 
The results are impressive indeed, as can be witnessed by reading the texts of the students themselves. 
Here we see that by engaging students semiotically, that is n the meaning structures of the new lan-
guage directly, they seem to be better able to articulate their ideas in that language proficiently, at least 
when compared to other kinds of learning environments. The subtext in this is, really, that the brain is 
a semiotic organ that needs nourishment through creativity and meaningfulness. In this way, it is better 
able to process new information and interpret it correctly and practically. The implications for foreign 
language teaching are self-evident.

Mariana Bockarova (“Not Just a Pretty Face: The Cost of Performative Beauty and Visual Appeal in 
Beauty Pageants”) deals with one of the most pertinent topics within both semiotics and VR—the allure 
of beauty pageants. Starting with Barthes, this topic has been perhaps analyzed to death, so to speak. But 
Bockarova gives it a new, and valuable empirical twist—she interviews those who decide to be a part of 
such pageants, providing insights into why they do it. Through the words of the contestants, Bockarova 
develops several key analyses that explain their motivations insightfully—from archetypal fantasies that 
have always conditioned women’s views of their bodies to more economically-based motivations, such 
as the need to achieve prosperity (which she calls the Cinderella complex). From the interviews and 
Bockarova’s framework we come to understand the many psychological costs that come from practicing 
beauty, from financial to emotional. In effect, Bockarova truly deconstructs beauty pageantry without 
any particular ideological axe to grind. This chapter is truly a model of hoe to conduct empirical semiot-
ics in a way that sheds light on human travail, rather than just remain interesting at a theoretical level.

One of the most emblematic myths of human history is the Oedipus legend that is informed by and 
ensconced in the Riddle of the Sphinx. Treatises have been written on the significance, psychological, 
and various other implications of the myth and the riddle. Terry Marks-Tarlow (“The Riddle of the 
Sphinx Revisited: Self-Referential Twists to and Ancient Myth”) not only takes a fresh look at the many 
implications of the riddle and the myth, but takes it one step further to argue that it is more revelatory of 
human cognition than may at first seem thinkable. She bases her interpretation on the cognitive theory 
of metaphor, which is itself a key t understanding how unconscious thought evolves and how it brings 
forth mythical concepts and reformulates them I such a way as to make them reverberate latently in the 
mind. Ultimately, the riddle and the myth are early treatises in human consciousness, which did not 
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differential between waking and dreaming states. The riddle is actually, in this sense, not a riddle but a 
paradoxical self-referential statement about the human condition. Overall, this chapter truly penetrates 
the essence of human consciousness and its mythic-metaphorical origins and evolutionary propensities.

Caterina Clivio and Marcel Danesi (“Existential Graphs and Cognition”) take a brief look at one 
of the most important concepts that unite semiotics and VR—Peirce’s notion of Existential Graphs 
(EGs), or diagrams that allow us to represent ideas in image-schematic form. These are used in logic 
and mathematics, showing how semiotics is becoming more and more of a metalanguage within these 
disciplines. This chapter revisits EGs from the viewpoint of image schema theory, arguing that they are 
themselves models of thought unfolds as we draw our visual representations. In effect, EGs, are indirect 
theories of cognition.

Miriam Tribastone and Sara Greco (“Framing in News Discourse: The Case of the Charlie Hebdo 
Attack”) take a perceptive look at news reporting following the Charlie Hebdo attach in Paris. Using 
the concept of framing, which comes from mass communications theory, suggesting that the sum and 
substance of some newsworthy issue or event is realized by juxtaposing it within a broader filed of mean-
ing. So, the attack was not portrayed by the media as an isolated criminal act but as part of a narrative 
that involves the perception of specific groups. The authors have collected a substantial sample of news 
reports—100 news articles, published on January 8, 2015 in English, German, and Italian—from which 
they derive five frames: act of war on terrorism, attack on Western freedom, the price to pay for the of-
fence, the result of disastrous integration policies, and Islam internal issues. They analyze the keywords 
in each frame as occurring subconsciously across languages, so that the same event is portrayed as an 
unjustifiable terroristic attack against Western society. The frames uncovered by the researchers raise 
fundamental (and urgent) questions. Above all else, they reveal the power of implicit argumentative and 
rhetorical discourses.

Mihai Nadin (“Meaning in the Age of Big Data”) constitutes a challenge and a paradigm for semiot-
ics—in other words, it diagnoses the problems connected with using the discipline for various self-serving 
purposes, while at the same time arguing for a more scientific rigorous use of the tools of semiotics in 
fields such as computer science. Nadin argues cogently that the world of big data and digital technologies 
is passing semioticians by, who continue to study self-serving artifacts of culture from their particular 
ideological angles. Rather, semiotics is now, more than ever, an important tool for diagnosing the world 
we live in and for tapping into innovations in that world that are changing it drastically. By emphasiz-
ing the role of meaning in human life, semiotics would provide a lens through which the impressive 
achievements we are experiencing can be assessed with relevant checks-and-balances. To counteract 
digital dystopia, semiotics itself will have to change.

William J. Rapaport’s in-depth treatment of computationalism (“Syntactic Semantics and the Proper 
Treatment of Computationalism”) brings us into the heart of the true significance of semiotics—as a 
means to understand the modeling of human cognition through computers. This is a key study for both 
semioticians and computer scientists, because computationalism cannot be understood as the view that 
cognition is computation, but that it should be understood as a computable phenomenon. So, despite 
warnings from hyper-sensitive anti-computationlists, computationalism can be true even if cognition 
is not the result of computations in the brain. Semiotic systems are systems that interpret signs, and 
both humans and computers are, in this sense, semiotic systems. Human minds can thus be considered 
as “virtual machines” implemented within certain semiotic systems: brains and AI computers equally.

xiv
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Frederik Stjernfelt (“Signs Conveying Information: On the Range of Peirce’s Notion of Propositions 
– Dicisigns”) revisits one of the least discussed, yet clearly important, sign types put forward by Charles 
Peirce—Dicisigns. These are signs of actual existence, necessarily involving a rheme to describe the fact 
which it is interpreted as indicating. While this might seem to have no relevance to theories of mind, 
as Stjernfelt cogently argues, it is perhaps one of the most important models of how propositions and 
arguments gain sense in human interaction and, indeed why they exist in the first place. A proposition 
is a Dicigin, and it is not limited to verbal reasoning, but crosses all modalities, including nonverbal 
ones. Moreover, Dicisigns, as Stjernfelt so persuasively shows, exist in other species—a truly remark-
able insight. Dicisigns vary considerably, but they seem to be part of natural selection, which has had to 
adapt to Dicisigns, rather than the other way around. We should thus see evolution as having increasingly 
adapted to the structures of Dicisigns, and not the other way around.

Joel West (“Neologisms: Semiotic Deconstruction of the New Words ‘Lizardy,’ ‘Staycation,’ and 
‘Wannarexia’ as Peircean Indexes of Culture”) uses the coinage of new colloquialisms to argue for the 
view that language, thought, and culture are inextricable. Indeed, when a new word comes into usage, it 
both reflects and changes cultural modalities which, in turn, affect cognitive states. Using Peirce’s no-
tion of indexicality, West argues that words point to cultural references all the time, incorporating them 
into their semantics. Many semioticians and rhetoricians would consider iconicity (resemblance to the 
referential domain) as the primary mode of word coinage, relegating indexicality (the establishment of 
relations among words and concepts) to a secondary status. It But Peirce himself saw indexicality as a 
primary form in verbal creativity in some domains of reference. West explains how this is so through 
new words that are models of how language and cognition interact in deciphering the world around us.

Stacy Costa (“Math Talk as Discourse Strategy”) takes a perceptive look at how language and math-
ematics are intertwined in the learning process, thus uniting semiotic and education ideas into a model 
of learning called Math Talk. This is a dialogical-rhetorical pedagogical method that is part of a system 
of teaching known as Knowledge Building, both of which aim to recapture, in a contemporary way, the 
Socratic method of dialogical interaction. Math Talk leads to a deeper understanding of mathemati-
cal principles and constitutes an important rhetorical solution to the many problems faced by children 
attempting to grasp mathematical ideas in the classroom. By discussing them dialogically with other 
students and the teacher, the ideas are more easily acquired.

Victoria Bigliardi (The Reincarnation of the Aura: Challenging Originality With Authentic Plaster 
Casts of Lost Sculptures”) looks at one of the most interesting and influential concepts in art criticism 
Walter Benjamin’s controversial concept of the aura, a state of interpretation that indicates how the the 
originality of a work is lost in its reproductions. The aura has disappeared because art has become repro-
ducible, no longer having a unique effect in time and space. In effect, according to Benjamin, art cannot 
be reproduced, because it disappears it is is reproduced. Bigliardi tackles this concept by arguing that 
reproductions do indeed have their own aura. She uses Laurana’s Portrait of a Woman as an example of 
a vanishing original, from which the aura has not disappeared. She uses biographical arguments, posit-
ing that the value and prestige of the original are not lost when casting is employed. Instead, Benjamin’s 
aura may be temporarily concealed or displaced.
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Finally, Aaron Rambhajan (“Order of Experience: The Evolution of the Landscape Art-Object”) looks 
at the meaning of art from a contemporary view of its contextualization in a meaningful substratum 
of life. Rambhajan uses James Turrell’s Roden Crater (2015) as the epitome of landscape art-object, 
an art form that speaks directly to people today, since it evokes sensory experience. In effect, art is an 
immersive artifact, saturating us with meaningful psychological experiences via landscapes. Unlike the 
didactic practices of traditional art that solely encompass the act of seeing, Turrell’s work encompasses 
instead the acts of viewing and sensing spaces. Turrell’s art thus serves as a metaphor of contemporary 
culture, which is immersed in all kinds of media.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

As can be seen the scope and eclecticism of these chapters is truly remarkable. But they are all united by 
a common subtext—humans produce meaningful artifacts, from art works to theories of mind. Through 
these, we come to an understanding of who we are. In his 2001 book, Media Unlimited: How the Torrent 
of Images and Sounds Overwhelms Out Lives, Todd Gitlin decries how the modern-day media bombard 
us with a constant barrage of images that wash over us but which end up influencing how we see the 
worlds. We truly need to understand these images, signs, and the texts that carry them, since they have 
deep implications for everything from education to Artificial Intelligence and social evolution. The 
various chapters in this book shed light on these images and signs and how the disciplines of semiotics 
and VR can help us decode them in specific ways or else how we can better understand the world in 
which we live.

In the end, semiotics aims to understand the quest for meaning to life—a quest so deeply rooted in us 
that it subtly mediates how they experience the world. This quest gains actual expression in the signs, sign 
systems, texts, practices, and the like found throughout human societies. Paradoxically, these are highly 
restrictive and creative at the same time. Signs learned in social contexts are highly selective of what is 
to be known and memorized from the infinite variety of things that are in the world. So, we tend to we 
let our culture (which is a network of signs) do the thinking for us when we use signs unreflectively. But 
there is a paradox here—a paradox that lies in the fact that we can constantly change, expand, elaborate, 
or even discard the habits of thought imprinted in sign systems. We do this by creating new signs (words, 
symbols, etc.) to encode new knowledge and modify previous knowledge. The study of signs and sign 
systems is of extreme importance. This volume shows essentially why this is so.
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ABSTRACT

Facebook and other social media sites have been used by young Arabs for many purposes such as ex-
changing ideas and information, reporting breaking news, posting special events, launching political 
campaigns, announcing family gatherings, and sending seasons’ greetings. Another emerging type of 
timeline posts is creative writing in English. Some Arab Facebook users post lines of verse, short an-
ecdotes or points of view, express emotions, personal experiences, and/or inspirational stories or say-
ings written in literary style. A sample of Facebook creative writing pages/clubs and creative timeline 
posts was collected and analyzed to find out the forms and themes of creative writing texts. A sample 
of Facebook Arab creative writers was also surveyed to find out the reasons for their creative writing 
activities in English. This chapter describes the data collection and analysis procedures and reports 
results quantitatively and qualitatively. Implications for developing creative writing skills in foreign/
second language learners using Facebook and other social media are given.

INTRODUCTION

Writing in a foreign/second language (L2) is a difficult task for many students, because they are inhib-
ited, afraid of making mistakes, have insufficient grammar and vocabulary knowledge, or because they 
are incapable of generating ideas. To enhance students’ writing skills, in general, and creative writing, 
in particular, researchers and teachers have utilized several instructional strategies and practices, such 
as using wordless picture books (Henry, 2003), plot scaffolding (O’Day, 2006), collaborative creative 
writing activities, assignments and projects (Vass, 2002; Feuer, 2011; Bremner, Peirson-Smith and 
Bhatia, 2014; Arshavskaya, 2015), the integration of cooperative learning and journalizing (Bartscher, 
Lawler, Ramirez and Schinault, 2001; and Racco, 2010;), learning about photography and using it as 
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inspiration for students’ creative writing (Haines, 2015), the cluster method (Sahbaz and Duran, 2011), 
the integration of creative and critical written responses to literary texts in different genres (Racco, 2010; 
Wilson, 2011), incorporating journal and/or personal letter writing from the perspective of people that 
have been marginalized in the students’ dominant culture (Stillar, 2013), developing a creative writing 
instructional program based on speaking activities (Bayat, 2016), using a semiotic analysis theory-based 
writing activity in which cartoon caricatures are selected as visual texts for analysis (Sarar Kuzu, 2016), 
using nonfiction mentor texts to assist students in writing their own creative informational texts about 
animals (Dollins, 2016), inviting students to write poetry across the curriculum (Bintz, 2017), and ana-
lyzing song lyrics containing vivid details, using a graphic organizer, and a kinesthetic activity to help 
students devise similes and metaphors and construct vivid sensory details in their fiction and creative 
nonfiction writing (Del Nero, 2017).

In addition to the above classroom techniques, several technologies have been integrated in writing 
instruction. Two decades ago, word processors, e-mail, specially designed software and Powerpoint 
presentation were utilized to develop L1 and L2 students’ writing skills (Casella, 1989; Gammon, 1989; 
Scott, 1990; Owen, 1995; Keiner, 1996; Hodges, 1999; and Biesenbach-Lucas and Weasenforth, 2001). 
At a later stage, online journal writing, computer labs, online courses, online discussion boards, special 
software, wiki projects and school blogs were used to enhance students’ writing skills. For example, 
adolescents in Guzzetti and Gamboa’s (2005) study used online journal writing as a literacy practice, 
and for social connection, identity formation and representation. Online journal writing proved to be 
effective in developing students’ writing skills. Pifarré, Marti and Guijosa (2014) found that the wiki 
environment helped develop an effective and creative online collaborative learning community among 
secondary school students. Even seven-year old children who used Kodu code-based software to create 
imaginary worlds, characters and story lines, and translated their video game-like creations into dynamic 
short stories excelled in producing sophisticated short stories that were not expected from them (Salcito’s 
(2012). Likewise, 10-16-year old students in India reported that OmmWriter (a minimalist text editing 
tool) was an effective tool for feeling better (with music), happier and more relaxed, as it helped them 
avoid distractions that often come with technology and the internet. It also reduced writing distractions, 
gave a relaxing writing experience by offering three different writing soundtrack options, as well as three 
different keyboard-typing sounds (Gonçalves, Camposand Garg, 2015). Elementary school students 
participating in school blogs reported that blogging enthused them, and gave them access to new kinds 
of writing and new audiences (Barrs and Horrocks, 2014). Furthermore, Sessions, Kang and Womack 
(2016) found that fifth grade students with iPad applications wrote more cohesive, sequential stories us-
ing more sensory details than students who wrote with paper and pencil. iPad applications also affected 
students’ motivation to write, and made the writing process more social and engaging.

Not only were technologies used to enhance the writing skills of English native-speaking students, 
but they were also used to help ESL college students develop their writing skills. For example, Al-Jarf’s 
(2007) found that use of Nicenet, an Online Course Management System, as a supplement to in-class 
instruction encouraged Saudi freshman students of different proficiency levels to write poems and short 
stories in English as a foreign language (EFL). In another study, Yunus, Salehi and Chenzi (2012) found 
that the integration of an online discussion board in ESL writing classrooms helped broaden Malaysian 
students’ knowledge, increased their motivation, and enhanced their confidence in acquiring writing 
skills in ESL. In Oman, Jayaron and Abidin (2016) found no statistically significant differences in writ-
ing performance and linguistic complexity between EFL post-foundation level students involved in a 
synchronous online discussion forum and students engaged in an asynchronous blog. However, use of 
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the online discussion forum facilitated EFL writing and had a positive effect on the learning process. 
In Egypt, the WebQuest model proved to be effective in developing memoir writing skills as a cre-
ative non-fiction genre by ESL 8th grade students focusing on a specific life, changing event, using an 
engaging opening, using the first person. Students using the WebQuest were exposed to rich, relevant 
and elaborate language input which enhanced their ability to write spontaneously and creatively (Al-
Sayed, Abdel-Haq, El-Deeb and Ali, 2016). In the USA, findings of a study by Dzekoe (2017) showed 
that computer-based multimodal composing activities (CBMCAs) helped advanced-low proficiency 
ESL students discover specific rhetorical and linguistic elements that they used to revise their written 
drafts. The CBMCAs activities helped them develop language and voice to convey ideas that they were 
struggling to express using the written mode alone. The students made revisions in the content which 
correlated with text quality.

Online collaborative writing tasks, in articular, proved to be effective in developing EFL/ESL stu-
dents’ creative writing abilities. For example, L2 college students engaged in four in-class Web-based 
collaborative writing tasks using Google Docs valued their collaborative in-class writing tasks. The 
tasks included: considering group members’ feelings when changes are made, negotiating politely and 
respectfully, managing time in a group, utilizing each group member’s strengths, negotiating the writing 
process with each other, and troubleshooting strategies for communication breakdowns (Bikowski and 
Vithanage, 2016). In another study by Stoddart, Chan and Liu (2016) wiki-based collaborative writing 
projects provided L2 students an environment that fostered student satisfaction, motivation and learning.

Since 2005, social media platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Google+, LinkedIn, Tumblr, 
Pinterest, Behance, Snapchat and others have been popular in online communication among adult Inter-
net users. They have been used for many purposes such as exchanging ideas and information, reporting 
breaking news, posting and commenting on special events, launching political campaigns and special 
causes, announcing family gatherings, sending seasons’ greetings, posting photos and videos of interest 
to them and posting comments and viewpoints on social, political, economic, and local and world events. 
They have also been used by students and instructors as a communication and instructional medium.

A review of the literature has shown a rising interest in the academic applications of social media 
sites. Numerous studies have investigated issues such as the influence of social media on high school 
students’ social and academic development (Ahn, 2010), their educational use in higher education 
(Hung and Yuen, 2010), their use in recruiting undergraduate students (Ferguson, 2010), their impact on 
academic relations at the university (Rambe, 2011), to investigate appropriate professional behavior of 
faculty and college students on social media (Malesky and Peters, 2012), to teach international business 
via social media projects (Alon and Herath, 2014) and others.

In the area of foreign/second language learning, in particular, a multitude of Facebook pages are 
available, which students can join to develop their listening, speaking, reading, general writing skills, 
and knowledge of grammar and vocabulary. Facebook also has a multitude of creative writing pages 
for students, amateurs as well as professional creative writers. Even on non-academic Facebook pages, 
many English and Arabic posts are characterized by their creative expression and artistic style.

A review of the literature has revealed numerous studies that integrated social media in second lan-
guage teaching and learning such as the use of social networking in intensive English program classrooms 
from a language socialization perspective (Reinhardt and Zander, 2011); learning English on Facebook 
(Al-Jarf, 2012); whether Facebook facilitates language acquisition and social access by international 
students (Lee and Ranta, 2014); integrating ethnic culture Facebook pages in EFL instruction (Al-Jarf, 
2014); and the effect of WhatsApp on EFL learners’ critique writing skills and their motivation for 
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learning (Awada, 2016). Diploma students in a Malaysian university reported five Facebook activities 
that improved their English language proficiency: writing posts and comments in English, reading news 
feeds in English, participating in interest-based Facebook groups, watching movies in English, and com-
municating with foreign Facebook friends (Shafie, Yaacob and Singh, 2016).

Another group of studies focused on the effects of Facebook on L2 students’ writing skill development 
such as the effect of peer feedback on Facebook on improving revised drafts by undergraduate students 
enrolled in a fundamental English course (Wichadee, 2013); and the integration of some new forms 
of online writing tasks on Facebook while 3rd-year EFL student-teachers are working as a community 
(Abdallah, 2013). Japanese university EFL engaged in free writing sessions on Facebook made more 
significant gains in writing fluency than students who used paper-and-pencil. However, neither group 
made significant improvement in lexical richness and grammatical accuracy (Dizon, 2016).

Despite the importance of social networking sites, as a medium for creative writing, there is a dearth of 
studies that investigated the effects of using social media such as Facebook, Twitter, Penterest, Google+ 
and WhatsApp on the production of creative texts, and that explore the forms, themes, discoursal fea-
tures of creative texts posted on adult social media. To fill the gap in this area of research, the present 
study aims to examine a sample of Facebook creative writing in English by a sample of non-native 
English-speaking Arab adults. It aims to find out the types of forms, themes and discoursal features of 
the Facebook creative texts, written by non-native writers of English; describe the Facebook creative 
writing environment and Facebook activities that initiated creative writing; report the personal and social 
factors that affect creativity in L2; and provide guidelines for nurturing creativity in EFL/ESL students 
based on the findings. Specifically, the study aims to answer the following questions: (i) What kind of 
creative writing forms and themes are posted on Facebook by Arab non-native speakers of English? (ii) 
What are the characteristics of the Facebook creative discourse by Arab non-native speakers of English? 
(iii) What are the characteristics of the Facebook creative writing environment in English as a foreign/
second language (EFL/ESL)? (iv) What Facebook activities initiated creative writing by Arab non-native 
speakers of English? (v) What personal and social factors impact the Facebook creative writing activity 
by Arab non-native speakers of English?

To answer the above questions, the study will describe how the samples of Facebook creative writ-
ing pages/clubs, creative texts and creative writers were selected, how the sample of creative texts was 
analyzed into theme and types, and how discourse features were identified. It will also survey a sample of 
Facebook creative writers to find out the personal and social factors that affect their creative endeavors. 
It is noteworthy to say that the aim of this study is not to conduct an extensive literary critical analysis 
of the creative texts, rather the aim of the text analysis is to explore the characteristics of the Facebook 
environment that was conducive to creative writing by Arab non-native speakers of English.

The present study is significant as it starts a new line of research in the study of Facebook discourse 
and in using social media websites such as Facebook in creative writing, particularly creative text forms 
and themes, and the factors conducive to creative writing on social media. The study of the effects of 
social media on the production of creative discourse by Arab non-native English-speakers is especially 
interesting and results of the analysis will contribute to our understanding (especially writing instructors) 
of their creativity on Facebook. The study will describe ways in which peer collaboration can resource, 
stimulate and enhance the production of creative texts. The benefits of teaching writing through social 
media, especially to non-mainstream students who are usually inhibited by traditional writing instruc-
tion in the classroom will be demonstrated as well. Insights can be gained from the results and used to 
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improve the general teaching of creative writing to EFL students in general, thus expanding the peda-
gogical repertoire available to writing instructors.

METHODOLOGY

To answer the questions of the present study, a sample of Facebook creative writing pages/clubs, a 
sample of creative texts selected from those pages/clubs, and a sample of Arab creative writers who are 
members of those clubs were selected. Each of which is described in detail below.

Sample of Creative Writing Facebook Pages/Clubs

Several search terms were used to search Facebook for English creative writing pages such as: “creative 
writers,” “creative writing,” “creative writing page,” “creative writing group,” “creative writers’ club,” 
and “creative writing community.” More than 450 creative writing and “creative writers” Facebook 
pages were found, of which 70% received fewer than 50 likes. Those belong to universities, colleges, 
schools, non-profit and community organizations, centers for creativity, and individuals. Most of them 
were created by US users and are for creative writers who are native speakers of English. Numerous 
Facebook creative writing pages created and used by non-native speakers of English in India, Pakistan, 
Nigeria, the Czech Republic, Egypt, Algeria and Saudi Arabia were found. For purposes of the present 
study, only creative writing Facebook pages created by Arab writers who are non-native speakers of 
English in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Egypt, and Lebanon were found. The sample selected had to meet 
several criteria: (a) Pages/clubs that are part of a professional English language teaching and learning 
pages/clubs and that are part of formal writing courses; (b) Creative writing pages with fewer than 10 
likes or members; (c) those created two months before writing this article; and (d) those with members 
who are native speakers of English were excluded. Thus, the final sample consisted of five Facebook 
creative writing pages that met the above criteria. The following is a brief description of each:

1.  Riyadh Writing Club (RWC) was created by two Saudi female creative writers. It joined Facebook 
on April 6, 2011, and has received 798 likes. The RWC page is complementary to the creators’ 
blog. The aims of the page/club are:

to bring together the talented female writers in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Its intention is to activate imagina-
tion and enable receiving constructive criticism from like-minded, talented, and creative people.

2.  Kuwait Writing Club (KWC) was created by a female creative write on March 31, 2013 by a group 
of Kuwaiti creative writers. It has received 856 likes. It is complementary to the creators’ blog. 
KWC aims to:

… get together and pick a topic to write about for the next meeting. The writing can be anything from a 
poem to a song or a short story, as long as it stays on the topic chosen by the members. In this way, we 
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as creative people are forced to activate our imagination and receive constructive criticism from like-
minded, talented, and creative people.

3.  Riyadh’ Creative Writers and Designers on Facebook (RCWD) was created by a single male creative 
writer. It joined Facebook on March 15, 2010 and has received 726 likes. The aim of the page is 
to “express thought in words.”

4.  English Inspiration Club in Egypt (EIC) was created by a group of Egyptians. It joined Facebook 
on September 13, 2011, and has received 554 likes. 
a.  The page aims to spread the quality of Education for English in Egypt…learn English to get 

more knowledge and better communication with other cultures… (and learn) from each other.
b.  EIC is not limited to creative or inspirational writing, images with inspirational quotes, gram-

mar rules, usage tips, quizzes and vocabulary enrichment exercises are also posted.
5.  Creative Writing (CW) was created by a retired Lebanese teacher and members are Lebanese stu-

dents. The page was created on November 2, 2014 and has received 421 likes. It aims to encourage 
talented students to express themselves.

Sample of Creative Texts

To have a sufficient sample of creative texts, all timeline posts (entries) and related comments (sub-
entries) in the five Facebook creative writing pages/clubs were collected. The author browsed through 
all of the posts in each page and only posts that are creative were selected. Posts with announcements, 
advertisements, links to articles, videos, compliments, news stories, texts written in a foreign language 
other than English, viz French, and texts with academic or journalistic style were excluded. Creative 
texts copied or cited from other authors, sources or websites were also excluded. The sample of creative 
texts included only original texts written by Arab members of the five clubs. Thus the final corpus of 
Facebook discourse included a total of 1196 creative texts (posts) which included: 383 creative texts 
from RWC, 364 creative texts from KWC, 304 creative texts from RCWD, 91 creative texts from EIC 
in Egypt, and 54 creative texts from CR. Poems constituted 24% of the creative posts, and 76% were 
prose–short narratives/stories, reflections (spiritual and otherwise), religious supplications, points of 
view, words of wisdom, inspirational sayings, motivational thoughts and advice, and short narratives 
(short stories). The creative texts varied in length: From one line to about a page. However, most con-
sisted of few lines. The unit of creative discourse analysis chosen was the single post (entry) regardless 
of its length and excluding the comments (sub-entries) it received.

The author faced several challenges in selecting the sample of creative texts. First, Facebook pages, 
page/club members and posts are not permanent in nature. Some page creators choose to delete or deactivate 
their page/account and some authors choose to delete some of their posts for no obvious reason. Some 
creative texts that were located by the author disappeared although they were present a month or even a 
week earlier. What helped keep track of those was that the author saved all of the posts on the pages in 
PDF format. A second challenge was locating creative texts and sorting out stories by author and topic. 
Although Facebook has a timeline that displays all of the stories posted each month by all members of 
a particular club, it does not have an analytics tool or App for sorting out stories by author or topic, and 
does not give statistics nor lists all posts by a single author as it is the case in online forums. In addi-
tion, posts are not archived under tags, as it is the case in blogs, to facilitate the browsing and searching 
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processes. Although hashtags are common on Facebook, they are not used at all in the sample posts. To 
locate and sort out creative and non-creative posts, the author had to print all of the club pages, browse 
through the posts one by one, read each post and count and analyze those that are creative. Locating, 
browsing through all posts, sorting out creative and non-creative texts and calculating the number of 
creative texts posted by each writer and analyzing the texts manually was time-consuming.

Sample of Creative Writers

Only members of the creative writing clubs who have creative contributions were selected. The sample 
consisted of total of 234 Facebook creative writers (189 females and 45 males) distributed as follows: 
71 creative writers from RWC (62 females and 9 males), 62 creative writers from KWC (41 females 
and 21 males), 46 creative writers from RCWD (34 females and 12 males), 31 creative writers from CR 
(all females), and 24 creative writers from EIC (21 female and 3 male). Creative writers from RWC are 
all Saudi, those of KWC are Kuwaiti, those of the EIC are Egyptian, and those of CR are all Lebanese. 
Members of RCWD are from different Arab countries. All the subjects are native speakers of Arabic. 
Most of the subjects are in their twenties. Some are studying English literature, others are studying 
journalism, business, information technology or social work. Some are professionals: English teachers, 
journalists, businessmen, information technology specialists, and lawyers. Five subjects are in high school 
and three are as young as 14 and 15 years old. Most went to an English-medium school at least half of 
their school years and studied in an English-medium college. Other than posting in the creative writing 
club page, members of the RWC and KWC have a group blog where they publish their creative work.

Some of the challenges that the author faced while collecting personal data about the subjects were 
that many did not post information about themselves such as age, major (specialty), education, where 
they live or nationality on Facebook; and others made their own Facebook page private and thus their 
personal data could not be accessed. Some did not provide contact details and did not respond to Face-
book messages.

QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEYS

All of the Arab creative writers who are members of the 5 Facebook pages/clubs were surveyed and 
each was sent a copy of the study questionnaire-survey. The questionnaire-survey requested informa-
tion about their age, major area of study, type of work, where they went to school, whether they went to 
an English-medium school, how they develop and polish their writing skill in English, why they chose 
Facebook to post their creative work, in what ways Facebook helped them to write creatively, whether 
they knew other members prior to joining the Facebook creative writing club, and the role that Facebook 
club members play in their creative writing process and productivity.

The questions were sent to each member through his/her Facebook account and answers were received 
through my Facebook Messenger. Seventy percent of the subjects responded to the author’s questions 
probably because they do not know her or because they were busy.

There were more female than male respondents and all of the respondents agreed to participate in 
the study and answer the survey questions, to have excerpts of their work cited in this article and to 
have their first names referred to herein. Respondents were assured that their identities and associated 
responses to the questions will remain confidential and will be used for research purposes only. As a 
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matter of fact, some were happy to be part of a research study and did not mind the citation of their work 
as it is publicly published on Facebook.

DATA ANALYSIS

Identifying Creative texts, Their Forms, Themes and Features

To help identify creative texts, an operational definition of creative texts was used. Features given by 
the following definitions were taken into consideration in sorting out creative and non-creative posts. 
According to Fraser (2006):

Creativity concerns novelty and originality…Creative writers surface original ideas through construct-
ing their own creative texts. They generate novel responses and multiple interpretations. Creative texts 
reveal unique voices that range from the playful to the dramatic in their creative exploration of what it 
means to be human. 

Your Dictionary (2012) defines creative writing as:

Writing that expresses ideas and thoughts in an imaginative way. The writer gets to express feelings and 
emotions instead of just presenting the facts.” The dictionary adds that “the best way to define creative 
writing is to give a list of things that are and that are not considered creative writing.

Witty and LaBrant (1946) define creative writing as:

…a composition of any type of writing at any time primarily in the service of such needs as: (1) the need 
for keeping records of significant experience, (2) the need for sharing experience with an interested 
group, and (3) the need for free individual expression which contributes to mental and physical health. 

In a study by Cheung, Tse and Tsang (2003) in which they asked 449 Chinese language teachers to 
define creativity in writing, the teachers identified imagination, inspiration and original ideas as com-
ponents of effective writing.

Based on the above definitions, creative texts that focus on a writer’s free self-expression, i.e., those 
in which the writers express feelings and emotions and reveal unique voices and those characterized by 
novelty, imagination, inspiration and originality were considered creative and were selected. Themes 
that express emotions (such as love, nostalgia, disappointment, misery, cruelty, abandonment, alienation 
and so on), personal experiences, observations, philosophy, interpersonal relations, social issues, and/
or beliefs were considered creative.

As to types of creative writing, i.e. genres, Donovan (2015) identified 14 types of creative writing: 
journals, diaries, essays, storytelling, poetry, memoir, vignettes, letters, scripts, song lyrics, speeches, 
journalism, blogging and free writing. In addition, creative texts can be novels, novella, short stories, 
epics, biography, creative personal essays, flash fiction, playwriting/dramatic writing, screenplays, wise 
sayings, reflections and so on. Academic, technical and journalistic writing were not considered creative 
in the present study.
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To be considered narrative (novels and fiction), a text should have characters, point of view, plot, 
setting, dialogue (fiction), style (fiction), theme and motif no matter how short it is. To be considered 
a poem, a text should be characterized by rhyme schemes, sound elements, figurative language and/or 
images.

Sophistication level was determined on the basis of types of sentence structures, sentence length and 
complexity, word choice, style, use of innovative expressions, figurative language and rhythm. Correct-
ness of grammar, spelling, punctuation and capitalization and appropriateness of the text layout to a 
particular genre were noted.

For validation purposes, two raters who are professors of English literature were asked to sort out a 
random sample of 30% of the texts from each Facebook page/club into creative and non-creative, identify 
the forms, themes, and discoursal features of those creative texts. To help the raters identify the types 
of creative texts, i.e. their genre, it was necessary to give them some background about the aims of the 
study, the authors of the excerpts and the Facebook creative writing clubs. Providing the raters with 
the page links where the excerpts are located helped them comprehend and identify their types more 
accurately than giving them the excerpts in isolation, i.e. out of context. For example, when a rater was 
given the excerpt below from RWC in isolation, i.e. without providing any information about the author 
and where it was taken from, she thought it was a “diary,” not a “poem.”

I will write my way home tonight; I will write my way to you. Love, you may ask: But where do you 
find me? I find you in music. Every sweet song, and every strum of the guitar that comes through my 
headphones brings you out. I find you in literature. In every word… 

The type of genre was misidentified, because of the word “write.” But when she saw it on Facebook, 
and she browsed through the RWC page, she was able to identify the genre more accurately. Results of the 
analyses by the author and the two raters were compared and disagreements were resolved by discussion.

Identifying the Factors Affecting Facebook Creativity

Creative writers’ responses to the open-ended questions were sorted out and personal, affective and 
social reasons that affected their creative writing activities were identified. Affective factors in creative 
writing include personal attitude, motivation, and emotional state; whereas social factors in creative 
writing include desire to share feelings and thoughts with readers and members of an online community, 
and support and feedback given by the Facebook community. Conclusions based on a content analysis 
of the subjects’ posts and comments received were also made.

Quantitative and Qualitative Data Analyses

The total number of creative texts and percentages of creative texts belonging to each category (poem, 
reflections or short narrative) were calculated. The themes and discoursal features of the creative texts 
collected are reported and described qualitatively. Responses to the questionnaire results are also reported 
qualitatively. Where excerpts are cited, the authors’ real first names are also cited.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Type of Creative Writing Forms and Themes Posted

Analysis of the creative texts collected from the five Facebook creative writing pages/clubs has shown 
that creative writers in the present study post poems, short narratives (stories), reflections (spiritual and 
otherwise), religious supplications, points of view, words of wisdom, inspirational sayings, motivational 
thoughts and advice written in literary style. They express emotions such as love, nostalgia, disap-
pointment, misery, cruelty, abandonment, alienation, write about personal experiences, observations, 
philosophy, interpersonal relations, social issues, and/or Islamic beliefs (See examples 1, 4, 9, 10, 12, 
15 in the Appendix). The same author may write several types of genres: Poems, reflections and short 
narratives, as in the case of Ali, Sameera and Zahra (See Examples 1 & 2; 3 & 4; 17 & 18).

Being Muslim, the influence of Islamic culture and Islamic beliefs is very evident in the themes 
that creative writers in the present study write about, and in how they view the world, other humans, 
relationships and other life issues expressed, especially in their reflections, advice and motivational 
sayings as in Examples 1, 2, 4, & 13. Ali from RCWD even states his Islamic faith/stance very clearly 
in one of his posts:

The post below is written to MYSELF alone…I write ALL things with ME or God as the subjects or ad-
vise in general to people...Either I am addressing Him or finding fault in Me or Sharing wisdom I know, 
heard or experienced and find it to be reality…My life is about me and my Creator …

Moreover, it was found that in addition to free creative posts by individual club members, of RWC 
and KWC founders post “projects” that constitute themes for club members to write voluntarily about. 
A total of 11 projects have been posted on the RWC Facebook page: “Being Human, Coffee, John, New 
Beginnings, The Paranormal, The World, Turning Point, Glass, Nostalgia, Eve, Elle,” and 10 projects 
on the KWC Facebook page: “Voiceless, Traitor, Box, Terminal, Home, Jay, Socks, Birth, Melancholy, 
Glass.” Twenty four more projects have been posted in the RWC blogs (2:47, Ash, Conspiracy, Fear, 
Free topic, Here, I/We, Letter, Light/Yet, Maha, No, Reply, Rib, Seven Deadly Sins, Skin, Sounds, Speak, 
Still, Uncategorized, Wanderlust, War, Water, Winter, Woman), and 29 more projects have been posted 
in the KWC blogs (Aftertaste, Blood, Book, But Daddy I love her, But Daddy I love him, Choice, color, 
Depression, Echo, Higher power, Ink, Ja, Joy, Justice, Lipstick, Maze, Monkey, Mountain, Noah, Nos-
talgia, Puppet-Blood-Lighter, Revolution, Sciamachy, Secret, Seeds, Smoke, Superhero, Supervillian, 
Wave), but those were not included in the samples nor analysis. A total of 53 Facebook creative texts 
were written under the 11 projects in RWC, and 65 creative texts were posted under the 10 projects in 
KWC. Examples 8-11 show texts (all poems) posted under the theme “Coffee” in RWC and examples 
15-16 show texts posted under the theme “Birth” in KWC. The content in many of the posts has nothing 
to do with the general project theme. Examples 8-9 are unrelated, whereas examples 10 and 11 mention 
“coffee” in the content. Some of the posts are poems with verses laid out next to each other, rather than 
under each other as it customary in poem layout (See examples 8-11) may be because of formatting 
limitations on Facebook. However, the full texts of the same posts in the blogs have a poem format.

Unlike the other four clubs, members of CW posted paragraphs on themes such as “honesty, respect, 
self-confidence, alone with ambition, money cannot buy happiness, the meaning of apology.” They also 
wrote paragraphs in which they criticized social issues and dysfunctional systems in their society and 
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called for reform as in the following topic: “employment of disabled persons, Lebanon can be the best, 
a word on Independence Day, are they receiving their rights, handicapped people are humans too” (See 
Examples 17 & 18).

As in Stillar’s (2013) study, it seems that the aims of the CW creating writing activities is to raise 
critical consciousness by having students write journals and/or personal letters from the perspective of 
individuals that have been marginalized or vilified in the students’ dominant culture. Such activities, 
Stillar indicated, encouraged the students to adopt new perspectives on polarizing topics while being an 
enjoyable and effective activity that helped them practice writing in English, taking into consideration 
that CW members chose their own topics. In addition, the types of forms and themes posted by CW 
members are partially consistent with findings of a study by Khalaf (2014). In her study, Khalaf analyzed 
the changing views of Lebanese students as reflected in their personal narrative texts that they created 
during her creative writing workshops over a period of 16years (1997-2012). She found that students’ 
texts focused on three main thematic issues: Idealism (1998-2005), Activism (2005-2008) and, Disil-
lusionment (2008-present). In this study, CW members wrote narrative and expository paragraphs and 
their themes fall under the “Idealism” and “Activism” categories only.

Activities That Triggered Creative Writing

Members of the Facebook creative pages/clubs in the present study write freely and voluntarily. What 
they write about is not initiated by a teacher, class or an assignment, and they are not pressured by dead-
lines or commitments. However, members of the KWC hold monthly face-to-face meeting for members 
in Kuwait, where each member is requested to bring 3 samples of his/her writing for discussion. They 
also hold creative writing seminars and workshop for members such as “how to write a short story.”

In CR, Lebanese students post mainly short expository paragraphs and few short stories (journals) 
about abstract themes and human values. Here, the themes are chosen by the members themselves and 
not imposed by anybody. In one of the CW posts, there was a call for joining an “English Open Day.”

In RCWD and EIC members are free to post anything. However, some members of EIC begin a 
story and ask other members to complete it. Some request other club members to design creative logos 
and comment on them as in Figure 1. The creator of RCWD is also an artist and his creative posts are 
reflections on some paintings or scenes posted, as Figure 2 shows.

Characteristics of Creative Discourse

Creative texts written by members of RWC, KWC and RCWD are more sophisticated and native-like 
than those written by EIC and CW members. Members of the three former clubs are of a higher profi-
ciency level in English. They exhibit more verbal originality and verbal flexibility as in Examples 1 to 
11 and 15-16 even when very simple language is used as in Examples 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 16. They used more 
sophisticated themes and details, innovative expressions (strappy heals, flung across, perched, haunt-
ing), innovative images and figures of speech (fire-eyed; desert of your mind; well of wisdom; you wore 
nothing but your skin) and almost made no grammatical, spelling or punctuation mistakes. As mentioned 
earlier, the lines of the poems in RWC are laid out next to each other like prose as in Examples 8 to 11, 
may be because of the Facebook formatting limitations. However, this does not affect comprehensibility, 
vividness, and effectiveness of their language and style, and does not affect the rhythm of the poems.
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Figure 1. Logo and creative comment from EIC

Figure 2. Poem describing a painting from RCWD
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On the other hand, members of the EIC are mainly students learning the basics of the English lan-
guage. Therefore, their creative texts are written at their own ability level and they are less imaginative 
and innovative in their themes and style. They made more grammatical and spelling errors as in Zoha, 
Emi and Mamadou’s poems in Examples 12, 13 and 14. Although Zoha’s poem is sophisticated in 
theme, expressions, vocabulary and style, she made mistakes in verb tenses, and spelled the first person 
singular pronoun “I” in lower case (See underlined errors in Example 12). Emi capitalized every single 
word for no reason, did not know the English equivalents to the Arabic and Islamic words “hijab” and 
“Gheebah” and sometimes used meaningless expression such as “Please Winder And More Moddest 
Cloths.” Mamadou spelled hurry as “harry,” used non-standard forms such as “gonna,” “ur” and 
“FRV” and capitalized the last line which makes is difficult to tell whether it is a note or part of the 
poem. Writers like Zoha, Emi and Mamadou do not seem to worry about grammatical, spelling and 
punctuation mistakes as they write for communication and their aim, as expressed in their other posts, 
is to practice writing in English.

Similarly, members of CW are students learning English. Their posts are not as creative and imagina-
tive as those of RWC and KWC. Members of CW have not mastered English usage yet. Some structures 
and expressions that they sometimes used are transferred from Arabic (L1). In some cases, they did not 
know which words collocate with each other, and in which contexts synonyms and near-synonyms are 
used. For example, Zahra in Example 17 says: “put me a zero” and “without listening me” which are 
transferred from Arabic in structure and meaning. She also made some structural mistakes such as “a 
sword who,” “taking in consideration” and “After the long cherished path of that was full of difficul-
ties, I decided to let the volcano that was in my heart erupt,” which made the meaning of the sentence 
unclear, due to adding the preposition “of” in “path of that.” Zahra also wrote “my partner” rather 
“my classmate”; “I was innocent and not mistaken” instead of “innocent and not guilty”; and “fire me 
from class” instead of “expel me from class.” However, such weaknesses did not affect the message 
she tried to convey while narrating the incident she had been through. As in Example 18, CW members 
sometimes mixed two themes in one short paragraph, wrote general statements, gave few supporting 
details, and their paragraphs lack cohesion and coherence. However, student-writers, like Zahra, were 
able to use figurative language in their posts such as “like the sea waves,” “like finding a treasure,” 
“lend you a shoulder to cry,” “sword who (that) cried for revenge,” “give our planet its rights,” “the 
cage of disabilities” and “open the lock to let them fly freely.”

Another feature of creative texts in the present study is that informal and conversational English is 
more evident than formal English in the subjects’ creative writing. This is evident in their use of con-
tracted verb forms, imperative verbs and the second person pronoun “you.” The reader feels that those 
writers are talking to him//her. Use of spoken English makes ideas, images and expressions more vivid.

Findings about the sophistication level of the language used by creative writers in the present study 
are consistent with findings of a study by Elgort (2017) in which she compared the language and dis-
course characteristics of course blogs and traditional academic assignments produced in English by L1 
and advanced L2 graduate student writers enrolled in the same M.A. course. The text types produced 
by L1 and L2 students differed in their lexical sophistication, syntactic complexity, use of cohesion and 
agency. Overall, the traditional course assignments were more formal, lexically sophisticated and syn-
tactically complex, while the blog posts contained more semantic and situational redundancy, resulting 
in higher readability, and communicated a clearer sense of agency. There was a significant difference 
between the textual artefacts produced by L1 and L2 writers, such as using a more traditional impersonal 
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academic style of the L2 texts. The blog posts were rated lower on the use of language than traditional 
assignments for the L2, but not L1 writers.

By contrast, the sophistication level of the language used by creative writers in the present study is 
inconsistent with the assumptions and results of Tin’s study (2011) in which he investigated opportuni-
ties for creative language use and the emergence of complex language in creative writing tasks with high 
formal constraints (acrostics) and those with looser formal constraints (similes). Formal constraints lead 
to complex and creative language use, transforming familiar utterances into unfamiliar ones, shaping 
and reshaping learners’ language syntactically and lexically, paradigmatically, and syntagmatically. Tin 
concluded that for learners’ language to develop in complexity, conditions that require them to access 
L2 directly to construct new ideas are needed for both L2 forms and meaning to co-evolve. In the pres-
ent study, the sophistication level of the creative texts is not due to any formal constraints as the three 
Facebook creative writing clubs are for amateur creative writers and not part of a formal creative writ-
ing course. No constraints on style, length, theme, content, time or space are imposed on the writers 
for posting their work. No constraints are imposed on linguistic accuracy and correctness as even less 
proficient writers have the courage to post their poems without being inhibited by their linguistic inad-
equacies. Talent, wide reading, self-motivation and desire for self-expression that the subjects reported, 
seem to affect creativity.

Factors Affecting Creativity in L2 Writers

In her analysis of the processes of creative writing, Morgan (2006) argued that intuition and analysis, 
the conscious and unconscious, working together, and the social and personal are all involved in these 
processes. She concluded that personal as well as social, cultural and disciplinary factors are at play in 
the development of creative work. In another study, Jonesa and Issroffb (2005) investigated the role of 
affective factors in three main areas of collaboration: In settings where learners are co-located, in on-line 
communities and to support and develop socio-emotional skills. Their results stressed affective issues 
in learning technologies in a collaborative context. Learner attitude, motivation, and emotional state 
were found to be very important. Furthermore, Ruan (2014) indicated that motivation, self-efficacy, and 
writing anxiety constituted Chinese EFL students’ awareness of personal variables influencing writing 
ability in EFL.

As in Morgan, Jonesa and Issroffb, and Ruan’s studies, results of the questionnaire-survey in the pres-
ent study revealed that both personal and social factors play a role in the subjects’ creativity. Creative 
writers in the present study tended to be intrinsically motivated and enthusiastic. Area of specialty, edu-
cational level, and proficiency level in English do not seem to be factors leading to creative writing. All 
creative writers reported that they are avid readers, write a lot and have an urge for expressing themselves. 
Members of the RWC and KWC share a blog where they post their creative work, and several members 
of RCWD have their own blog as well; Ali has four blogs. Other members, such as Eman, reported 
that they post poem on the Poetry.com website. Creative writers of lower proficiency level in EIC and 
RCWD reported that they are always motivated by creative writers of a higher proficiency level. They 
learn from them and see examples of good writing. Some members from RWC and KWC indicated that 
the Facebook writing page/club/community is a fast way of publishing their creative work. That is why 
each blog is connected to a Facebook page containing samples of their work and links referring to their 
full blog posts. Unlike Chinese students in Ruan’s study, anxiety does not seem to be a factor in creative 
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writers in the present study even in less-proficient writers, probably because no marks and grades and 
no pass/fail are involved.

Another important personal factor is the centrality of emotions in the observed creative text and expres-
sion. All creative writers produce poems, reflections and short stories that are meaningful and original. 
They tend to express their feelings and emotional involvement with a personal experience that they had 
or their views of an issue or philosophy about something (See Examples 1, 6, 7, 10 to 14). Ali says:

Emotions need education. They need pacification and guidance. Emotions are so powerful that they can 
take the heart to extremes of despair and to the greatest heights of joy. Both resulting in destruction of 
the soul or even the body sometimes. These same emotions can be the source of good health and a good 
life if nurtured by wisdom. Wisdom, which is acquired from reflections and realizations of existence...

Ali also wrote:

What is expressed reveals what one may seek to discover. I have ventured into my own soul and mind 
to discover my real self. My inner self. Is any knowledge in this world sufficient to define to me myself? 
And, is there anything that deserves to be defined more?

No. It is only my own expression of my thoughts and Realities that will reveal to me what I am and in 
acquiring this knowledge I shall know mankind…and you…

These findings are also consistent with findings of studies by Vass (2007) and Vass, Littleton, Miell 
and Jones (2008) in which they conducted longitudinal observations of ongoing classroom-based col-
laborative writing activities conducted with 24 British children in grades 3 and 4, aged 7-9. A functional 
model was developed to analyze the cognitive processes associated with creative text composition 
(engagement and reflection) via an in-depth study of collaborative discourse. A major finding was the 
centrality of emotions in the observed creative writing sessions. Their results also highlighted the role 
of emotion-driven thinking in phases of shared engagement and creative-thinking.

As for social factors affecting creativity, results of the questionnaire-survey showed that most of 
the creative writers in the present study like to share their feelings and thoughts with readers and other 
members of the Facebook club and other Facebook users. They also reported that the Facebook creative 
writing community, as a social network, has a positive effect on their creativity and on their attitude 
towards writing, as it creates an open and supportive environment, where creative writing is appreci-
ated, and authors are encouraged to trust their own linguistic ability. The Facebook writing community 
nurtures their creativity in every way possible. It makes writing an enjoyable task. They dive into the 
writing task because it is exciting, challenging and fun. They feel comfortable and unthreatened to reach 
maximal creativity. As a result, a positive personal relationship with other members of the Facebook 
writing club is fostered, although the members reported that they did not know each other before joining 
the Facebook club. Here is what Hassan says about the club:

i enjoy collaborating; it is what we do in EIC; different ideas make me pause; i practice English while 
decorating my mind; i enjoy UNDERSTANDING.
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Peer support, interaction and feedback among members of the creative writing Facebook community 
were also found to be important. Creative writers in EIC, RWRD and CR, in particular, receive “likes,” 
positive comments, encouraging remarks and words of admiration from other club members such as 
“I am proud of you,” “perfect,” “Mashallah,” “Go,” “well said,” as shown in Figures 3 and 4. Such 
positive comments and remarks make them feel good about themselves and enhance their motivation. 
Analysis of the members’ comments has shown that more proficient members do not correct grammati-
cal, spelling or punctuation mistakes of less proficient writers. No matter how poor the writing is, no 
negative comments are given. Comments are usually given on the content, not the form of what is posted. 
An example of the comments that Emi received on her poem is:

EIC: great massage Emi...and nice advice .. keep it up.

Aya: like this.

Osome!

Other members show their admiration and appreciation of a post by requesting to share the post with 
others as in Figure 3.

On the other hand, interaction and feedback do not seem to be a factor in members’ creative writing 
activities in RWC and KWC, because “likes” and “comments” are almost lacking in these two clubs. 
It seems that their sophisticated writing products are a result of their feeling of self-efficacy and self-
motivation, as in Ruan’s study, in addition to off-line support and encouragement, as members are friends 

Figure 3. Post and comments, i.e., interaction from RCWD
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and meet face-to-face occasionally to discuss their projects and creative activities. Their published work 
in the blogs seems to give them a sense of accomplishment.

In all clubs, Facebook provides members with a non-threatening environment for trying out new ways 
of expressing themselves in English. Environmental friendliness prevails, especially in the EIC, RCWD 
and CW clubs. Writers of lower proficiency level, such as Emi and Zahra feel free to make mistakes 
without being afraid of losing marks or receiving negative comments regarding their mistakes as in a 
formal classroom setting. Creative writers in EIC, RCWD and CW sounded joyful and more relaxed in 
the Facebook writing environment, as it is the case in Gonçalves, Campos and Garg’s (2015) study in 
which 10-16-year old students felt better, happier, more relaxed and somewhat empowered and creative 
while using OmniWriter, which positively influenced their productivity and the mental well-being and 
increased their desire to write more.

Furthermore, analysis of the members’ comments has shown that more proficient members in RCWD 
and EIC give more sophisticated comments; some respond creatively to the theme and view it from a 
different angle. For example, they reflect upon the ideas of the post as in Figure 4. Such comments help 
expand the theme of the original post and enrich the writer’s outlook and creative thinking. Here again, 
as Vass (2007) indicated, peer interaction and collaboration can resource, stimulate and enhance creative 
writing. Also, it shows writers’ reliance on the collaborative floor which was indicative of joint focus 

Figure 4. Post and Comments, i.e., Interaction from RCWD
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and intense sharing, thus facilitating mutual inspiration in the content generation phases of the writers’ 
writing activities (Vass, 2007). The Facebook creative writing environment in this study, as Bruno (2002) 
indicated, seems to serve as a source of constant evolving inspiration and a place where there is trust, no 
matter what the students write and whether they are native speakers, as in Bruno’s study, or non-native 
speakers as in the present study. Involvement in the Facebook writing activity fostered participants’ 
creative freedom in producing a well-formed piece of writing showing appropriate control of tone, 
style, and register (Howarth, 2007; Anae, 2014). Findings of the presents study are also consistent with 
findings of Al-Jarf’s (2007) and Yunus, Salehi and Chenzi (2012) studies in which the collaborative, 
supportive and motivating environment of the Online Course Management System and the integration 
of an online discussion board in the ESL writing classroom contributed to the development of freshman 
students’ creative writing ability, broadened their knowledge, heightened their motivation, and felt more 
confident in their writing ability.

As in the present study, several researchers emphasized the effect of a supportive learning environment 
and of peer feedback provided to student creative writers using other forms of technology or receiving 
traditional classroom instruction. For example, Hyland (1993) indicated that use of word processors for 
developing writing skills of foreign language students created unrealistically high expectations regarding 
learning gains and indicated that only teachers could improve the situation through a supportive learning 
environment. Essex (1996) noted that most children enter school with a natural interest in writing, and 
teachers can become actively involved in teaching creative writing to their students, and highlighted the 
effectiveness of peer feedback in the creative writing process. In addition, Kaufman, Gentile and Baer 
(2005) and Wichadee’s (2013) studies supported the use of peer feedback among gifted novice creative 
writers. They also recommended the use of collaborative feedback in gifted classrooms as in Mohapatra 
& Mohanty’s (2017) study where the online writing community, consisting of an amalgamation of writ-
ers, has been greatly impacted by technology. Members of this kind of online writing community play 
a vital role in reading, sharing and voting for the appropriateness of the content.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The present study examined a sample of Facebook creative writing texts in English, created by Arab 
Facebook users to find out the kinds of creative writing forms and themes posted, the characteristics of 
the Facebook creative discourse in English and creative writing environment, the Facebook activities 
that initiated creative writing by non-native speakers of English, and the personal and social factors 
that impacted the Facebook creative texts by non-native speakers of English. It was found that creative 
writers in the present study, even those who are 14 and 15 years old and are still in high school, like to 
share their feelings and thoughts about themes of their choice with the other Facebook creative writing 
club members. They find the Facebook environment supportive as they receive positive “comments” 
and “likes” from them. Thus, Facebook nurtures their creativity and makes writing an enjoyable task.

Findings of the present study show, as James (2008) indicated, that all people have a creative potential, 
and that the right environment with prompts and encouragement can elicit creative work to a degree. 
Although talent, motivation and desire play an important role in creative writing, creative writing also 
involves tools, techniques and concepts. Since creative writing is subjective and personal, novice writers 
need to acquire those tools and techniques in order to experiment, practice, and master them.
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Based on the findings of the present study, writing instructors can do a lot to nurture creative writing 
skills in their students. They can encourage them to get involved in writing-based extracurricular activi-
ties that take place outside the formal college or classroom setting, such as arranging writing contests 
to develop students’ writing skills, spending more time on interactive writing rather than independent 
and solitary writing, and creating a Facebook writing page/club as a supplement to in-class instruction. 
To encourage students to write freely, enjoy writing and share thoughts and experiences, a Facebook 
environment that is supportive and safe for trial and error is necessary. All an instructor needs to do is 
to convince the students to get in touch with their inner voices, and encourage them to write for com-
munication, rather than focusing on grammatical and spelling correctness, as it is usually the case in the 
classroom. “Likes” and positive “comments” are essential. Students need to feel free to express them-
selves, and need to feel good about themselves and what they can do and achieve. A writing group, such 
as a Facebook writing class page, can be a source of constant evolving inspiration and a place where 
there is trust (Bruno, 2002).

Developing creative writing skills via a Facebook writing class page can go through graded steps 
depending on the students’ proficiency level and writing ability: (i) posting a picture, painting or logo 
and asking the students to describe it; (ii) posting an inspirational quote and having the students com-
ment on it; (iii) posting story starters such as “once upon a time ..., why do you think that ..., have you 
ever wondered ..., imagine that…, pretend that ..., what if ..., a funny/sad thing happened ...” and asking 
the students to finish the story. Such an activity will help them use their imagination and express their 
feelings; (iv) Working on a collaborative project or theme of their choice; and (v) free writing and jour-
naling. Students’ poems and short stories can be published on the Facebook timeline and the number of 
“likes” on each poem or story can be tracked and comments responded to.

Simple poetry selected from the five Facebook writing pages/clubs described in the present study 
may be posted on the writing class Facebook page and/or in class. It can be used with all learners, even 
those with limited literacy and proficiency in English (Peyton and Rigg, 1999). Teaching great poetry 
to students can enhance their perceptions, improve their writing, challenge their minds, and enrich their 
lives as well (Certo, 2004). It provides rich learning opportunities in language, content, and community 
building. Repetition of words and structures encourages language play with rhythmic and rhyming 
devices. Poetic themes are often universal. When teachers and students write and read poetry together, 
they connect with texts and with one another in powerful ways as well. Such activities are believed to 
help develop L2 students writing skills, in particular, and creative writing skills, in particular.

Future research may compare the forms, themes and discoursal features of creative texts posted on 
Facebook by native and non-native speakers, and identify the factors that affect the creativity of each 
group. Since Twitter does not allow the posting of tweets longer than 140 characters, the forms, themes 
and discoursal features of English creative tweets by native and non-native speakers of English may be 
subject to further investigation by future research. The discoursal features of Arabic creative writing on 
social media and comparisons of creative writing skills in both English (L2) and Arabic (L1), by the 
same authors, are still open for further investigation. In addition, future research may investigate the 
effects of using a writing class Facebook page/club by EFL students as a supplement to in-class college 
instruction on writing achievement, and/or the effects of integrating creative texts from the Facebook 
creative writing pages in classroom reading and writing instruction.

To encourage and produce more research in the area of discourse and social media, Facebook and 
Twitter need to add an analytics tool or App whereby researchers can get statistics about posts and tweets 
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according to the subject and author. Tags can be added to the Facebook timeline. Those would facilitate 
browsing and sorting out of posts and tweets and make the processes less tedious and less time-consuming.
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APPENDIX

Examples of Creative Texts

Example 1: Ali Qrote in the RCWD

Sorrow flows out from your eyes when your heart is hurt and tears fill your eyes.. let them flow.. let your 
sorrow go...make room in your heart.. for joy shall come .. to stay..

Example 2: Ali Wrote in the RCWD

I find you wandering in the desert of your mind looking for an oasis. Seeking that drop of water that 
would make the desert a garden of beauty. I see you looking and I see that you are tired. In your search, 
you forgot to look somewhere... in the well of wisdom - your heart. Look there, you will find your be-
loved ready to make your mind a place of peace and security...

Example 3: A Poem Written by Sameera in RCWD

If I feel
If I know 
If I see
A Wrong...
YET...
I turn away
I ignore
I cover up
WHAT AM I ?
A coward
A hypocrite
A liar
SORRY...
Must Stop
Must Speak
Must Resist
OR I’ll BE JUST AS...
Evil
Dishonest
Mischievous
AS
I feel
I know
I see 
THE OTHER PERSON TO BE!!!
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Example 4: “A Reflection” Written by Sameera in RCWD

God created Human Beings as the most superior of his creations but they insist on acting like the low-
est of creatures - deceiving, lying and cheating & God lets them be till all limits have been crossed and 
then reckoning.....

Example 5: “The Unforgettable Past” by Eman from RCWD

The ghost of memories is haunting my mind 
I’m trying to escape but its pulling me behind
my body is aching peace I want to find 
my soul is bleeding, for life it has declined...

The ocean of the past is filled with sin
the waves are crashing and I’m drowning in 
my thoughts are chasing me, away far away i want to swim 
I’m breaking up, i wish i couldn’t remember how my life has been...

I’m pouring out my heart its filled with regret 
its color is black another memory is a threat 
a threat to spill the black blood on my last sunset 
then my life will come to an end, is this the only way to forget?

Example 6: “Coffee” by Mimi from RWC

I remember when we laid in bed You wore nothing but your skin, And the blanket I slid on you. You 
said you’d rather wear nothing but me, all day Feel nothing but the tips of my fingers On every inch of 
your body. I said I’d always love you, you said you would too…

Example 7: Abdulaziz from RWC Reflects on the Project “Conspiracy”

I, one of the many citizens of the current world, have asked questions that were too uninspiring to be 
asked; why has the world lost its sweet flavor? And the bitter taste never left? Why are the sweat drops 
that we suffer to make fall into other men’s pockets?

The thoughts we proudly claim are only meant to be thought, the tears that we shed fall into the 
never ending river of sadness, every time I look into a pure soul I find the same black dots that tarnish 
their beauty.

Yes, we have been alienated; we are now the property of the strongest, we have lost every single 
characteristic that define us as human beings. We might as well strongly oppose to the idea but let’s 
face it, we are now pieces of a puzzle, and when our roles end, we get nuclear bombs flying towards us.

I, one of the many citizens of the current world, am full of laughter for our sad misfortune.
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Example 8: “Coffee” by Hala from RWC

I want you fire-eyed, helpless, and passion-driven. I want you irrational and guilt-stricken. I want you 
spiteful, conflicted, loving, I want you going, coming, and running. I want you heaving, shoving, scream-
ing, sighing, pulling, pushing, laughing, lying. I want you holding my face in the palms of your hands 
and crying I don’t want…

Example 9: “Coffee” by Meshael from RWC

I will write my way home tonight; I will write my way to you. Love, you may ask: But where do you 
find me? I find you in music. Every sweet song, and every strum of the guitar that comes through my 
headphones brings you out. I find you in literature. In every word…

Example 10: “Coffee” by Nouf from RWC

The elevator door opened as she strutted out in all her glory and shame. The strappy heals that were 
flung across the room the night before were barely clinging on to her feet. Huge Victoria Beckham-like 
sunglasses were perched on her perfectly altered nose, hiding the puffy eyes and the smudged mascara. 
Click-clack. She walked…

Example 11: “Coffee” by Albutol from RWC

“One more,” he says.
Over steaming mugs,
in musty rooms,
amongst nicotine-clouded heads, –
one more.

Stay, he pleads
without words,
the hanging promise of mahogany tinted liquid
of wood roasted beans.
Stay.

“One more,” he tells the waiter.
The empty chair a shade of the drink,
a shade of his skin,
a shade of his eyelashes.
She breathes deep.

Her thumb scratching at the table,
her fingers gripping the corner,
her blood pulsating caffeine
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and half-intended goodbyes,
her knees succumb.

Wrinkles etch his kerosene eyes,
his teeth wary of an audience.
She sits apprehensive.
The promise of maybe, of again, of possibility
dwelling in a cup of joe.

Example 12: “Blood” by Zoha

False,
False dreams, false people, false world
Each hand is dirty with the blood
My utmost desire to again reveal
The wonders that die long ago
The treasures about thy, regale
Fluttered in mind, in heart grow
But the desires are ^ never ending flood
Each hand is dirty with the blood
My corniest, attributes, prevails
The boat on ^ sea, with ^ wave it sails
Mysteries thy, told, stories thy tell
To make me determined, they always fails
No one is pure as a beautiful bud
Each hand is dirty with the blood
Growing in the massive, disastrous way
Even no time to settle and pray
Walk or run, but be the best
No one cares, they always say
After every thunder rain, I am covered with mud
Each hand is dirty with the blood

Example 13: “Wake Up !!!” by Emi Zen Wrote from EIC

Please Wake Up Before It’s Too Late
If You Aren’t Praying, Please Pray.
If You Aren’t Lowering Your Gaze, Please Do.
If You Are Mistreating Your Parents, Please Stop.
If You Are Listening To Music, Please Replace It With Qur’an.
If You Are Swearing A Lot, Talking Behind People’s Back, Please Fix This And Stop.
If You Aren’t Wearing Hijab, Please Do.
If Your Cloths Are Tight, Revealing, Non-Islamic, Please Winder And More Moddest Cloths.
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If You Are Making “Gheebah” And Talk Behind Your Sisters Back, Please Stop.
What Are You Waiting For?? Sudden Death??
Where’s NO WAY TO REPENT ?!!!
Fear ALLAH !
Wake UP ... REPENT !

Example 14: By Mamadou from EIC

It’s good to dream....but better to be realistic
It’s good to harry..... but better to go safe and slow
It’s easy to start.......but hard to keep it up
It’s better not to start something that you * not gonna End in a good way...

WITH YU GUYS.....JUST SOME WORDS ...UP FRV

Example 15: “Birth” by Hawra’a

She smiles at the man sitting across from her at the café.
Oh, what a beautiful man, she thinks.
Hunting down her next prey gives an exuberant feeling,
She examines him, to see if he fits the code.
Tall,
Muscular,
Handsome,
Is that a dimple?
A black haired, dark bearded creature, the perfect prey.
His big chest calls for her.
Yum, he should be a tasty one.
She goes over to talk to him,
And sooner rather than later, he is devoured.
The creases on her forehead tell the unsaid
Blood dripping
Love no longer matters
Life no longer matters
All she wants to do is rip his heart out and feed on it
Enjoying the taste of his blood, his flesh.
As tough as it is to chew on a muscle, she has managed with exaggerated movements of her jaw.
She chews and chews, then aches for more.
She licks her blood-covered lips as she smiles and thinks about how her plan never fails her,
Step one
Study him
Step two
Trap him using the one thing she will ultimately feast upon,
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And then finally,
It’s dinner time.
Oops,
She has devoured yet another one.
The taste of his blood
The texture of his heart on her tongue,
He was okay, next time with a side of veggies, though.

She moves on,
And on,
And on.
Her heart? Once as holy as the Black Stone, as sacred as its home.
Medusa’s eyes got to it, though.
She would be proud.

A smile creeps on her lips as she envisions the next creature that will belong to her
The next person she is going to give the gift of life.
This is her way of giving Birth to these lifeless creatures.
This is her way of making their deaths meaningful.

Example 16: “Birth” by Shahd

I remember our first firsts
And that day you said “I can’t love you” as easily as you said hello.
And I echoed that love was just another way teenagers labeled the bulges in their trousers and the spilled 

secrets under their t-shirts
I do not love you (because that’s what you need to hear)
But I fell in love with you with the same intensity I fell in love with Bronte and Plath.
Those two madwomen bled life through me (and others, I know)
Just like you, you with your Inconsistency, one day breathing and the other bleeding into me.
You have a way with perfecting the plot- just like my dead writers.
You build me up and that makes me want to travel halfway across the world, just to kiss your vocal chords.
But you break me when you say “I can’t love you, because there’s no life here, only Death.”

You say you are dead inside. That sentence stretches across my brain corners,
And I find the solution: that heart of yours must shed layers for me.
We put our hands together, my love and your patience, and sculpted you a new heart.
It beat slowly, tentatively at first.
I glued my head to your chest and heard it’s first rhythmless beats.
And as I looked up into your eyes, they held me in place and asked me to stay.
This time, a new you was born
I have missed this you since day one.
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Example 17: “Honesty” by Zahraa

Facing a problem is not that easy like the sea waves that can overcome all the difficulties. However, it 
is difficult like finding a treasure who will lend you a shoulder to cry on and listen to you. The sun of 
honesty got down when I was accused of being a cheater during the exam. One day, we were having 
exam. My partner who was sitting beside me was cheating when he has finished. After that, he threw 
the paper under my desk. The teacher saw it, and she thought that it was for me. Without listening me, 
she prohibited me from a dazzling activity and put for me zero. My friends left me alone whenever they 
knew that I am innocent . That time I felt like a sword who cried for revenge, and my dream of being the 
best of the best was shattered into pieces. I felt like an abandoned place having imbalanced life. After 
the long cherished path of that was full of difficulties, I decided to let the volcano that was in my heart 
erupt, and to take off my innocent face and then to shout and say: “Why you are punishing me taking 
in consideration that I can’t do that ?” I started complaining and complaining, so the teacher suggested 
that she is going to recording taken by the camera, and if I were mistaken she would fire me from the 
class. I was lucky, for she found that I was innocent and not mistaken, and she gave me all my rights. 
To sum up, we must know that “HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY,” and we should tell the truth in 
order to be trusted.

Example 18: Are They Receiving Their Rights by Zahraa

The problem of pollution and global warming is increasing and there are several solutions to overcome 
them and give our planet its rights, for scientists are going into more depth in such problems; but think 
for a while Are they thinking how to make life easier for disabled people and accept them?

Now, as a responsible person, I will stand in front of the cage of disabilities and open the lock to let 
them fly freely in the wide sky. Just think! Why are not we accepting them? Look around and witness! 
Are all our schools accessible for such people? It’s sad to say that we have been like animals living in 
the jungle . The strong one is taking his rights, but the weak on is being neglected. Let us take them 
from darkness into light.

Dear ladies and gentlemen, we were the ones who damaged their self-confidence, and we must be 
the ones who are going to rebuild it.
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ABSTRACT

The primary focus of the studies on adult beauty pageants involves their creation, negotiation, and im-
plication vis-à-vis national and/or political identity within the pageant industry; or else they examine 
national pageants which are primarily scholarship-based. The present chapter is an attempt to understand 
the many psychological costs that come from practicing beauty within the realm of pageantry, and the 
rationale behind entering into an expensive venture for which there is little to gain, but much to lose 
emotionally. It will address two main questions: What are the physical and emotional (or metaphysical) 
costs of entering into and, later, winning, a beauty pageant? Who enters into beauty pageants and why? 
The objective is to examine the incentive to publicly parade oneself against dozens of other women, at 
the risk of simply being dismissed at the hands of quasi-objective opinion.

INTRODUCTION

You have to have a certain aesthetic for pageantry… it’s so much more than the ‘whole you’ [that] you 
put on stage; [it’s] what kind of work do you do philosophically, emotionally. It’s a whole package that 
makes you a title holder…

— Denise, International Title Holder

Beauty pageants constitute an interesting phenomenon, both through a cultural and academic lens: 
Though they have been popularly dismissed as recursively archaic, barbaric, or, when observed with 
analytic scrutiny, are often slotted into ‘sex work’ or ‘fashion modeling’ for their obvious emphasis on 
exploiting their physical appearance (and therefore seemingly unworthy of further inquiry due to their 
apparent saturated nature of analysis), they are, in effect, ripe with opportunity for study beyond the 
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expected discourses of aesthetic capital (Latham, 1995; Brenner & Cunningham, 1992). In fact, unlike 
other industries which focus on the aesthetic appearance of the human form, beauty pageant participants 
often engage in a costly venture while attempting to win the short-lived fame, intensely laboring both 
their physical bodies and beyond, and creating a purposeful reflection of archetypal femininity, carefully 
negotiated toward an ‘idealized femininity’ in a modern time (Balogun, 2012).

Unlike the limited previous research conducted on adult beauty pageants, which focuses on the cre-
ation, negotiation and implication of national and/or political identity within the international pageant 
industry (Barnes, 1994; Rogers, 1998; Wu, 1997), or analyses which examine national pageants that 
are primarily scholarship-based (Banet-Weiser, 1999; Banet-Weiser & Portwood-Stacer, 2006; Gundle, 
1997), the present paper is an attempt to understand the figurative costs associated with both defining and 
practicing beauty within the realm of international pageantry, and the rationale behind entering into an 
expensive venture for which there is exceedingly more to lose and little to gain. Specifically, the present 
paper will address two main questions: First, what are the physical and meta-physical costs of entering 
into and, later, winning, a beauty pageant? Second, who enters into beauty pageants and why? In other 
words, what incentive is there to publically parade oneself against dozens of other women to likely be 
dismissed at the hands of quasi-objective opinion, at one’s own expense.

The basic plot of any international beauty pageant begins with a group of generally self-selected young 
women (under age 27) who have undergone a screening process by gatekeepers (pageant managers, talent 
agents, etc.) in order to enter into their local beauty competitions. Commonly, and as discovered through 
the present research, at this level, a so-called ‘pageant girl’ will depend on her own community for support 
in the form of: (a) finances (wherein she must gather sponsors to help her pay for her expenses, including 
travel, hotel stay, make-up and costume); (b) social upholding (as she must win over her community, 
generally via philanthropic efforts, in order to obtain popularity and incentivize a following to vote for 
her to win the ‘popular vote,’ which will fast-track her to a later round in the competition); and (c) emo-
tional support (as she looks towards her community to provide her with encouragement and incentive to 
go on during particularly stressful and turbulent emotional experience, testing one’s ability to manage 
the ‘self’). If successful in the local competition, the typical ‘pageant girl’ will then progress to a larger 
pageant, usually at the state level, competing against winners of other local competitions, respectively. 
If successful yet again, she will compete bearing the name of her state, “Miss X”, with ‘X’ denoting the 
name of the state, into a national competition, vying for her country’s title, “Miss Y,’ with ‘Y’ denoting 
the name of her country, alongside other state titleholders. With each subsequent win, the pageant girl 
receives greater attention, greater praise, and greater reward, with the ultimate reward being the crowned 
winner of an international title” ‘Miss World,’ ‘Miss Universe,’ ‘Miss Earth,’ or ‘Miss International’. In 
this sense, beauty pageants are a superb example of the “winner-take-all” model often seen in sports and 
art, designed such that one clear-cut winner in a concentrated market receives disproportionate benefit 
from the win in comparison to all others involved (Frank and Cook, 1995).

Despite the categorical name of ‘beauty,’ however, modern pageants purport to judge their contes-
tants on more than physical appearance, suggesting that beauty pageants form a ‘third space’ mediating 
judging criteria from what is biological fact (the objective value of physical appearance) with social ap-
proval (the status of women and what it means to be a woman beyond, or, in conjunction with, physical 
appeal). The judging criteria, which largely remains amorphous and not defined in particular detail on 
any official publically accessible websites, nevertheless includes some form of culturally established 
feminine values such as confidence, ambition, and philanthropic aptitude. To illustrate, for instance, the 
following is noted on the Miss Universe website:
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The winner of the competition must be confident. She must understand the values of our brand and the 
responsibilities of the title. She must have the ability to articulate her ambition. A contestant should 
demonstrate authenticity, credibility and exhibit grace under pressure. The women who compete embody 
the modern, global aspiration for the potential within all women.

As such, beauty pageants, at least according to their mandate, are not simply a matter of outward 
appearance, but that of intense and focused performative “inner and outer” beauty and thus requiring 
an entire set of skill involved in optimizing their aesthetic capital, including: body work (needing to 
constantly be in intense scrutiny of their physical appearance, and working toward a certain end goal 
in terms of appearance); emotional labor (embodying the emotional work necessary to win over fellow 
contestants and judges); cultural labor (needing to identify and successfully perform current cultural 
expectations such as espousing values of confidence and success and new age femininity in order to 
further help produce the cultural work which is the pageant); and what I have dubbed ‘archetypal labor’ 
(working towards defining and embodying the ultimate figure of femininity) which amalgamates and 
forms the ideological bedrock from which all other ‘work’ can be performed.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND: LABOR AND WORK

In her review of the sociological literature, Gimlin (2007), notes that ‘body work’ can be defined as 
“(i) the work performed on one’s own body, (ii) paid labor carried out on the bodies of others, (iii) the 
management of embodied emotional experience and display, and (iv) the production or modification of 
bodies through work”. Certainly, pageantry involves and comes into contact with all definitions of body 
work: pageant girls are expected to be of a certain aesthetic, which requires physical training, the appli-
cation of make-up and false eye lashes in order to modify the face, the removal of body hair to modify a 
natural bodily appearance, the addition of hair extensions to modify the appearance of her hair, and, in 
some instances, plastic surgery to permanently modify herself as a whole for the purposes of winning a 
prize, usually involving a salary of sorts (in the form of sponsorship pay, prize money, and gifts). Lastly, 
it is of prime importance for the pageant girl to be cognizant of her public display of emotions, requiring 
constant maintenance whenever in the public sphere.

Popularized by Hochschild (1983), emotional labor can be defined as the regulation of one’s emo-
tions within the workplace, requiring face-to-face contact with a member of members of the public, in 
efforts to change his/her/their feeling state. While pageantry does not constitute ‘work’ in the traditional 
sense of the word (as there is no steady and set pay associated with entering into or winning a pageant, 
but, instead, prizes which could constitute as a delayed salary, psychologically), the term ‘emotional 
labor’ will be used for the purposes of this paper. Within emotional labor, Hochschild identified three 
strategies in which one can regulate his or her emotions, namely via cognitive, bodily, and expressive 
means. Cognitive regulation involves the changing of thoughts in order to alter associated feelings. For 
instance, within pageantry, while one may not be the ultimate winner of an international title, with a 
disappointing emotion ensuring, the pageant girl may alter her thought such that she is thankful to have 
won her country’s title, in any case. Bodily regulation involves altering physical symptoms in order to 
change emotions, such as deep breathing when feeling nervous. Expressive regulation involves changing 
visible and expressive gestures in order to change one’s feelings. Within pageantry, an example may be 
continuing to smile on stage, while not being called to the next round.
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In a similar vein, cultural labor, while described by Hesmondhalgh (2013) as “primarily with the 
industrial production and circulation of texts,” with texts understood as broadcasting, film, music, print 
and electronic publishing, video and computer games, advertising, marketing and public relations, and 
web design, certainly encompasses the experience of pageantry which involves broadcasting (as major 
pageants are often broadcast) and the marketing of both pageant and girl, this paper will use the defini-
tion given by Mosco and McKercher (2009), in which “anyone in the chain of producing and distributing 
knowledge products”, which constitutes the pageant girl, not only the producers of the pageant, is in the 
process of creating and utilizing previous cultural work.

Lastly, it can be conceived that pageant girls participate in archetypal labor, which I will define as the 
‘work’ involved in the identification and expression of an archetype, in the Jungian sense of the word. 
Jung believed that archetypes were primordial concepts which reside in the collective unconscious. 
Archetypes are often repeated in universal stories which exist without specific time or place. As Yuhua 
(2002) notes, archetypes “represent specific forms existing in chronological and/or geographical space, 
but are both direct projections of the human psychological landscape and images instrumental to its 
construction: they invariably manifest themselves in mythological form.” Bolen (1984) defines seven 
feminine archetypes based on Greek mythology: Aphrodite (a seductive, erotic woman, using charm 
and obvious beauty to seduce); Persephone (a maiden archetype, who emphasizes compliance and pas-
sivity); Demeter (the mother archetype, representing nurturance and compassion); Hera (as a ‘queen’ 
represents loyalty and regality); Artemis (a hunter within mythology, represents strength, courage, and 
self-reliance); Athena (representing the pursuit of knowledge, level-headedness, and intelligence); and 
Hestia (who, as the protector of the hearth, represents wisdom and confidence). In this sense, pageant 
girls work, on both a conscious and unconscious level (inherent in archetypes) to identify and express 
one or more of these feminine archetypes, sometimes oscillating from one archetype to the next, as a 
strategy to increase her odds of winning.

WHY STUDY ‘PAGEANT GIRLS’?

While fashion modeling has been extensively explored either through qualitative research on the fash-
ion models themselves (Mears, X) or through the critical dissection of the static images within which 
fashion models appear (and then further scrutiny of the resultant commentary), beauty pageants and 
‘pageant girls,’ overshadowed by the surface similarities of the two industries, rarely receive the criti-
cal attention that is warranted. Unlike modeling, pageantry involves a carefully constructed extremely 
public dominance hierarchy wherein which there can be one and only one ‘winner’ who reaps the great-
est reward. Therefore, pageantry forms its own category within the intersection of beauty and sport; 
cultural competition which changes the expectations of womanhood through competitive femininity, all 
seemingly based on visual appeal.

METHODS

This study was conducted in attempt to understand pageant contestants in an explorative way. The present 
sample consisted of 45 pageant contestants, with 34 national (country) titleholders, 8 state titleholders 
and 2 international titleholders. The participants were aged between 19 and 25, and were from the United 
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States of America, Canada, Italy, Honduras, Spain, Nicaragua, Philippines, Venezuela, Nigeria, Ghana, 
Albania, Haiti, Curacao, Ethiopia, Ukraine, Russia, Gabon, Egypt, and Hungary. Some countries had 
multiple participants, as pageant winners from previous years. Once consent was obtained, all partici-
pants were assured of their anonymity and interviewed separately. Once each interview was recorded 
and transcribed, the original recording was destroyed.

Semi-structured, open-ended interview questions were employed, and follow-up questions were 
asked to encourage participants to further the initial data they provided, in order to ensure an accurate 
understanding of their lived experiences. The ‘core’ questions asked were as follows:

1.  Why did you enter into beauty pageants?
2.  How important are beauty pageants to you?
3.  Can you describe the mental and/or physical preparation you have put into preparing for pageants?
4.  How has winning your (local, national, international) title impacted your life?
5.  How do you think winning your (national, international) title will impact your future?

COST OF BEAUTY: BODY WORK

The amount of work needed in order to ‘transform’ oneself into a pageant girl is often immense: She 
must undergo significant, and often, painful changes to her body, including daily physical exercise and 
training, the removal of body hair, eyebrow maintenance, engaging in spray tanning or bed tanning for 
a prolonged period of time, the maintenance of manicures and pedicures, the application of makeup, 
the application of hair extensions, the physical alteration of hair style via curling irons and straightening 
irons, and/or plastic surgery including breast implants, buttock augmentation, liposuction, rhinoplasty, 
jaw restructuring, skin resurfacing using lasers, botox, and fillers.

As Melissa, 24, national titleholder, explains:

Well, I had a personal trainer and I would be working out, lifting weights 4 days a week…. But now, I’m 
lifting weights to kind of create this image and tone up the body... I’m eating vegetables, eggs, fish, and 
chicken, and protein. It is actually the healthiest that I’ve ever been! And it’s not—I am not depriving 
myself… You’re bringing your body back into this mode of what is naturally—what it’s supposed to be. 
We’re working so hard, and its hours upon hours before our next meal and we’re starving and our bodies 
start feeling depleted or our blood sugar level is so low or we are lacking energy.

As pageant girls tend to compete in multiple pageants for multiple years, their first year of competition 
is often entered into with little experience of body work, and they return to competitions with increased 
labor. As Denise, 25, an international title holder, explains:

…to compete again and again and eventually win the crown, girls improve themselves each time around. 
…with the [modeling] industry, it just—it wasn’t the same kind of growth opportunity. I was personally 
turned off of modeling [for that reason] and my talent agent was like, “Oh! You should go back and do 
modeling!” And I’m like, “No.” ... I’m more of a pageant girl. I like bettering myself and going on stage 
and promoting who I have made myself to be instead of just promoting a product.
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As such, the pressure on girls to pursue greater and greater means of modification, including plastic 
surgery, grows with experience. Natalie, a national titleholder, noted:

Some people [get plastic surgery]. Yup. That’s something also interesting. I mean, Brazil—if you wanna 
get anything plastic surgery operated—go to Brazil. Like it’s the best country for plastic surgery. But I 
think that’s also like—you can tell. You know looking at pictures of contestants whose had augmenta-
tions, and corrections, face lifts and all that. It does happen. It’s very frequent because everyone is trying 
to attain that like perfect Barbie image, right? I mean our director said that, the girl who did win Miss 
World last year is not a Barbie in her form and in her body and I think that’s something interesting to 
look at…there’s more to her. And that’s true, but not really. You still have a lot more of aesthetic changes 
[compared to other contestants]. But there is an image that—I guess—you’re trying to get to. Everyone 
wants to have that certain look that is that popular, nice look. But yeah, I don’t know. I think—for me— 
the idea of [getting plastic surgery] is different because I only competed in that one competition but it 
can be a slippery slope. You can end up spending a lot of money on those types of things, which—at the 
end of the day—if you don’t win, there’s a lot of money down the drain. Really.

ARCHETYPAL LABOR

Interestingly, most contestants in beauty pageants look very similar, encompassing characteristics of 
feminine idealization including being slender yet still amplifying features of sexual dimorphism; display-
ing ample cleavage, with tight fitting clothing to draw attention to the waist. Pageant girls also dispro-
portionately display their hair in a long and wavy manner, and are trained to walk and dance gracefully 
and swing their hips. In this sense, as this look is pervasive within the pageant industry, they employ 
an archetypal identity, borrowed from myth and previous pageant winners (which could constitute a 
‘cinderella’ myth, of sorts) to further their chances of winning. As Amelia, 19, state titleholder explains:

Well, there were certain elements that I would take from previous title-holders when crafting my look. 
What I specifically look at are title-holders that I felt had certain features like mine and had certain 
qualities and characteristics like mine. And then I would use them as an example as well to kind of learn 
from and to emulate a certain look. I would look at a certain photo of a former title-holder that I felt had 
certain features like mine. I’m like, “She looks really great in the photo. So, what is the color combina-
tion that she is wearing because it obviously works?” And then, I kind of work towards myself. So, like, 
I know that would probably work for me because there are similar traits and […] with the color of her 
skin and her eyes and her hair, and how similar it is to mine, I would take the look because that would 
also work on me. So, I use former title-holders as inspiration because that was like the overall by the 
look that girl who won, so I get the ideal look for pageantry but, I mean, it’s not the only look. That’s 
why I look at photos of title-holders that I felt had certain characteristics similar to mine and I would 
kind of use those as lessons for myself.

As Antonella, 23, national title holder, further explains:

Everyone in the pageants has long porn-star hair, super long eyelashes, extensions, big blinged out 
earrings. That’s what we perceive as beautiful so we all try to look like that and end up in a straight 
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line looking the same. On the world stage, you get a lot of that as well but now you’re bringing someone 
from Kenya who is very different from the girl from Belgium. So you do get some cultural difference but 
it’s very much the same at that point, the way the girls look. We all look like the perfect woman, except 
for Kenya… but it’s not like she’s going to win because she just doesn’t look like what you expect from 
a pageant winner, that perfect woman. Maybe she’s an interesting contestant, but not winner. She just 
doesn’t look like one. 

Similarly, Britney, 25, national title holder, also found that there was a certain look which was ex-
pected of the pageant girls:

I think for the most part that a lot of people looked similar to me in many ways and I was thinking “How 
are [the judges] going to decide?” because all of these girls look the same. That’s a problem that we have 
in society too. I’m a walking example of that. I’m wearing a maxi dress and how many people wear maxi 
dresses? My hair is in a sock-bun; how many people—do you know what I mean? We all have iPhones, 
we’re all at Starbucks. It’s a reflection of who we are and I think beauty pageants are an extension of 
that, but, somehow more. Every [pageant girl] sees what the media portrays in magazines is what’s 
good-looking and what’s not, or who won last year and that’s how we decide what we should look like. 

Apart from the physical appearance of the feminine ideal, pageant girls also draw from archetypes 
in order to craft their image, whether fundraising at a local level and needing to win over sponsors, or 
creating public profiles for themselves on pageant websites:

As Amy, 19, state title holder explains:

So, there’s girls that fundraise their butts off and only make a small amount of money but it’s probably 
because no one believes in them and what they are about. Like, you can’t say you care about kids and 
that your platform is going to be sick kids if you go on Facebook and call your younger brother stupid 
or say kids are dumb. It means you don’t really care about kids. You have to be like what the image of 
someone who cares about kids is like for people to believe you and sponsor you…you know, like warm 
and friendly and nice and kind. 

CULTURAL LABOR

Participating in the pageant industry as a pageant girl means not only utilizing previously defined cul-
tural content in order to maximize the chances of winning, but producing cultural content as a key and 
necessary figure in order for the pageant itself to come to realization, which can be a point of pride for 
pageant contestants:

As Melissa, 24, national titleholder, explains:

Coming from me, personally, and I have this internal struggle all the time coming from the educational 
background that I do have, entering into [a beauty pageant] like this, you know and I think, “That’s 
kinda off!” like you know—”it’s kinda weird you did that”. But I guess I get to be a part of something 
bigger, like my face will always be Miss [X]. It feels good. 
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As Denise, 25, international titleholder, explains:

I get to do something that so few women get to do with their lives and be sort of the unifying force for all 
of these different countries and cultures. Like anyone can look up who Miss [Y] was and admire her as 
someone greater than everyone else, even herself, and I get to be that, forever. It’s crazy! 

Beyond the participation in cultural production, pageant girls also utilize traits of femininity that are 
embedded within the current culture climate, that are then identified, defined, analyzed, utilized and 
amplified in the pageant world:

As Samantha, 20, national titleholder, explains:

Thankfully, with Miss [Y], I didn’t need to be too sexy in that competition. Partly because I don’t think it’s 
necessarily part of their image they want to portray. We were in Indonesia, which is a Muslim country. 
So going there was interesting and of course beauty pageants are famous for their swimsuit competition 
and there was no swimsuit competition. We did a sarong competition. So they wrapped up in five layers 
of sarong. So I knew for the whole competition, because of where we were and who the judges were, 
they sort of wanted a more modest girl to win. And so that’s what I became. Like I changed my walk, 
the way I flirted, everything…When they picked the top ten, they were very modest, like how they acted. 

Similarly, Rebecca, 23, national titleholder, felt that she had to mold herself into what the pageant 
culture demanded:

If I were a judge—and it’s so hard, like you said they have a short glimpse of a second—I would look for 
someone whose first impression to me is strong. But I don’t think that’s what like Miss [Y] for example 
is sorta what they’re looking for. I don’t think they’re looking for someone who is very strong. I think 
they are look for someone who is more docile, a little more bendable, malleable is a good word. So that 
they can mold them into the figure that they want them to be….Yes, that’s what I tried to be. 

Amelia further noted:

The interesting thing about [girls in the competition] is that they all portray this image that they’re 
all strong individuals that they have this confidence, they have that and when they’re trashed—for the 
lack of a better word—everything falls apart and it’s like, “What happened to that strong independent 
person that you told me you were”. So, again, it’s those characteristics or things they think people want 
to hear that make them seem like the ideal candidate to win that is what’s being portrayed—that’s not 
what’s being portrayed! 

EMOTIONAL LABOR

Throughout the pageant competition, which generally begins 1-2 weeks before the pageant, there is little 
time to be spent on activities done in private. Usually, pageant girls share their bedrooms with other 
girls, at the local or even state-level. They usually eat breakfast with other contestants first thing in the 
morning, do public appearances or rehearse for the competition, which usually involves a number of 
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dances and stage positions, and meet with media for press interviews, all which require an intense amount 
of emotional labor. Contestants conduct archetypal labor (for instance, if she is attempting to embody 
the Aphrodite archetype, she will be flirtatious and seductive throughout all non-private engagements), 
and also cultural labor (meeting the expectations of what it means to be a beauty queen) throughout all 
public appearances, requiring her to maintain an emotional image, despite the grueling hours of daily 
work which goes into pageant activities and the exhaustion that is felt.

Christine, 23, national titleholder explains:

The whole thing is so tiring but you can never show that. You can absolutely never show how tired you 
are or how upset you are, or that you just want to sleep in and eat something. You also are evaluating 
yourself against everyone else all the time but you can’t show it. Like, I think blonde hair and blue eyes 
is very ideal, so I thought that Miss [X] was going to win but I couldn’t show that at all. I just had to 
look so fierce, like no one could touch me, like I’m the best. 

Cindy, 23, international titleholder, adds:

With the ideal pageant girl…there’s a confidence when she walks on stage and it’s that charisma that 
will then cause a shift in the judge’s mind. If you’re torn between two girls because they both have this 
look based on your preference on what beauty is but then if the girl that has that extra confidence and 
that connection with the judges …that’s where I think the scale is then tipped The audience member 
feels it too; they see it, they watch it on television. Sometimes [the audience] thinks they have a favorite 
based on her photo, but once they see these girls in action, like on the stage, it’s like, “Oh, I really liked 
that girl but watching her on stage, she just didn’t have it or she was very dull! But this girl—I never 
thought I saw it coming! I really loved her because it’s the personality and that confidence.” And that’s 
when the scale gets tipped. That’s what you have to aim for, to be the best and brightest, the one they 
will see from a mile away.

Jasmine, 19, state titleholder, further explains:

You always have to smile. People said to me, “Your smile! Your smile! Everyone seems to notice your 
smile!” and I’m like, “Okay! I’ll play up my smile!” …When you have a smile, people tend to be a lot 
more attracted to you because it’s a friendly expression and it shows you’re congenial and welcoming… 
so you always have to have it on…It’s hard and tiring, but you can’t stop.

REASONS FOR ENTERING INTO A PAGEANT

While this section warrants further exploration from a psychological viewpoint, three main themes were 
synthesized based on the participants; responses to why they had entered into the pageant, and further 
probing. The responses include either winning the pageant being the only chance for a monumental 
shift in their current life situation, via (a) in the self, by wanting to prove to themselves that they are 
of a certain appeal through mass social approval), or (b) to improve their financial situation (which is 
exemplified by the ‘Cinderella’ myth, whereby a poor girl in dire economic situation becomes a princess 
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based on her beauty and natural goodwill. Lastly, some girls simply wanted to compete in pageants as a 
new opportunity which would beget further opportunities in the beauty industry.

In terms of a shift of the self via mass approval, several girls noted being bullied in their younger years, 
and wanting to prove to others that they were beautiful. Denise, 25, international titleholder, explains:

[I differentiated myself on stage] by being proud of who I was. I was bullied a lot as a kid and so I worked 
really hard to change. I could’ve allowed external voices that were telling me, “Denise, you’re too big, 
your knees look too muscular, it makes you look too athletic,” to allow me to put myself down and then 
to lose my confidence and the moment you start losing it, it’s a slippery slope. [Voice breaking] I just 
have to proud. I can’t change who I am anymore. This is what I am, so I have to just let it shine and I’ll 
have the judges know that I’m proud of it and I love it as well, and then the audience will see that too. 
So, and that’s what I did.

With regard to pageants being the only change to change one’s financial situation, Julia, 18, noted:

I live in a poor country. With pageants, I meet with a lot of interesting and beautiful people, with whom 
I became friends with. I also got amazing prices which included a car, which I gave to my dad and 
$100,000 which I spent to help my parents buy a new apartment. I couldn’t do that if I wasn’t Miss [Y] 
competing in this pageant. 

Lastly, some pageant girls simply use beauty pageants as a way to further showcase themselves, such 
as the case of Rachel, 20, state titleholder:

Why pageants? Okay. So I never competed in a pageant before. This was my first one. And I decided to 
enter it because when I read it online, it did seem like interesting to do. I’ve been a dancer my whole 
life and competed in dance competitions. So, to me, it was almost an extension of that. In the sense that 
I got to draw all of the fun things that you see about beauty pageants—like wear pretty dresses and all 
that kind of stuff. But I also thought that the mantra of it—the mandate—seemed up my alley because 
I was doing a degree in human justice and social justice change and all that kind of stuff was kinda 
something I was interested in and could maybe use the title for, but also, really, I could find an avenue 
to pursue dance if I did win that competition. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

As international phenomena, beauty pageants mark an important cultural experience, which is projected 
onto society in multiple levels. Nevertheless, few studies have researched the pageant contestant them-
selves, apart from political motive or that of charity. The reason for this study was to explore the cost of 
being beautiful, in a sense, within the pageant industry. As has been found in this study, pageant girls 
typically embark on heavy body work, including the achievement and maintenance of an ideal form. 
This has also been found in Mears’ (2009) work fashion models, wherein she notes:
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At a minimum, models need to conform to general norms of conventional attractiveness, such as sym-
metrical features, clear skin, and healthy teeth, as well as to the modeling industry’s specific requirements 
for height, weight, and bodily shape. Beyond these standards, however, what makes a model’s appear-
ance right for a particular advertising campaign or a particular client becomes somewhat variable. It 
depends on current fashion, the market that the advertiser has targeted, and the client’s individual taste 
and preferences (p. 327).

Unlike models, pageant girls, as discovered, do not target their look according to the client’s individual 
taste, but rather, they use an idealized feminine form of physical appearance, which is naturally occur-
ring but culturally mediated within the expected look of a pageant winner, in order to comply with the 
desired appeal. This typically includes a slender figure, exaggerated eye lashes, and long hair.

Further, as discovered through this study, pageant girls employ significant techniques of emotional 
labor in order to increase their chances of winning. Unlike what typically defines labor, in that the laborer 
is paid a salary, the pageant girl embarks on emotional labor in order to have the chance of winning 
a prize which generally equates to financial gains. Despite negative feelings, contestants nevertheless 
continuously feel the need to smile despite facing rejection (not being chosen to compete in the next 
round), or nervousness (in the face of competition). This is similar to the experience of fashion models 
(Mears, 2009), in needing to manage “their own feelings to create a desired facial and bodily display 
for those watching them”.

Lastly, and perhaps most intriguingly, pageant contestants employ archetypal labor, often attempting 
to embody one archetype, or multiple at different times, in order to maximally influence their chances 
of winning the pageant based on the desires of the specific audience at hand. This then manifests itself 
via both emotional and cultural labor, aside from body work. In sum, pageants are an important cultural 
experience which require significant effort on the part of the contestant, from which general sociological 
and social psychological knowledge can be extrapolated and warrants further exploration.
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ABSTRACT

Myth is a universal conveyor of culture whose stories capture the human heart and whose embodied 
set of guidelines serve to conduct everyday life. When Freud added the Oedipus myth to his theory of 
psychosexual development, his method of psychoanalysis subsequently launched worldwide. Whereas 
Freud viewed the myth of Oedipus quite literally as a prohibition against infanticide, patricide, and incest, 
this chapter views the myth more metaphorically to examine how the riddle of the Sphinx informs self-
referential thinking as a collective stage of human consciousness. Two contemporary theoretical lenses 
are adopted: 1) interpersonal neurobiology, which proposes that mind, brain, and body develop from 
relational origins, and 2) second-order cybernetics, which examines how observers become entangled 
in their very processes under observation. From within these perspectives, the Sphinx’s riddle appears 
as a paradox of self-reference whose solution requires humankind to leap from concrete to metaphorical 
thinking. Only upon retaining recursive loops in consciousness can humans attain full self-reflection as 
a beacon towards full actualization.

INTRODUCTION

It is all imaginary and only the imaginary is real! (Louis Kauffman)

During ancient times, myths were passed along as teaching tales told from generation to generation. Yet, 
for most of contemporary Western society, it is not ancient tales but rather modern science and math that 
predominantly guide the way. Although ancient tales—of Greek heroes and Gods, of Buddha, Arjuna, 
and the Ramayana—are still around and sometimes make their mark as animation features, these figures 
have largely fallen into collective shadows. Especially in written form, the classics easily lose their luster 
compared with the bright icons and shiny features of computers, iPads, tablets, and other digital devices.

Riddle of the Sphinx Revisited:
Self-Referential Twists to an Ancient Myth

Terry Marks-Tarlow
Insight Center, USA & Italian Universita Niccolo Cusano London, UK
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Our collective excitement has been drawn more toward science, perhaps because of its concrete power 
to transform information, communication, and the general quality of life. Science and especially phys-
ics comprise our culture’s contemporary creation mythology (Marks-Tarlow, 2003). Whereas the 19th 
century Newtonian model of physics separated observers cleanly from the realm of the observed, 20th 
and 21st century models offer inner and outer worlds more fully and reflexively blended (see Orsucci & 
Sala, 2008; 2012). In gaming technologies, virtual avatars take the place of real bodies, while in medical 
research, thoughts drive prosthetic limbs (Peck, 2012).

Of all forms of contemporary science, inner and outer worlds appear blend in fantastic, even surreal 
ways, within quantum physics. Quantum entanglement, nonlocality, and the uncertainty paradox are 
just a few ideas that shake our sense of ordinary reality to the core. This is the stuff of modern fairy-
tales, a good example of which is the book, Alice and the Quantum Cat (Shanley, 2011). Written in the 
tradition of Martin Gardner (1999), author of The Annotated Alice, Shanley introduces his book as “A 
Twenty-First Century Myth.” Its chapters are written by physicists, e.g., Amit Goswami (e.g., 1995) 
and Fred Alan Wolf (e.g., 1995), and chaos and complexity theorists, e.g., John Briggs and David Peat 
(e.g., 2000), who regularly popularize physics in service of new ways to think, see, and be in the world. 
The book’s main character, the Quantum Cat, is a blend of the Cheshire Cat, whose smile appears out 
of nowhere, and Schrödinger’s Cat, who embodies the quantum paradox of existing and not existing 
simultaneously. With Alice as his sidekick, the Quantum Cat battles a sterile, Newtonian, mechanistic 
world, where observers and observed are so antiseptically separated as to threaten their very aliveness:

In Newton’s world, ambiguity was the enemy—mechanism stresses the absolute, the unchanging and 
the certain—things are ‘either/ or,’ ‘good/bad.’ In the quantum world reality is ‘both/and’—a coexistence 
of mutually contradictory possibilities, all equally true, each one a potentially possible constituent of 
reality. Acausal, non-local synchronicities can give rise to events that seem to ‘pop-up’ out of thin air. 
There are no isolated, separate, closed systems in Nature. In this universe of wholeness, everything af-
fects everything else, from the most fundamental particles to faraway galaxies at the edge of the universe.

The central theme of Shanley’s quantum tales is the Observer Effect, through which the awareness 
of observers forms deep, invisible foundations for material existence. With observers and observed in-
tertwined to the point of full interpenetration, this world view implies a radically relational perspective. 
Here it becomes absurd to try to parse out isolated elements, people, or traditional concepts of cause and 
effect. Much akin to the worldviews revealed by Maya’s veil within Hinduism or the Indra’s net within 
Buddhism, the appearance of observers as separated from observed is mere illusion, born of evolution-
ary needs for survival. And so mythology of contemporary science dovetails with ancient mystical and 
spiritual traditions the world over (Marks-Tarlow, 2003; 2008a).

Just as The Quantum Cat uses science to illustrate microscopic truths, so too does this paper use sci-
ence to reveal deep truths implicit within the neurobiological weave of our social and relational worlds. 
After a section on myth broadly, I review the myth of Oedipus by exploring the Riddle of the Sphinx 
as a paradox of self-reference. I claim Oedipus is uniquely positioned to answer the riddle because of 
his own traumatic origins. Within Oedipus’s relentless search for truth, we can see how recursive, self-
referential loops in consciousness increase cognitive capacity, enabling the leap from concrete to meta-
phorical thought. By using second-order, cybernetics to explore the dynamic, embodied unconscious 
of Oedipus, observer and observed remain hopelessly entangled, here at macroscopic levels of body, 
brain, and relationship.
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THE SELF-REFERENTIAL ROLE OF MYTH

Throughout history, mythology has inspired the psychology of everyday life at implicit levels. Myths 
help to organize cultural categories and mores by supplying archetypal stories with roles, rules, and 
relationships that are prescriptive. Speculation exists that ancient and traditional peoples experienced 
myths quite literally (e.g., Jaynes, 1976), with people hearing the voices of Gods as if from the outside, 
speaking to them personally from above in order to guide the behavior of mortals below. Over time, 
people have come to hold myths more metaphorically, where they serve the role of “as-if” tales that point 
toward universal themes, predicaments, and solutions. Finally, over recent decades, the social sciences, 
particularly psychology, have shifted focus to view myths in increasingly symbolic and self-referential 
terms. Especially since Jung’s ground breaking work (e.g., 1961), contemporary analyses examine myths 
as they illuminate the inner world and culture of the mythmakers themselves.

One myth rises above all others to signal entry into modern consciousness, the ancient Greek tale of 
Oedipus. This story has been analyzed throughout the millennia by well-known thinkers, such as Aristotle, 
Socrates, Nietzsche, Lévi-Strauss, Lacan and Ricoeur. Some (e.g., Lévi-Strauss, 1977; Ricoeur, 1970) 
have understood the myth as the individual quest for personal origins or identity. Others (e.g., Aristotle, 
1982, Nietzsche, 1871/1999) have used sociopolitical and cultural lenses to focus on the tale’s prohibi-
tions against the very taboos it illustrates. Indeed, this cautionary tale’s prohibitions against infanticide, 
patricide and incest helped to establish the modern day state. This was accomplished partly by erecting 
boundaries to protect society’s youngest and most vulnerable members, and partly by prohibitions serving 
as a kind of social glue to bind individuals into larger collective units. Evolutionarily, these prohibitions 
have prevented inbreeding, while maximizing chances for survival and healthy propagation within the 
collective gene pool.

Perhaps the most prominent analyst of the Oedipus myth has been Sigmund Freud. At the inception of 
psychoanalysis, this myth proved central to Freud’s psychosexual developmental theory as well as to his 
topographical map of the psyche. That this tragic hero killed his father and then married and seduced his 
mother occupied the psychological lay of the land, so to speak, immortalized as the “Oedipal complex.” 
Whereas Freud (1900) viewed the myth quite literally, in terms of impulses and fantasies towards real 
people, his successor Jung (1956) interpreted it more symbolically, in terms of intrapsychic aspects of 
healthy individuation.

My main purpose in revisiting early origins of psychoanalysis that pivot around the Oedipus myth 
is to re-examine the narrative from a second-order cybernetic point of view. Cybernetics is the study of 
information; second-order cybernetics views information science self-referentially by implicating the 
observer within the observed (see Heims, 1991). From the vantage point of self-reference, the Oedipus 
story yields important clues about how the modern psyche became more complex via recursive loops 
in consciousness. Such internal feedback loops in body, brain, and mind allow implicit memories to 
become explicit, leading to an increased, more complex capacity for self-reflection.

In sections to follow, I refresh the reader’s memory first by briefly reviewing the Oedipus myth. 
Then I reason to a new level of abstraction, by applying the approach of Lévi-Strauss to treat the myth 
structurally. I view the Sphinx’s riddle as a paradox of self-reference and argue that both the riddle of the 
Sphinx and the life course of Oedipus bear structural similarities that signify the self-reflective search for 
origins. I examine the shift from a literal Freudian interpretation to a more symbolic Jungian one within 
the early history of psychoanalysis and then show how Freud’s interest in the Oedipus myth was itself self-
referentially re-enacted in real life through his struggles for authority with Carl Jung. Next I follow Feder 
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(1974) to examine Oedipus clinically. Oedipus’ relentless search for the truth of his origins, combined 
with his ultimate difficulty accepting what he learns, appears at least partly driven by psychobiological 
symptoms of separation and adoption trauma combined with the physical abuse of attempted murder by 
his biological father. In the process, I link contemporary research on the psychoneurobiology of implicit 
versus explicit memory with a cybernetic perspective and the power of Universal Turing Machines able 
with full access to implicit and explicit memory. Finally, I claim that affective, imagistic, and cognitive 
skills necessary to move developmentally from concrete to metaphorical thinking, and eventually to full 
self-actualization, relate to implicit cognition within Lakoff’s (1999) embodied philosophy as well as 
to mature, abstract cognition within Piaget’s (e.g., Flavell, 1963) developmental psychology. Recursive 
loops in consciousness, by which the observer can be detected within the observed, signal enhanced 
internal complexity (Marks-Tarlow, 2008a, 2012, 2015) and the power of self-reflection to break inter-
generational chains of abusers unwittingly begetting abusers.

Please note that although I refer to Sigmund Freud amply throughout this paper, my purpose is pri-
marily historical and contextual. I do not intend to appeal to Freud as the ultimate authority so much 
as the originator of psychoanalysis and precursor to contemporary thought and practice. Especially 
since Jeffrey Masson (1985) documented Freud’s projection of his own neuroses onto his historical and 
mythological analyses, including the invention of patients to justify his theories, Freud largely has been 
de-centered, if not dethroned, within most contemporary psychoanalytic communities. Yet, contemporary 
neuropsychoanalysis reinstates some of Freud’s early claims about the nature of the human unconscious 
(Schore, 2011; 2012; Solms, 2004; Solms & Turnbull, 2002). Meanwhile, through lens of interpersonal 
neurobiology, one of the implicit themes drawn out by the myth of Oedipus highlights intersubjectivity 
as adopted by more present day forms of relational psychoanalysts (e.g., Bromberg, 1998; Mitchell, 1988; 
Stern, 1983). Along with revealing roots of these contemporary trends, I hope my reading of Oedipus 
helps to reinstate the majesty of this myth to the human plight, without sacrificing the many gains and 
insights gleaned by psychoanalysts and other psychotherapists since Freud’s time.

THE MYTH OF OEDIPUS

There is an ancient folk belief that a wise magus can be born only from incest; our immediate interpre-
tation of this, in terms of Oedipus the riddle solver and suitor of his own mother, is that for clairvoyant 
and magical powers to have broken the spell of the present and the future, the rigid law of individuation 
and the true magic nature itself, the cause must have been monstrous crime against nature—incest in 
this case, for how could nature be forced to offer up her secrets if not by being triumphantly resisted—by 
unnatural acts? (from Frederick Nietzsche’s The Birth of Tragedy)

In the myth of Oedipus, which dates back to Greek antiquity, King Laius of Thebes was married to Queen 
Jocasta, but the marriage was barren. Desperate to conceive an heir, King Laius consulted the oracle of 
Apollo at Delphi, only to receive a shocking prophecy—the couple should remain childless. Any offspring 
of this union would grow up to murder his father and marry his mother. Laius ordered Jocasta confined 
within a small palace room and placed under strict prohibitions against sleeping with him.

But Jocasta was not to be stopped. She conceived a plot to intoxicate and mate with her husband. 
The plot worked, and a son was born. Desperate once again to prevent fulfillment of the oracle, Laius 
ordered that the boy’s ankles be pinned together and that he be left upon a mountain slope to die. But the 
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shepherd who was earmarked to carry out this order took pity on the boy and delivered him instead to yet 
another shepherd. This second shepherd brought the wounded boy to King Polybus in the neighboring 
realm of Corinth. Polybus, who suffered from a barren marriage, promptly adopted the boy as his own. 
Due to his pierced ankles, the child was called “Oedipus.” This name, which translates either to mean 
“swollen foot” or “know-where,” is telling, given Oedipus’ life-long limp plus his relentless search to 
“know-where” he came from. I return to the self-referential quality of Oedipus’ name in a later section.

As Oedipus matured, he overheard rumors that King Polybus was not his real father. Oedipus was 
eager to investigate his true heritage, and unwittingly following in the footsteps of his biological father, 
he visited the oracle at Delphi. The oracle grimly prophesized that Oedipus would murder his father and 
marry his mother. Oedipus was horrified by the prophecy; much like his biological father before him, he 
attempted to avoid this fate. Still believing Polybus his real father, Oedipus decided not to return home. 
Instead, he took the road from Delphi towards Thebes, rather than back toward Corinth.

Unaware of the underlying situation, Oedipus met his biological father, who appeared to him as a 
stranger at the narrow crossroads of the three paths both separating and connecting the cities of Delphi, 
Corinth and Thebes. King Laius ordered the boy out of the way in order that royalty may pass. Oedipus 
responded that he himself was a royal prince of superior status. Laius ordered his charioteer to advance 
in order to strike Oedipus with his goad. Enraged, Oedipus grabbed the goad, in the process striking and 
killing Laius plus four of his five retainers. This left a single witness to tell the tale.

Upon Laius’ death appeared the Sphinx, a lithe monster perched high on the mountain. This creature 
possessed the body of a dog, the claws of a lion, the tail of a dragon, the wings of a bird and the breasts 
and head of a woman. The Sphinx began to ravage Thebes, stopping every mountain traveler attempting 
to enter the city unless they solved her riddle:

What goes on four feet in the morning, two at midday and three in the evening? 

Whereas the priestess of the Oracle at Delphi revealed a glimpse of the future to her visitors, often 
concealed in the form of a riddle, the Sphinx, by contrast, killed anyone unable to answer her riddle 
correctly. The Sphinx either ate or hurled her victims to their death on the rocks below. Until the arrival 
of Oedipus, the riddle remained unsolved. With no visitors able to enter the city, trade in Thebes had 
become strangled and the treasury depleted. Confronted by the Sphinx’s riddle, Oedipus responded cor-
rectly and without hesitation, to indicate that it is “mankind” who crawls on four legs in the morning, 
stands on two in midday and leans on a cane as a third in the twilight of life. The Sphinx was horrified 
at being outwitted, and responded by self-referentially applying the punishment she had meted out to 
others to herself: she cast herself to her death on the rocks far below. As a consequence, Thebes was 
freed. As reward for saving the city, Oedipus was offered its throne plus the hand of the deceased king’s 
widow Jocasta. Still unaware of his true origins, Oedipus accepted both honors. He ruled Thebes and 
married his mother, with whom he multiplied fruitfully. In this manner, Oedipus fulfilled the second 
part of the oracle.

But the city of Thebes was not finished suffering and soon was stricken with a horrible plague and 
famine, rendering all production barren. Out of eagerness to end the affliction, Oedipus once again 
consulted the oracle. This time, he was told that in order to release Thebes from its current plight, the 
murderer of Laius must be found. Because he wanted only what was best for the city, Oedipus relentlessly 
pursued a quest for truth. He made an important declaration: whenever Laius’ murderer was found, the 
offender would be banished forever from Thebes.
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In line with his blind search for Laius’ murderer, Oedipus called in the blind prophet Tiresias to help. 
But Tiresias refused to reveal what he knew. In the meantime, Jocasta intuited the truth and dreaded the 
horror of her sins exposed. Unable to bear what she saw, Jocasta committed suicide by hanging herself. 
Soon Oedipus discovered that the one he sought was none other than himself. After learning that he had 
indeed fulfilled the Oracle by murdering his father and marrying his mother, Oedipus was also unable to 
bear what he saw. Tearing off a brooch from Jocasta’s hanging body, Oedipus blinded himself. He then 
faced the consequence that he himself had determined most just. As Laius’ banished murderer, Oedipus 
was led into exile by his sister/daughter Antigone.

Here ended the first of Sophocles’ tragedies, “King Oedipus.” The second and third of this ancient 
Greek trilogy, “Antigone” and “Oedipus at Colonus,” detail Oedipus’ and his sister/daughter’s exten-
sive wanderings. Oedipus’ tragic insight into unwittingly having committed these crimes of passion 
brought the mature man eventually out of suffering and into wisdom. In later years, Oedipus reached a 
mysterious end in Colonus, near Athens, amidst the utmost respect from his countrymen. Despite his 
sins, Oedipus ended his life with the blessings of the Gods. In completion of one more self-referential 
loop, Oedipus’ personal insight in-formed the very land itself, as Colonus became an oracular center 
and source of wisdom for others.

NEW TWISTS TO AN ANCIENT MYTH

To Freud, the tale of Oedipus was initially conceived in terms of real sexual and aggressive impulses 
towards real parents. Later, he revised his seduction theory, by downplaying incestuous desires to the 
level of fantasy and imaginary impulses. Within Freud’s three-part, structural model of the psyche, the 
Id was the container for unbridled, unconscious, sexual and aggressive impulses; the Super-Ego was a 
repository for social and societal norms; and the Ego was assigned the difficult task of straddling these 
two inner, warring factions, by mounting defenses and mediating the demands and restrictions of outside 
reality. We easily detect the influence of Freud’s military background within metaphors he chooses to 
detail his conflict model of the psyche (Berkower, 1970).

According to Freud, symptoms formed out of the tension between conscious and unconscious factors, 
including conflicting needs both to repress and express. Among many different kinds of anxiety Freud 
highlighted, an important symptom was castration anxiety. This was the fear that one’s incestuous desire 
for one’s mother would be discovered by the father and punished by him with castration. Both desire 
for the mother and fear of castration became sources of murderous impulses towards the father. Work-
ing through these feelings and symptoms consisted of lifting the repression barrier and thereby gaining 
insight into the unconscious origins of the conflict.

Note that Freud’s developmental model of the psyche was primarily intrapsychic. Because he em-
phasized the Oedipal complex as a Universal struggle within the internal landscape of all (the adapta-
tion for girls became known as the “Electra” complex, in honor of another famous Greek tragedy), it 
mattered little how good or bad a child’s parenting. Most contemporary psychoanalytic theories, such 
as object relations (e.g., Klein, 1932), self-psychology (e.g., Kohut, 1971), intersubjectivity theory (e.g., 
Stolorow, Brandchaft & Atwood, 1987), and relational psychoanalysts (e.g., Bromberg, 1998; Mitchell, 
1988; Stern, 1983), have abandoned the importance of the Oedipus myth partly by adopting a more 
interpersonal focus. Within each of these newer therapies, psychopathology is believed to develop out 
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of real emotional exchanges (or the absence of them) between infants and their caregivers. Symptoms 
are maintained, re-enacted, and ideally altered within the relational context of the analyst/patient dyad.

LIFE IMITATING THEORY

Prior to these relational theories, near the origins of psychoanalysis, the myth of Oedipus took on an ironic, 
self-referential twist when it became embodied in real life. Carl Jung, a brilliant follower of Freud, had 
been earmarked as the “royal son” and “crown prince” slated to inherit Freud’s psychoanalytic empire 
(see Jung, 1961; Kerr, 1995; Monte & Sollod, 2003). The early intimacy and intellectual passion be-
tween these two men gave way to great bitterness and struggle surrounding Jung’s creative and spiritual 
ideas. In his autobiography, Jung (1961, p. 150) describes Freud as imploring: “My dear Jung, promise 
me never to abandon the sexual theory. This is the most essential thing of all. You see, we must make a 
dogma of it, an unshakable bulwark…against the black tide of mud…of occultism.”

For Jung, Freud’s topography of the psyche maps only the most superficial level, the “personal 
unconscious,” which contains personal memories and impulses towards specific people. Partly on the 
basis of a dream, Jung excavated another, even deeper, stratum he called the “collective unconscious.” 
This level had a transpersonal flavor, containing archetypal patterns common in peoples of all cultures 
and ages. By acting as if there was room only for what Jung called the “personal unconscious” within 
the psyche’s subterranean zone, Freud appeared compelled to re-enact the Oedipus struggle in real life. 
He responded to Jung as if to a son attempting to murder his symbolic father. This dynamic was com-
plicated by yet another, even more concrete, level of enactment: both men reputedly competed over the 
loyalties of the same woman, initially Jung’s patient and lover, later Freud’s confident, Sabina Speilrein, 
(see Kerr, 1995).

Freud and Jung acted out the classic Oedipal myth at multiple levels, with Jung displacing Freud both 
professionally (vanquishing the King) and sexually (stealing the Queen). An explosion ensued when 
the conflict could no longer be contained or resolved. As a result, the relationship between Freud and 
Jung severed permanently. Jung suffered what some believe was a psychotic break (see Hayman, 1999), 
while others termed it a “creative illness” (see Ellenberger, 1981), from which he recovered to mine the 
symbolic wealth of his own unconscious.

Jung overcame his symbolic father partly by rejecting the Oedipus myth in favor of Faust’s tale. 
“Jung meant to make a descent into the depths of the soul, there to find the roots of man’s being in 
the symbols of the libido which had been handed down from ancient times, and so to find redemption 
despite his own genial psychoanalytic pact with the devil” (Kerr, 1995, p. 326). After his break with 
Freud, Jung self-referentially embodied his own theories about individuation taking the form of the 
hero’s journey. Whereas Jung underscored the sun-hero’s motif and role of mythical symbols, mytholo-
gist Joseph Campbell (1949/1973) differentiated three phases of the hero’s journey: separation (from 
ordinary consciousness), initiation (into the night journey of the soul) and return (integration back into 
consciousness and community). This description certainly fits Jung’s departure from ordinary sanity, his 
nightmarish descent into haunting symbols, if not hallucinations, and his professional return to create 
depth psychology. Jung’s interior descent and journey is chronicled in writing and pictures in the Red 
Book. Although this 2005 journal was written between 1914 and 1930, following Jung’s fallout with 
Freud, it was released publically only in 2009, due to decades of suppression by Jung’s heirs.
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Jung and his followers have regarded the Oedipus myth less literally than Freud. In hero mythology, 
as explicated by one of Jung’s most celebrated followers, Eric Neumann (1954/93), to murder the father 
generally and the King in particular, was seen as symbolic separation from an external source of authority, 
in order to discover and be initiated into one’s own internal source of guidance and wisdom. Whereas 
Freud viewed the unconscious primarily in terms of its negative, conflict-ridden potential, Jung recog-
nized the underlying universal and positive potential of the fertile feminine. But in order to uncover this 
positive side, one first had to differentiate and confront the destructive shadow of the feminine. At the 
archetypal level, some aspects of the feminine can feel life threatening. To defeat the Sphinx was seen 
as conquering the Terrible Mother. In her worst incarnation, the Terrible Mother reflected the potential 
for deprivation and destructive narcissism within the real mother. In some cultures, e.g., the Germanic 
fairytale of Hansel and Gretel, the Terrible Mother appeared as the Vagina Dentate, or toothed vagina, a 
cannibalistic allusion not to the Freudian fear of castration by the father, but rather to the Jungian anxiety 
about emasculation by the mother.

Symbolically, once the dark side of the Terrible Mother was vanquished, her positive potential could 
be harvested. To have incest and fertilize the mother represented overcoming fear of the feminine, of 
her dark chaotic womb, in order to tap into riches of the unconscious and bring new life to the psyche. 
Psychologically we can see how Sphinx and incest fit together for Neumann (1954/93): The hero killed 
the Mother’s terrible female side so as to liberate her fruitful and bountiful aspect. For Jung, to truly 
individuate was to rule the kingdom of our own psyche, by overthrowing the father’s masculine influence 
of power, the ultimate authority of consciousness, while fertilizing and pillaging the mother’s feminine 
territory, that of the unconscious. By breaking with Freud and finding his way through his psychosis, 
Jung killed the King and overcame the Terrible Mother to harvest her symbolism for his own creative 
development, both in theory and self.

Judging from the drama of real life, both Freud and Jung arrived at their ideas at least partly self-
referentially by living them out. Along with affirming Ellenberger’s (1981) notion of “creative illness,” 
this coincides with Stolorow’s thesis that all significant psychological theory derives from the personal 
experience and worldview of its originators (Atwood & Stolorow, 1979/1993). It also dovetails with 
contemporary relational perspectives that emphasize the importance of enactments within psychotherapy 
(Ginot, 2007). Enactments bring the underlying emotional dynamics alive in the room, yet carry the 
possibility of a less traumatic resolution.

RIDDLE AS PARADOX

As mentioned, in the last several decades, the Freudian interpretation of the Oedipus story largely has 
been laid aside. With the early advent of feminism, the significance of the tale to a woman’s psyche was 
challenged. With the recognition that sexual abuse was often real and not just fantasy, later feminist thought 
challenged Freud’s early abandonment of his seduction theory. As knowledge about the neurophysiol-
ogy of the posttraumatic stress condition increased, so has clinical interest in “horizontal,” dissociative 
splits between cortical and subcortical aspects of the brain (e.g., Lanius, Vermetten & Pain, C., 2010; 
Rothschild, 2000; Schore, 2007; 2012), versus the “vertical” splits maintaining Freud’s repression bar-
rier (see Kohut, 1977). Greater relational emphasis among contemporary psychoanalysts shifts interest 
towards early mother/infant attachment dynamics, as well as toward here-and-now relations between 
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psychotherapist and patient. Finally, the current climate of multiculturalism disfavors any single theory, 
especially one universalizing development.

In the spirit of Levi-Strauss, I propose a different way of looking at the Oedipus myth. I aim to harvest 
meaning primarily by sidestepping narrative content to derive an alternative interpretation both structural 
and cybernetic in nature. When understood literally, both the “improbable” form the Sphinx embodies 
plus her impossible-seeming riddle present paradoxes that appear to contradict all known laws of science. 
Surely no creature on earth can literally walk on four, two and then three limbs during the very same day. 
With the possible exception of the slime mold, no animal changes its form of locomotion this radically; 
and not even the slime mold undergoes such complete metamorphosis in the course of a single day.

The Sphinx’s riddle presents the type of “ordinary” paradox that science faces all the time. Here, para-
dox is loosely conceptualized as a set of facts that contradicts current scientific theory. Just as Darwin’s 
embodied evolution proceeds in fits and starts (e.g., Gould, 1977), so too does the abstract progression 
of scientific theory. Kuhn (1962) described the erratic evolution of scientific theory, when resolution of 
ordinary contradiction leads to abrupt paradigm shifts that offer wider, more inclusive contexts in which 
to incorporate previously discrepant facts.

Beyond this type of “ordinary” scientific paradox, the Sphinx’s riddle was essentially a paradox of 
self-reference (Marks-Tarlow, 2008a, 2008b, and 2008c). Within the history of mathematics, paradoxes 
of self-reference have arisen since ancient Greek times. A good example is The Liar: “This sentence is 
a lie,” which is true only if false, and false only if true. Paradoxes of self-reference ultimately destroyed 
all hopes of mathematics supplying a logical foundation that is entirely complete and consistent. Instead, 
paradoxes of self-reference require creative leaps outside of their normal parameters, which is exactly 
what Oedipus accomplished by solving the Sphinx’s riddle. The solution—humanity—required a leap 
under the surface to deep understanding of the nature of being human, including knowledge of self. In 
order to know what crawls on four legs in the morning, walks on two in midday and hobbles on three 
in the evening, Oedipus had to understand the entire human life cycle. He needed to possess intimate 
familiarity with physical changes in the body, ranging from the dependency of infancy, through the glory 
of maturity, to the waning powers of old age.

To approach the riddle without self-reference was to look outwards, to use a literal understanding, 
and to miss a metaphorical interpretation. To approach the riddle with self-reference was to seek knowl-
edge partly by becoming introspective. At a deep, somatic level, Oedipus was uniquely positioned to 
apply the riddle to himself. Almost killed at birth and still physically handicapped, he harbored virtual, 
vestigial memories of death in life. His limp and cane were whispers of a helpless past and harbingers 
of a shattered future.

Self-referentially, Oedipus’ own life trajectory showed the same three parts as the Sphinx’s riddle. 
Through the kindness of others Oedipus survived the traumatized helplessness of infancy. In his prime, 
he proved more than able to stand on his own two feet—strong enough to kill a king, clever enough to 
slay the proverbial monster, and potent enough marry a queen and spawn a covey of offspring. Ironically, 
in the case of our tragic hero, it was Oedipus’ very in-sight into his own origins that led to the loss of 
his kingdom and wife/mother, leaving him to hobble around blindly in old age, physically leaning on 
his cane, and emotionally learning upon the goodness of others, primarily his daughter/sister, Antigone. 
The namesake and body memories of Oedipus connected him with chance and destiny, past and future, 
infancy and old age. Recall that the name Oedipus means both “swollen foot” and “know-where.” Feder 
(1974/1988) analyzed the Oedipus myth in terms of the clinical reality of adoption trauma. Like many 
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adopted children, Oedipus was relentlessly driven to seek his own origins in order to “know where” he 
came from both genetically and socially.

Taking this approach a step further, we can see the impact of early physical abuse—attempted infanti-
cide—on the neurobiology of different memory systems. Oedipus “knows where” he came from implicitly 
in his body due to his “swollen foot,” even while ignorant of traumatic origins explicitly in his mind. This 
kind of implicit memory has gained much attention in recent clinical lore (e.g., Bucci, 2011; Cortina & 
Liotti, 2007; Fosshage, 2011; Mancia, 2006; Marks-Tarlow, 2011, 2012, 2013; Rothschild, 2000; Ruth-
Lyons, 1998; Schore, 2010, 2011, 2012; Siegel, 2001). In early infant development, implicit memory is 
the first kind to develop. Implicit learning includes unconscious processing of exteroceptive information 
from the outer world as well as interoceptive information from the inner world. Such information helps 
tune ongoing perception and emotional self-regulation in the nonverbal context of relationships with 
others. In this way contingent versus non-contingent responses of caretakers become hardwired into the 
brain and body via particular neural pathways. While alluded to by others, e.g., Ornstein (1973), Allan 
Schore (2001; 2010; 2011; 2012) specifically proposed that implicit memory exists within the right, 
nonverbal, hemisphere of the human cerebral cortex, which I suggest constitutes the biological substrate 
for Freud’s unconscious instincts and memories. Although hotly contested, neurobiological evidence 
mounts for Freud’s repression barrier as hardwired into the brain (e.g., Solms, 2004).

Schore proposed a vertical model of the psyche, where the conscious, verbal, mind is localized in 
the left hemisphere of the brain, while the unconscious and body memory is mediated by the nonverbal 
right hemisphere (for most right handed people). The hemispheres of the brain and these different modes 
of processing are conjoined as well as separated by the corpus callosum, such that the perspective of 
only one hemisphere comes forward at any given time, while the perspective of the other recedes into 
the background (McGilchrist, 2009). Early trauma plus his secret origins caused a haunting and widen-
ing of the gap between what Oedipus’ body knew versus what Oedipus’ mind knew. Oedipus’ implicit 
memory of his early abandonment and abuse became the invisible thread that provided deep continuity 
despite abrupt life changes. His implicit memory offered a clue to the commonality beneath the apparent 
disparity in the Sphinx’s three-part riddle.

Structurally, to solve the riddle became equivalent to Oedipus’ self-referential quest for explicit memory 
of his own origins. This interpretation meshes with anthropologist Lévi-Strauss’ (1977) emphasis on 
structural similarities within and between myths, plus the near universal concern with human origins. It 
also dovetails with Bion’s (1983, p. 46) self-referential understanding of the Sphinx’s riddle as “man’s 
curiosity turned upon himself.” In the form of self-conscious examination of the personality by the 
personality, Bion used the Oedipus myth to illuminate ancient origins of psychoanalytic investigation.

METAPHORICAL THINKING IN COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

In order to solve both the riddle of the Sphinx as well as that of his own origins, Oedipus had to delve 
beneath the concrete level of surface appearances. Here he’d lived happily, but in ignorance, as chil-
dren and innocents are reputed to do. Ignorance may have been bliss, but it did not necessarily lead to 
maturity. Prior to Oedipus solving the riddle, humankind lived in an immature state, an idea supported 
by the work of Julian Jaynes (1976). Writing about the “bicameral mind,” as mentioned earlier, Jaynes 
speculated that ancient humanity hallucinated gods as living in their midst. Here myths were concretely 
embodied, serving as externals sources of authority before such executive functions became internalized 
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within the cerebral cortex of the modern psyche, including our increased capacities for self-reflection, 
inner guidance and self-control, all functions of the frontal lobes.

The Sphinx’s riddle was a self-referential mirror reflecting and later enabling explicit memory and 
knowledge of Oedipus’ traumatic origins. Upon successfully answering the riddle, Oedipus bridged the 
earlier, developmental territory of the “right mind” with the evolutionarily and developmentally later 
left-brain (see Schore, 2001). In the process, Oedipus healed and matured on many levels. Not only did 
he address his castration fears by conquering the Terrible Mother in the form of the Sphinx after kill-
ing the Terrible Father, but also and perhaps more significantly, Oedipus made the leap from concrete 
to metaphorical thinking. By understanding “morning,” “midday” and “evening” as stages of life, he 
demonstrated creativity and mental flexibility characteristic of internal complexity.

Cognitive linguists Lakoff and Johnson (1980) have suggested that metaphor serves as the embodied 
basis for all abstract thinking. More recently, Lakoff and Johnson (1999) argued that metaphor forms 
part of the implicit memory of the cognitive unconscious, where its immediate conceptual mapping is 
hard-wired into the brain. These researchers speculate that all cognitive activity is embodied, because it 
derives from a primary set of metaphors that surround how the body moves, functions and interacts in 
the physical and social world in which we are embedded. Verticality and balance are among Lakoff and 
Johnson’s primary metaphors. This makes a great deal of sense given early developmental milestones. 
Babies universally shift from the horizontal posture of lying down to more vertical postures by first rolling 
over, then sitting upright, crawling and eventually rising up to balance and walk on two legs. Each shift 
is associated with increased mobility, agency and potency in the world. Psychoanalyst Arnold Modell 
(2003) has picked up on the relevance of Lakoff and Johnson by writing extensively on how the body 
uses metaphor to bridge disconnected experience, create somatic templates, and weave the illusion of 
constancy amidst continual change. Meanwhile, I have emphasized the role of spontaneous, embodied 
metaphors during psychotherapy as portmanteaus, or double signs that represent the core problems to 
be addressed in therapy, while simultaneously pointing toward their solutions.

Lakoff and Johnson’s notions of embodied metaphors also dovetail with Piaget’s developmental episte-
mology (e.g., Flavell, 1963). Though many details are still disputed, overall Piaget’s theory has remained 
one of the most important and universal accounts of intellectual development to date (see Sternberg, 
1990). Using careful observation and empirical studies, Piaget mapped the shift from a sensorimotor 
period of infancy, through the pre- and concrete operations of early childhood, into a formal operations 
stage of later childhood characterizing the adult, “mature” mind. Piaget’s hallmark of maturity involved 
freedom from the particulars of concrete situations. This grants cognitive flexibility necessary for both 
abstract and metaphorical thinking. In sum, Oedipus’s leap from concrete to metaphorical thinking can be 
understood both as an important developmental step for the individual as well as an important historical 
leap in the history of collective consciousness.

SELF-REFERENCE AND UNIVERSAL TURING MACHINES

So far, I have suggested that self-reference is central to a metaphorical solution of the Sphinx’s riddle. 
But self-reference also proves to be an essential part of cybernetics, the sciences of information. A 
computational model views the human psyche as a recursive system, where present behavior depends 
upon how it has processed its past behavior. Within abstract machines, different computational powers 
depend deterministically upon a system’s retrospective access to memory.
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In computational science, power is ranked according to “Chomsky’s hierarchy.” At the bottom of the 
hierarchy lies the finite state automaton. This machine possesses only implicit memory for its current 
state. In the middle lies the push-down automaton. This machine possesses explicit memory, but with 
only temporary access to the past. At the top of Chomsky’s hierarchy lies the Universal Turing Machine. 
This abstract machine possesses unrestricted, permanent and explicit memory for all past states.

Cyberneticist Ron Eglash (1999) provides a text analogy to contrast these differences: The least 
powerful machine is like a person who accomplishes all tasks instinctively, without the use of any books; 
in the middle is a person limited by books removed once they’ve been read; at the top is a person who 
collects and recollects all books read, in any order. The power of the Universal Turing Machine at the 
top is its capacity to recognize all computable functions. The point at which complete memory of past 
actions is achieved marks a critical shift in computational power. It is the point when full self-reference 
is achieved, which brings about the second-order, cybernetic capacity of a system to analyze its own 
programs. My reading of the Oedipus myth illustrates this very same point—that powerful instant when 
full access to memory dovetailed with self-reference to signal another step in the “complexification” of 
human consciousness (Marks-Tarlow, 2008).

THE RIDDLE AS MIRROR

Just as the Sphinx presented a paradigm of self-reference to hold a mirror up to Oedipus, the myth of 
Oedipus also holds a mirror up to us as witnesses. The story of Oedipus reflects our own stories in yet 
another self-referential loop. Like Oedipus, each one of us is a riddle to him or herself. The tale rocks 
generation after generation so powerfully partly because of this self-referential quality, which forces 
each one of us to reflect upon our own lives mythically.

Throughout the tale, there is dynamic tension between knowing and not-knowing—in Oedipus and in 
us. Oedipus starts out naïvely not-knowing who he is or where he came from. We start out knowing who 
Oedipus really is, but blissfully unaware of the truth in ourselves. By the end of the tale, the situation 
reverses: Oedipus solves all three riddles, that of the Oracle of Delphi, that of the Sphinx and that of his 
origins, while ironically, we participant/observers are left not-knowing. We harbor a gnawing feeling of 
uncertainty—almost as if another riddle has invisibly materialized, as if we face the very Sphinx herself, 
whose enigma must be answered upon threat of our own death.

Eglash (1999) notes that the power of the Universal Turing Machine lies in its ability not to know 
how many transformations, or applications of an algorithm a system would need ahead of time, before 
the program could be terminated. Paradoxically, to achieve full uncertainty about the future and its 
relationship to the past is symptomatic of increasing computational power. This kind of fundamental 
uncertainty is evident collectively within the modern sciences and mathematics of chaos theory, stochastic 
analyses, and various forms of indeterminacy. For example, Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle states the 
impossibility of precisely determining both a quantum particle’s speed as well as its location at the same 
time. Meanwhile, chaos theory warns of the impossibility of precisely predicting the long-term future of 
highly complex systems, no matter how precise our formulas or capacity to model their past behavior.

Experientially, we must deal with fundamental uncertainty with respect to the riddle of our own lives 
(see Marks-Tarlow, 2003), leaving us ultimately responsible to glean meaning from this self-reflective 
search. The Oedipus myth presents a self-referential mirror through which each one of us individually 
enters the modern stage of self-reflective consciousness. Capabilities for full memory, to consider the 
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past and future, to contemplate death, to confront paradox, to self-reflect and to consider self-reference 
all represent critical levels of inner complexity that separate human from animal intelligence, the infant 
from the mature individual, plus the weakest from the most powerful computing machines.

CONCLUSION

I end this paper by speculating how this complex state of full self-reference serves as a prerequisite to 
a fully self-actualized human being. To have thorough access to memory for the past plus the cognitive 
flexibility not to have to know the future represents a state of high integration between left and right 
brain hemispheres, between body and mind, and between implicit, procedural memory versus explicit 
memory for events and facts. Such integration maximizes our potential for spontaneous response and 
creative self-expression that is the hallmark of successful individuation.

Furthermore, I argue that this complex state of “good-enough” self-reflective awareness is necessary 
to break the tragic intergenerational chain of fate and trauma symbolized by Greek tragedy in general 
and the Oedipus myth in particular. At the heart of the Oedipus myth lies the observation, echoed by a 
Greek chorus, that those born into abuse unwittingly grow up to become abusers. Laius’ unsuccessful 
attempt to kill his son all but sealed Oedipus’ fate to escalate this loop of violence by successfully killing 
his father. Meanwhile, the intergenerational transmission of incest within families is readily spread by 
seemingly innocuous mechanisms, such as forms of play (Marks-Tarlow, 2017).

The only way out of the fatalistic tragedy of abusers begetting abusers is to possess enough insight to 
unearth violent instincts before the deed is done, to exert sufficient self-control to resist and transcend 
such instincts, plus to tell a cohesive, self-reflective narrative. Multigenerational, prospective research 
within the field of attachment (e.g., Siegel, 1999) suggests that the best predictor of healthy, secure at-
tachment in children remains the capacity for their parents to tell a cohesive narrative about their early 
childhood. It matters little whether the quality of this narrative is idyllic or horrific. What counts instead 
is whether parents possess the self-reflective insight to hold onto specific memories concerning their 
origins, which can be cohesively woven into the fabric of current life without disruption. This kind of 
self-referential reflection carries the full computational power of Universal Turing Machine. This pro-
vides the necessary mental faculties to break intergenerational chains of emotional, sexual, and physical 
abuse. It also allows for creative self-actualization, without a pre-determined script, set upon the stage 
of an open future.

In life, people gain self-awareness by looking into the mirror of experience self-referentially. By 
looking backwards toward past experience, we glean knowledge and meaning for dealing with present 
circumstances and moving toward the future wisely. Interestingly, within the field of neurobiology, there 
is current speculation that the brain itself is deeply intentional and forward looking (e.g., Van Boven & 
Ashworth, 2007), right down to the level of single cells (Freeman, 1999). Rather than representing static 
pictures from the past, memory is dynamically reconfigured according to ever-shifting present contexts 
(see Marks-Tarlow, 2008), as it serves the primary function of navigating through uncertainty toward the 
future. Indeed, the hippocampus, which is the main structure in the mammalian brain devoted to encoding 
long term memories, evolved out of the part of the brain that depends upon place cells to record the what 
and where of current environmental context. A current candidate for a universal mechanism of change 
within psychotherapy is the notion of memory reconsolidation (Lane, Ryan, Nadel, & Greenberg, 2015). 
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This theory proposes that psychotherapy works via retrieval and updating of prior emotional memories 
through reconsolidation that incorporates new emotionally charged experiences.

Whereas a traumatic mindset anticipates future experiences based on traumatic events of the past, a 
non-traumatic mindset is open to a future that could be different from what took place in the past. The 
role of uncertainty in moving with fullest complexity and computational power into the future is also 
evident within new data mining techniques. Without knowing what is sought, these computational al-
gorithms can sift through a mountain of material until clear patterns emerge. Whether such techniques 
are used wisely in ways consistent with humanistic values, increased self-awareness, and humanitarian 
aims, or whether they are abused in service of decreasing personal freedoms and further eroding the 
environment, only time will tell. Either way, both in the wetware of the human brain and in software of 
the computer, recursive loops continue to ensure that past, present, and future lose distinctive orienta-
tions, while observers continue to blend ever more seamlessly with the observed.
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ABSTRACT

When looked at cumulatively, it can be said that American pragmatist philosopher Charles Sanders 
Peirce strove to understand cognition via his sign theory and especially his notion of existential graphs. 
Peirce put forth ideas for a discipline that would incorporate notions of psychology and semiotics into 
a unified ontological and epistemological theory of mind. The connecting link was his system of dia-
grammatic logic, called “existential graphs.” For Peirce a graph was more powerful than language 
as a means of understanding because it showed how its parts resembled relations among the parts of 
cognitive acts. Existential graphs show that cognition cannot be extracted from a linear or hierarchical 
succession of structures, but the very process of thinking itself in actu. In fact, Peirce called his graphs 
“moving pictures of thought” because they allow us to see how are thoughts are unfolding. In short, as 
Kiryuschenko (2012) puts it, “Graphic language allows us to experience a meaning visually as a set of 
transitional states, where the meaning is accessible in its entirety at any given here and now during its 
transformation” (p. 122).

INTRODUCTION

Diagrams are keys to understanding real-world phenomena, as scientists and mathematicians certainly 
know, allowing them to both represent their theoretical hunches and then to use these very representations 
to derive further ideas and to conduct experiments. Peirce certainly understood this, inventing Existential 
Graphs (EGs) to explain not only the nature of discovery in science but also how the visual imagery of 
the mind generates ideas. The focus in this paper will be on the relevance of EGs in mathematics (Danesi 
2013), but the concept of EGs as “discovery devices” applies to all domains of knowledge. EGs mirror 
how the mind synthesizes into abstract images of real-world objects, rearranging parts in various ways 
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to see what the blending yields. EGs offered Peirce the possibility of linking semiotics and psychology 
into a model of how thought and discovery unfold. As he points out in the following excerpt, diagrams 
are maps of thought, which may be used “to stick pins into” in order to mark anticipated changes.

But why do that [use maps] when the thought itself is present to us? Such, substantially, has been the 
interrogative objection raised by an eminent and glorious General. Recluse that I am, I was not ready 
with the counter-question, which should have run, “General, you make use of maps during a campaign, 
I believe. But why should you do so, when the country they represent is right there?” Thereupon, had 
he replied that he found details in the maps that were so far from being “right there,” that they were 
within the enemy’s lines, I ought to have pressed the question, “Am I right, then, in understanding that, 
if you were thoroughly and perfectly familiar with the country, no map of it would then be of the smallest 
use to you in laying out your detailed plans?” No, I do not say that, since I might probably desire the 
maps to stick pins into, so as to mark each anticipated day’s change in the situations of the two armies.” 
“Well, General, that precisely corresponds to the advantages of a diagram of the course of a discus-
sion. Namely, if I may try to state the matter after you, one can make exact experiments upon uniform 
diagrams; and when one does so, one must keep a bright lookout for unintended and unexpected changes 
thereby brought about in the relations of different significant parts of the diagram to one another. Such 
operations upon diagrams, whether external or imaginary, take the place of the experiments upon real 
things that one performs in chemical and physical research. (CP4: 530)

The study of diagrammatic representations is a productive area of investigation in various domains 
of semiotics and cognitive science (Shin 1994, Chandrasekaran, Glasgow, & Narayanan 1995, Hammer 
1995, Hammer & Shin 1996, 1998, Allwein & Barwise 1996, Barker-Plummer & Bailin 1997, 2001, 
Kulpa 2004, Stjernfelt 2007, Roberts 2009, Kiryushchenko 2012). EGs are consistent with two prominent 
trends in these field—namely, phenomenology and blending theory in cognitive science (for example, 
Lakoff & Núñez 2000)—trends that were prefigured by Peirce’s notion of “phaneroscopy,” which he 
described as the formal analysis of appearances apart from how they appear to interpreters and of their 
actual material content.

EXISTENTIAL GRAPHS

Peirce argued that discoveries in chemistry were phaneroscopic, because chemical compounds could be 
studied not as mixtures of actual substances but as diagrammatic structures. Chemists discovered that 
the structure of a molecule and transformations of chemical compounds themselves gave birth to the 
scientific language that explained them though the diagrams used to represent them. Diagrams contain 
within them “virtual objects,” which are like real objects and can thus be used to experiment cognitively 
with the latter. Peirce wrote an entry on the concept of “virtual” for Baldwin’s (1902, p. 763) Dictionary 
of Philosophy and Psychology, which is of relevance here:

A virtual X is something, not an X, which has the efficiency (virtus) of an X. This is the proper meaning 
of the word; but it has been seriously confounded with “potential,” which is almost its contrary. For the 
potential X is of the nature of X, but is without actual efficiency. A virtual velocity is something, not a 
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velocity, but a displacement; [it is] equivalent to a velocity in the formula, “what is gained in velocity is 
lost in power.” (3) Virtual is sometimes used to mean pertaining to virtue in the sense of an ethical habit.

According to this definition, any virtual object is not a mental copy of its real object, but a portrayal 
of its practical applications, predicting how other real objects are connected to it. Thus, the virtuality of 
diagrams generally is what leads to discoveries. He also saw logic as a form of diagrammatic thinking 
which superseded sentential logic to explain phenomena. So, an EG can be defined as a virtual map of 
something in the mind that takes on form and shape as it is drawn to represent something. The notion of 
EG extends to equations and other mathematical notions. In effect, algebraic notation is a kind of dia-
grammatic strategy for compressing information, much like pictography does for representing referents. 
An equation is an EG. As Kauffman (2001, p. 80) states, EGs are powerful cognitively because they 
contain arithmetical information in an economical, and thus, structurally-expository form:

Peirce’s Existential Graphs are an economical way to write first order logic in diagrams on a plane, by 
using a combination of alphabetical symbols and circles and ovals. Existential graphs grow from these 
beginnings and become a well-formed two dimensional algebra. It is a calculus about the properties 
of the distinction made by any circle or oval in the plane, and by abduction it is about the properties of 
any distinction.

Consider the Pythagorean equation (c2 = a2 + b2) as an EG; as such it is a visual-virtual portrait 
of the relations among the variables (originally standing the sides of the triangle). But, being a EG, it 
also tells us that the variables relate to each other in many ways other than geometrically. Expressed in 
language, we would not be able to see the possibilities that the equation presents to us. To use Susan 
Langer’s (1948) concept of discursive-versus-presentational representation, the equation tells us much 
more than the statement (“the square on the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares on the other 
two sides”) because it literally “presents” the structure inherent in the linguistic version, fleshing it 
out as an abstract form. Describing it in language (with sentences) is a discursive process, forcing us 
to think of the information in a different, cognitively-constrained way. In effect, an equation is an EG 
that represents real-world objects in a holistic revelatory way. Further mathematical knowledge occurs 
by unpacking the inherent suggestive information from virtual forms such as equations to literally see 
what is in them. In a way, all mathematical notations and forms are EGs, allowing mathematicians to 
experiment with their own observations and thus to advance their work. They use language to explain 
their EGs and to contextualize them in the real world. Mathematics is thus both a presentational and 
discursive craft. What an EG does, like a map, is turn a real-world problem into a paper-and-pencil one 
and then suggests language for explicating it.

This line of reasoning raises deep philosophical issues. Although the structures of the cosmos certainly 
predate the human mind, they are not understood nor do they exist outside of human minds. As Bergin 
and Fisch (1984, p. xlv) have perceptively pointed out, in reference to the philosophy of Neapolitan 
philosopher Giambattista Vico, human beings “have themselves made this world of nations, but it was 
not without drafting, it was even without seeing the plan that they did just what the plan called for.” As 
Peirce (volume 6, 1931-1958, p. 478) similarly put it, the human mind has “a natural bent in accordance 
with nature” (CP 6.478). This blending of mind and nature trough visual diagramming becomes percep-
tion, which Peirce called the “outward clash” of the physical world on the senses. As neuroscientific 
research has shown rather convincingly, mental imagery and its expression in diagrammatic form seems 
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to be a more fundamental form of cognition, probably predating the advent of vocal language in carrying 
out counting and measurement tasks (Cummins 1996, Chandrasekaran et al. 1995). Even sentences, as 
Peirce often argued, hide within their logical structure a visual form of understanding that can be easily 
rendered diagrammatically.

In sum, diagrams show relations that are not apparent in linguistic or in other symbolic forms (Barwise 
and Etchemendy 1994, Allen and Barwise 1996). As Radford (2010: 4) puts it, they present information 
to us by means of “ways of appearance.” They constitute a veritable explanatory system of logic of their 
own. Diagrams are inferences (informed guesses) that translate hunches (raw guesses) visually. These 
then lead to abductions (insights). The process of cognition is complete after the ideas produced in this 
way are organized logically (deduction). In fact, this suggests a model of cognition:

Hunches are the brain’s attempts to understand what something means initially. These lead to infer-
ences through a consideration of what the hunches suggest in terms of previous experience. So, the 
Pythagorean triangle leads to the previously-hidden concept of number triples. Eventually, this concept 
led to an hypothesis, namely that only when n = 2 does the generalized Pythagorean formula hold (cn = 
an + bn)—called Fermat’s Last Theorem. This, in turn, led to many discoveries. It also led to a conclusive 
proof, which came, of course with the Taylor-Wiles (1995) proof.

As another example, consider imaginary numbers, which were discovered serendipitously. At first, it 
was not clear how they fit into the existing number system at the time or how they could be represented 
on the Cartesian plane. This conundrum led to the ingenious invention of a diagram, called the Argand 
diagram, that made it possible to show the relation of imaginary numbers to real ones. The diagram locates 
imaginary numbers (Im) on one axis and real ones (Re) on the other. The point z = x + iy represents a 
complex number in the plane (called the Argand plane) and shows its vectorial features in terms of the 
angle θ that it forms. This is a geometric interpretation of complex numbers building on the previous 
diagrammatic system of Cartesian representation. The Argand plane allows for a visual interpretation 
of complex numbers, showing that they can be added like vectors and can be multiplied in terms of 
polar coordinates with the product of the two moduli (absolute values). The angle of the product is the 
sum of the two angles. Multiplication by a complex number of modulus 1 is a rotation—a discovery 
that has been incorporated into the theory of complex numbers. The invention of the Argand diagram 
turned out, therefore, to be not only a heuristic device, showing how addition, multiplication, and other 
operations of the complex numbers can be carried out systematically, but also a source of investigation 
of the structure of these numbers, having led to many discoveries in number theory.

Figure 1. 
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DIAGRAMS IN LOGICAL THINKING

Peirce saw his EGs as more powerful models of logic than sentential (syllogistic) logic. In fact, the whole 
field of set theory is fundamentally diagrammatic. Venn diagrams (1880, 1881)) are indispensable for 
deducing logical implications, since they allude to various features of sets by their simple configuration. 
The principle of the Venn diagram is to show relationships among sets and elements in them.

Diagrams permeate set theory, perhaps because they reveal intrinsic image schemata in cognition—an 
idea derived from the work of George Lakoff and his research associates (Lakoff and Johnson 1980, 1999, 
Lakoff 1987, Johnson 1987, Lakoff and Núñez 2000). These are defined as largely unconscious mental 
outlines of recurrent shapes, actions, dimensions, and so on that derive from perception and sensation. 
The world is made up of different kinds and levels of physical energy. Our knowledge of the world is 
filtered by our sense organs, which react to these energies. The patterns of energies become objects, 
events, people, and other aspects of the world through semiotic classification. However, some percep-
tions are not categorized because we lack the appropriate knowledge schemata to interpret them. But by 
actually drawing our intuitive or instinctual images in diagram form, we gain direct access to their hidden 
structure. In a word, diagrams are the externalizations of image schemata. They not only mirror other 
kinds of stored information, such as sentential information, they also bring out the unconscious image 
schemata inherent in it (up-versus-down, containment-versus-openness, and so on). In so doing, they 
excise irrelevant detail from incoming information leaving only the relevant features in it in schema form.

The translation of sentential logic to diagram logic started with Euler. Before the advent of Venn 
diagrams, Euler represented categorical sentences in terms of diagrams the prefigure the Venn ones 
(Hammer and Shin 1996, 1998):

These are, in effect, image schemata that cut across language (and languages) and allows us to see 
the logical structure involved in bare outline form. The power of the diagrams over the linguistic forms 
lies in the fact that no additional conventions, paraphrases, or elaborations are needed—the relationships 
holding among sets are shown by means of the same relationships holding among the circles representing 
them. Euler was aware, however, of both the strengths and weaknesses of his diagrammatic system. For 
instance, in the statement: “No A is B. Some C is A. Therefore, Some C is not B,” no single diagram 
can represent the two premises, because the relationship between sets B and C cannot be fully specified 
in one single diagram. Instead, Euler suggested three possible cases:

Figure 2. 
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He claimed that the proposition “Some C is not B” can be read from all these diagrams. But it is 
far from clear how this is so. Such anomalies have led some logicians to claim that diagrams are only 
ancillary devices, being ultimately incapable of representing all logical statements accurately. It was 
Venn (1881, p. 510) who tackled Euler’s dilemma pointing out that the weakness lay in the fact that 
Euler’s method did not show that imperfect knowledge exists. Venn aimed to overcome the weaknesses 
of Euler’s diagrams by showing how partial information can be visualized. So, a diagram like the one 
above of three intersecting sets, A, B, C (which he called primary) does not convey specific informa-
tion about the relationship between sets. So, for instance, the relations between two sets, A and B, can 
be shown as follows, by simply shading them (Venn 1881, 122). With this simple modification, we can 
draw diagrams for various premises and relations:

Figure 3. 

Figure 4. 
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It was Peirce who pointed out that Venn’s system had no way of representing existential statements, 
disjunctive information, probabilities, and relations. Peirce showed that “All A are B or some A is B” 
cannot be represented by neither the Euler or Venn systems in a single diagram. Like Euler, Peirce saw 
a graph as anything having its parts in relation to each other in such a way that they resemble relations 
among the parts of some different set of entities or referents. The relation was evident in the outline of 
the graph and thus showed in bare form how the thought process unfolded. The following EG is Peirce’s 
brilliant solution:

The line is called a line of identity by Peirce. In any EG any line of identity whose outermost part 
is evenly enclosed refers to something, and any one whose outermost part is oddly enclosed refers to 
anything there may be (CP4.458). The following graph shows, essentially, how any EG can be used to 
represent logical statements (from Roberts 2009):

The first graph (where the outermost part of the line is evenly, zero, enclosed) says that something 
good is ugly, and the second graph (where the outermost part is enclosed once) says that everything 
good is ugly. The visual power of such a graph requires no comment (literally).

CONCLUSION

EGs are used extensively in philosophy and some areas of mathematics and logic, but they are relatively 
unknown in psychology and cognitive science generally. The dilemma of understanding cognition, like 
understanding an equation, is essentially a matter of understanding how we represent our thoughts. EGs 
are unconscious entities that can be formalized, as Peirce showed, to unravel the nature of thinking as 
a holistic activity. Peirce attached extreme importance to the task of making diagrams practicable and 
practical. EGs display not a linear succession of logical deductions, but how inference unfolds, thus 
conveying information and simultaneously explaining how it is being done (CP4. 619).

Figure 5. 

Figure 6. 
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As is well known, in 1931 Kurt Gödel showed that there never can be a consistent system of state-
ments that can capture all the truths of mathematics and logic. The makers of the statements could never 
extricate themselves from making them. Gödel made it obvious to mathematicians that mathematics 
was made by them, and that the exploration of “mathematical truth” would go on forever as long as 
humans were around. The final map of the mathematical realm will never be drawn. Like other products 
of the imagination, the world of mathematics lies within the minds of humans. In effect, all diagrams 
are theories of reality, evaluating it in their own particular ways.
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ABSTRACT

By presenting the case study of the Charlie Hebdo attack in news discourse, this chapter combines a 
semantic analysis of the most frequent frame-activating words through text linguistics tools with frame 
analysis, developed according to the model proposed by Entman in the news making context. The lin-
guistic perspective adopted in this chapter combines the works by Fillmore and Congruity Theory. As 
shown in the present work, both linguistics and news framing benefit from such integration.

INTRODUCTION

“The social world is … a chameleon, or, to suggest a better metaphor, a kaleidoscope of potential re-
alities, any of which can be readily evoked by altering the ways in which observations are framed and 
categorized” (Edelman, 1993, p.232). These significant words illuminate the importance of framing in 
research and the fundamental connection between the social world and the phenomenon at the center of 
this research: Van Eemeren (2010, p.126) argues that “framing always involves an interpretation of reality 
that puts the facts or events referred to in a certain perspective.” According to Entman (2004), no one 
can escape from framing: even journalists in news reporting, thought as objective, frame events, issues, 
and political actors. Indeed, as argued by Fowler (1996, p. 4), “news is a representation of the world in 
language” that reflects a fact and all the values and meanings attached to it. Not coincidentally, there 
is a lot of research on framing in different (and sometimes not compatible) disciplines and approaches 
(see for example the review in Dewulf et al., 2009).

More often than not, the different approaches to framing are not in dialogue one with another. This 
work has the methodological ambition to integrate different but complementary traditions on frames 
and framing in order to shed light on how frames are created in news discourse.
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In this paper, the news framing tradition will be combined with the attention to words from a text 
linguistic perspective, with the purpose to combine framing in news discourse and highlight the role of 
frame-activating words. The Charlie Hebdo attack, which took place in the Parisian newsroom on the 
7th January 2015, will be examined as a case study. Because this event has been interpreted in different 
ways on the media, it is particularly suitable for the studying of framing. The several frames will be 
investigated as different ways through which this event has been understood and interpreted; the analy-
sis will be based on a combination of two complementary dimensions: a semantic analysis of the most 
frequent frame-activating words, as based on linguistic tools, and a news discourse analysis of frames. 
These two dimensions will be illustrated in the following section. In section 3, the method used for data 
collection and analysis will be explained. Then, the findings and discussion section will follow (section 
4); finally, some conclusions will be drawn in section 5.

FRAMES AND FRAMING: A COMPLEX CONCEPTUAL PANORAMA

The concepts of frame and framing have interested researchers coming from different areas of research: 
from psychology, sociology and communication, to conflict resolution, artificial intelligence, and manage-
ment (Dewulf et al., 2009; Goffman, 1974; Minsky, 1975). However, the dialogue between traditions is 
still not sufficiently developed: the varied of subjects, methodologies, and definitions scattered findings 
and increased the scepticism among disciplines (Entman, 1993).

Across the years, two different approaches have been forming in the frame tradition: the interactional 
or communicative perspective and the cognitive paradigm (Dewulf et al., 2009; Shmueli, 2008). The 
bipartite nature of framing is reflected in the use of the word “frame” as a noun (frame) or a verb (to 
frame or framing) (Shmueli, 2008). In a cognitive perspective, frame refers to the mental structure that 
helps individuals to reduce the complexity of reality through information selection, simplification, and 
categorization (Shmueli, 2008). In contrast, in a communicative perspective, framing is the act of frame’s 
creation during social communicative interactions and the consequences that this phenomenon brings 
(Shmueli, 2008). Despite the ontological, epistemological and methodological differences between the 
two traditions (Dewulf et al., 2009), it is important to underline the complementarity and compatibility 
of the cognitive and communicative aspects (Shmueli, 2008). Linguistics and Discourse Analysis offer 
a set of theoretical tools that communication researchers can use to comprehensively analyse frames. 
In specific, the linguistic perspective enables the study of the lexicon level and the framing-activating 
power of words. This has the potential to integrate the news framing analysis by showing how frames 
are activated at the linguistic level.

FRAMING IN JOURNALISM

The importance of framing in journalism is hard to question. Journalists choose carefully words and 
mental images because by describing facts and issues, they can influence public opinion (Tewksbury & 
Scheufele, 2009). In fact, the power of communicative discourse is embodied by the concept of framing, 
which Entman (1993, p. 52) defines as:
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To select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in 
such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/
or treatment recommendation. 

From the definition elaborated by Entman (1993), the two main characteristics of framing are selec-
tion and salience. Salience refers to the action of making information more relevant and meaningful for 
the public and is described as the “product of the interaction of texts and receivers” (Entman, 1993, p. 
53); it could be reached with the repetition, placement, and association with culturally familiar symbols 
(Entman, 1993). In contrast, selection involves the inclusion and the omission of features of a situation 
(Entman, 1993). This process affects the way people perceive and process information (Entman, 1993). 
Moreover, for each frame, Entman (1993) individuates the focuses, i.e. issues, events, and/or political 
actors, and the four functions of framing in the news:

...define problems - determine what a causal agent is doing with what costs and benefits, usually measured 
in terms of common cultural values; diagnose causes - identify the forces creating the problem; make 
moral judgements - evaluate causal agents and their effects; and suggest remedies - offer and justify 
treatments for the problems and predict their likely effects (Entman 1993, p.52). 

According to Entman (2004), in the news, frames are part of the reporting process and the three 
focuses by the four functions of framing create a matrix of twelve cells: a fully developed frame has all 
the twelve cells explicitly filled and consist of information about the event, related issues, and moral 
assessments reporting about political events, issues and actors such as individual leaders, nations or 
groups (Entman, 2004).

Furthermore, at least four locations take part in the communication process relative to a frame: the 
communicator, the text, the receiver and the culture (Entman, 1993). As reported by this author, frames are 
as powerful as language itself. Indeed, frames can promote analogies with previous stories and stimulate 
empathy through the use of words and images that allow the audience to assume the perspective of the 
subject (Entman, 2004). Furthermore, a successful frame has magnitude, i.e. favouring one side, while 
shrinking the elements of counter frames (Entman, 2004).

Further important contributors in the field of the news framing are Edelman (1993), who emphasizes 
the connection between public opinion and categories, and Pan and Kosicki (1993, p. 57) who define 
news media frames as “a cognitive device used in information encoding, interpreting, and retrieving 
… related to journalistic professional routines and conventions.” News media, in this process, play an 
important role, because they generate, organize, and transmit frames, and link social structure with the 
person (Baresch, Hsu, & Reese, 2009). Also, words choice and the sources selection are related to framing 
(Baresch et al., 2009). According to Kothari (2010), the typology of primary sources used in the story, 
journalists’ location, and the subject of the story determine a media frame.

To build a coherent theory of framing, scholars such as Scheufele (1999) and de Vreese (2005) have 
developed process models of framing. Moreover, Tewksbury and Scheufele (2009) and Lecheler and de 
Vreese (2012) have suggested the influence and the effects of news framing on citizens’ opinion. Another 
significant research area is news discourse, the application of some Discourse Analysis techniques to the 
field of news framing. Considering news text as a form of discourse, Pan & Kosicki (1993) conceptualize 
the news discourse as a sociocognitive cyclical process that involves sources, journalists, and audience 
members in a shared culture and that interact according to their socially defined roles (Pan & Kosicki, 
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1993). Also, van Dijk (1985, 1988) considers news as public discourses that have both cognitive and 
social aspects, being both text and social interaction.

However, in the field of news framing, tools from linguistic semantics are rarely integrated. This 
generates a lack of understanding of how frames are created using words. The integration of linguistic 
approaches to framing could help bridge the divide between cognitive and communicative approaches 
to framing by showing the frame-activating power of words.

LINGUISTIC APPROACHES TO FRAMES

Studies of framing in linguistics often rely on frame semantics and, in particular, on Fillmore’s notion 
of frame (Rocci, 2009). According to Fillmore (1982/2006, p. 373), the semantics of frames gives a 
“way of looking at word meanings, … of characterizing principles for creating new words and phrases, 
for adding new meanings to words, and for assembling the meanings of elements in a text into the total 
meaning of the text.” Frames are also (2003) defined as the lexical and grammatical set of choices in a 
given language for naming and describing the categories and connections in schemata; these collect and 
categorize different notions regarding actions, institutions, and objects (Fillmore, 2003). They are so 
conceptualized by Fillmore (2003) as tools that allow people reality comprehension and interpretation. 
In this way, words are chosen in accordance with a specific view of the world and have attached a value 
judgment (Bigi & Greco Morasso, 2012). As Fillmore (1982/2006) puts it:

By the term ‘frame’ I have in mind any system of concepts related in such a way that to understand any 
one of them you have to understand the whole structure in which it fits; when one of the things in such 
a structure is introduced into a text, or into a conversation, all of the others are automatically made 
available (p. 373).

Observing that more words may evoke the same scene, Fillmore (1982/2006) highlights that people 
not only choose a frame, but also the specific words within that frame. Every word has a certain focus 
on specific aspects and roles (Fillmore, 1982/2006). In other words, as Rocci (2009, p. 262) puts it, 
choosing one or the other word “activates, or highlights, certain elements of the schema leaving other 
elements unexpressed, and present the whole scene from a particular perspective.” Thus, the framing 
process implies two levels of choice: the selection of a frame, and the choice of a specific word in the 
frame (Fillmore, 1982/2006).

A second and complementary instrument adopted in this paper for analysing framing in a linguistic 
perspective is Congruity Theory, an approach to the semantics and the pragmatics of texts developed by 
Rigotti (1993) and further elaborated in Rigotti and Rocci (2005). Congruity Theory is aimed to explain 
the meaning in terms of congruity between predicates and arguments at different levels (including the 
semantic and pragmatic levels). In Congruity Theory, the concept of frame is developed from the argu-
ment frame of a predicate and of the roles of each argument place:

Each predicate defines a set of argument slots (or semantic roles) corresponding to the participants in 
an event or action, or the elements of a state of affairs. Each role slot is defined by a set of features that 
the actual participant must fulfill (Rocci, 2009, p. 261).
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METHODOLOGY

The methodology of this study has been developed to respond the following research questions:

What are the frames used in news discourse in order to talk about the Charlie Hebdo attack on the day 
after the event, the 8th January 2015? How is the event interpreted in different frames? What is the 
semantics of the most frequent frame-activating words? 

The focus placed on a single event as a case study enables to investigate in depth the phenomenon 
of framing in news discourse. The Charlie Hebdo attack could be considered an important chapter of 
contemporary history and, for its multiple interpretations, it is particularly suited for the study of news 
framing. We applied tools developed in text linguistic, and, more specifically the models by Fillmore 
(1982/2006; 2003) and Congruity Theory, in the news context, where Entman (1993; 2004) has focused 
his work on framing. In particular, this paper sets out to show the frame-activating power of certain 
lexical items and how frames are created in media discourse.

In this work, the empirical data consists in a corpus of written articles from the press, which have 
been selected according to the following criteria. First, because of the huge number of articles about the 
attack, only on the day immediately after the attack, 8th January 2015 is considered; in fact, as argued 
by Entman (2004, p. 82), “early coverage is the most important because it shapes audience reactions to 
succeeding information.” Furthermore, more for bad than for good news, “challenging first impression 
is difficult, particularly when they are vividly supported by emotional language and visual images of 
threat” (Entman, 2004, p. 43). Other criteria adopted for the selection of articles are: the frequency of 
publication, the language, the prestige of each newspaper, and the topic of the article were considered. 
Because the analysis is focused on a specific day, only articles published in daily newspapers were 
selected. Regarding the language of publication, only articles in Italian, English, and German were 
considered. Other criteria are the prestige, the relevance of the newspaper, and the number of copies 
sold daily: it was established that each newspaper should have listed in the main five newspapers of its 
country. Finally, the main topic of all articles was the Charlie Hebdo attack, irrespectively of the textual 
genre (news article, feature article or editorial). We retrieved articles published on the 8th January 2015 
and marked with the keywords “Charlie Hebdo” using the electronic database Factiva.

The sample so constructed includes 100 articles, published on some of the major newspapers in the 
USA, the UK, Italy, Germany, and Switzerland, on the day after the Charlie Hebdo attack: 30 articles 
are in Italian, 50 in English, and 20 in German1. 

After a first reading of the articles, an a priori and concise operationalisation of frames, as recom-
mended by de Vreese (2005), was made. Five different frames emerged. In a second reading of each 
article, the words associated to each frame were underlined and their frequency counted. As noted by 
Fillmore (1982/2006), a single word has the power to recall the entire scene in the mind of the receiver. 
For instance, Fillmore (1976) explains how the whole frame of commercial event, where the buyer, the 
seller, the goods, and the money are the fundamental roles, is activated in mind with just one word, such 
as “buy,” “pay,” “cost,” “sell.” Each frame-activating word has been semantically analysed in accordance 
with Congruity Theory. This kind of analysis, going beyond the shallow surface of texts, clarifies mean-
ing, discloses ambiguities and evaluates congruity. In particular, it considers if arguments present in 
real utterances are congruous, i.e. if each argument satisfies presuppositions, i.e. the conditions that the 
predicate imposes on its arguments; then, implications show the predicate’s semantic effects (Rigotti & 
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Cigada, 2013). In order to explain the analysis that will be done in the present work, the authors will use 
an example reported in Rocci (2005): in the simple sentence Louis read a book, Louis and a book are the 
two arguments of the predicate to read (x1, x2). The predicate imposes presuppositions onto its potential 
arguments; in particular, x1 must be an alphabetized human being, whilst x2 must be a written text. All 
the conditions are satisfied in this utterance; therefore, it is semantically congruous (Rocci, 2005).

In this work, the predicate-argument analysis is considered the first step for the reconstruction of 
how frames are activated. This analysis will then be integrated into frame analysis, mainly based on 
Entman’s (2004) classification. The semantic and frame analysis are considered as two complementary 
elements that allow a complete comprehension of framing in news discourse and, particularly, on how 
framing is created using words. In this sense, the present work represents a methodological integration 
between the tradition of study of framing in news discourse and the linguistic tradition of frame analysis.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

From the analysis of the corpus, five main frames have emerged according to which the Charlie Hebdo 
attack has been categorized: act of the war on terror, attack on Western freedom, the price to pay for the 
offence, the result of disastrous integration policies, and (result of) Islam internal issues. Depending on 
the frame, the meaning of this event changes substantially (c.f. the analysis in Greco Morasso, 2012). 
In each frame, one and the same event is understood as an effect – even a “symbolic effect” – due to a 
given cause. The event is seen as negative and unjustifiable if it is an attack on a positive value such as 
freedom; on the opposite, it is seen as a mere reaction if it is understood as a punishment for Charlie 
Hebdo’s irreverent policies.

In what follows, it will be explained how these five frames are activated starting from lexical elements 
in newspaper discourse. Therefore, for each of these five frames, a frame-activating word will be seman-
tically analysed; then, the authors will integrate the frame analysis in accordance with Entman (2004).

Frame 1: Act of War on Terrorism

The predicate to be terrorist activates the frame act of the war on terror. The word terror* was counted 
362 times in the whole sample and it is recorded as the most frequent word among the ones taken into 
account because of their relevance. In the present case study, the arguments of the predicate to be ter-
rorist are the Charlie Hebdo shooting (terrorist event, terrorist act) and the Kouachi brothers (terrorists). 
The following example illustrates the first meaning: “François Hollande, who had rushed to the scene, 
called for national unity to combat what he described as ‘a terrorist act’” (Thomson, 2015, p. 4).

To be terrorist hides two different predicates, depending on how it is used (in relation to acts or in-
dividuals). Congruity Theory enables to specify the semantic differences as in Table 1.

As it can be inferred from Table 1, the two meanings are interrelated, as someone is defined as a ter-
rorist if he/she intends to commit terrorist acts. This word, as used in relation to Charlie Hebdo, activates 
the frame act of war on terrorism, which recalls the 9/11 attacks, when the attack was framed as a war, 
implying enemies, military action, and the state of war, e.g. the values of sacrifice and solidarity (Lakoff, 
2001). At a metaphorical level, the frame of the war on terrorism is characterized by the eternal battle of 
good against evil, where the Western society represents the first pole (Lakoff, 2001). The application of 
this frame to the Charlie Hebdo attack means the opening of a new chapter or another war, which sees the 
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European nations at the frontline (see for example Reichelt, Wickert, Pointner, & Vehlewald, 2015). At 
the linguistic level, the analysis of “to be terrorist” shows its negative implications; saying that one fares 
war against a negative (unjustifiable) terroristic attack is to some extent a justification of the state of war.

According to Entman’s model (2004), this frame is focused mainly on the event; the focus on is-
sues and political actors is also developed. The Charlie Hebdo attack is explained as a reprisal attack 
for joining the USA front against terrorism (see for example Landauro, Bisserbe, & Gauthier-Villars, 
2015). This condition of ongoing state of war, as a problematic effect for political actors, is defined as 
terror and fear for reprisal attack. The remedy on the short run is national unity and the enhancement 
of counterterrorism; whereas, in a bigger context, the ultimate remedy is to crush radical groups. In the 
fight “between evil and good,” the terrorist groups of IS and Al Qaeda against Western countries, several 
moral judgments are conveyed. For example, Landauro et al. (2015) reported the quotation of Obama 
and Hollande, who respectively defined the shooting as an evil and barbarous attack. Furthermore, this 
frame highlights the military discipline of the perpetrators of the Charlie Hebdo attack that were not 
self-radicalized lone wolves but professional soldiers (Reichelt et al., 2015).

Frame 2: Attack on Western Freedom

Similar to the first frame for its defensive approach, the second frame identified is attack on Western 
freedom. The Charlie Hebdo attack is qualified as an attack to freedom, one specific value that the 
Western world treasures. Before moving to the discussion of this frame, the predicates to defend and to 
attack, activators of the frame, are semantically analyzed because their semantics offers different points 
of view on the same scene.

The word attack* was counted 308 times in the entire sample. For example, a Daily Mail article 
presents in its title the predicate to attack: “A murderous attack on Western freedoms” (2015). In this 
example, the predicate to attack is used metaphorically with the following semantic structure:

To attack (x1, x2)
Presuppositions
◦ ∃ x1: an institution, organization, or a person
◦ ∃ x2: a value
Implications
◦ x1, with a particular emphasis, assaults x2
◦ x2 is jeopardized

The predicate to defend considered in this work is illustrated in the following example:

Table 1. Semantic analysis of to be terrorist A and B

To be terrorist - A(x1) To be terrorist – B (x1)

Presuppositions 
◦ ∃x1: an action or an event 
Implications 
◦ x1 is aimed to kill a large number of people in resounding way

Presuppositions 
◦ ∃ x1: an individual or an organized group of individuals
Implications 
◦ x1 intends to commit terrorist acts
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Any society that’s serious about liberty has to defend the free flow of ugly words, even ugly sentiments 
(“The killers in Paris trained their Kalashnikovs on free speech everywhere,” 2015).

In this case, as the predicate to attack, to defend is metaphorically used in the sample and has the 
following semantic structure:

To defend (x1, x2)
Presuppositions
◦ ∃ x1: an institution, organization, or a person
◦ ∃ x2: a value that is dear to x1 and that was attacked earlier
Implications
◦ x1 protects x2 from another attack
◦ x2 has x1 by its side

As we see from the semantics of “to defend,” defense is meaningful if x2 has been attacked earlier and 
if it is a value that is dear to x1; by focusing on Western freedom as attacked by the Kouachi brothers, 
this frame justifies a reaction of defense.

At the center of this frame lies the concept of freedom. In the entire sample, free* was counted 319 
times, but, the number is even greater if we consider also the quasi-synonym liberty counted about ten 
times. As noted by Wierzbicka (1997), these two terms represent one of the most important values of 
Western societies. It is worth recalling Wierzbicka’s semantic analysis of this term in order to give a 
clearer account of this frame. According to Wierzbicka (1997), freedom corresponds to the Latin libertas 
but has a more negative orientation: “it has to do with being able NOT TO DO things that one doesn’t 
want to do, and … with being able to do things that one wants to do WITHOUT INTERFERENCE 
from other people” (p.129). In the considered frame, freedom occupies a central position that reflects 
its importance for the Western society. Indeed, it is considered the pillar of democracy that protects the 
fundamental rights of freedom of thought, of expression, and of the press. In contrast, according to this 
frame, the Muslim fanatics respond to cartoons with a fatwa, according to the Islamic law, and in the 
worst cases, by killing journalists. The victims become martyrs and heroes, who had died for the defence 
of Western civilization. This frame is created by recalling also to the mind the idea of civil religion: the 
Charlie Hebdo attack is an attack on the heart of “our” civilization. For instance, Serra (2015) argues 
the incompatibility between the jihadists and the Western society by claiming extremists’ inability and 
indifference to freedom.

According to Entman’s (2004) model, the frame attack on Western freedom is focused on the event 
and on an issue. The defined problematic effect of the event is the martyrdom in the name of freedom; 
whereas, the problematic conditions of the issue are the differences between the Islamic dictatorship and 
the Western model of democracy. The major causes are, for the issue, the spread of Islamic Fundamen-
talism, and, for the event, fanatics’ hate. In what is constructed as a fight of jihadists against Westerns, 
regarded as political actors, the endorsed remedy is to continue to follow and defend ‘our’ traditions and 
freedoms. Furthermore, this frame is characterized by Western pride and moral superiority.
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Frames 3 and 4: The Price to Pay for the Offence and 
Result of Disastrous Integration policies

The third and fourth frames, the price to pay for the offence and result of disastrous integration policies 
present the same event from quite a different perspective. Both frames are mainly activated by three 
different predicates: to provoke, to offend, and to be irreverent.

Provoke is used 48 times in the sample. In reference to the Charlie Hebdo staff’s behaviour, the 
predicate to provoke can be illustrated through the following example: “attack on the magazine that has 
provoked Muslims” (Paci, 2015, para. 4). The predicate to provoke has four arguments as in the follow-
ing semantic analysis:

to provoke (x1, x2, x3, x4)
Presuppositions
◦ ∃ x1: an institution, organization, or a person
◦ ∃ x2: an institution, organization, or a person
◦ ∃ x3: an action or an intended action of x1 towards x2, negative for x2
◦ ∃ x4: an action or a feeling of x2 towards x1
Implications
◦ with x3, x1 wants to trigger the reaction x4 in x2
◦ x2 can decide to do or not x4 as a response of x3

Another predicate constituting this frame is to offend. In the sample offend* was counted 31 times, 
28 of which in articles in English: an example is “If there is a right to free speech, implicit within it there 
has to be a right to offend” (“The killers in Paris trained their Kalashnikovs on free speech everywhere,” 
2015). To offend is a predicate with two arguments, as can be seen in this example: “expressions that 
appear intended to … offend Muslims” (“The final word,” 2015).

To offend (x1, x2)
Presuppositions
◦ ∃ x1: an action, a state of affairs, an item or an institution, organization, or a person that for its own 

characteristics can hurt x2
◦ ∃ x2: an institution, organization, or a person that is emotionally involved in x1
Implications
◦ x2 is hurt in its values, feelings, and personality by x1

To be irreverent, a one-argument predicate, is used 26 times in the whole sample for the description 
of the French satirists, in cases such as the following: “the irreverent French magazine” (“An irreverent 
French institution,” 2015, para. 1).
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To be irreverent (x1)
Presuppositions
◦ ∃ x1: an institution, organization, or a person that chooses to do not show respect to others
Implications
◦ deliberately x1 with his/her behaviour does no pay attention to the sensibility of others, even if this 

could hurt other people

These three predicates to provoke, to offend and to be irreverent share the focus on the actions per-
formed by Charlie Hebdo journalists. The attack is implicitly seen as a quasi-mechanical, unavoidable 
answer triggered by the journalists’ behavior. Such behavior is qualified in different ways; in fact, each 
of the three predicates conveys different information and offers a unique point of view on the frame. In 
particular, to be irreverent is centred on Charlie Hebdo’s respect-less approach to the society; someone 
who is irreverent might be naive, not calculating the consequences of his or her attitude. On the oppo-
site, the predicate to provoke offers a more comprehensive perspective of the event and underlines the 
deliberate will to trigger a reaction in Muslims. Finally, the predicate to offend specifies that the action 
that is at the basis of the provocation is an offense which to some extent deserves punishment.

The price to pay for the offence frame is centred on the responsibility of the Charlie Hebdo staff in 
the continuous irreverent behaviour towards Muslims. We labeled this frame the price to pay for the 
offence because this image is recurring in the sample. In terms of news frame analysis, the focus of this 
frame is mainly on the attack as an event; and on an issue regarding the limits of satire and the differ-
ences between cultures. The major agents involved in this the event are insolent journalists, on the one 
hand, and extremists, on the other hand.

An analysis of the identified frame-activating predicates permits to better understand how this frame 
is activated and why it conveys a reflection on the limits of satire and on the relation between cultures. 
Notably, an implication of right punishment is involved in the predicate to offend: by using this word the 
journalists imply that the French satirists have made some mistakes; offending is negative and, therefore, 
it deserves punishment. On 8th January 2015, several newspapers criticized the satirical magazine for its 
cruel attack on a religion with a different culture from the Western one. For example, Carvajal and Daley 
(2015) highlight the insolence and irreverence of the French institution highlighting the intentionality 
of the journalists’ offensive behavior (e.g. “it featured a mock debate,” “not food for thought,” “proud 
to offend,” and “intentionally offensive content”); whereas Häfliger (2015) reports the controversial 
comment of the Federal Council member Leuthard on the Charlie Hebdo attack “satire is not a freepass” 
(para. 3). According to this frame, the journalists of the satirical magazine were deliberately offensive in 
their cartoons, despite the awareness of the risks that they were facing. The price to pay for the offence 
frame does not justify the killing of the French satirists but is it critical about the (more or less) lack of 
Charlie Hebdo sensibility and caution toward the Islamic World.

A further frame activated mainly by the predicate to provoke, but also by to offend and to be irreverent 
is the result of disastrous integration policies. This frame contextualizes the Charlie Hebdo attack in a 
far bigger issue, the modern European society. The focus is more on the issue than on the event because 
the attack is regarded as the tip of an iceberg. The attack is seen as the result of disastrous integration 
policies; these articles underline European failures by conveying, at the same time, a moral judgment. 
The scaring scenario with marginalised young Muslims as agents but also victims encourages both the 
radicalization and the rise of right-wing parties, defined in the articles as problematic conditions. The 
only remedy, according to the frame, is the integration of migrants in the society, a solution that sees 
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the cooperation of Muslims and Western countries, the two major political agents. The event, instead, 
is defined a merciless massacre; furthermore, a heavy moral judgment is expressed towards Charlie 
Hebdo, seen as a magazine run by old-fashioned satirists. For instance, Hussey (2015) defines the 
French magazine “a museum piece” (para. 9) and accuses the French satirists of unnecessary provoca-
tion towards immigrants.

This frame is similar to the previous one in the focus on the European attitudes as a possible cause 
of the attack; in this sense, both frames question the Europeans’ (and the journalists’) responsibility. 
However, the present frame sees the event in a broader political context, inserting Charlie Hebdo in the 
bigger picture of the Western attitude towards other cultures.

Frame 5: Islam Internal Issues

The two predicates moderate and extremist activate the fifth frame Islam internal issues. Moderate and 
extremist, in fact, are two examples of scalar predicates that Fillmore, Kay and O’Connor (1988, p. 525) 
explain as predicates that “require that some scalar array of the compared variable pairs be automatically 
set up as an initial step in interpreting the sentence.” Indeed, if people think of something moderate, they 
position it in the middle, between the two extremities; in the case of extreme, they arrange it in the far end. 
The example of moderate and extremist is fascinating and shows as behind the apparent neutral lexicon 
choices there is much more. As underlined by the analysis of moderate and extremist, this distinction is 
already included in the presuppositions of each of these words.

The frame Islam internal issues has a strong focus on the event and political actors and deals with the 
controversies on the interpretation of the Koran among Muslims. The main agents of the Charlie Hebdo are 
intolerant extremists; however it is acknowledged that, from a political perspective, there are differences 
between moderate and extremist Muslims. As a remedy, it is said that the division should be officialised 
by Muslim authorities with a clear condemnation of ISIS and other terrorist groups. In this frame, it is 
remarked the urgent support from Muslim organizations in order to prevent this kind of episodes. An 
example of dissociation is the one of the Islamic thinker Tariq Ramadan, who commented that terrorists 
have betrayed and tainted Islam pillars (Black, 2015). From the analysis, the moral superiority of West-
erns has emerged. As an example of the Islam incompatibility with the Western civilization, the issue 
of women’s oppression was counted various times among the sample (see for example Kristof, 2015). 
By contrasting moderate and extremist Muslims, this frame creates a polarity that is implicitly seen as 
an internal conflict for Islam. Charlie Hebdo is portrayed as the consequence of this wider problem that 
allegedly characterizes Muslims. The semantic choice, in this sense, partially shifts the responsibility 
of the event from the perpetrators to a broader societal or cultural problem.

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a novel combination of approaches for the study of framing in the news and 
its communicative functions. The work has applied some text linguistics tools, in particular, Fillmore 
(1982/2006) and Congruity Theory, to the news context. In this sense, an added value of the present 
work is methodological: the combination of linguistic tools with the studies on framing in news dis-
course covers a gap in literature and allows a better understanding of how frames are created in the news 
through the frame-activating power of words. This has given rise to a double-level analysis, in which 
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the semantics of the main frame-activating words in the corpus have been associated with an analysis 
of the significance and value of frames in the news. Conversely, Entman’s (2004) model for analyzing 
frames in media discourse is given more substance thanks to a linguistically grounded analysis of the 
frame-activating words, which explains why and how some frames are generated. The choice of the 
frame-activating words that we have analyzed is motivated on the basis of frequency. From the analysis 
of the 100 news articles, published on the 8th January 2015 in English, German, and Italian that make 
up the sample, five frames emerged: act of war on terrorism, attack on Western freedom, the price to 
pay for the offence, the result of disastrous integration policies, and Islam internal issues. Framing is 
activated by specific choices at the lexical level. Frame-activating words permit to understand one and 
the same event in very different ways, ranging from an unjustifiable terroristic attack against a Western 
value, to an unavoidable consequence of Western behaviors or cultural attitudes, to the sign of a surfacing 
problem that allegedly affects Muslims in general. It is clear that each of these frames triggers different 
questions at the level of responsibility and possible countermeasures. Following Greco Morasso (2012), 
we might say that this type of contextual framing of event in the news gives rise to different implicit 
argumentative and rhetorical discourses.

This study has analyzed a single case study in order to put the above described methodological inte-
gration into practice. This choice inevitably leads to limitations. First, the choice to focus on the day after 
the attack allowed exploring early coverage, which is the most powerful in terms of framing (Entman, 
2004); however, we left out the changing nature of framing on a broader time-span. Secondly, despite 
the selection of representative European newspapers, other languages were excluded from this work. 
Also, it must be considered that the Factiva database does not offer access to all possible newspapers.

These limitations notwithstanding, this paper paves the way for a systematic integration of linguis-
tic aspects into the analysis of frames in news discourse. This sheds light on how the interpretation of 
events is guided and constructed through news frames, thus providing a nuanced view of a complex 
communicative phenomenon.

NOTE

This paper has been written as a development of an unpublished bachelor thesis written in 2016 by M. 
Tribastone under the supervision of S. Greco at USI - Università della Svizzera italiana, Switzerland.
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ENDNOTE

1  The choice of these languages depended on two aspects. First, we decided to verify how Charlie 
Hebdo was framed outside France (thus, French was excluded). Second, the choice of the other 
European languages depended on the first author’s linguistic knowledge. The corpus was collected 
by the first author.
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ABSTRACT

The most fascinating semiotic applications of recent years came not from semioticians but from those who 
practice semiotics without knowing they do so (what the author calls the Monsieur Jourdain syndrome). 
Military and surveillance applications, genome sequencing, and the practice of phenotyping are immedi-
ate examples. The entire domain of digital computation, now settled in the big data paradigm, provides 
further proof of this state of affairs. After everything was turned into a matter of gamification, it is now 
an exercise in data acquisition (as much as possible) and processing at a scale never before imagined. 
The argument made in this chapter is that semiotic awareness could give to science and technology, 
in the forefront of human activity today, a sense of direction. Moreover, meaning, which is the subject 
matter of semiotics, would ground the impressive achievements we are experiencing within a context 
of checks-and-balances. In the absence of such a critical context, the promising can easily become the 
menacing. To help avoid digital dystopia, semiotics itself will have to change.

PRELIMINARIES

Language interaction is the most definitory activity of the self-constitution of the species homo sapiens. 
Self-constitution—i.e., the making of ourselves through the activity in which we are involved (Nadin 
(1997))—takes place at all levels of life—in animals and even plants. However, the making and remaking 
of the human being under circumstances involving language associate the process of self-constitution with 
awareness. While it is true that a bacterium swimming upstream in a glucose gradient marks the beginning 
of goal-directed intentionality (Sowa 2017), it is only through language that purposiveness—a particular 
expression of anticipation—becomes possible, and indeed necessary (Brentano, 1874; Margulis, 1995). 
Of course, language-based human interaction is only one among the many sign systems through which 
self-constitution takes place. It became the focus of inquiry (philosophical, scientific, aesthetic, social, 
etc.) since all other forms of expression (images, sounds, odors, etc.) are, so to say, more natural, that 
is, they appear as extensions of the senses. Language conjures the association with thinking, and as such 
it is present even in sign processes transcending language. The abstraction of mathematical or chemical 
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formulae invites a language of explanations: what we would call decoding. Images, sounds, textures, 
rhythms, and whatever else are never language-free. Therefore, a re-examination of conceptions of lan-
guage—the classic path from Aristotle to the computational theories of our days—is almost inevitable.

Today’s ontology engineering, i.e., translating language into computable specifications of everything 
(for example, “Siri, what’s the time?” new medical treatments, new materials, new forms of transactions) 
is nothing but the expression of how we can tame language so that machines (of today or of tomorrow) 
can “understand” what we want. Ideally, such machines would think the way we do. With this subject, 
we are moving from “What is X?” (any subject, such as what is matter, or sex, or justice) to how we 
make new entities, how we think, how we evaluate thinking.

Wittgenstein is laughing louder than ever (at least in spirit). In rejecting the name theory of lan-
guage (associated with Socrates), he knew that words do not correspond to things. (By the way, Eco 
was a follower of Wittgenstein in this sense.) Although not a semiotician himself, Wittgenstein wrote 
in Philosophical Investigations (PI) what everyone active in semiotics should learn by heart: “Every 
sign by itself seems dead. What gives it life? In use, it lives” (Wittgenstein, 1953). In On Interpretation, 
Aristotle distinguished between sêmeion—natural sign, such as a symptom of disease—and symbolon—
“casting together,” adopted by convention, shared. But he remained pretty much captive to the idea that 
signs—and, by extension, words—correspond to objects, “same for everyone, and so are the objects of 
which they are likeness” (Aristotle, 350 BCE; see also Dewart, 2016). With Wittgenstein, we experi-
ence a change in perspective: signs, and especially language, which was his focus, are associated with 
tools. This translates as: language is associated with activities. This is exactly what ontology engineering 
means in our days: specify an object or process, and program the computer to produce it or recognize it. 
Make it even actionable: when risk is identified, a process affected by risk can be avoided or triggered. 
In Wittgenstein’s words:

Think of the tools in a toolbox: there is a hammer, pliers, a saw, a screwdriver, a rule, a glue-pot, nails 
and screws. The functions of words are as diverse as the functions of these objects (PI, 11).

(Of course, the toolbox is now expressed virtually in one program or several, or in the ubiquitous 
apps.) It is no surprise then that Stuart Kauffmann (2011) adopts the screwdriver: his focus is on rela-
tional features (a subject I shall revisit in this study). He knows that no computer process can capture all 
functions of objects, as we use them, some according to their purpose, others according to purposes we 
make up. (Kauffman’s take on the screwdriver is actually about the limits of algorithmic computation.)

But let’s stay focused. What this study proclaims is the need to rethink the foundations of semiotics. 
In concrete terms: the sign as the knowledge domain of semiotics explains why semiotics entraps itself, 
as a discipline, in a dead-end street where all that can be expected from it are reflections in a house of 
mirrors, all showing the same image from many viewpoints, but none suggesting the path out of this 
self-delusional condition. Peirce—to whom we owe the modern foundation of semiotics—was aware 
of the danger of focusing on the sign. The interpretant, as part of the sign definition (uniting object, 
representamen, and interpretant) was meant to give a dynamic dimension to sign-based activities. But 
the notion of semiosis remained undefined; its nature as process was mostly ascertained, but not en-
dorsed with an operational function. In a dictation for Schlick (December, 1932), Wittgenstein gave a 
convincing argument for the need, and indeed possibility, to transcend the sign as label, and word as 
name theory: “…if I were asked what knowledge is, I would enumerate instances of knowledge and add 
the words ‘and similar things’.” (Wittgenstein & Waisman, 2003). For describing the dynamics, how 
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various instances of something (such as what is knowledge, what is life, what is justice) complete each 
other, he chose the metaphor of the game. Of course, there were no video or computer games to refer to 
(and even less to predict), but rather “board games, card games, bull-games, athletic-games” in which he 
discerned “similarities, affinities, like for family—build, features, color of eyes, gait, temperament….” 
Any choice is different, and any attempt at a new foundation is based on the narration of describing the 
life of signs, and thus of language characterized by their use. Narration is the record of the actions. With 
the risk of getting ahead of myself, I shall state here that the interpretation aspect in my conception of 
semiotics is expressed in stories associated with a narration: examine the record and interpret it (but I 
shall eventually return to this).

To take a sign out of context, i.e., out of the pragmatics in which it participates, is in my view not 
different from taking a pawn from the chessboard and asking someone who does not play the game 
what it is. Wittgenstein got it right: outside of the game of chess, the pawn is, for those not familiar 
with the game, a piece of wood, or metal, or plastic, a dead symbol. In my view, outside of the narration 
represented by the game (sequence of moves leading to the game’s outcome), neither the pawn nor any 
other figure, not even the chessboard or the game itself, makes sense. Their meaning—the actual object 
of semiotics—is in the narration: the game played by the rules shared by those involved. The stories of 
particular games—e.g., Big Blue beating Kasparov, or some champion beaten by a less known player—
are interpretations. Deep Learning (in some embodiment of algorithmic AI, such as AlphaGo beating 
Fan Hui, the champion at Go) are interpretations with an open-ended semiosis. By the way: Kasparov 
knows what a pawn is; Big Blue does not. Fan Hui knows what Go means, AlphaGo does not. The game 
was reduced to permutations within a large space of possibilities, and the winner is not intelligence 
but computational brute force! Kasparov as a winner, or Fan Hui as a winner would have enjoyed the 
meaning of the game; on the machine side, the engineers enjoy the success of computer performance, 
expressed in numbers (Big Data at work).

Having sketched here in the Preliminaries the path to the outcome of the study, I will revisit argu-
ments leading to my attempt at a new foundation of semiotics.

CULTURE AS SIGN SYSTEM

The foundation of semiotics around the notion of the sign (shortly mentioned in the Preliminaries) 
explains its accomplishments. But it also suggests an answer to the question of what led to the failure 
of the discipline to become the backbone of modern sciences and humanities; or, alternatively, to as-
certain its own pragmatic relevance. Indeed, not living up to its possibilities affected not just its own 
credibility as a specific knowledge domain, but also my claim that it might act as a useful participant in 
other endeavors. Relevant is the fact that the sciences and the humanities are becoming more and more 
fragmented in the absence of an integrating coherent semiotic theory. The necessity of such a theory is 
also highlighted by the extreme focus on quantitative aspects of reality, to the detriment of understand-
ing qualitative aspects, in particular, the meaning of change. Physics, and even chemistry, economics, 
cognitive science, etc., without mathematics are not a conceivable alternative. But few scientists real-
ize that only when semiotics might acquire the same degree of necessity will conditions be created for 
complementing the obsession with depth (specialized knowledge) with an understanding of breadth, 
corresponding to an integrated view of the world.
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Many attempts have been made to write a history (or histories) of semiotics: biographies of semioti-
cians, history of semantics, history of symptomatology, anthologies of texts relevant to semiotics, and 
the like. Few would argue against the perception that we have much better histories of semiotics (and 
semioticians) than contributions to semiotics as such. What can be learned from the ambitious projects 
of the past is that semiotic concerns can be identified along the entire history of human activity. In try-
ing to define The Subject of Semiotics, Kaja Silverman (1984) correctly identifies authors (in particular, 
Eco 1976, as well as Lotman 1990) who considered culture as the subject matter of semiotics. Roland 
Posner (in Basic Tasks of Cultural Semiotics (2004)) correctly noticed that Cassirer (1923-1929) (to 
whose work we shall return) analyzed sign systems in culture, but also cultures as sign systems. Ana 
Maria Lorusso (2015), writing in the series Semiotics and Popular Culture (edited by Marcel Danesi) 
advanced a cultural perspective. Initially, semiotic activity was difficult to distinguish from actions and 
activities related to survival. Over time, semiotic concerns (especially related to language) constituted 
a distinct awareness of what is needed to succeed in what we do and, furthermore, to be successful.

The aim being the grounding of semiotics, we will examine the variety of angles from which knowledge 
was defined from its domain. In parallel to the criticism of conceptions that have led to the unsatisfactory 
condition of semiotics in our time, we will submit a hypothesis regarding a foundation different from 
that resulting from an agenda of inquiry limited to the sign. Finally, we will argue that the semiotics of 
semiotics (embodied in, for instance, the organization dedicated to its further development) deserves 
more attention, given the significance of “organized labor” to the success of the endeavor. Evidently, 
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences will continue to celebrate accomplishments in domains 
such as mathematics, physics, computer science, etc., but, so far, not semiotics, whose contributions to 
society are more difficult to assess. While the grounding of semiotics in the dynamics of phenomena 
characteristic of a threshold of complexity associated with the living (Figure 1) will be ascertained, the 
more elaborate grounding in anticipation, is a subject beyond our aims here (see Nadin 2012).

ZOON SEMIOTIKON

Paul Mongré (in 1897) knew more semiotics than Charles Morris (in 1938). Let me explain this state-
ment. We don’t really need an agreement on what the subject of semiotics is, or what a sign is, in order 
to realize that the underlying element of any human interaction, as well as interaction with the world, is 
semiotic in nature. Interaction takes place through an intermediary. Signs or not, semiotics is about the 
in-between, about mediation, about guessing what others do, how nature will behave. Even two human 
beings touching each other is more than the physical act. In addition to the immediate, material, energetic 
aspect, the gesture entails a sense of duration, immaterial suggestions, something that eventually will 
give it meaning. It is a selection (who/what is touched) in a given situation (context). And it prompts a 
continuation.

But there is more to this preliminary observation. Just as a detail, the following observation comes 
from brain imaging science: The three most developed active brain regions—one in the prefrontal 
cortex, one in the parietal and temporal cortices are specifically dedicated to the task of understanding 
the goings-on of other people’s minds (Mitchell, De Houwer, & Lovibond, 2009). This in itself sug-
gests semiotic activity related to anticipation. Actions, our own and of others, are “internalized,” i.e., 
understood and represented in terms of what neurobiology calls mental states. So are intentions. In this 
respect, Gallese (2001, 2009) wrote about mind-reading and associated this faculty with mirror neurons. 
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From this perspective, the semiotics of intentions, desires, and beliefs no longer relies on signs, but on 
representations embodied in cognitive states.

It would be presumptuous, to say the least, to rehash here the detailed account of how the human 
species defined itself, in its own making, through the qualifier zoon semiotikon (Nadin, (1997, pp. 197, 
226, 532, 805)), i.e., semiotic animal. Felix Hausdorff, concerned that his reputation as a mathematician 
would suffer, published, under the pseudonym Paul Mongré, a text entitled Sant’ Ilario. Thoughts from 
Zarathustra’s Landscape (1897). A short quote illustrates the idea:

The human being is a semiotic animal; his humanness consists of the fact that instead of a natural expres-
sion of his needs and gratification, he acquired a conventional, symbolic language that is understandable 
only through the intermediary of signs. He pays in nominal values, in paper, while the animal in real, 
direct values (…) The animal acts in Yes and No. The human being says Yes and No and thus attains his 
happiness or unhappiness abstractly and bathetically. Ratio and oratio are a tremendous simplification 
of life. . . . (p.7) (Translation mine).

Figure 1. Semiotics at the threshold of complexity defining the living
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Through semiotic means, grounded in anticipatory processes (attainment of happiness, for instance), 
individuals aggregate physical and cognitive capabilities in their effort. Indeed, group efforts make pos-
sible accomplishments that the individual could not obtain.

Obviously, this perspective is much more comprehensive than the foundation of semiotics on the con-
fusing notion of the sign. In what I described, there is no sign to identify, rather a process of understand-
ing, of reciprocal “reading” and “interpreting.” The decisive aspect is the process; the representation is 
the unfolding of the process defining cognitive states. This view has the added advantage of explaining, 
though indirectly, the major cause why semiotics as the discipline of signs continues to remain more a 
promise than the “universal science” that Morris (1938) chose to qualify it. A discipline dependent upon 
a concept (on which no agreement is possible) is much less productive than a discipline associated with 
activities: What do semioticians do?

KNOWLEDGE IS A CONSTRUCT

Wittgenstein’s views on knowledge led to the understanding of language as a tool for knowledge acquisi-
tion. We have access to a large body of shared knowledge on the evolution of humankind, in particular 
on the role of various forms of interaction among individuals and within communities. The entire history 
of science and technology is part of this body of shared knowledge. Also documented is the interaction 
between the human being and the rest of the world. This knowledge is available for persons seeking an 
understanding of semiotics in connection to practical activities—where the sign lives. This is not differ-
ent from the situation of mathematics. Let us recall only that geometry originates in activities related to 
sharing space, and eventually to laying claim to portions of the surroundings, to ownership and exchange, 
to production and market processes. There are no triangles in the world, as there are no numbers in the 
world, or lines. To measure a surface, i.e., to introduce a scale, is related to practical tasks. Such tasks 
become more creative as improved means for qualifying the characteristics of the area are conceived and 
deployed. To measure is to facilitate the substitution of the real (the measured entity) with the measure-
ment, i.e., representation of what is measured. To travel, to orient oneself, to navigate are all “children 
of geometry,” extended from the immediacy of one’s place to its representation. This is where semiotics 
shows up. The experiences of watching stars and of observing repetitive patterns in the environment 
translate into constructs, which are integrated in patterns of activity. Rosen took note of “shepherds (who) 
idly trace out a scorpion in the stars...” (the subject of interest being “relations among components”). He 
also brought up the issue of observation: “Early man . . . could see the rotation of the Earth every evening 
just by watching the sky” (Rosen, 1985, p. 201). In the spirit of Hausdorff’s definition of the semiotic 
animal, Rosen’s suggestion is that inference from observations to comprehension is not automatic: An 
early observer “could not understand what he was seeing,” as “we have been unable to understand what 
every organism is telling us” (p. 201). The “language” in which phenomena (astronomic or biological) 
“talk” to the human being is that of semiotics; the human being constructs its “vocabulary” and “gram-
mar.” This applies to our entire knowledge, from the most concrete to the most abstract.

Mathematics, in its more comprehensive condition as an expression of abstract knowledge, is a view 
of the world as it changes. It is expressed in descriptions such as points, lines, and intersections; in for-
mal entities, such as circle, square, volume, etc. It is expressed numerically, e.g., in proportions, which 
means analytically, through observations of how things change or remain the same over time. It can as 
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well be expressed synthetically, that is, how we would like to change what is given into something else 
that we can describe as a goal (using numbers, drawings, diagrams, etc.).

TO UNDERSTAND THE WORLD

Informed by mathematics, we gain an intuitive understanding of how humans, in making themselves, 
also make their comprehension of the world part of their own reality. The perspective from which we 
observe reality is itself definitory for what we “see” and “hear,” for our perceptions, and for our reason-
ing. This should help in realizing that the foundation of semiotics is, in the final analysis, a matter of the 
angle from which we examine its relevance. The hypothesis we shall address is that the definition upon 
the ill-defined notion of the sign is the major reason why semiotics remains more a promise than an ef-
fective theory. The failure of semiotics is semiotic: the representation of its object of inquiry through the 
entity called sign is relatively deceptive. It is as though someone were to establish mathematics around 
the notion of the number, or the notion of an integral, or the notion of sets. Indeed, there have been 
mathematicians who try to do just that; but in our days, those attempts are at best documented in the fact 
that there is number theory (with exceptional accomplishments), integral calculus, and set theory (actu-
ally more than one). But none defines mathematics and its goals. They illustrate various mathematical 
perspectives and document the multi-facetedness of human abstract thinking.

If we focus on the sign, we can at most define a subset of semiotics: sign theory, around classical 
definitions (as those of Saussure, Peirce, Hjelmslev, for example). But semiotics as such is more than 
these; and it is something else. Interaction being the definitory characteristic of the living, and semiotics 
its underlying condition, we could identify as subfields of interest the variety of forms of interaction, 
or even the variety of semiotic means through which interactions take place. Alternatively, to make 
interactions the subject of semiotics (as Sadowski attempted 2010) will also not do because interactions 
are means towards a goal. Goals define activities. Activities integrate actions. Actions are associated 
with representations.

What is semiotics?” not unlike “What is mathematics?” or for that matter “What is chemistry, biol-
ogy, or philosophy?” are abbreviated inquiries. In order to define something, we actually differentiate. 
Semiotics is not mathematics. It does not advance a view of the world, but it provides mathematics with 
some of what it needs to arrive at a view of the world—with a language. Mathematicians do not operate 
on pieces of land, or on stones (which mathematics might describe in terms of their characteristics), or 
on brains, on cells, etc. They produce and operate on representations, on semiotic entities conjured by the 
need to replace the real with a description. The goal of the mathematicians’ activity, involving thinking, 
intuition, sensory and motoric characteristics, emotions, etc., is abstraction. Their activity focuses on 
very concrete semiotic entities that define a specific language: topology, algebra, category theory, etc.

Among many others, Nietzsche (1975, p. 3)) observed that “Our writing tools are also working, 
forming our thoughts.” As we program the world, we reprogram ourselves: Taylor’s assembly line “re-
programmed” the worker; so do word and image processing programs; so do political programs, and the 
programs assumed by organizations and publications.
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TO REPRESENT IS TO PRESENT AGAIN

To represent is one of the fundamental forms of human activity. To express is another such form. The fact 
that there might be a connection between how something (e.g., pain) is expressed (through a scream) and 
what it expresses is a late realization in a domain eventually defined as cognition. The relation between 
what (surprise, for example, can also lead to a scream) is expressed and how expression (wide-open 
eyes) becomes representation is yet another cognitive step. Furthermore, there is a relation between what 
is represented (e.g., fear) and the means of representation, which can vary from moving away from the 
cause of the fear to descriptions in words, images, etc. Moreover, to represent is to present one’s self—as 
a living entity interacting with other living entities (individuals, as well as whatever else a person or 
person interact with)—as an identity subject to generalizations and abstractions. There are signs (usually 
called symbols, cf. Cassirer (1923-1929)) in mathematics, chemistry, and physics; more symbols are to 
be found in genetics, computer science, and artificial intelligence. But in these knowledge domains, they 
are not present as semiotic entities—i.e., as relevant to our understanding of interaction—but rather as 
convenient representations (of mathematical, chemical, or physical aspects), as formal entities, as means 
for purposes other than the acquisition and dissemination of semiotic knowledge. They are condensed 
representations. The integral sign ∫ stands for a limit of sums. It represents the operation (e.g., calculate 
an area, a volume). Let us recall Lewis Mumford’s observations: No computer can make a new symbol 
out of its own resources” (1967, p. 29).

The abbreviated inquiries invoked earlier—What is semiotics? What is mathematics? What is chemis-
try?—are relevant because behind them are explicit questions: What, i.e., which specific form of human 
activity, do they stand for? What do they mediate? What semiotics, or mathematics, or chemistry stands 
for means: What are their specific pragmatic justifications? What can you do with them? Moreover, 
while mathematics does not depend upon other sciences, can the same be said about semiotics?

If we could aggregate all representations (Figure 2) we would still not capture reality in its infinite 
level of detail; nor could we capture dynamics. The living unfolds beyond our epistemological boundar-
ies. We are part of it and therefore every representation will contain the observed and the observer. The 
infinite recursivity of our observations explains why the phase space of the living is variable: with each 
new observation, the state of the observer and of the observed change. This is unavoidable. Considering 
the sequence of observations, translated into representations, we can say that the narrative of observation 
is by necessity incomplete.

The representation of different parts of the human body in the primary somatosensory cortex is a very 
clear example of the role of semiotic processes. Those representations change as the individual’s activity 
changes. They facilitate preparation for future activities; they predate decisions and activities. They are in 
anticipation of change. The semiotics of the process is pragmatically driven. Let’s recall Wittgenstein’s 
observation on language as part of an activity. The narrative of life integrates semiotic representation. 
Think about the fascination with text messaging and how the fingers involved are represented in the 
cortex. The fact that text messaging affects driving (and leads to accidents) is only the next sequence 
in the narrative of living language. Semiotics understood in this vein returns knowledge regarding how 
technology empowers us, as it reshapes our cognitive condition at the same time.
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ONCE MORE ABOUT KNOWLEDGE

Wittgenstein took note of the fact that language is deceptive. His view was that philosophical problems 
(and for that matter problems in general) arise from our language—the games we play—not in the world. 
His world—World War II is the broad context—is, for all practical purposes, not fundamentally different 
from ours (a continuous state of war, reflecting the competitive nature of capitalism). Migration (the 
millions seeking a new life away from war, misery, intolerance, terrorism, etc.), political instability, and 
climate change concerns are expressed in our language—i.e., in the deceptive semiotics of the media—at 
a scale different from that of reality. Words never corresponded to things; they only re-presented them, 
and even in this re-presentation they lie. “Semiotics is concerned with everything that can be taken 
as a sign. (…) Semiotics is in principle the discipline studying everything which can be used in order 
to lie. (Eco 2017, p. 68). However, the plans for building a dam, the design of a hammer or of a car 
carries knowledge that makes the real (dam, hammer, car, etc.) possible. This prompts the question of 
whether what we call knowledge—shared understanding of everything pertaining to life—is peculiar to 

Figure 2. The subset of possible partial representations (musical score, drawing, video or film associ-
ated with melody, metaphor, visualization, etc.) complete the descriptions. Representations are always 
an open ended selection, from which representations of representations etc. can also be generated
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semiotics as it is to the making of things. The idea that narration is what semiotics is about—i.e., the 
sequences of actions leading to conceiving what will become a dam, a hammer, a car, is no longer an 
abstract representation, but a concrete instantiation: we are what we do. The story is the outcome and 
its interpretations in use.

The reference is always the human being animated by the practical need to know in order to succeed, 
or at least to improve efficiency of effort under specific circumstances (context). Thus, “What is semi-
otics?” translates as “What defines and distinguishes human interactions from all other known forms 
of interaction?” Indeed, the interaction of chemical elements (i.e., chemical reaction) is different from 
that of two individuals. Obviously, some chemistry is involved; however, the interaction characteristic 
of the living is not reducible to chemistry. “Mind reading” is not abracadabra; it is not picking up some 
mysterious or real waves (electro or whatever); it is not second-guessing the biochemistry of neuronal 
processes. It is modeling in one’s own mind what others are planning, what goals they set for themselves. 
In some way, this involves adaptive percept-action processes (Morris & Ward, 2005; Pinegger, Hiebel, 
Wriessnegger, & Müller-Putz, 2017).

Physical interaction at the atomic level is quite different from that at the molecular and macroscopic 
levels, and even more different at the scale of the universe. As exciting as it is in its variety and preci-
sion, the physical interaction of masses (as in Newton’s laws of mechanics) does not explain aggregation, 
e.g., the behavior of crowds, or the “wisdom of crowds.” In the end, “What is semiotics?” means not so 
much to define its concepts (sign, sign processes, meaning, expression, etc.) as it means to address the 
question of whether whatever semiotics is, does it correspond to all there is, or only to a well-defined 
aspect of reality. Neither mathematics, nor chemistry, nor any other knowledge domain encompass all 
there is. One specific knowledge domain is not reducible to others. If the same holds true for semiotics, 
the specific knowledge domain would have to correspond to a well-defined aspect of reality. It is obvi-
ous, but worth repeating, that semiotics (not unlike mathematics, chemistry, physics, etc.) is a human 
product, a construct subject to our own evaluation of its significance.

Before there was mathematics, or chemistry, or physics, there was an activity through which individu-
als did something (e.g., kept records using knots, used a lever, mixed substances with the aim of making 
new ones). In this activity, they constituted themselves as mathematicians, physicists, or chemists; and 
were recognized as such by others (even before there was a label for activities qualifying, in retrospect, 
as mathematics, physics, chemistry, etc.). In retrospect, we label such activities as semiotic: this is the 
narration of semiotics itself.

Returning to mathematics: Is the integrating view of the world it facilitates exclusively a human-
generated representation of gnoseological intent and finality? Or can we identify a mathematics of plants 
or animals, of physical processes (such as lightning, earthquakes, the formation of snowflakes)? Does 
nature “make” mathematics? The fact that mathematics describes the “geometry” of plants, the move-
ment of fish in water, and volcanic activity cannot be automatically translated as “plants are geometri-
cians,” or “fish are analysis experts,” or “volcanoes are topologists.” Rather, watching reality through the 
lenses of mathematics, we identify characteristics that can be described in a language (or several) that 
applies not to one specific flower or leaf, not to one specific fish or school of fish, not to one volcano, 
but to all activity, regardless where it takes place. The generality of mathematical descriptions, moreover 
mathematical abstraction, is what defines the outcome of the activity through which some individuals 
identify themselves as mathematicians (professional or amateur).
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For the sake of clarity: Nature does not make mathematics, as it does not make semiotics. Anthropo-
morphism is convenient—“the language of plants,” the “symbols of nature”—but confusing. Only with 
awareness of the activity is it epistemologically legitimized. There are no signs of nature, or semiotic 
processes of nature; there are human-constructed models for understanding nature. The same applies 
to machines: there is no semiotics in the functioning of a machine. It is made of parts assembled in 
such a way that it turns an input into a desired (or not) output. The human being projects semiotics 
into interaction with machines. Of course, there are signals, best expressed through values defining the 
physical process (e.g., electrons traveling along circuits). But to confuse signal—physical level—and 
sign—semiotic level—means to make semiotics irrelevant. Too many well-intended researchers operate 
in the space of ill-defined entities.

THE IDENTITY OF THE SEMIOTICIAN

No doubt, identity is a concept anchored in Saussure’s semiology. But here we pose a different question: 
Is there some generality, or level of abstraction, that can define the identity of a semiotician? Again, 
Wittgenstein would answer in the negative. Or are we all, regardless of what we do, semioticians (or 
sémiologues?), given that interaction, characteristic of all the living, cannot be avoided. Moreover, given 
that we all indulge in representations and act upon representations, does this not qualify us as semioti-
cians? Given that we all interpret everything—regardless of the adequacy of our interpretations—does 
this make us all semioticians? The entire domain of the living, not only that of human existence, is one 
of expression and interaction that seems to embody semiotics in action. Mental states are associated 
with neuronal activity. The physics and biochemistry, and the thermodynamics for this activity form 
one aspect. The other aspect is the understanding of each instance of the process, of the aggregate state 
to which it leads. However, there is a distinction between the activity and awareness of its taking place, 
of its consequences. Based on knowledge from different disciplines (biology, genetics, neuroscience, 
etc.), the following statement can be made: Semiotics at the genetic level, semiotics at the molecular 
level, and semiotics at the cell level, in association with information processes, are prerequisites for the 
viability of the living as such. Furthermore, it can be ascertained that bottom-up and top-down semiotic 
processes define life as semiosis, in parallel to its definition as information, i.e., energy related process 
(going back to the laws of thermodynamics) (Nadin, 2010). Awareness of semiotic processes is not char-
acteristic of genes or molecules; neither is information awareness located where information processes 
take place. Awareness (of semiotics, or of information processes) corresponds to the meta-level, not to 
the object level.

What can we learn about semiotics—assuming that semiotics is a legitimate form of knowledge—by 
examining the world? First and foremost, that interaction, as a characteristic of the living, is extremely 
rich, and ubiquitous. Second, and not least important, life being change, interactions not only trigger 
change, but they themselves are subject to change. Observation yields evidence that some interactions 
seem more patterned than others (and accordingly predictable). Take the interaction between a newborn 
(human, animal) and parent. There is a definite pattern of nurturing and protection—although there are 
also cases of filial cannibalism (eating one’s young, as do some fish, bank voles, house finches, polar 
bears). These patterns correspond to representations of the present and future, i.e., they are connected to 
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anticipatory processes (underlying evolution). Or take sexual interactions (a long gamut, extended well 
beyond evolutionary advantage in the life of human beings); or interactions between the living and the 
dying. The epistemological condition of semiotics derives from the fact that life would continue even 
if there were no semioticians to ever observe it and report on what they “see” as they focus on interac-
tions, or on the constructs we call sign processes. The existence of life, or the making of life, does not 
depend on adding semiotic ingredients to the combination of whatever might be necessary to make it. 
For that matter, it does not depend on adding mathematics or physics or chemistry to the formula. The 
awareness resulting from a semiotic perspective leads to the acknowledgment of such phenomena as 
living expression. Indeed, in the absence of representations, life would cease.

ENGINEERING INTERACTIONS

But things are not as simple as a cookbook for life. The mathematics for the cookbook (also known as 
algorithm) is important in defining quantities and sequences in time (first bring water to a boil, add 
ingredients in a certain order, simmer). The semiotics is relevant not so much for cooking for oneself, 
but in supporting preparation of the meal for others. This is what representations do as they are passed 
along in the organism. Cells “work” for each other; a cell’s state depends on the states of the adjacent or 
remote cells. (This is what inspired Conway’s “Game of Life” 1970). The organism is the expression of 
all that is needed in terms of means of interaction—semiotic and informational—to make possible an 
aggregated whole of a nature different from that of its components. It is on account of complexity that 
this aggregation takes place and lasts as long as what we call life.

Expressed differently, semiotics is relevant for “engineering” interactions: recipes are the “shorthand” 
of cooking. They carry explicit instructions and implicit rules, that is, assumptions of shared experi-
ences. Semiotics embodies the sharing, but does not substitute for the experience. The informational 
level corresponds to “fueling” the process, providing the energy. Taken literally, even the simplest recipe 
is disappointing. There is always something expected from those who will try it out. No recipe is or 
can be complete (in the same manner in which the use of a screwdriver presents an open-ended list of 
possibilities). The possibility to discover on your own what cannot be encapsulated in words, numbers, 
procedures, or images opens up the process of self-discovery. In this sense, semiotics is relevant for deal-
ing with the question of what the future will bring: you mixed egg yolk and oil, and instead of getting 
mayonnaise, the ingredients start to separate. What now? At the level of the living, life, not mayonnaise, 
is continuously made. At the end of the life cycle, the ingredients separate, the semiotics disappears, 
information degrades. Semiotics encodes in generating representations, and decodes in interpreting rep-
resentations. These are distinct practical functions otherwise inconceivable. Encode means as much as 
semiotic operations performed on representations. Decode means the reverse, but without the guarantee 
that the encoded will be retrieved. Quite often, we find a different “encoded” reality: semiotic processes 
are non-deterministic.

WHY DO WE STILL IGNORE WINDELBAND?

The narrative of philosophy, or that of a science for that matter, can be compressed into a time series of 
names—authors who contributed ideas that made a difference. Another narrative could be that of names 
dropped, names forgotten or ignored, which can mean many things: ideas significant once upon a time 
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are less (or not at all) meaningful; ideas associated with one name or several were taken over by others, 
further developed, the original contributors forgotten. Or, even, that we are still not able (or willing) to 
accept viewpoints not aligned with the paradigm in place (Kuhn, 1962), which is another way of saying 
not accepted by those in “power.” (Science itself is, as Lakatos 1970 argued, a power game.) In this sec-
tion I shall focus on a precise example, with the hope that semioticians will take note of a contribution 
pertinent to their work.

It comes as no surprise to anyone that interactions can be mathematically (or genetically) described. 
But mathematical descriptions (or genetic, as well) can only incompletely characterize them. More 
precisely: the mathematics of interactions is, after all, the description of assumed or proven laws of 
interaction. In this respect, law is a repetitive pattern. Physical phenomena are acceptably described in 
mathematical descriptions called laws. This is what Windelband (1894)—the name left out of the nar-
rative I discuss—defined as the nomothetic (derived from nomothé in Plato’s Cratylus, 360 BCE). The 
same cannot be said of living interactions, even if we acknowledge repetitive patterns. No living entity 
is identical with another. The living is infinitely diverse. Therefore, semiotics could qualify as the at-
tempt to acknowledge diversity unfolding over time as the background for meaning, not for scientific 
truth. This is what Windelband defined as the idiographic. Remember the primitive man watching the 
sky and not knowing the “truth” he was seeing (Earth’s rotation). Organisms, while not devoid of truth 
(corresponding to their materiality) are rather expressions of meaning. Representations can be meaning-
ful or meaningless. They are perceived as one or the other in a given context.

With meaning as its focus, semiotics will not be in the position to say what is needed to make some-
thing—as chemistry and physics do, with the help of mathematics—but rather to identify what meaning 
it might have in the infinite sequence of interactions in which representations will be involved. This 
applies to making rudimentary tools, simple machines, computer programs, or artificial or synthetic 
entities. Semiotic knowledge is about meaning as process. And this implies that changing a machine is 
very different from changing the brain. Inadequate semiotics led to the metaphor of “hardwired” func-
tions in the brain. There is no such thing. The brain adapts. Activities change our mind: we become what 
we think, what we do. We are our semiotics.

THE MEANING OF INTERACTIONS

The fact that signs—better yet, representations—are involved in interactions is an observation that needs 
no further argument. Being entities that stand for other entities, signs might be considered as agents of 
interaction. Evidently, with the notion of agency we introduce the expectation of signs as no longer “con-
tainers” of representation, but rather as intelligent entities interacting with each other, self-reproducing 
as the context requires. Consequently, one might be inclined to see interaction processes mirrored into 
sign processes (i.e., what Peirce named semiosis). But interactions are more than sign processes. Better 
yet: sign processes describe only the meaning of interactions, but not the energy processes undergirding 
them. This needs elaboration, since the question arises: What does “ONLY the meaning of interactions” 
mean? Is something missing?
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A Rejected Distinction Revisited

To describe interactions pertinent to non-living matter (the physical) is way easier than to describe 
interactions in the living, or among living entities. For such descriptions we rely on the physics of 
phenomena—different at the nano-level in comparison to the scale of reality or to the cosmic scale. 
Quantum mechanics contributed details to our understanding of physical interactions (for instance, in 
bringing to light the entanglements of phenomena at the quantum level of matter). Focusing on signs 
caused semiotics to miss its broader claim to legitimacy: to provide not only descriptions of the meaning 
of interactions, but also knowledge regarding the meaning of the outcome of interactions, the future. 
When the outcome can be derived from scientific laws, we infer from the past to the future. Statistical 
distribution and associated probabilities describe the level of our understanding of all that is needed for 
physical entities to change. When the outcome is as unique as the living interaction itself, we first need 
to acknowledge that the living is driven by goals—which is not the case with the physical, where, at 
best, we recognize attractors: the “teleology” of dynamic systems. Therefore, we infer not only from the 
past, but also from the future, as projection of the goals, or understandings of goals pursued by others. 
Possibilities describe the level of our understanding of what is necessary for living entities to change, 
i.e., to adapt to change. This is the domain of anticipation, from which semiotics ultimately originates. 
In addition to my arguments, Nadin (1991) on this subject, see Emmeche, Kull, Stjernfelt (2002), Hoff-
meyer (2008), Kull, Deacon, Emmeche, Hoffmeyer, Stjernfelt, 2009). Therefore, semiotics should be 
more than the repository of meaning associated with interaction components.

As information theory—based on the encompassing view that all there is, is subject to energy 
change—emerged (Shannon and Weaver 1949), it took away from semiotics even the appearance of 
legitimacy. Why bother with semiotics, with sign processes, in particular (and all that terminology per-
tinent to sign typology), when you can focus on energy? Energy is observable, measurable, easy to use 
in describing information processes understood as the prerequisite for communication. Information is 
more adequate than semiotics for conceiving new communication processes, which, incidentally, were 
also iterative processes. But there is also a plus side to what Shannon suggested: information theory 
made it so much more clear than any speculative approach that semiotics should focus on meaning and 
significance rather than on truth.

Over time, semiotics attracted not only praise, but also heavy criticism (our own will be formulated 
in a later section). In general, lack of empirical evidence for some interpretations remains an issue. The 
obscurity of the jargon turned semiotics into an elitist endeavor. Structuralist semiotics (still dominant) 
fully evades questions of semiotic synthesis and the interpretant process. Too often, semiotics settled on 
synchronic aspects, a-historic at best (only Marxist semioticians take historicity seriously, but at times 
to the detriment of understanding semiotic structures). Closer to our time, semiotics has been criticized 
for turning everything into a sign, such semioticians forgetting that if everything is a sign, nothing is a 
sign. In one of his famous letters to Lady Welby, Peirce writes:

It has never been in my power to study anything—mathematics, chemistry, comparative anatomy, psy-
chology, phonetics, economics, the history of science, whist, men and women, wine, metrology—except 
as a study of semiotics (Peirce, 1953, p. 32).

The message here is that semiotics is inclusive, and that it should not be arbitrarily fragmented. 
Peirce does not bring up a semiotics of mathematics, chemistry, comparative anatomy, etc. because it 
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is nonsensical to dilute the “study of semiotics” into partial semiotics. Nobody who understands logic 
would advance sub-disciplines such as “logic of feminism,” “logic of genetics,” “logic of politic,” etc. 
Those who lobby for all kinds of sub-semiotics deny semiotics its comprehensive perspective.

Parallel to this recognition is the need to assess meaning in such a manner that it becomes relevant to 
human activity. So far, methods have been developed for the experimental sciences: those based on proof, 
i.e., the expectation of confirmation and generalization. But there is nothing similar in respect to mean-
ing, not even the realization that generalization is not possible; or that semiotic knowledge is not subject 
to proof, rather to an inquiry of its singularity. The nomothetic comprises positivism; the idiographic 
is the foundation of the constructivist understanding of the world (Piaget, 1955, von Foerster, 1981).

The Falsifiable

Mathematicians would claim that their proofs are absolute. Indeed, they make the criterion of falsifi-
ability (Popper 1934) one of their methods: Let’s assume, ad absurdum, that parallels meet. If they do, 
then what? No scientific ascertainment can be proven to the same level of certainty as the mathematical, 
because it is a projection of the mind. By extension, this applies to computer science and its many related 
developments, in the sense that automated mathematics is still mathematics. (Mathematicians them-
selves realize that in the future, mathematical proofs will be based on computation.) Science lives from 
observation; it involves experiment and justifies itself through the outcome. If the experiment fails, the 
science subject to testing fails. That particular observation is not absolute in every respect. Let us name 
some conditions that affect the outcome of experiments: selection (what is observed, what is ignored); 
evaluation (degrees of error); expression (how we turn the observation, i.e., data, into knowledge).

Experiments are always reductions. To reproduce an experiment is to confirm the reduction, not exactly 
the claim of broader knowledge. The outcome might be disappointing in respect to the goal pursued: 
for example, the various drugs that have failed after being tested and approved. But the outcome might, 
as well, prove significant in respect to other goals. Drugs that are dangerous in some cases prove useful 
in treating different ailments: thalidomide for arthritic inflammations, mouth and throat sores in HIV 
patients; botox for treating constricted muscles.

Failed scientific proofs (Deutsch 2012) prompt many fundamental reassessments. Compare the sci-
entific theory of action at distance before Newton and after Newton’s foundations of physics; compare 
Newton’s view to Einstein’s; and compare Einstein’s science to quantum entanglement. Compare the 
views of biology prior to the theory of evolution, or to the discovery of the genetic code. Given the 
epistemological condition of mathematics, new evidence is not presented in the jargon of mathematics. 
A new mathematical concept or theorem is evidence. Probably more than science, mathematics is art. 
It is idiographic, not nomothetic knowledge. As we know from Turing and Gödel, it cannot be derived 
through machine operations (Hilbert’s challenge). If there is a cause for mathematics, it is the never-
ending questioning of the world appropriated by the mind at the most concrete level: its representation. 
The outcome is abstraction. This is what informed Hausdorff as he described human nature. There is, 
of course, right and wrong in mathematics, as there is right and wrong in art. But neither a Beethoven 
symphony nor Fermat’s conjecture (proven or not) is meant as a hypothesis to be experimentally con-
firmed. Each has an identity, i.e., a semiotic condition. Each establishes its own reality, and allows for 
further elaborations. Not to have heard Beethoven’s symphonies or not to have understood Fermat’s law 
does not cause bridges to collapse or airplanes to miss their destinations.
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The Art of Mathematics and the Art of Healing

By its nature, semiotics is not a discipline of proofs. Not even Peirce, obsessed with establishing semiot-
ics as a logic of vagueness (Nadin 1980, 1983) produced proofs. In physics, the same cause is associated 
with the same effect (in a given context). Take the example of thalidomide, first used as a sedative, which 
led to birth defects (“thalidomide babies”) when pregnant women took it. Now consider the reverse: 
the medicine is used for alleviating painful skin conditions and several types of cancer. The semiot-
ics behind symptomatology concerns the ambiguous nature of disease in the living. The ambiguity of 
disease is reflected in the ambiguity of representations associated with disease. Better doctors are still 
“artists,” which is not the case with software programs that analyze test results. Diagnosis is semiotics, 
i.e., representation and interpretation of symptoms, that is both art and science. Machine diagnosis is 
information processing at work. Human diagnosis is the unity of information and meaning.

When mathematicians, or logicians, translate semiotic considerations into mathematical descrip-
tions, they do not prove the semiotics, but the mathematics used. For example, Marty (1990) provided 
the proof that, based on Peirce’s definition of the sign and his categories, there can indeed be only ten 
classes of complete signs. But this brilliant proof was a contribution to the mathematics of category 
theory. Goguen’s brilliant algebraic semiotics (1999) is in the same situation. “In this setting (i.e., user 
interface considered as representation, our note), representations appear as mappings, or morphisms . . 
. which should preserve as much structure as possible.”

My own attempts at proving that signs relationally defined as fuzzy automata (Nadin 1977), Figure 
3) are more a contribution to automata theory than to semiotics. No semiotician ever cared about these 
attempts; none took such proofs to mean anything in examining signs in action or in understanding 
semiotics. For their art, which is the art of semiotic interpretation, the mathematical proof is of no 
relevance. The same holds true for the classes of signs. There are no such signs as icons, symbols, or 
indexes. These are types of representation. But to deal with the ten classes that Peirce advanced is cum-
bersome, to say the least. To deal with the 66 classes of signs corresponding to his triadic-trichotomic 
view is even more arcane.

Figure 3. Sign and fuzzy automata. In this case, a Nerode automaton for S = f (O,R,I,o,i)
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Acceptance

This extended preliminary discussion deals with how we might define a foundation of semiotics not 
around a formal concept—i.e., the sign. Since the concept is subject to so many different interpretations, 
none more justifiable than another, we need to avoid it. The goal is to make the reader aware of why 
even the most enthusiastic semioticians end up questioning the legitimacy of their pursuit. Before further 
elaborating on my own foundational statement for semiotics—this text is only an introduction to it—I 
shall proceed with a survey of the semiotic scene. This should produce arguments pertinent to the entire 
endeavor. I derive no pleasure from reporting on the brilliant failure of a discipline to which I remain 
faithful. Let’s be clear: it is not because semioticians (of all stripe) come from different perspectives, and 
use different definitions, that semiotics does not emerge as a coherent approach. Rather, because it does 
not yet have a well-defined correlate in reality, in respect to which one could infer from its statements to 
their legitimacy and significance. Only because we can practice semiotics, or put on the hat that qualifies 
someone as semiotician (professor or not), does not justify semiotics as something more than quackery. 
Can semiotics have a defined correlate in reality? Can it transcend the speculative condition that made 
it into a discourse of convenience spiked with technical terminology? Jack Solomon (1988) argued that 
its own principles disqualify it from having universal validity.

Everyone in the more affluent part of the world knows that society can afford supporting the unem-
ployed, or helping people without insurance, or providing for self-proclaimed artists. But this by-product 
of prosperity, and the general trend to support everything and anything, cannot justify semiotics more than 
the obsession with gold once justified alchemy, or the obsession with cheap oil justifies wars in our time. 
In order to earn its legitimacy, semiotics (i.e., semioticians) must define itself in relation to a compelling 
aspect of the living, something in whose absence life itself—at least in the form we experience it—would 
not be possible. If this sounds like a very high-order test of validity, those readers not willing to take it 
are free to remain insignificant, whether they call themselves semioticians or something else. With the 
demotion of Aristotelian inspired vitalism, life was declared to be like everything else. As our science 
evolved, the “knowledge chickens” came home to roost: We pay an epistemologically unbearable price 
for having adopted the machine as the general prototype of reality. The semiotic animal is not reducible 
to a machine (even though signs, in Peirce’s definition, are reducible to fuzzy automata; cf. Figure 3).

GROUCHO MARX AS SEMIOTICIAN

The reader who still opens any of today’s publications on semiotics—journals, proceedings, even 
books—often has cause to wonder: Is semiotics an exercise in futility? Authors of articles, conference 
papers, books, and other publications will probably present arguments such as:

•	 There is a peer-review process in place that legitimizes their efforts;
•	 The situation in semiotics is not different from that in any other knowledge domain;
•	 There are no evaluation criteria to help distinguish the “wheat” from the “chaff.” In the democratic 

model of science (semiotics and other fields), “Anything goes.”

Each argument deserves attention. But first an observation (which might not seem related to the 
subject): The quality of education and research in general seems to diminish as more money is spent for 
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them. Stated differently: The gap between excellence—yes, excellence still exists—and mediocrity is 
widening. By contamination, mediocrity threatens to set a very low common denominator. Pretty soon, 
a Ph.D. will be as common (and insignificant) as membership in those clubs that Groucho Marx refused 
to join because they would have him. However, this is not the place to address the way in which expecta-
tions of higher efficiency (Nadin 1997), characteristic of our current state of civilization, translate into 
the politics and economics and education of mediocrity. A different aspect is worthy of discussion here: 
Some disciplines are focused on relevant aspects of science, humanities, and current technology. They 
define vectors of societal interest. It does not take too much effort to identify the life sciences as a field 
in the forefront of research and education; or, for better or worse, computer science, in its variety of 
directions. Nanotechnology is yet another such field. It originated in physics (which, in its classic form, 
became less relevant) only in order to ascertain its own reason for being well beyond anyone’s expecta-
tions. Some readers might recall the time when scientists (Smalley (2001)) claimed that nanotechnol-
ogy would not work, despite the scientific enthusiasm of the majority of scientists in the field1. In the 
meanwhile, nanotechnology has prompted spectacular developments that effected change in medicine 
and led to the conception of new materials and processes. Computer science met nanotechnology at the 
moment Moore’s law, promising the doubling of computer performance every eighteen months, reached 
its physical limits.

Besides semiotics, many other disciplines (including traditional philosophy) live merely in the cultural 
discourse of the day, or in the past. More precisely, they live in a parasitic state, justifying themselves 
through arcane requirements, such as the famous American declaration, “We need to give students a 
liberal arts education” (a domain in which semiotics is often based). They do not even understand what 
liberal arts or humanities means today: using Twitter and the iPhone, or reading the Constitution? Being 
on social media or reading the “Great Books”? These are questions of a semiotic nature.

The Past Is Reified in Institutions

Semiotics as it is practiced, even by dedicated scholars, certainly does not qualify as groundbreaking, 
no matter how generous we want to be. Rather, it illustrates what happens to a discipline in which its 
practitioners, most of them in search of an academic identity—a placeholder of sorts—regurgitate good 
and bad from a past of promise and hopes never realized. What strikes the reader is the feeling that 
semiotics deals more with its own questions than with questions relevant to today’s world. Even when 
some subjects of current interest come up—such as the self-defined niche of biosemiotics (cf. Uexküll 
1934/2010, Barbieri 2007, Favareau, 2009)—they are more a pretext for revisiting obscure terminology 
or for resuscitating theories dead on arrival. Congresses, the major public event of a society formed 
around a discipline, are the occasion for defining the state of the art in a particular knowledge domain. 
The ten international congresses on semiotics held so far make up a revealing story of how the enthusi-
astic beginnings of modern semiotics slowly but surely morphed into a never-ending funeral. There is a 
dead body carried in that casket—semiotics—and there are endless speeches about its greatness. Like 
all institutions, the International Association is more concerned with its own perpetuation than with the 
growth and quality of the discipline it is supposed to represent.

The founding members of the IASS (Greimas, Jakobson, Kristeva, Beneviste, Sebeok) had in mind the 
promotion of semiotic research in a scientific esprit: “…promouvoir les recherches sémiotiques dans un 
esprit scientifique.” (French dominated at that time.) This important function is specifically mentioned 
on the IASS website. Even in its so-called new form, the website, seen from the perspective of semiotics, 
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is a rather telling example of how limited the contribution of semiotics is in providing new means and 
methods of communication and interaction. An inadequate website is not yet proof of the inadequacy 
of the current contributions to semiotics. It is a symptom, though. In the spirit of the dedication to a 
scientific agenda, Eco, Marcus, Pelc, Segre—to name a few—contributed to a better reputation of se-
miotic research. They, and a few others (e.g., Deledalle 1997/2001, Marty 1990, Bouissac 1977, Nöth 
1985/1995), and the followers of the Stuttgart School succeeded in producing works worthy of respect. 
In the present, very few distinctive centers of semiotic research can be identified. One is located at the 
University of Toronto2; the other at the University of Tartu, Estonia3. They deserve recognition beyond 
the lines I dedicate to them in this study.

But a closer look at what continues to be produced under the guise of semiotics, all over the world, 
leads to the realization that the initial optimism of the “founders” was either groundless, or did not 
reflect the potential of the many self-proclaimed semioticians. On behalf of the first congress (Milan 
1974), Umberto Eco (1975) wrote (in the Preface to the Proceedings) about a “fundamental” and an 
“archeological” task. The first would be the justification for the existence of semiotics; the second, to 
derive from its past a unified methodology and, if possible, a unified objective. Very little has been 
clarified regarding the initial existential questions: What justifies the existence of semiotics? What are 
its objectives? What is its methodology? The only significant aspect is that, despite their irrelevance, 
events such as congresses (and publication of the associated Proceedings) continue to take place! In 
keeping with the mercantile spirit of the time, the International Association for Semiotic Studies even 
came up with a scheme for a congress franchise.

Obviously, the statements made above require substantiation. Some of those persons alluded to 
might suspect the settling of some score (there is nothing to settle since there is no score to keep). Oth-
ers might suspect a generational conflict, or even an attempt to idealize the past (the romantic notion 
of “heroic beginnings”). Obviously, such possible interpretations cannot be avoided. Nevertheless, the 
issue brought up—lack of significance—and the motivation—the reason for addressing it as a subject 
worthy of attention—are quite distinct. Therefore, I shall proceed in three directions:

1.  A short presentation of today’s major themes in the humanities, the sciences, and technology;
2.  A short historic account of developments in semiotics;
3.  A methodological perspective.

The intention is not to cast aspersion upon work produced in the field in recent, and less than recent, 
years, but rather, to show that this is probably the time of the most interesting (i.e., rewarding) subjects 
for semiotics. This is the time of new opportunity for semiotics to make its case as a viable discipline 
and to confirm its necessity. I do not write here delayed reviews of the many articles I indirectly refer 
to; neither do I write letters of evaluation for one or another author. To watch some presentations under 
the heading “Semiotics” on YouTube, or similar media, is embarrassing. But mediocrity in this case is 
not so much congenial to the subject as it is an expression of mediocrity as the new standard of accep-
tance on social media, and intellectual endeavor in general. To stimulate a discussion on the sad state 
of semiotics today is, to a great extent justified by the realization that defining semiotics in a manner 
counter-productive to its development explains its shortcomings. Why is semiotics, with very few excep-
tions, in a lamentable condition today? This is a valid interrogation, similar to one articulated regarding 
physics after the obsession with nuclear energy. Or, for that matter, why medicine, practiced as a reac-
tive endeavor, is failing society. Concerning the “Why?” of the position I take: The attempt to redefine 
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the foundation of semiotics is intended as an invitation to everyone dedicated to the subject, not to its 
occasional visitors. I do not promise miraculous solutions. This study is an expression of the love and 
passion I have for semiotics, and of the conviction that it can deliver more than fancy phrasings. The 
fact that it comes from an “outsider” (i.e., a semiotician who remains unaffiliated) should not be seen 
as an attack against the semiotic establishment. I’ve no ax to grind (and no time to do so), and aspire to 
no glory and to no office (national or international).

The Broader Perspective

The Human Genome Project (HGP)—an impressive undertaking that made powerful sequencing tools 
available—is seen by some as a huge success, and by no few others as a miserable failure—an example 
of “spin science,” as it was recently labeled (Chu, Grundy, Bero, 2017). To indulge in a discussion of 
the argument could easily fill pages of books. What does not, however, require the same attention to 
detail and does not lead to shallow judgments (“Did it or did it not live up to the promises made?”) is 
the realization that there is no such thing as a unique semiotics underlying genetics. The four letters of 
the genetic code are involved in an open-ended narration, different from person to person. Wittgenstein, 
again, would have identified instances of genetic expression and warned us that, “there is no shared 
constituent to be discovered” (cf. the Schlick dictation cited above). How many semioticians involved 
themselves in the project? (I do not ask how many were invited—the answer is None!) How many, after 
the HGR, took it upon themselves to decipher information made available (AAAS (2001))? Besides the 
rhetoric of the question, there is the reality of the fact that semioticians prefer to discuss terminology, 
compare their preferred authors (Peirce, Saussure, Eco, Barthes, Lotman, etc.), discuss movies and 
feminism, interpret religious or other codes—but do not acquire the knowledge needed to competently 
discuss the meaning of DNA, the semiosis of RNA, the individual genetic code, and similar subjects.

The most captivating mathematics (a subject I place in the humanities), the most brilliant attempts 
to understand language, the most dedicated effort to understand the human condition—these are themes 
impossible to even conceive of without acknowledging their semiotic condition. Take again the attempt 
to prove Fermat’s Theorem. Fundamentally, the approach extends deep into the notion of representation. 
The very elaborate mathematical apparatus, at a level of abstraction that mathematics never reached 
before, makes the whole enterprise semiotically very relevant. The entire discussion that accompanied 
the presentation of the proof, expressions of doubt, commentaries, and attempts to explain the proof are 
par excellence all subjects for semiotics. The subject is interpretation, the “bread and butter” of semi-
otics, its raison d’être. A question that begs the attention of semioticians is, “How far from the initial 
mathematical statement (Fermat’s Theorem) can the proof take place?” That is, how far can the repre-
sentation of representation of representation, and so on extend the semiotic process before it becomes 
incoherent or incomprehensible?

Fermat’s short message in Latin (“Cubem autem in duos cubos, etc.” Figure 4) on his copy of a trans-
lation of Diophantus’ Arithmetica (3rd century CE) is a theorem represented in words, i.e., in a “natural” 
language. It is relatively easy to interpret. Later (1637), this theorem was “translated” into mathematical 
formulae. Fermat’s Last Theorem states that no nontrivial integer solutions exist for the equation:

an + bn = cn if n is an integer greater than 2.
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One did not need to know Latin but had to be familiar with mathematical symbols in order to under-
stand the equation (and even use it for some examples). Computation changed the way mathematicians 
(but not only) think. Therefore, mathematicians say that in order to prove Fermat’s Theorem, they would 
have to prove a conjecture (the Taniyama-Shimura Conjecture) that deals with elliptic curves. Under-
standing the conjecture implies highly specialized knowledge. Wiles (1995) submitted a brilliant piece 
of mathematics as proof, and further worked on details once some colleagues challenged his results. 
Chances are that no other discipline besides semiotics can assist in giving meaning to the effort. Now 
it’s time to explain this assertion.

Semiotics is, of course, a knowledge domain different from mathematics. Within its knowledge domain, 
the mathematical question and the proof concern Peirce’s interpretant process. Fermat’s description in 
Latin was unequivocal; the translation into mathematical symbolism is also unambiguous. The math-
ematical proof, however, is so far removed from the simplicity of the Theorem that one can question the 
semiosis: from simple to exceedingly complicated. Under which circumstances is such a semiosis (i.e., 
epistemology) justified? This goes well beyond Fermat; it transcends mathematics. It becomes an issue 
of relevance because many semiotically based activities (such as genetics, visualizations, virtual reality, 
ALife, synthetic life) pertinent to the acquisition of knowledge in our age tend to evolve into complicated 
operations not always directly connected to what is represented. The HGP mentioned above is another 
example of the same. This is an issue of meta-knowledge. If knowledge acquisition, expression, and 
communication are indeed semiotically based, then this would be the moment to produce a semiotic 
foundation for meta-knowledge.

Would Peirce, given his very broad horizon, have missed the opportunity to approach the subject? I 
doubt it. By the way: as Einstein produced his ground-breaking theory, Cassirer found it appropriate to 
offer an interpretation informed by his semiotics (1921)4. In other words, there is proof that semiotics 
can do better than indulge in useless speculative language games, as it does in our time.

What I suggest is that specialization—such as in the mathematics required to produce the proof, or 
the mathematics that Einstein mastered, or the genetics needed for evaluating the HGP—is a necessary 
condition for the progress of science. But not sufficient! Specialists—and there are more and more of 
them—ought to relate their discoveries to other fields, to build bridges. For this they need semiotics as 
an integral part of their way of thinking, as a technique of expression, and as a communication guide.

We are experiencing various attempts to integrate computation, genetics, anthropology, philosophy, 
and more into understanding how language emerged and diversified. Never before has language—in its 
general sense, not only as the language we speak—been as central to research as it is today. Hausdorff, 
the mathematician who understood the semiotic nature of the human being, anticipated this; that is, he 
acted according to this understanding. And since semiotics has, more often than not, been understood 

Figure 4. Fermat’s Theorem in Latin
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as the semiotics of language (in this sense, Saussure succeeded with his semiology), it would be only 
natural to expect semioticians of all stripes to get involved in it. Genetics is, in fact, the study of DNA 
“expression,” of a particular kind of language defining the narrative and the associated stories that make 
up the “texts” and “books” of life. Or, as I shall argue, the narrative and the associated stories defining 
the unfolding of life over time. “Sentences” of a genetic nature identify not only criminals in a court of 
law, but also genetic mechanisms related to our health. Would Saussure have missed the chance to col-
laborate with researchers who uncover the first “language genes”? Would Hjelmslev? No one expects 
semioticians to clarify the relation between brain activity and language. Brain imaging opened access to 
cerebral activity. But language is not necessarily housed in the brain, or only in the brain; it extends to the 
entire body, always engaged when we express ourselves through language. Natural language is the most 
ubiquitous medium of interaction. It is involved in knowledge acquisition, in its expression, communica-
tion, and validation. Semiotics, if founded not around the sign concept—quite counter-intuitive when it 
comes to language (to the sign in the alphabet, the word, the sentence)—but with the understanding of 
the interactions that languages make possible, would contribute more than descriptions, usually of no 
consequence to anyone, and post facto explanations. That is why I am trying to suggest a foundation in 
the narrative, the timeline of everything we do.

“Living Mirrors of the Universe”

The monkey that Nicolelis (2001) used in order to “download” the thinking that goes on when games 
are played does not qualify as an example for using language. The monkey initially acted upon the 
joystick in order to score. But once it noticed that the signals associated with its actions—for instance, 
with what it wanted to do—it chose the economy and speed of motoric expression. Are downloaded 
streams of data describing brain processes made up of signs? Since everything can be interpreted as a 
sign, to dismiss such data as being only representative of the physics and chemistry of the monkey’s 
brain activity would be as preposterous as making reference to “prove” spirituality. What such streams 
of data are is relatively clear: representations of quantitative processes, of measurements. However, the 
monkey is pursuing a goal associated with the classic reward mechanism, the banana in this case. (Talk 
about stereotypes in science!) Therefore, intentionality—recall the bacterium swimming upstream and 
Margolis—cannot be ignored. Once we associate data and meaning (as Wheeler5 suggested, cf. Nadin 
2011), we have access to information. The semiotics is implicit in the observation that thinking and acting 
upon representations can be connected. In a different context (Nadin 2016), I proved that the entire body 
is the brain. This applies to the human being as it applies to the Nicolelis monkey. The sensorial and the 
cognitive are associated. Motoric expression is not an execution of commands, but rather an expression 
of the holistic nature of the process. Moreover, the monkey condition is not equivalent to what we call 
the human condition. Humans play entire games of chess (or any other game) in their minds, not by 
necessarily moving pieces on a chessboard. For them, the pawn does not have to be on the chessboard 
in order to be identified as constitutive of the game.

As speculative as the notion of the human condition is, we have finally arrived at the juncture where 
very good models of the human condition, understood in its dynamics, can be conceived, constructed, 
and tested. The underlying element here is actually what Hausdorff defined as the zoon semiotikon, and 
what Cassirer defined as animal symbolicum. Hausdorff, a distinguished mathematician, could have 
defined the human being as “mathematical animal,” but to him the qualifier semiotic meant a more 
general, more encompassing level. Cassirer was a philosopher; to him, generating symbols seemed more 
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relevant than generating new philosophies. Before Hausdorff, and before Cassirer, many other scholars 
in the humanities considered the qualifier “semiotic” as co-extensive of being human. (Some extended 
it to animals, as well.) Leibniz, with his miroirs vivants de l’universe, inspired Cassirer’s definition of 
the symbol and his attempt to define the human condition in semiotic terms. Locke (1690) found a place 
for semiotics in a precise domain, i.e., the ways and means whereby the knowledge … is attained and 
communicated. His definition:

Nor is there anything to be relied upon in Physick, but an exact knowledge of medicinal physiology 
(founded on observation, not principles), semeiotics, method of curing, and tried (not excogitated, not 
commanding) medicines. 

The active role of the Russian and Czech semioticians in explaining the role of language in the making 
of humankind, and Roland Barthes’ subtle analysis of language and culture, are convincing arguments 
that would not have failed to be in the forefront of the semiotic research associated with the current 
attempts to define the human condition. For more on the subject, see Nadin (1986, p. 163) and (2014).

The subject ought to be understood as broadly as possible. This means that within the realm of the 
living, there is a whole gamut—from the mono-cell to homo faber—of representations to consider. Is 
there anything that qualifies as semiotically relevant across the various forms of the living? Interaction 
is probably the most obvious aspect. At a closer look, the making of the living consists of integrated 
interactions—from the level of the cell to that of organisms and among them (not to say their interaction 
with the world, living or not). At all these levels, representations are exchanged. Interactions transcend 
unidirectional processes—which are the expression of causality. Therefore, semiotic processes appear 
as a characteristic of the whole (organism) in an integrated world, but also as one among organisms 
(same or different). For reasons of illustrating this idea, I will make reference to the interactions involv-
ing the human microbiome (i.e., microbes or microorganisms that inhabit part of the human body). To 
understand all of this, semioticians are not invited to become biologists, rather to engage biological 
knowledge (acquired in specific experiments) in order to generalize the notion of semiotic process. That 
which lives is defined not only by the physics, chemistry, or energy of the process, but also by the various 
representations exchanged and the ability to interpret them. The living is the domain of meaning. There 
was interactivity in every previous stage of evolution. Interactivity involving the living implied inter-
pretation—the outcome depended on it—but never at the scale at which society makes semiotic-based 
interactions its major form of activity. Society also hopes to have the guidance of science, in particular 
semiotics, in giving meaning to such semiotic processes. The availability of such guidance will help 
avoid costly consequences—such as those experienced in recent years: terrorism, technological errors, 
speculation, etc. Medicare fails when data substitutes for meaning. The aging of humankind is probably 
even more consequential in this sense. Success and failure depend upon interpretation. Machines are 
better at processing data, but not really better than humans at interpreting it. They can handle way more 
quantitative descriptions than can the people who build them. But quantity does not automatically lead 
to improved comprehension in a changing context. Machines are cursed to be blind and deaf to meaning.

The major themes in the sciences beg no less for the contribution of semiotics. Computation is, for all 
practical purposes, semiotics at work, at a syntactic level, in communication with what is called infor-
mation processing. Artificial intelligence, in its many flavors, cannot be conceived without integrating 
semiotic concepts in its concrete implementations. Learning, deep or not, implies considerations that 
transcend the quantitative. To emulate (a player of chess or of Go, a composer, or a painter) implies 
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descriptions at a level of detail that cries out for more forms of qualitative distinctions. Why one option, 
from among a huge number (“brute force” in action), is better than others can be “learned” through 
“training” (in this case, of deep neural networks). That probability considerations dominate is normal: 
no new question is formulated, the past informs the future. For authentic creative endeavors, probability 
will have to be complemented by possibility (the possible future); reaction will have to make way for 
anticipation. The new forms of computation—genetic, quantum, DNA, etc.—are all forms of processes 
with a semiotic component. More specifically: No information process (e.g., computer, sensor-based 
information harvesting, intelligent agents-based activities) is possible without representation. Representa-
tion is the definitory subject of semiotics (in awareness of it, or in total disregard of it). While electrons 
move through circuits, and while logic is emulated in hardware (circuits performing logical operations), 
operations on representations are the prerequisite for any information processing. Unfortunately, the 
variety of representations (for which Peirce delivered the types, i.e., indexical, iconic, symbolic) and 
their specific dynamics are superficially understood, if at all (Sowa, 2017). The focus should be on the 
living—a distinction which the academic world still resists—and on human activity in general. This would 
make possible the semiotic processes implicit in mechanisms of life. Major research directions—cells 
or membrane biochemistry, for example—show that we are getting better at understanding the object 
level and in describing the associated representational level. To realize the unity between the focus on 
data and the semiotic focus on meaning is a major scientific challenge. It will not happen by itself. In-
stitutionalized science always resists new viewpoints.

For the sake of clarity: Representation is not reducible to the entity we call sign, regardless of how it 
is defined. Signs are media for representation, like letters in the alphabet are media for words, sentences, 
texts. The process we call representation cannot be reduced to one or several signs (Figure 2). Pursuing 
the parallel mentioned earlier (mathematics, chemistry, biology, etc. and semiotics), we arrive at the 
realization that the definition of semiotics based on the sign is at least as unsatisfactory as a definition 
of mathematics would be if it were based on numbers alone, or of chemistry based on elements, or of 
biology based on cells, or of linguistics based on the alphabet. Representation would have to be further 
defined as a process, uniting information (measurable) and meaning (result of interpretation). It is in this 
condition that representation proves to be significant for the understanding of the living, of mathemat-
ics (a specific form of human activity), of science, of the arts, of communication, and of interaction. 
Despite this peculiarity, semioticians are so removed from the major scientific and humanistic themes 
of the day that they don’t even know that this is their greatest chance—ever! The entire stem cell debate 
could have taken a different path had competent semioticians contributed to an understanding of stem 
cell “semiosis” and the relation to the broader issues of creativity.

LANGUAGES OF INTERACTION

I will finish this compressed exposition by stating that technology is shaped by questions that, at first 
glance, impress as being semiotic in nature. Technological artifacts of all kind—from games to virtual 
reality labs in which new materials are conceived—rely on various types of semiotic entities, on rep-
resentations in the first places, and their interpretation. They make sense, and can become a relevant 
subject of inquiry, only as new “languages of interaction.” The global scale of life makes an integrative 
approach necessary, but not in the sense of the economy of profits at a scale never before experienced. 
Globality was discussed at one of the semiotic congresses, or in previous meetings (Signs of the World, 
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Lyon, 2004, where “interculturality and globalization” were the convenient slogans of the semiotics com-
munity). Nevertheless, semioticians rather take a passive role instead of advancing a critical position. In 
our extremely controversial time, there is a need for semiotics based on acknowledging diversity, while 
simultaneously providing means of expression, communication, and signification that pertain to the new 
scale of human activity. The social dimension of semiotics, specifically brought up by Saussure could be 
reached by working out evaluation criteria. Opportunistic semiotics (on the bandwagon of many causes) 
is impotent. Creative ideas for addressing the increased abuse of the public (fake news, fake movements, 
then never-ending surveillance of the individual, etc.) are yet to be affirmed. The GPS facility, accessible 
world wide, was the first major embodiment of semiotics in action. I do not, of course, expect semioti-
cians to start writing articles on what kind of a sign a GPS indicator is, but rather to contribute semiotic 
concepts that will make the language of the system so much easier to understand and use. Monitoring, 
regardless of purpose, is a form of limiting privacy; assisting, when desired, is helpful. When and if 
semiotics partakes in the process, GPS data will seamlessly integrate in what we do—drive, visit new 
places, connect to others, for example. That is, when it becomes part of our language, semiotics could 
support a concrete accomplishment. Hopefully, semioticians will be able to understand this opportunity.

On this note, a simple observation: Brain imaging revealed that taxi drivers in some of the big cities 
(London was the first address researched), difficult to navigate, developed in the process measurable 
new faculties. Of course, these are semiotic in nature: Understanding of representations and the abil-
ity to match goals and means (a request such as “Get me to Piccadilly in the shortest time,” involves 
quite a number of parameters). The emergence of GPS-based navigation might lead to the loss of those 
faculties. Semioticians should be aware of the fact that the world before maps and the world after maps 
became available are very different realities. This example is only illustrative of the formative power of 
our representations (Figure 5).

As technology further evolves, more and more automated systems guide our navigation—in librar-
ies, on the worldwide web, in air travel, on high-speed trains, on highways and toll roads, utilization of 
drones, etc. Aaron Koblin (2008-2015) documented this process in visualizations of extreme semiotic 
significance. So did Albert-László Barabási. If Within (the name of Koblin’s company) where Koblin 
develops virtual stories, had been the invention of semioticians, I could define today’s state of semiotics 
as excellent. But it was not. Neither was the work of Barabási and his group inspired by semiotics, but 
by networks. And if the Worldwide Web, through which many publications (including a few of semiotic 
interest) are presented, had involved the least participation of semiotics, we would have had a Web that is 

Figure 5. Air traffic paths and flight patterns
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not syntactically driven. The inventor of the Web (Tim Berners-Lee 1998), awarded with knighthood for 
his work, is still dreaming of a semantic stage (although what ontology engineers deliver seems to satisfy 
his criteria). Many work on this project, in particular the ontology engineers, who provided computers 
with machine-readable encyclopedias. (For me, personally, only a pragmatically driven Web makes 
real sense. But this is a different subject.) While the GPS actually changes the nature of our relation to 
space, and indirectly to time, its semiotics is a legitimate question waiting to be addressed because it 
involves a new semiotic condition for the human being. The military purpose of the orientation system 
is spectacularly transcended by rich semioses that, strangely enough, emerged without any input from 
semioticians. The autonomous car (the new obsession among technologists) is actually a semiotic in-
tegrated device: make sense of the world as you move from one location to another, and exchange data 
with similar devices. If today semiotics were to contribute to a semantic Web, we would avoid the many 
errors that have affected the growth of the Web into the monster it is now. But ontology engineers and 
semioticians don’t work together. We find data on the Web, to the extent of overwhelming the user, but 
we do not really find information, and almost never meaning. If this is not a challenging semiotic project, 
then I don’t know of any. At the drawing board for autonomous cars, ships, airplanes, etc., semioticians 
should have a say—if their semiotic competence were up to the task.

Some years ago, I acknowledged semiotics at work in the activity of Luc Steels, Stevan Harnad, and 
Juyan Weng, João Queiroz, and Angelo Loula, and especially in the work of Sieckenius de Souza’s semi-
otic engineering work (Nadin 2017). And yes, in the AI domain, resuscitated by neural networks-based 
deep learning applications, there is a definite awareness of the semiotic component of intelligence. Tony 
Belpaeme (Professor of Cognitive Systems and Robotics) and Angelo Cangelosi (Professor in Artificial 
Intelligence and Cognition) come to mind in this vein. Few, if any semioticians made the effort to un-
derstand the semiotics of machine learning (ML) or the semiotics of neural network training. Therefore, 
they could not even serve as dialog partners to the mathematically focused community of deep learning 
researchers. But the work of such researchers is not presented at semiotics meetings and congresses or 
in the regular semiotics publications.

Obviously, this short account is not exhaustive, and it is less systematic than it would be in a different 
context. The intention is only to suggest that semiotics has a very fertile ground to cultivate, if semioticians 
care to work at it, or if professionals from other disciplines pay more attention to semiotics. It is not too 
late! In a different context (Nadin, 2005), I brought up The Semiotic Engineering of Human-Computer 
Interaction, a book written by a computer science professor (trained as a linguist), Clarisse Sieckenius de 
Souza (2005), who “spread” the semiotic word in the HCI community. We have here an example of an 
applied understanding of semiotics informed by the desire to advance issues of interaction—to make it 
into a foundation for new forms of engineering. It is modest proof, if anyone needed more proof, that so 
much can be done, provided that semiotics competence guides the effort. Aware of this characterization 
of her book (which semioticians managed to ignore), she recently wrote to me by e-mail:

Having studied semiotics does make a difference (…) I have the impression…that HCI professionals and 
students educated in North America tend to have a “What is in it for me?” approach. (…) As you know, 
the answer is, “a whole new world,” but it will take a lot of critical thinking to get it. 

She was not sure that making her thoughts public would help.
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PRAGMATIC RELEVANCE

Semiotic awareness, such as expressed in biosemiotics or even semiotic engineering, has led to more 
than one attempt to define its knowledge domain and its specific methods. Still, so it seems, each start 
was relatively short-lived. The generically defined “ancient times” had such a start, with works such as 
Plato’s Sophistes (360 BCE), Aristotle’s Poetica (350 BCE), and the Stoics, mentioned in almost every 
account of history. It is worth mentioning that Sextus Empiricus (in Adversus Mathematicos, VIII) made 
the distinction between what is signified, what signifies, and the object. Early attempts to understand 
semiotics are focused on the verb to introduce something. The object and the signifier are material; the 
signified (lekton) is not, but it can only be right (adequate) or not (inadequate). Indian Buddhism and 
Brahmanism, the Christian infatuation with signs (St. Augustine’s De Doctrina Cristiana, 397 CE, and 
St. Anselm’s Monologion, 1075-1076), and Avicenna’s explorations in medicine and theology remain 
documentary repositories of the many questions posed by two very simple questions: How can some-
thing in the world be “duplicated” in the mind? The duplication suggests that the question is not about 
signs (standing for some thing), but about re-presentation. Moreover, once we think about it (the reality 
duplicated in the mind), can we know it, or assume that what we know corresponds to reality? Or does 
knowing actually involve a practical activity with a desired outcome?

Edward O. Wilson (1984) came up with a provocative statement of significance not only to semiotics: 
“Scientists do not discover in order to know, they know in order to discover.” The inversion of purpose 
(the causality) points to opportunity. Reading classical texts (such as those mentioned above)—and very 
few semioticians care to do that—reveals that the sign was only the trigger of the interactions it made 
possible, not associated with their meaning, and even less with their significance. From the beginning, 
the fascination was with semiotic knowledge: what we learn from observing interactions, and how these 
are subject to betterment. It is not the history that is important here, but rather the attempt to understand 
the need for semiotics—if a need indeed exists. The premise guiding this effort is pragmatic relevance: If 
semiotics does not make a difference, as mathematics, chemistry, and physics do, why bother with it? After 
the rather modest beginning of semiotic inquiry (within the broader questions of philosophy), interest in 
formulating semiotic interrogations diminished. However, the still controversial “Middle Ages” were yet 
another start. The works of Roscelin (representative of extreme nominalism); Guillaume de Champeaux 
(who maintained that universals exist independent of names), and Abélard (on logic) stand as examples 
for the enthusiasm of those seeking in semiotics answers to the many challenges of those times. Let’s 
be clear: The fundamental opposition between nominalism and realism is a test case. If things are only 
names, semiotics would be in charge of the world. If, alternatively, the world, in its manifold materiality, 
were to look at names and call them a poor attempt at describing it, semiotics would be useless. Jean de 
Salisbury (Metalogicon) suggested that abstractions are not related to signs and take the role of names 
and naming. It is a fascinating journey to read Occam, William of Shyreswood, Lambert d’Auxerre, 
and Roger Bacon, first and foremost because their questions, extended to the domain of rationality, will 
inspire the third attempt at restarting semiotics in the classical age. To put it succinctly, it was not much 
more successful than the previous beginning. Hobbes (Leviathan, 1651) the Logique de Port Royal, (or 
The Art of Thinking, 1662) John Locke (the forms of reasoning and The Division of Sciences, 1690), and 
foremost, Leibniz (symbolic and mathematical thought, 1672-1696) are precursors of the modern rebirth 
associated with Saussure and Peirce and the already mentioned biosemiotics and semiotic engineering.
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Important, even for those disinclined to seek guidance in works of the past, is the distinction be-
tween language associated with convention or law (nomoi)—such as programming languages—or with 
nature (phusei)—such as the genetic code. Nobody expects today’s semioticians to become historians. 
But in the absence of a broader understanding of their concepts, semioticians will continue to explore, 
blindfolded, new continents (of thought and action). I do not doubt that Saussure and Peirce are valid 
references, but I suggest that Hermann Paul’s (1880) diachrony is far more conducive to understanding 
the specific dynamics of languages. This is only one example. Nikolai Sergeyevitch Troubetzkoy (1939) 
might be another, as is Louis Hjelmslev. Even Uexküll deserves better.

Opportunism Testifies to Shallowness

The modern rebirth of semiotics eventually legitimized what others were doing within their respective 
disciplines: philologists, structuralists, scholars in literary theory, and morphology. Many fascinating 
ideas were advanced, and it seemed that a promising new age had begun. But the effort had one major 
weakness: it remained focused on the sign. Once the new territory of semiotics was defined—mainly 
by connecting it to Peirce’s semiotics—many moved into it, while actually continuing to do what they 
had always done: interpretations of art and literature, with the help of scientific-sounding terminology. 
This is not unusual. The most recent example is the morphing of mathematicians and physicists into 
computer scientists. It took a while until the “new science” (if “new” can be justified in having Leibniz 
as the final reference) settled into its “language” and “methods.” But in the case of semiotics, those who 
ran over the border and sought “political asylum” in the “free country” of semiotics actually remain 
faithful (“captive” would be a more accurate descriptor) to their old questions and methods. The new 
terminology was not revealing, but obstructive.

Semiotics at a rather superficial level became the stage for literary critics, art historians, confused 
structuralists, and even for some linguists, mathematicians, and sociologists; even some philosophers 
ventured on the stage. Before long, we had the semiotics of feminism, multiculturalism, human rights, 
sexuality, food, and even the semiotics of wine; we had gay, lesbian and transgender semiotics, envi-
ronmental semiotics, and even climate change or sustainability semiotics. But no semiotics! Semiotics 
in this form became a critical discourse of convenience for everything opportunistic. Instead of a rigor-
ous dedication to meaning, these semiotic exercises mimicked everything that the sciences had already 
provided. Philosophy, in its classical form (i.e., as a speculative endeavor), could have performed the 
same without the heavy terminology that alienated even those who were convinced that semiotics was a 
legitimate endeavor. While all the subjects—and there are way more than what is listed—are, of course, 
relevant within the broader context of culture and civilization, the qualifier semiotic at most justified the 
opportunistic take around the sign as identifier, but did not essentially contribute anything constructive. 
Jokes about semiotics (“Is it the half of otics?”) replaced jokes about weather forecasters and statisticians.

LANGUAGE AND SEMIOTICS

While semiotics realized early on that language is the most complex sign system, the semiotic investiga-
tion into language was not really productive. I brought up Wittgenstein’s views, especially the realization 
that philosophical problems are in language, not in the world, because more than the celebrated semioti-
cians of language, he grounded language in human activity. To repeat: my main criticism of the semiot-
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ics of language concerns the abdication to the notion that semiotics is about the sign. That “language 
is the most complex sign system,” as stated above, was helpful in enlisting language competence—of 
linguists, grammarians, anthropologists, etc.—but also limiting. Moreover, it confirmed a logocratic 
view—language as dominant—to the detriment of other forms of expression and communication. This 
ideology went unchallenged until Peirce, and later Cassirer, each in his own way realized that a variety of 
semiotic processes complement the semiotics of language. From a different perspective, Roland Barthes 
thematized the totalitarian nature of language within culture. Within his views, totalitarian regimes rely 
upon the authority of language in order to consolidate their power. Even the sciences (physics, math-
ematics, chemistry, etc.) can at times consolidate their “power” through the “languages” they cultivate, 
to the detriment of alternative understandings in their object domain. Computer science and genetics 
(the language of gene expression) fully illustrate this thought.

Attempts were made within semiotics to challenge the logocratic model. For instance, some scholars, 
in the tradition of Locke, tried to advance semiotic notions connected to human activity; others (inspired 
by Jakob von Uexküll, as author of theoretical biology (1934/2010)) reached beyond the human being 
into the larger domain of nature. But within semiotics itself, dominated by scholars who fled language 
studies, such attempts were at best tolerated, but never taken as a scientific challenge. If, finally, semiot-
ics could in our days free itself from the obsession with sign-based language as object of its inquiry, it 
could make the progress everyone expected. A meaningful dialog among those who acknowledge images, 
sounds, smell, and tactility as relevant to interactions would certainly benefit semiotics. The fact that a 
musical score is much more than a string of notes (the syntax) is an almost trivial observation. That the 
score is, in the sense I suggest for a new foundation of semiotics, a narration invites a different under-
standing of semiotic processes. Indeed, from the narration to the stories it makes possible—the variety 
of interpretations, of performances, of meanings—the semiosis transcends that associated with signs. 
The dynamic dimension gives meaning to the semiotic approach. Similar reflections can be suggested 
for the narration embodied in images—regardless of whether they are realistic or abstract, photographs, 
typographic, video, mixed media—or for that matter associated with the sense of taste. A recipe is the 
“score” for the food which will be eventually prepared, cooked, eaten, enjoyed. Logocratic semiotics is 
simply incapable of effectively capturing the meaning on non-linguistic semiotic processes. Sign-based 
semiotics does not capture the meaning of the narration of the activity through which signs come to life.

Even though I have made some historical references, I’m not trying to rewrite the history of semiotics 
(in which very convincing work was already done). I am not even trying to associate moments in history 
with the currency of a particular subject. We are not short of histories as we are short of better semiotics. 
What I attempt here is to point to a development that explains the linguistic bent of even some of the 
best works produced at the end of the last century. The brilliant literary accomplishments of the French 
School, as well as the powerful arguments of the Vienna School, of the Russian-Prague formalists and 
the Soviet school, and even the German and American elaborations of the 1980s and 1990s are pretty 
much driven by the same implicit understanding that natural language is paradigmatic. A sign-focused 
semiotics further consolidated this position, instead of questioning it. We will not be able to escape the 
deadly embrace of this limited understanding unless and until semioticians establish a fresh perspective.

They should at least acknowledge that language is not always language. This is important because 
languages are structurally different, we miss the opportunity to take advantage of the characteristics 
of other cultures. (We have even generalized from the Indo-European languages to the new language 
of programming.) Moreover, we have generalized from Indo-European languages to images, sounds, 
and other expressive means, although their semiotic conditions are different. If the logocratic model is 
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problematic in the first place, it becomes even more so when it generalizes on account of a particular 
language experience instead of integrating as many as possible (corresponding to the richness of human 
activities unfolding in various contexts). However, at the periphery—i.e., exactly that part of the world 
that was ignored by Western semiotics—semiotic awareness “outside the box” has developed quite 
convincingly and semiotics gained in significance. Of course, the periphery was “colonized;” English is 
the lingua franca, and semiotics was imported like so many Western-based intellectual endeavors. But 
recently, awareness of language and logic characteristics of practical experiences not reducible to those 
of Western civilization started to inform alternative understandings.

Just as an example: French, typical of Western language and logic, and Japanese, of a very different 
language and logic, are difficult to reconcile. (To elaborate extends beyond the scope of this text. See 
Nadin (1997, pp. 168-169, 214, 325)). And so is the phonetic writing of many western languages differ-
ent from the synthetic Korean alphabet and from the Chinese. Within the space of examples promised, 
there is one example of the compression of writing (Figure 6).

But the semiotic process is even more evident in respect to artifacts of more recent date. For example, 
the word thermos in Korean (Figure 7).

Of course, the narration of the function of this industrial product is broader: how does the thermos 
work? In Chinese, the narration is more conspicuous: water is imprisoned and attached to a plate, and 
thus kept warm. The Korean narration is compressed, the English (dictionary definition): a container 
that keeps a drink or other fluid hot or cold by means of a double wall enclosing a vacuum.

Figure 6. From iconic representation to Chinese ideograms (cf. Dongguo (2008))

Figure 7. Korean “shorthand for the word thermos
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Along the line of the argument for the formative role that narration plays, I could have used the evo-
lution of number representation: from the fingers and toes to the more compressed notation of Arabic 
numerals. Writing the word for each number exceeding a certain scale is, obviously, less efficient than the 
mathematical notation: one million seven hundred thirty-eight thousand five hundred six vs. 1,738,506. 
The compression can go even further.

Quite interesting semiotics is practiced today in China, eager to embrace all sciences; in Korea, the 
world center of digital interaction; in Japan, which capitalized on semiotics more than any other economy; 
and in India. The latter is the recipient of most of Western outsourcing, which is often semiotic work by 
the way: translations, word processing, scanning, record keeping, programming, etc. While the sign is 
not discarded, the focus of such a work is rather on broader semiotic entities (text, narrative, game, etc.). 
This suggests, indirectly, an interest in issues of representation, which are not affected by differences in 
languages and the associated differences in logic (from the 2-valued Aristotelian logic to the Oriental 
multi-valued logical systems).

If only Baumgarten’s sketchy semiotics, which is part of his attempt to provide a foundation for 
aesthetics (Aesthetica 1750), were to be considered, semioticians would at least, instead of generalizing 
from the language-defined sign, seek a broader understanding of the sign as such, as Peirce attempted. 
Such an understanding will in the end have to translate into the most important dimension of the sci-
ences: predictive power. Humankind is pretty advanced in the predictive aspects of the physical world. 
Nevertheless, we are still at a loss in regard to predictive aspects of living processes—medical diagnostic 
and treatment come first to mind. Let it be pointed out here that the logographic-driven semiotics focused 
on the sign could at best deliver explanations for semiotic processes concluded (e.g., characteristic of 
the physical reality). Analytical performance characterizes this attempt. But even in the best of cases, it 
could not serve as knowledge on whose basis future semiotic processes could be envisaged or, for that 
matter, designed, tested, and validated as means to support human activity. A semiotics running after, 
instead of leading to, desired semiotic processes cannot serve as a bridge among sciences, and even less 
as an innovative field of human activity.

These lines are only an indirect argument in favor of more semiotics of the visual or of multimedia, 
of learning from the differences in various languages, and of discovering the underlying shared elements 
of such languages. Whether we like it or not, language ceased being the dominant means of knowledge 
acquisition, just as it ceased being the exclusive means of knowledge dissemination (Again, Nadin 
(1997). Representations in expressions other than in language—computer models and simulations, for 
instance—are the rule, not the exception. Moreover, representation, in its broad sense, shapes human 
interaction to the extent that it renders the semiotics of natural language an exercise in speculative rhetoric.

The fact that means of representation are simultaneously constitutive of our own thinking and acting 
is not yet reflected in the semiotic elaborations of our time. Some researchers, unfortunately ignoring 
each other, rushed to establish a computational semiotics, and even cognitive semiotics, not realizing 
that the fashionable qualifiers “computational” and “cognitive” mean, after all, a semiotics of semiotics. 
What semiotics does not need is a new way of packaging the worn-out speculations resulting from the 
ceremonial of an old-fashioned dance around the sign—the elusive princess at a ball where everyone 
seems blessed with eternal oblivion.

Since computational semiotics was mentioned (cf. Stephan 1996, Rieger 1997, 2003, Gudwin & 
Queiroz 2005), it is appropriate to ask whether such a discipline is possible. Computers, in the form used 
in our days (i.e., Turing machines performing algorithmic operations), are syntactic engines. Without a 
semantic dimension, and furthermore without a pragmatic opening, they are limited to a language of two 
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letters and a very constricting logic (Boolean). The semiotics of this language is very limited. However, 
the broad agreement that knowledge is expressed more and more in computational form could translate 
into a well-defined goal: express semiotic knowledge computationally. Of course, we are referring here 
to the meta-level. As such, the goal deserves attention because even though deterministic machines 
are inadequate for capturing nondeterministic processes, we can work towards conceiving new forms 
of processing that either mimic the living—such as neuronal networks or membrane computing—or 
even integrate the living (hybrid computation). Computational semiotics—making reference to Dmitri 
Pospelov and Eugene Pendergraft, to James Albus, to “language games”(behind which Wittgenstein 
is suspected), to Luis Rocha and Cliff Joslyn, and even to Leonid Perlovsky and his intelligent target 
tracker—is more than looking for justification for AI research, or for some computer-based terminol-
ogy associated with signs. It would be encouraging to engage those interested in foundational aspects 
of semiotics in a computational effort. One possible result could be a semiotic engine conceived as a 
procedure for generating representations and for supporting interpretation processes.

THE SEMIOTIC METHOD

The possibility of a semiotic engine brings up the third and last aspect I listed above: What defines the 
semiotic method? Our concepts, whether semiotic or not, are a projection of our own reality: who we 
are, what we are made of, how we change, how we interact. The world in which we live embodies matter 
in an infinite variety of expression. Its dynamics results from energy-related processes, themselves of 
infinite variety. There is change, including our own; there is the rate of change, testifying to an accel-
eration related to improved performance, but not necessarily to better understanding of what and why 
we do what we do. There is also failure. The Internet exemplifies this suggestively: more possibilities, 
more liabilities. For the new freedom (access to data, communication, social media, etc.), we pay with a 
sense of vulnerability that undermines not only individual integrity, but even the foundation of democ-
racy. “The Internet, our greatest tool of emancipation, has been transformed into the most dangerous 
facilitator of totalitarianism we have ever seen” (Assange, 2012, p. 1). The broader the scale of human 
endeavors, the bigger the scale at which we experience failure. For all practical purposes, a powerful 
earthquake and a massive tsunami are of a scale comparable to a nuclear power plant breakdown (and 
its many consequences). And there is the human being: We are what we do defines the living, including 
the human being. We are currently experiencing the computational condition of research and activity: a 
growing number of possibilities, immense risk. The computational extension of our reality opens new 
horizons; it also affects the nature of human existence, undermining the known in favor of possibilities 
that might erode the viability of the human species. Or, alternatively, increase it.

Among other things, humans observe nature (while being part of it) more through the deployment of 
computational means. And they attempt to change the world according to needs they have, desires they 
form, goals they express, capabilities they acquire. In this encompassing process of the human being’s 
continuous self-making, humans are semiotic animals able to operate not only on what is available (from 
stones, tree branches, edible vegetation, to swiftly running rivers and combustible matter), but also on 
representations of what the world actually is. Computation is representation driven—and generates more 
representations. This ability is acquired, tested, and continuously changing. To operate on representa-
tions is to transcend the immediate, the present. Only the zoon semiotikon (and similarly the animal 
symbolicum) has an awareness of the future in the sense that they can affect the dynamics of existence. 
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Only through the intermediary of semiotic processes of representation do human beings free themselves 
from the immediate—but at the price of mortgaging their own future. Only awareness of meaning can 
inform a course of action that will bring opportunity and risk into some balance.

THE GAME OF LIFE

Although it has the power of a Turing machine, Conway’s cellular automaton is not algorithmic: the 
“game” evolves only on account of its initial state (Figure 8). The initial patterns—living organisms on 
a checkerboard—is changed by using Conway’s rules (for birth, death, survival). Here they are: every 
living cell adjacent to two or three neighboring living cells survives; if the number of adjacent cells 
with four neighbors dies (overpopulation), a single neighboring living cell dies from isolation. Each 
empty cell adjacent to exactly (i.e., no more and no less) three neighbors is a birth cell. What does this 
mathematical game have to do with semiotics? As an undecidable entity—i.e., it cannot be fully and 
consistently described—it is a representation of change and self-configuration. It is, of course, not a 
sign, but rather, as it is played, a narration resulting in visual patterns.

The life of the narrative is its interpretation—in stories. These are the outcome of the dynamics of 
the game of life. But we are again a bit ahead of ourselves. Let’s step back to representation.

Representation is the prerequisite for natural or artificial reproduction (simulated in Conway’s game). 
The sperm and the egg to be fertilized are embodied representations of the particular male and female. 
The stem cell, unfolding under complex anticipatory dynamics, is part of the process. Computer programs 
“translate” algorithms—describing a course of action for reaching a well-defined goal—into operations 
on representations. Computer viruses, probably more than other successful programs, illustrate artificial 
reproduction as it results from a dynamics associated with pre-defined operations. The reverse engineered 
Stuxnet—the virus deployed by secret services to control friend and foe (Iran, at that time)—is a good 
introduction to the subject. Many other stealth programs are at work at spying on those connected to the 
Internet: for commercial purposes, for political reasons, for criminal activities. (If you are on Facebook, 
for example, you are spied on: each click is recorded and meaning is extracted.) Adaptive characteristics 
of the living and adaptive mechanisms in the world of machines, as different as they are, correspond to 
two different modalities for generating representations appropriate to changing contexts of existence or 
functioning. In adapting, the living experiences information processes, corresponding to energy- and 
matter-related phenomena, and semiotic processes, corresponding to meaning, and embodied in the 
narrative of life and its many associated stories.

Figure 8. Visual patterns in the Game of Life
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Space and time are constitutive representations characteristic of our epistemological focus (we want 
to know). Consequently, it is epistemologically suicidal not to realize that concepts, which are repre-
sentations, help to both describe and constitute the world. We perceive the world empowered (when not 
blinded) by our thinking and supported (when not handicapped) by artificially extended perceptions. We 
“see” today much, much more than what we see (just think about the “invisible” micro-level of matter, 
or the phenomena in the universe in which we exist); we “hear” today much more than what our ears 
bring to us. But in the end, we never escape the epistemological circularity of our perspectives. This 
applies to mathematics as it does to semiotics. For people focused on a sign-centered semiotics, a sign 
definition is as adequate as we can make it adequate. But it is a construct, always subject to questioning, 
as Sadowski (2010) recently questioned Peirce’s definition, or as I (Nadin 1983) questioned Saussure’s 
definition (notwithstanding the relevance of his linguistic contributions (cf. Bouissac, 2010). Something 
else is at stake: not the adequacy of sign-based semiotic concepts, but the ability to support, to guide 
practical experiences. The first integrated VLSI (i.e., integrated circuits), celebrated as one of the major 
accomplishments in the technology of the last 50 years, was a project in applied physics. Today, we 
integrate billions of transistors in a chip, or achieve technological performance in myriad ways, Physics 
and awareness of the characteristics of the living fuse into a new perspective. Deeper and deeper neural 
networks, i.e., mathematical constructs mimicking the real neuron (infinitely diverse) afford learning 
patterns that imitate human training. But after all is said and done, the entire effort is focused on repre-
sentations—of arithmetic, calculus, geometry, physics, etc. No doubt, the chip remains a magnificent 
outcome of mathematics, physics, chemistry, and technology, i.e., engineering. The artificial neuron is 
yet another example in the same league. But what is “condensed” on the chip or on the artificial neuron 
is knowledge—representations, not signs, expressed in digital form. Ultimately, this knowledge is a 
representation of all we know about arithmetic, calculus, geometry, etc., of what we know about graph-
ics, color, form, shape, etc. The most recent (and probably soon-to-be improved upon) computational 
“winner” of the Go game (against the world champion) owns the past of all Go games, but could not 
come up with a new game. In video games, the victory of information processing (implementation of 
the binocular parallax) is associated with a semiotic accomplishment: the meaning of 3D in situations 
of search, hiding, and exploring realistic representations of landscapes, etc. Machines playing against 
machines is the new form of gladiatorial combat: no more blood and death, but a lot of resources. An 
AI program can reverse engineer the game engine used in making the game! Playing hide-and-go-seek 
involves our individual characteristics, our ad hoc knowledge pertinent to hiding and seeking. Playing an 
MMOG (massively multi-player online game) involves embodied knowledge. If this knowledge reflects 
the reductionist-deterministic view of the world, the game will be a good simulation of this perspec-
tive—but not a new perspective of our own being, of our condition as semiotic animals. This is a world 
of action-reaction. Playing with others, located around the world, via the medium of the game recovers 
anticipation. This is a victory for semiotics, even if semioticians have to date missed the meaning of 
such innovative applications.

MONSIEUR JOURDAIN DID NOT KNOW HE WAS SPEAKING PROSE

Monsieur Jourdain: And this, the way I speak. What name would be applied to...?
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Philosophy Master: The way you speak?

Monsieur Jourdain: Yes.

Philosophy Master: Prose

Monsieur Jourdain: It’s prose. Well, what do you know about that! These forty years now, I’ve been 
speaking in prose without knowing it.

But what are semioticians doing while the world changes drastically and a new human being emerges? 
The old soup of psychoanalytic extraction is warmed up again and again; literary criticism is disguised 
as semiotic analysis; structuralist considerations are rewritten in semiotic jargon; linguistic terminology 
is made to appear semiotic. To forever analyze popular culture (after Barthes and Eco exhausted the 
theme), film, music, new media, and video games might lead to texts published by editors as clueless 
as the writers, but not to the knowledge that society has the legitimate right to expect from semiotics. 
Books on the semiotics of games will never replace the experience of the game itself, or of conceiving 
the game. One alternative, among many possible, could be the opening of a “Story Lab” where semiotics 
can be practiced in generating new stories, corresponding to the fast dynamics of the present, instead 
of continuing the impotent discourse on narrativity (without understanding the difference between nar-
ration and story). No less exciting is the goal of providing semiotic methods for the human interactions 
of the future, not just attempts to explain what these interactions were. (Useless analytical exercises in 
semiotics have already perverted the field and damaged its reputation!)

Have I given the impression that conditions were ideal in the “good old days” of the semiotic revival 
of the early 1970s (or earlier)? I hope not. Have I incited a conflict between succeeding generations of 
semioticians? Probably, in the sense that I still hold to the notion (Peircean, by the way) that without an 
ethics of terminology, each of us will be talking about something (the sign, let’s say) and understanding 
something else. The best example of this is the use of the word sign, and the tendency to substitute sym-

Figure 9. The Bourgeois Gentleman (Molière)
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bol for sign (or vice versa). Those falling for YouTube elaborations on semiotics would be well advised 
to undergo some form of decontamination or some training in the ethics of terminology. For this ethics 
to emerge, we also need an encompassing semiotic culture: more people who read primary sources, not 
approximate derivations, and more people with original ideas who actually read what has already been 
written on a topic—and give credit where credit is due. Yes, there was more scholarship before, despite 
the absence of Google or Wikipedia—sources of generalized mediocrity, which some believe substitute 
for true research effort. Without the realization of the need for scholarship, well-intended newcomers 
will rediscover “continents” that were already explored, and consequently miss their chance to contribute 
fresh thoughts.

Mediocrity corresponds to a new semiotic condition of the human being. Within shorter cycles of 
change, and under the inescapable pressure of faster dynamics, there is no room left for depth. Human-
kind is shaping itself as a species of shallow enterprise, an existence focused on breadth not depth, con-
tributing spectacularly to its own end (within a perspective of time that makes the end still far away). I 
know of “distinguished professors” (their official, but not earned, title) who cannot distinguish between 
semiology and semiotics, between meaning and significance, between data and information, and who 
cannot even pronounce “Peirce” and “Saussure” correctly. But they don’t shy away from disseminating 
their ignorance to young people who trust them by virtue of their institutional identity. Authority built 
on language games ends up as academic charlatanism.

In various attempts at making up “specialized” semiotics—of music, law, sex, and so on and so 
on—mostly left in some state of indeterminacy, well-intentioned authors decided to use the concept of 
the sign in order to deal with particular objects of their interest. Obviously, someone can take a ruler to 
measure how long a carrot is, or how short a mouse’s nose. Appropriateness of perspective, and thus of 
qualifiers for a certain action or tool, is a methodological prerequisite for any scientific endeavor. Phi-
losophy is not measured in gallons; a work of art is not reducible to the number of knots in the canvas; 
music is not the map of sound frequencies. The sign, well- or ill-defined, can be the identifier of choice 
for pragmatic reasons: How well does the STOP sign perform its function? (Keep in mind: when the car 
is fully automated, i.e., the driverless, autonomous vehicle, the sign as such becomes obsolete.) How 
appropriate are the various components of a sign such as a logo in a corporate identity “language”? (But 
when the life of a corporation is no longer than the life of its only product, identity is consumed.) Why 
is a certain selection made (color, shape, rhythm) in the attempt to establish conventions for commu-
nication purposes, or within a culture? (Such choices will change as fast as anything does in our time.)

Semiotics is not reducible to signs, or to the formal relation among signs (what is called syntax). 
Those who do not realize this irreducibility might at times generalize in a manner not beneficial to 
semiotics. The best example is that of semioticians forcing their contrived terminology on hot domains 
of knowledge. Biosemiotics (Barbieri (2007)) is such a domain; and many self-delusional attempts have 
been made to find semiotics in biology, instead of first asking the question of how semiotics might be 
relevant to advancing biology. Biological processes consist of both informational and semiotic processes: 
they are narrations. This could be important to semioticians, but only after they find out what this means. 
However, more important than the syntax of life is life itself, a narration that encompasses semiotics and 
pragmatics. Its deviations in stories (disease, accident, birth and death, etc.) are far more conducive to 
knowledge than inventories of signs.

Kull and Velmezova (2014) honored by assessment:
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The day when scholars and students of semiotics become the hottest commodity in the labor market and 
are traded like neurosurgeons, high-performance programmers, footballs players, movie stars, or anima-
tors, we will all know that semiotics finally made it. Currently, semiotics is of marginal interest, at most, 
in academia. Nobody hires semioticians. I am convinced that this can change. But for this change to 
come about, everyone involved in semiotics will have to think in a different way, to redefine their goals. 
Semioticians need the patience and dedication necessary for working on foundational aspects, starting 
with defining the specific domain knowledge and the appropriate methodology. And they need to define 
a research agenda for semiotics above and beyond the speculative. 

As a dedicated scholar of the respectable Tartu School (usually identified with Lotman), Kalevi Kull 
might have decided to quote these words because he belongs to those who candidly wish that semiotics 
will do better than it now does.
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ENDNOTES

1  “How soon will we see the nanometer-scale robots envisaged by K. Eric Drexler and other molecular 
nanotechologists? The simple answer is never.”

2  Semiotics and Communication Studies, Victoria College; the Toronto Semiotic Circle (founded in 
1973) is still active. An International Summer Institute for Semiotic and Structural Studies takes 
place regularly.

3  The Kaunas University of Technology hosts an International Semiotics Institute; there is also an 
online Semiotics Institute.

4  “We make ‘inner fictions or symbols’ of outward objects, and these symbols are so constituted 
that the necessary consequences of the images are always images of the necessary consequences 
of the imaged objects.”

5  Famous as a physicist, John Archibald Wheeler insisted on the meaning of information (see Davies, 
2004, pp. 8-10). Davies, C. W. P. (2004). John Archibald Wheeler and the clash of ideas. In J. D. 
Barrow, C. W. P. Davies, & C. L. Harper (Eds.), Science and ultimate reality (pp. 3-24). London: 
Cambridge University Press.
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ABSTRACT

Computationalism should not be the view that (human) cognition is computation; it should be the view 
that cognition (simpliciter) is computable. It follows that computationalism can be true even if (human) 
cognition is not the result of computations in the brain. If semiotic systems are systems that interpret 
signs, then both humans and computers are semiotic systems. Finally, minds can be considered as virtual 
machines implemented in certain semiotic systems, primarily the brain, but also AI computers.

INTRODUCTION

This essay treats three topics: computationalism, semiotic systems, and cognition (the mind), offering 
what I feel is the proper treatment of computationalism. From this, certain views about semiotic sys-
tems and minds follow (or, at least, are consistent): First, I argue that computationalism should not be 
understood as the view that (human) cognition is computation, but that it should be understood as the 
view that cognition (human or otherwise) is computable. On this view, it follows that computational-
ism can be true even if (human) cognition is not the result of computations in the brain. Second, I argue 
that, if semiotic systems are systems that interpret signs, then both humans and computers are semiotic 
systems. Finally, I suggest that minds should be considered as virtual machines implemented in certain 
semiotic systems: primarily brains, but also AI computers. In the course of presenting and arguing for 
these positions, I respond to Fetzer’s (2011) arguments to the contrary.1
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THE PROPER TREATMENT OF COMPUTATIONALISM

Computationalism is often characterized as the thesis that cognition is computation. Its origins can be 
traced back at least to Thomas Hobbes:

For REASON, in this sense [i.e., as among the faculties of the mind], is nothing but reckoning—that 
is, adding and subtracting—of the consequences of general names agreed upon for the marking and 
signifying of our thoughts… (Hobbes, 1651, Part I, Ch. 5, p. 46).2

It is a view whose popularity, if not its origins, has been traced back to McCulloch & Pitts (1943), 
Hilary Putnam (1960 or 1961) and Jerry Fodor (1975) (see Horst, 2009, Piccinini, 2010). This is usually 
interpreted to mean that the mind, or the brain—whatever it is that exhibits cognition—computes, or is 
a computer. Consider these passages, more or less (but not entirely) randomly chosen:3

•	 A Plan is any hierarchical process in the organism that can control the order in which a sequence 
of operations is to be performed. A Plan is, for an organism, essentially the same as a program for 
a computer (Miller et al., 1960, p. 16).4

•	 [H]aving a propositional attitude is being in some computational relation to an internal represen-
tation. …Mental states are relations between organisms and internal representations, and causally 
interrelated mental states succeed one another according to computational principles which apply 
formally to the representations (Fodor, 1975, p. 198).

•	 [C]ognition ought to be viewed as computation. [This] rests on the fact that computation is the 
only worked-out view of process that is both compatible with a materialist view of how a process 
is realized and that attributes the behavior of the process to the operation of rules upon representa-
tions. In other words, what makes it possible to view computation and cognition as processes of 
fundamentally the same type is the fact that both are physically realized and both are governed by 
rules and representations (Pylyshyn, 1980, p. 111).

•	 [C]ognition is a type of computation (Pylyshyn, 1985, p. xiii.)
•	 The basic idea of the computer model of the mind is that the mind is the program and the brain the 

hardware of a computational system (Searle, 1990, p. 21).
•	 Computationalism is the hypothesis that cognition is the computation of functions. …The job for 

the computationalist is to determine…which specific functions explain specific cognitive phe-
nomena (Dietrich, 1990, p. 135, my italics).

•	 [T]he Computational Theory of Mind…is…the best theory of cognition that we’ve got…. (Fodor, 
2000, p. 1).

•	 Tokens of mental processes are ‘computations;’ that is, causal chains of (typically inferential) 
operations on mental representations (Fodor, 2008, pp. 5–6).

•	 The core idea of cognitive science is that our brains are a kind of computer…. Psychologists try 
to find out exactly what kinds of programs our brains use, and how our brains implement those 
programs (Gopnik, 2009, p. 43).

•	 [A] particular philosophical view that holds that the mind literally is a digital computer…, and 
that thought literally is a kind of computation…will be called the “Computational Theory of 
Mind”…. (Horst, 2009).
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•	 Computationalism…is the view that the functional organization of the brain (or any other function-
ally equivalent system) is computational, or that neural states are computational states (Piccinini, 
2010, p. 271).

•	 These remarkable capacities of computers—to manipulate strings of digits and to store and ex-
ecute programs—suggest a bold hypothesis. Perhaps brains are computers, and perhaps minds are 
nothing but the programs running on neural computers (Piccinini, 2010, p, 277–278).

•	 Advances in computing raise the prospect that the mind itself is a computational system—a posi-
tion known as the computational theory of mind (Rescorla, 2015).

That cognition is computation is an interesting claim, one well worth exploring, and it may even be 
true. But it is too strong: It is not the kind of claim that is usually made when one says that a certain 
behavior can be understood computationally (Rapaport, 1998). There is a related claim that, because it 
is weaker, is more likely to be true and—more importantly—is equally relevant to computational theo-
ries of cognition, because it preserves the crucial insight that cognition is capable of being explained in 
terms of the mathematical theory of computation.

Before stating what I think is the proper version of the thesis of computationalism, let me clarify two 
terms: (1) I will use ‘cognition’5 as a synonym for such terms as ‘thinking,’ ‘intelligence’ (as in ‘AI,’ not 
as in ‘IQ’), ‘mentality,’ ‘understanding,’ ‘intentionality,’ etc. Cognition is whatever cognitive scientists 
study, including (in alphabetical order) believing (and, perhaps, knowing), consciousness, emotion, 
language, learning, memory, (perhaps) perception, planning, problem solving, reasoning, representation 
(including categories, concepts, and mental imagery), sensation, thought, etc. Knowing might not be part 
of cognition, insofar as it depends on the way the world is (knowing is often taken to be justified true 
belief) and thus would be independent of what goes on in the mind or brain; perception also depends on 
the way the world is (see below). (2) An “algorithm” for an executor E to achieve a goal G is, informally, 
a procedure (or “method”) for E to achieve G, where (a) E is the agent—human or computer—that 
carries out the algorithm (or executes, or implements, or “follows” it), (b) the procedure is a set (usu-
ally, a sequence) of statements (or “steps,” usually “rules” or instructions), and (c) G is the solution of 
a (particular kind of) problem, the answer to a (particular kind of) question, or the accomplishment of 
some (particular kind of) task. (See the Appendix for more details.)

Various of these features can be relaxed: One can imagine a procedure that has all these features of 
algorithms but that has no specific goal, e.g., “Compute 2+2; then read Moby Dick.,” or one for which 
there is no executor, or one that yields output that is only approximately correct (sometimes called a 
‘heuristic’), etc. For alternative informal formulations of “algorithm,” see the Appendix. Several differ-
ent mathematical, hence precise, formulations of this still vague notion have been proposed, the most 
famous of which is Alan Turing’s (1936) notion of (what is now called in his honor) a ‘Turing machine.’ 
Because all of these precise, mathematical formulations are logically equivalent, the claim that the in-
formal notion of “algorithm” is a Turing machine is now known as “Turing’s thesis” (or as “Church’s 
thesis” or the “Church-Turing thesis,” after Alonzo Church, whose “lambda calculus” was another one 
of the mathematical formulations).

Importantly, for present purposes, when someone says that a mathematical function or a certain phe-
nomenon or behavior is “computable,” they mean that there is an algorithm that outputs the values of 
that function when given its legal inputs6 or that produces that phenomenon or behavior—i.e., that one 
could write a computer program that, when executed on a suitable computer, would enable that computer 
to perform (i.e., to output) the appropriate behavior. Hence: Computationalism, properly understood, 
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should be the thesis that cognition is computable, i.e., that there is an algorithm (more likely, a family 
of algorithms) that computes cognitive functions.

I take the basic research question of computational cognitive science to ask, “How much of cognition 
is computable?” And I take the working assumption (or expectation, or hope) of computational cognitive 
science to be that all cognition is computable. This formulation of the basic research question allows for 
the possibility that the hopes will be dashed—that some aspects of cognition might not be computable. 
In that event, the interesting question will be: Which aspects are not computable, and why?7 Although 
several philosophers have offered “non-existence proofs” that cognition is not computable,8 none of 
these are so mathematically convincing that they have squelched all opposition. And, in any case, it is 
obvious that much of cognition is computable (see Johnson-Laird, 1988, Edelman, 2008b, Forbus, 2010 
for surveys). Philip N. Johnson-Laird (1988, pp. 26-27) has expressed it well:

The goal of cognitive science is to explain how the mind works. Part of the power of the discipline re-
sides in the theory of computability. …Some processes in the nervous system seem to be computations…. 
Others…are physical processes that can be modeled in computer programs. But there may be aspects of 
mental life that cannot be modeled in this way…. There may even be aspects of the mind that lie outside 
scientific explanation.

However, I suspect that so much of cognition will eventually be shown to be computable that the resi-
due, if any, will be negligible and ignorable. This leads to the following “implementational implication:” 
If (or to the extent that) cognition is computable, then anything that implements cognitive computations 
would be (to that extent) cognitive. Informally, such an implementation would “really think.” As Newell, 
Shaw, & Simon (1958, p. 153) put it (explicating Turing’s notion of the “universal” Turing machine, or 
stored-program computer), “if we put any particular program in a computer, we have in fact a machine 
that behaves in the way prescribed by the program.” The “particular program” they were referring to was 
one for “human problem solving,” so a computer thus programmed would indeed solve problems, i.e., 
exhibit a kind of cognition. This implication is probably a more general point, not necessarily restricted 
to computationalism. Suppose, as some would have it, that cognition turns out to be fully understandable 
only in terms of differential equations (Forbus, 2010 hints at this but does not endorse it) or dynamic 
systems (van Gelder, 1995). Arguably, anything that implements cognitive differential equations or a 
cognitive dynamic system would be cognitive.

The more common view, that cognition is computation, is a “strong” view that the mind or brain 
is a computer. It claims that how the mind or brain does what it does is by computing. My view, that 
cognition is computable, is a weaker view that what the mind or brain does can be described in compu-
tational terms, but that how it does it is a matter for neuroscience to determine.9 Interestingly, some of the 
canonical statements of “strong” computationalism are ambiguous between the two versions. Consider 
some of Fodor’s early statements in his Language of Thought (1975): “[H]aving a propositional attitude 
is being in some computational relation to an internal representation (p. 198, Fodor’s emphasis).This 
could be interpreted as the weaker claim that the relation is computable. The passage continues: “The 
intended claim is that the sequence of events that causally determines the mental state of an organism 
will be describable as a sequence of steps in a derivation…. (p. 198, my emphases). The use of ‘caus-
ally’ suggests the stronger—implementational—view, but the use of ‘describable as’ suggests the weaker 
view. There’s more:
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More exactly: Mental states are relations between organisms and internal representations, and caus-
ally interrelated mental states succeed one another according to computational principles which apply 
formally to the representations (p. 198, my boldface, Fodor’s italics).

If ‘according to’ means merely that they behave in accordance with those computational principles, 
then this is consistent with my—weaker—view, but if it means that they execute those principles, then 
it sounds like the stronger view. Given Fodor’s other comments and the interpretations of other scholars, 
and in light of later statements such as the quote from 2008, above, I’m sure that Fodor always had the 
stronger view in mind. But the potentially ambiguous readings give a hint of the delicacy of interpretation.10

That cognition is computable is a necessary—but not sufficient—condition for it to be computation. 
The crucial difference between cognition as being computable rather than as being computation is that, 
on the weaker view, the implementational implication holds even if humans don’t implement cognition 
computationally. In other words, it allows for the possibility that human cognition is computable but is 
not computed. For instance, Gualtiero Piccinini (2005, 2007) has argued that “spike trains” (sequences 
of “action potential”) in groups of neurons—which, presumably, implement human cognition—are not 
representable as strings of digits, hence not computational. But this does not imply that the functions11 
whose outputs they produce are not computable, possibly by different mechanisms operating on differ-
ent primitive elements in a different (perhaps non-biological) medium. And Makuuchi et al. (2009, p. 
8362) say:

If the processing of PSG [phrase structure grammar] is fundamental to human language, the [sic] ques-
tions about how the brain implements this faculty arise. The left pars opercularis (LPO), a posterior 
part of Broca’s area, was found as a neural correlate of the processing of AnBn sequences in human 
studies by an artificial grammar learning paradigm comprised of visually presented syllables…. These 
2 studies therefore strongly suggest that LPO is a candidate brain area for the processor of PSG (i.e., 
hierarchical structures).

This is consistent with computability without computation. However, Makuuchi et al. (2009, p. 8365) 
later say:

The present study clearly demonstrates that the syntactic computations involved in the processing of 
syntactically complex sentences is neuroanatomically separate from the non-syntactic VWM [verbal 
working memory], thus favoring the view that syntactic processes are independent of general VWM.

That is, brain locations where real computation is needed in language processing are anatomically 
distinct from brain locations where computation is not needed. This suggests that the brain could be 
computational, contra Piccinini. Similarly, David J. Lobina (2010), Lobina & García-Albea (2009) has 
argued that, although certain cognitive capabilities are recursive (another term that is sometimes used 
to mean “computable”), they might not be implemented in the brain in a recursive fashion. After all, 
algorithms that are most efficiently expressed recursively are sometimes compiled into more-efficiently 
executable, iterative (non-recursive) code.12
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Often when we investigate some phenomenon (e.g., cognition, life, computation, flight), we begin 
by studying it as it occurs in nature, and then abstract away (or “ascend”) from what might be called 
‘implementation details’ (Rapaport 1999, 2005b) to arrive at a more abstract or general version of the 
phenomenon, from which we can “descend” to (re-)implement it in a different medium. When this oc-
curs, the term that referred to the original (concrete) phenomenon changes its referent to the abstract 
phenomenon and then becomes applicable—perhaps metaphorically so—to the new (concrete) phenom-
enon. So, for instance, flight as it occurs in birds has been reimplemented in airplanes; ‘flying’ now 
refers to the more abstract concept that is multiply realized in birds and planes (cf. Ford & Hayes, 1998; 
Rapaport, 2000; Forbus, 2010, p. 2). And computation as done by humans in the late 19th through early 
20th centuries13 was—after Turing’s analysis—reimplemented in machines; ‘computation’ now refers 
to the more abstract concept. Indeed, Turing’s (1936) development of (what would now be called) a 
computational theory of human computation seems to me to be pretty clearly the first AI program! (See 
the Appendix, and below).

The same, I suggest, may (eventually) hold true for ‘cognition’ (Rapaport, 2000). (And, perhaps, for 
artificial “life.”) As Turing (1950, p. 442, my emphasis) said,

The original question, ‘Can machines think?’ I believe to be too meaningless to deserve discussion. Nev-
ertheless I believe that at the end of the century the use of words and general educated opinion will have 
altered so much that one will be able to speak of machines thinking without expecting to be contradicted.

“General educated opinion” changes when we abstract and generalize, and “the use of words” changes 
when we shift reference from a word’s initial application to the more abstract or general phenomenon. 
Similarly, Derek Jones (2010) proposed the following “metaphysical thesis:” “Underlying biological 
mechanisms are irrelevant to the study of behavior/systems as such. The proper object of study is the 
abstract system considered as a multiply realized high-level object.”

This issue is related to a dichotomy in cognitive science over its proper object of study: Do (or should) 
cognitive scientists study human cognition in particular, or (abstract) cognition in general? Computational 
psychologists lean towards the former; computational philosophers (and AI researchers) lean towards the 
latter (see note 9; cf. Levesque, 2012, who identifies the former with cognitive science and the latter with 
AI). We see this, for example, in the shift within computational linguistics from developing algorithms 
for understanding natural language using “human language concepts” to developing them using statisti-
cal methods: Progress was made when it was realized that “you don’t have to do it like humans” (Lohr, 
2010, quoting Alfred Spector on the research methodology of Frederick Jelinek; for further discussion 
of this point, see Forbus, 2010).

SYNTACTIC SEMANTICS

Three principles underlie computationalism properly treated. I call them “internalism,” “syntacticism,” 
and “recursive understanding.” Together, these constitute a theory of “syntactic semantics.”14 In the 
present essay, because of space limitations, I will primarily summarize this theory and refer the reader 
to earlier publications for detailed argumentation and defense (Rapaport 1986, 1988, 1995, 1998, 1999, 
2000, 2002, 2003a, 2005b, 2006, 2011).
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Internalism

Internalism is the principle whereby cognitive agents have direct access only to internal representatives 
of external objects. This thesis is related to theses called “methodological solipsism” (Fodor, 1980, 
arguing against Putnam, 1975)15 and “individualism” (see, e.g., Segal, 1989, arguing against Burge, 
1986).16 It is essentially Kant’s point embodied in his distinction between noumenal things-in-themselves 
and their phenomenal appearances as filtered through our mental concepts and categories: We only 
have (direct) access to “phenomena,” not noumena. Or, as expressed by a contemporary computational 
cognitive scientist, “My phenomenal world…[is] a neural fiction perpetrated by the senses” (Edelman, 
2008b, p. 426). It is also related to many issues discussed by the Logical Positivists (see Coffa, 1991, 
p. 8, 67, 140, 176, 310ff, 364ff, & Ch. 9). Internalism is the inevitable consequence of the fact that “the 
output [of sensory transducers] is…the only contact the cognitive system ever has with the environment” 
(Pylyshyn 1985, p. 158).17 As Ray Jackendoff (2002) put it, a cognitive agent understands the world 
by “pushing the world into the mind.” Or, as David Hume (1777, part 1, p. 152) put it, “the existences 
which we consider, when we say, this house and that tree, are nothing but perceptions in the mind and 
fleeting copies or representations of other existences” (cf. Rapaport, 2000).

This can be seen clearly in two cases: (1) What I see is the result of a long process that begins out-
side my head with photons reflected off the physical object that I am looking at, and that ends with a 
qualitative mental image (what is sometimes called a “sense datum;” cf. Huemer, 2011) produced by 
neuron firings in my brain. These are internal representatives of the external object. Moreover, there is 
a time delay; what I am consciously aware of at time t is my mental representative of the external object 
as it was at some earlier time t′:

Computation necessarily takes time and, because visual perception requires complex computations, …
there is an appreciable latency—on the order of 100msec—between the time of the retinal stimulus and 
the time of the elicited perception (Changizi et al. 2008, p. 460).

This is in addition to the time that it takes the reflected photons to reach my eye, thus beginning the 
computational process. I agree with Huemer (2011) that this implies that we do “not directly perceive 
anything…outside of” us (my emphasis). (2) Although my two eyes look at a single external object, they 
do so from different perspectives; consequently, they see different things. These two perceptions are 
combined by the brain’s visual system into a single, three-dimensional perception, which is constructed 
and internal (cf. Julesz’s 1971 notion of the “cyclopean eye”). Moreover, I can be aware of (i.e., perceive) 
the two images from my eyes simultaneously; I conclude from this that what I perceive is not what is 
“out there”: There is only one thing “out there,” but I perceive two things (cf. Hume 1739, Book I, part 
4, §2, pp. 210-211; Ramachandran & Rogers-Ramachandran, 2009). Similarly the existence of saccades 
implies that “my subjective, phenomenal experience of a static scene” is internal (“irreal,” a “simulation 
of reality”) (Edelman, 2008b, pp. 410).

There is a related point from natural-language semantics: Not all words of a language have an external 
referent, notably words (like ‘unicorn’) for non-existents. In Rapaport 1981, I argued that it is best to 
treat all words uniformly as having only internal “referents.” Just as my meaning for ‘unicorn’ will be 
some internal mental concept, so should my meaning for ‘horse.’ Consequently, both words and their 
meanings (including any external objects that serve as the referents of certain words) are represented 
internally in a single language of thought (LOT; see Fodor, 1975). “Methodological solipsism”—the 
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(controversial) position that access to the external world is unnecessary (Fodor, 1980; cf. Rapaport, 
2000)18—underlies representationalism:

If a system—creature, network router, robot, mind—cannot “reach out and touch” some situation in 
which it is interested, another strategy, deucedly clever, is available: it can instead exploit meaningful 
or representational structures in place of the situation itself, so as to allow it to behave appropriately 
with respect to that distal, currently inaccessible state of affairs (B.C. Smith, 2010).

For computers, the single, internal LOT might be an artificial neural network or some kind of knowl-
edge-representation, reasoning, and acting system (such as SNePS; see Shapiro & Rapaport, 1987). For 
humans, the single, internal LOT is a biological neural network.19

It is this last fact that allows us to respond to most of the objections to internalism (see, e.g., Huemer 
2011 for a useful compendium of them). For example, consider the objection that an internal mental 
representative (call it a “sense datum,” “quale,” whatever) of, say, one of Wilfrid Sellars’s pink ice cubes 
is neither pink (because it does not reflect any light) nor cubic (because it is not a three-dimensional 
physical object). Suppose that we really are looking at an external, pink ice cube. Light reflects off the 
surface of the ice cube, enters my eye through the lens, and is initially processed by the rods and cones 
in my retina, which transduce the information20 contained in the photons into electrical and chemical 
signals that travel along a sequence of nerves, primarily the optic nerve, to my visual cortex. Eventually, 
I see the ice cube (or: I have a mental image of it). Exactly how that experience of seeing (that mental 
image) is produced is, of course a version of the “hard” problem of consciousness (Chalmers, 1996). 
But we do know that certain neuron firings that are the end result of the ice cube’s reflection of photons 
into my eyes are (or are correlated with) my visual experience of pink; others are (correlated with) my 
visual experience of cubicness. But now imagine a pink ice cube; presumably, the same or similar neu-
rons are firing and are (correlated with) my mental image of pinkness and cubicness. In both cases, it 
is those neuron firings (or whatever it is that might be correlated with them) that constitute my internal 
representative. In neither case is there anything internal that is pink or cubic; in both cases, there is some-
thing that represents pinkness or cubicness (Shapiro, 1993, Rapaport, 2005b, Shapiro & Bona, 2010).

As I noted above, perception, like knowledge, might not be a strictly (i.e., internal) cognitive phenom-
enon, depending as it does on the external world.21 When I see the ice cube, certain neuron firings are 
directly responsible for my visual experience, and I might think, “That’s a pink ice cube.” That thought 
is, presumably, also due to (or identical with) some (other) neuron firings. Finally, presumably, those 
two sets of neuron firings are somehow correlated or associated, either by the visual ones causing the 
conceptual ones or both of them being caused by the visual stimulation; in any case, they are somehow 
“bound” together.

My experience of the pink ice cube and my thought (or thoughts) that it is pink and cubic (or that 
there is a pink ice cube in front of me) occur purely in my brain. They are, if you will, purely solipsistic. 
(They are not merely methodologically solipsistic. Methodological solipsism is a research strategy: A 
third-person observer’s theory of my cognitive processes that ignored the real ice cube and paid attention 
only to my neuron firings would be methodologically solipsistic.) Yet there are causal links between the 
neurological occurrences (my mental experiences) and an entity in the real world, namely, the ice cube.

What about a cognitively programmed computer or robot? Suppose that it has a vision system and 
that some sort of camera lens is facing a pink ice cube. Light reflects off the surface of the ice cube, 
enters the computer’s vision system through the lens, and is processed by the vision system (say, in 
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some descendent of the way that Marr 1982 described). Eventually, let’s say, the computer constructs 
a representation of the pink ice cube in some knowledge-representation language (it may be a pictorial 
language). When the computer sees (or “sees”) the ice cube, it might think (or “think”), “That’s a pink 
ice cube.” That thought might also be represented in the same knowledge-representation language (e.g., 
as is done in the knowledge-representation, reasoning, and acting system SNePS). Finally, those two 
representations are associated (Srihari & Rapaport, 1989, 1990).

The computer’s “experience” of the pink ice cube and its thought (or “thoughts”) that it is pink and 
cubic (or that there is a pink ice cube in front of it) occur purely in its knowledge base. They are purely 
solipsistic. Yet there are causal links between the computational representations and the ice cube in the 
real world. There is no significant difference between the computer and the human. Both can “ground” 
their “thoughts” of the pink ice cube in reality yet deal with their representations of both the phrase ‘ice 
cube’ and the ice cube in the same, purely syntactic, language of thought. Each can have a syntactic, yet 
semantic, relation between its internal representation of the linguistic expression and its internal rep-
resentation of the object that it “means,” and each can have external semantic relations between those 
internal representations and the real ice cube. However, neither can have direct perceptual access to the 
real ice cube to see if it matches their representation:

Kant was rightly impressed by the thought that if we ask whether we have a correct conception of the 
world, we cannot step entirely outside our actual conceptions and theories so as to compare them with 
a world that is not conceptualized at all, a bare “whatever there is” (Williams, 1998, p. 40).

Of course, both the computer (if equipped with effectors) and the human can grasp the real ice 
cube.22 It might be objected that internalism underestimates the role of situatedness and embodiment 
of cognitive agents. Quite the contrary. First, any situated or embodied cognitive agent must internalize 
the information it receives from the environment that it is situated in, and it must process and respond 
to that information in the form in which it is received. Such information may be incomplete or noisy, 
hence not fully representative of the actual environment, but those are the cards that that agent has been 
dealt and that it must play with (cf. Shapiro & Rapaport, 1991). Second, the software- and hardware-
embodied cognitive agents developed by colleagues in my research group operate (i.e., are situated) in 
real and virtual environments, yet are constructed on the “internal” principles adumbrated here, so they 
constitute a demonstration that situatedness and embodiment are not inconsistent with internal process-
ing of symbols (Shapiro, 1998, 2006; Shapiro et al., 2001; Santore & Shapiro, 2003; Shapiro & Ismail, 
2003; Goldfain, 2006; Anstey et al., 2009; Shapiro & Bona, 2010; and cf. Vera & Simon, 1993).

Finally, there is the issue of whether a cognitive computer (or a cognitively programmed computational 
agent) must have a sensory-motor interface to the real, or a virtual, environment in which it is situated. 
I am willing to limit my arguments to computers that do have such an interface to the real, external 
world. If one is willing to allow such an interface to a virtual world, however, and if that virtual world 
is completely independent from the computational agent, then the two situations (real vs. virtual) are 
parallel. If on the other hand, the virtual environment is completely internal to the computational agent 
(i.e., the agent believes falsely that it is really situated in that environment), then we have a situation 
about which there might be disagreement. However, I would maintain that such a (delusional!) agent is 
in a situation no different from the first kind of agent, because, in both cases, the agent must internalize 
its environment.
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Syntacticism

It follows that words, their meanings, and semantic relations between them are all syntactic. Both ‘syntax’ 
and ‘semantics’ can mean different things. On one standard interpretation, ‘syntax’ is synonymous with 
‘grammar,’ and ‘semantics’ is synonymous with ‘meaning’ or ‘reference’ (to the external world). But 
more general and inclusive conceptions can be found in Charles Morris (1938, pp. 6–7):

One may study the relations of signs to the objects to which the signs are applicable. …the study of this 
[relation]…will be called semantics. [The study of]…the formal relation of signs to one another…will 
be named syntactics.

On the nature of syntax, consider this early definition from the Oxford English Dictionary: “Orderly 
or systematic arrangement of parts or elements; constitution (of a body); a connected order or system 
of things.”23 In a study of the history of the concept, Roland Posner (1992, p. 37) says that syntax “is 
that branch of Semiotics that studies the formal aspects of signs, the relations between signs, and the 
combinations of signs.” On both of those senses, ‘syntax’ goes far beyond grammar. Throughout this 
essay, I use ‘syntax’ in that broader sense (except when quoting); when I intend the narrower meaning, 
I will use ‘grammar’ or ‘grammatical syntax.’

On the nature of semantics, we might compare Alfred Tarski’s (1944, p. 345) characterization: “Se-
mantics is a discipline which, speaking loosely, deals with certain relations between expressions of a 
language and the objects…‘referred to’ by those expressions” (original italics and original scare quotes 
around ‘referred to,’ suggesting that the relation need not be one of reference to external objects). But, 
surely, translation from one language to another is also an example of semantic interpretation, though 
of a slightly different kind: Rather than semantics considered as relations between linguistic expressions 
and objects in the world, in translation it is considered as relations between linguistic expressions in one 
language and linguistic expressions in another language. (We say that the French word ‘chat’ means 
“cat” in English.)

In fact, all relationships between two domains can be seen as interpretations of one of the domains in 
terms of the other—as a mapping from one domain to another. A mapping process is an algorithm that 
converts, or translates, one domain to another (possibly the same one). The input domain is the syntactic 
domain; the output domain is the semantic domain. (I have argued elsewhere that implementation, or 
realization, of an “abstraction” in some “concrete” medium is also such a mapping, hence a semantic 
interpretation *Rapaport, 1999, 2005b; cf. Dresner, 2010).

Generalizing only slightly, both syntax and semantics are concerned with relationships: syntax with 
relations among members of a single set (e.g., a set of signs, or marks,24 or neurons, etc.), and semantics 
with relations between two sets (e.g., a set of signs, marks, neurons, etc., on the one hand, and a set of 
their meanings, on the other). More generally, semantics can be viewed as the study of relations between 
any two sets whatsoever, including, of course, two sets of signs (as in the case of translation) or even a 
set and itself; in both of those cases, semantics becomes syntax. Note that a special case of this is found 
in an ordinary, monolingual dictionary, where we have relations between linguistic expressions in, say, 
English and (other) linguistic expressions also in English. That is, we have relations among linguistic 
expressions in English. But this is syntax!
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“Pushing” meanings into the same set as symbols for them allows semantics to be done syntactically: 
It turns semantic relations between two sets (a set of internal marks as discussed below and a set of, pos-
sibly external, meanings) into syntactic relations among the marks of a single (internal) LOT (Rapaport, 
2000; 2003a, 2006, “Thesis 1” 2011). For example, both truth-table semantics and formal semantics are 
syntactic enterprises: Truth tables relate one set of marks (strings) representing propositions to another 
set of marks (e.g., letters ‘T’ and ‘F’) representing truth-values. Formal semantics relates one set of marks 
(strings) representing propositions to another set of marks representing (e.g.) set-theoretical objects (cf. 
B.C. Smith, 1982). The relations between sets of neuron firings representing signs and sets of neuron 
firings representing external meanings are also syntactic. Consequently, symbol-manipulating comput-
ers can do semantics by doing syntax. As Shimon Edelman (2008a, pp. 188-189) put it, “the meaning 
of an internal state (which may or may not be linked to an external state of affairs) for the system itself 
is most naturally defined in terms of that state’s relations to its other states,” i.e., syntactically.

This is the notion of semantics that underlies the Semantic Web, where “meaning” is given to (syntactic) 
information on the World Wide Web by associating such information (the “data” explicitly appearing in 
Web pages, usually expressed in a natural language) with more information (“metadata” that only appears 
in the HTML source code for the webpage, expressed in a knowledge-representation language such as 
RDF). But it is not “more of the same” kind of information; rather, the additional information takes the 
form of annotations of the first kind of information. Thus, relations are set up between information on, 
say, Web pages and annotations of that information that serve as semantic interpretations of the former. 
As John Hebeler has put it, “[T]he computer doesn’t know anything more than it’s a bunch of bits [i.e. 
(to rephrase his informal, spoken English), the computer only knows (i.e., doesn’t know anything more 
than) that the Web is a bunch of bits].25 So semantics merely adds extra information to help you with 
the meaning of the information” (quoted in Ray, 2010).

This is how data are interpreted by computer programs. Consider the following description from a 
standard textbook on data structures (my comments are interpolated as endnotes, not unlike the “seman-
tic” metadata of the Semantic Web!):

[T]he concept of information in computer science is similar to the concepts of point, line, and plane in 
geometry—they are all undefined terms about which statements can be made but which cannot be ex-
plained in terms of more elementary concepts.26 …The basic unit of information is the bit, whose value 
asserts one of two mutually exclusive possibilities.27 …[I]nformation itself has no meaning. Any mean-
ing can be assigned to a particular bit pattern as long as it is done consistently. It is the interpretation 
of a bit pattern that gives it meaning.28 …A method of interpreting a bit pattern is often called a data 
type. …It is by means of declarations29 [in a high-level language] that the programmer specifies how the 
contents of the computer memory are to be interpreted by the program. …[W]e…view…data types as a 
method of interpreting the memory contents of a computer (Tenenbaum & Augenstein, 1981: p. 1, 6, 8).30

Recursive Understanding

Understanding is recursive: We understand one kind of thing in terms of another that is already un-
derstood; the base case is to understand something in terms of itself, which is syntactic understanding. 
There are two ways to understand something: One can understand something in terms of something else, 
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or one can understand something directly (Rapaport, 1995). The first way, understanding one kind of 
thing in terms of another kind of thing, underlies metaphor, analogy, maps and grids (B. Smith, 2001), 
and simulation (see §8, below). It is also what underlies the relation between syntax and semantics. In 
the stereotypical case of semantics, we interpret, or give meanings to, linguistic expressions. Thus, we 
understand language in terms of the world. We can also interpret, or give meanings to, other kinds of 
(non-linguistic) things. For example, we can try to understand the nature of certain neuron firings in our 
brains: Is some particular pattern of neuron firings correlated with, say, thinking of a unicorn or thinking 
that apples are red? If so, then we have interpreted, hence understood, those neuron firings. And not only 
can we understand language in terms of the world, or understand parts of the world in terms of other 
parts of the world, but we can also understand the world in terms of language about the world: This is 
what we do when we learn something from reading about it.

Understanding of this first kind is recursive: We understand one thing by understanding another. It 
is “recursive,” because we are understanding one thing in terms of another that must already be under-
stood: We understand in terms of something understood. But all recursion requires a base case in order 
to avoid an infinite regress. Consequently, the second way of understanding—understanding something 
directly—is to understand a domain in terms of itself, to get used to it. This is the fundamental kind—the 
base case—of understanding.

In general, we understand one domain—call it a syntactic domain (‘SYN1’)—indirectly by inter-
preting it in terms of a (different) domain: a semantic domain (‘SEM1’). This kind of understanding is 
“indirect,” because we understand SYN1 by looking elsewhere, namely, at SEM1. But for this process 
of interpretation to result in real understanding, SEM1 must be antecedently understood. How? In the 
same way: by considering it as a syntactic domain (rename it ‘SYN2’) interpreted in terms of yet another 
semantic domain, which also must be antecedently understood. And so on. But, in order not to make 
this sequence of interpretive processes go on ad infinitum, there must be a base case: a domain that is 
understood directly, i.e., in terms of itself (i.e., not “antecedently”). Such direct understanding is syn-
tactic understanding; i.e., it is understanding in terms of the relations among the marks of the system 
itself (Rapaport, 1986). Syntactic understanding may be related to what Piccinini (2008, p. 214) called 
“internal semantics”—the interpretation of an instruction in terms of “what its execution accomplishes 
within the computer.” And it may be related to the kind of understanding described in Eco 1988, in 
which words and sentences are understood in terms of inferential (and other) relations that they have 
with “contextual” “encyclopedias” of other words and sentences—i.e., syntactically and holistically (cf. 
Rapaport, 2002).31 (For more on the relation of syntax to semantics, see Rapaport 2017a).

SYNTACTIC SEMANTICS VS. FETZER’S THESIS

Syntactic semantics implies that syntax suffices for semantic cognition, that (therefore) cognition is 
computable, and that (therefore) computers are capable of thinking. In a series of papers, James H. Fetzer 
has claimed that syntax does not suffice for semantic cognition, that cognition is not computable, and 
that computers are not capable of thinking. More precisely, Fetzer’s thesis is that computers differ from 
cognitive agents in three ways—statically (or symbolically), dynamically (or algorithmically), and af-
fectively (or emotionally)—and that simulation is not “the real thing.” In the rest of this essay, I will try 
to show why I think that Fetzer is mistaken on all these points.
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FETZER’S “STATIC” DIFFERENCE

In the forward to his 2001 collection, Computers and Cognition, as well as in his presentation at the 
2010 North American Conference on Computing and Philosophy, Fetzer argued that “Computers are 
mark-manipulating systems, minds are not” on the following grounds of “static difference” (Fetzer 2001, 
p. xiii, my boldface):

Premise 1: Computers manipulate marks on the basis of their shapes, sizes, and relative locations.

Premise 2: [a] These shapes, sizes, and relative locations exert causal influence upon computers [b] 
but do not stand for anything for those systems.

Premise 3: Minds operate by utilizing signs that stand for other things in some respect or other for them 
as sign-using (or “semiotic”) systems.

Conclusion 1: Computers are not semiotic (or sign-using) systems.

Conclusion 2: Computers are not the possessors of minds.

I disagree with all of the boldfaced phrases in Fetzer’s static-difference argument. Before saying why, 
note that here—and in his arguments to follow—Fetzer consistently uses declaratives that appear to de-
scribe current-day computers: They do not do certain things, are not affected in certain ways, or do not 
have certain properties. But he really should be using modals that specify what he believes computers 
cannot do, be affected by, or have. Consider premise (2b), that the marks that computers manipulate “do 
not” stand for anything for those computers. Note that Fetzer’s locution allows for the possibility that, 
although the marks do not stand for anything for the computer, they could do so. Insofar as they could, 
such machines might be capable of thinking. So Fetzer should have made the stronger claim that they 
“could not stand for anything.” But then he’d be wrong, as I shall argue.32

Mark Manipulation

What is a “mark”? Fetzer 2011 does not define the term; he has used it many times before (e.g., Fetzer, 
1994, 1998), also without definition, but occasionally with some clarification. It seems to be a term 
designed to be neutral with respect to such semiotic terms as ‘sign,’ ‘symbol,’ etc., perhaps even ‘term’ 
itself. It seems to have the essential characteristics of being the kind of entity that syntax is concerned 
with (i.e., marks are the things such that syntax is the study of their properties and relations) and of not 
having an intrinsic meaning. Many logicians use the terms ‘sign’ or ‘symbol’ in this way, despite the fact 
that many semioticians use ‘sign’ and ‘symbol’ in such a way that all signs and symbols are meaningful. 
So ‘mark’ is intended to be used much as ‘sign’ or ‘symbol’ might be used if the sign or symbol were 
stripped of any attendant meaning. Elsewhere (Rapaport, 1995), I have used ‘mark’ to mean “(perhaps) 
physical inscriptions or sounds, that have only some very minimal features such as having distinguished, 
relatively unchanging shapes capable of being recognized when encountered again;” they have “no intrinsic 
meaning. But such [marks] get meaning the more they are used—the more roles they play in providing 
meaning to other” marks. Fetzer’s Static Premise 1 is true (i.e., I agree with it!): “computers manipulate 
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marks on the basis of their shapes, sizes, and relative locations.” But it is not the whole truth: They also 
manipulate marks on the basis of other, non-spatial relations of those marks to other marks, i.e., on the 
basis of the marks’ syntax in the wide sense in which I am using that term.33 Fetzer can safely add this 
to his theory. I also agree that this manipulation (or processing) is not (necessarily) independent of the 
meanings of these marks. But my agreement follows, not from Fetzer’s notion of meaning, but from the 
principle of “syntacticism” (above): If some of the marks represent (or are) meanings of some of the 
other marks, then mark manipulation on the basis of size, shape, location, and relations to other marks 
includes manipulation on the basis of meaning!

However, this is independent of external reference. More precisely, it is independent of the actual, 
external referents of the marks—the objects that the marks stand for, if any (see §3.1)—in this way: 
Any relationship between a mark and an external meaning of that mark is represented by an internal 
(hence syntactic) relation between that mark and another mark that is the internal representative of the 
external referent. The latter mark is the output of a sensory transducer; in Kantian terms, it is an internal 
phenomenon that represents an external noumenon. This is the upshot of internalism. In this way, such 
marks can stand for something for the computer. Computers are, indeed, “string-manipulating” systems 
(Fetzer 1998: 374). But they are more than “mere” string-manipulating systems, for meaning can arise 
from (appropriate) combinations of (appropriate) strings.

COMPUTERS AND SEMIOTIC SYSTEMS

Fetzer’s static-difference argument claims that computers are not semiotic systems. In an earlier argu-
ment to the same conclusion, Fetzer (1998), following Peirce, says that a semiotic system consists of 
something (S) being a sign of something (x) for somebody (z), where:

•	 Thing x “grounds” sign S
•	 Thing x stands in a relation of “interpretant (with respect to a context)” to sign-user z34

•	 And sign S stands in a “causation” relation with sign-user z.

This constitutes a “semiotic triangle” whose vertices are S, x, and z (Fetzer, 1998, p. 384, Fig. 1). 
This cries out for clarification:

1.  What is the causation relation between sign-user z and sign S? Does one cause the other? Or is it 
merely that they are causally—i.e., physically—related?

2.  What is the grounding relation between sign S and the thing x that S stands for (i.e., that S is a sign 
of)? If sign S is grounded by what it stands for (i.e., x), then is the relation of being grounded by 
the same as the relation of standing for?

3.  And, if sign S stands for thing x for sign-user z, then perhaps this semiotic triangle should really be 
a semiotic “quadrilateral,” with four vertices: sign S, user z, thing x, and an interpretant I, where 
the four sides of the quadrilateral are:
a.  User z “causes” sign S,
b.  Thing x “grounds” sign S,
c.  Interpretant I is “for” user z,
d.  And I stands for thing x.
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There is also a “diagonal” in this quadrilateral: I “facilitates” or “mediates” S. (A better way to think 
of it, however, is that the two sides and the diagonal that all intersect at I represent the 4-place relation 
“interpretant I mediates sign S standing for object x for user z”; see Rapaport 1998, p. 410, Fig. 2). By 
contrast, according to Fetzer, a similar semiotic “triangle” for “input-output” systems, such as comput-
ers, lacks a relationship between what plays the role of sign S and what plays the role of thing x. (It is 
only a 2-sided “triangle”; see Fetzer, 1998, p. 384, Fig. 2. More precisely, for such input-output systems, 
Fetzer says that we have an input i (instead of a sign S), a computer C (instead of a sign-user z), and an 
output o (instead of a thing x, where there is still a causation relation between computer C and input i, 
and an interpretant relation between C and output o, but—significantly—no grounding relation between 
input i and output o.

Again, we may raise some concerns:

1.  Computers are much more than mere input-output systems, because there is always an algorithm 
that mediates between the computer’s input and its output.

2.  The marks by means of which computers operate include more than merely the external input; there 
are usually stored marks representing what might be called “background knowledge” (or “prior 
knowledge”)—perhaps “(internal) context” would not be an inappropriate characterization: Where 
are these in this two-sided triangle?

3.  And what about the “stands for” relation? Surely, what the input marks stand for (and surely they 
stand for something) is not necessarily the output.

4.  Finally, what does it mean for a sign S or an input mark i to stand for something x or o) yet not be 
“grounded” by x?

Fetzer’s chief complaint about computers is not merely that they causally manipulate marks (premise 
1) but that such causal manipulation is all that they can do. Hence, because such merely causal manipula-
tion requires no mediation between input and output, computers are not semiotic systems. By contrast, 
semiosis does require such mediation; according to Peirce, it is a ternary relation:

I define a Sign as anything which is so determined by something else, called its Object, and so determines 
an effect upon a person, which effect I call its Interpretant, that the latter is thereby mediately determined 
by the former. My insertion of “upon a person” is a sop to Cerberus, because I despair of making my 
own broader conception understood (Peirce, 1908, pp. 80-81 [http://www.helsinki/fi/science/commens/
terms/sign.html], accessed 5 May 2011).

The fact that “upon a person” is a “sop to Cerberus” suggests that the effect need not be “upon a 
person;” it could, thus, be “upon a computer.” That is, the mark-user need not be human (cf. Eco 1979, 
p. 15: “It is possible to interpret Peirce’s definition in a non-anthropomorphic way…”).35

Peirce and Computation

Given Fetzer’s reliance on Peirce’s version of semiotics (which I focus on rather than, say, on Saussure’s 
version of semiotics, because Peirce is whom Fetzer focuses on), it is worth noting that Peirce had some 
sympathy for—and certainly an active interest in—computation, especially its syntactic aspect:
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The secret of all reasoning machines is after all very simple. It is that whatever relation among the 
objects reasoned about is destined to be the hinge of a ratiocination, that same general relation must be 
capable of being introduced between certain parts of the machine. …When we perform a reasoning in 
our unaided minds we do substantially the same thing, that is to say, we construct an image in our fancy 
under certain general conditions, and observe the result (Peirce, 1887, p. 168).36

There is even an anticipation of at least one of Turing’s insights (cf. Appendix):37

[T]he capacity of a machine has absolute limitations; it has been contrived to do a certain thing, and 
it can do nothing else. For instance, the logical machines that have thus far been devised can deal with 
but a limited number of different letters. The unaided mind is also limited in this as in other respects; 
but the mind working with a pencil and plenty of paper has no such limitation. It presses on and on, and 
whatever limits can be assigned to its capacity to-day, may be over-stepped to-morrow (Peirce, 1887, 
p. 169, my italics).

Furthermore, Peirce had views on the relation of syntax to semantics that are, arguably, sympathetic 
to mind. As Brown (2002, p. 20) observes,38

Thus Peirce, in contrast to Searle, would not…allow any separation between syntax and semantics, in the 
following respect. He would claim that what Searle is terming “syntactic rules” partake of what Searle 
would consider semantic characteristics, and, generally, that such rules must so partake. However, if 
those rules were simple enough so that pure deduction, i.e., thinking of the first type of thirdness, was 
all that was required, then a machine could indeed duplicate such “routine operations” (Peirce, 1992d, 
p. 43). In this simple sense, for Peirce, a digital computer has “mind” or “understanding.”

Thus, I find Fetzer’s analysis vague and unconvincing at best. We need to bring some clarity to this. 
First, consider what Peirce actually says:

A sign, or representamen, is something which stands to somebody for something in some respect or ca-
pacity. It addresses somebody, that is, creates in the mind of that person an equivalent sign, or perhaps 
a more developed sign. That sign which it creates I call the interpretant of the first sign. The sign stands 
for something, its object. It stands for that object, not in all respects, but in reference to a sort of idea, 
which I have sometimes called the ground of the representamen. (Peirce (c. 1897), A Fragment, CP 
2.228, accessed 5 May 2011 from[http://www.helsinki.fi/science/commens/terms/representamen.html].) 
[B]y “semiosis” I mean…an action, or influence, which is, or involves, a cooperation of three subjects, 
such as a sign, its object, and its interpretant, this tri-relative influence not being in any way resolvable 
into actions between pairs (Peirce 1907, EP 2.411; CP 5.484, accessed 5 May 2011 from [http:/www.
helsinki.fi/science/commens/terms/semiosis.html]).

By ‘representamen,’ Peirce means “sign,” but I think that we may also say ‘mark.’ So, the Peircean 
analysis consists of:

1.  A mark (or sign, or representamen):
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a.  A “mark” is, roughly, an uninterpreted sign—if that’s not an oxymoron: If a sign consists of a 
mark (signifier) plus an interpretation (signified), then it must be marks that are interpreted; 
after all, signs (presumably) wear their interpretations on their sleeves, so to speak. Although 
many semioticians think that it is anathema to try to separate a sign into its two components, 
that is precisely what “formality” is about in such disciplines as “formal logic,” “formal se-
mantics,” and so on: Formality is the separation of mark from meaning; it is the focus on the 
form or shape of marks (cf. B.C. Smith. 2010);

2.  A mark user (or interpreter):
a.  A sign has an Object and an Interpretant, the latter being that which the Sign produces in the 

Quasi-mind that is the Interpreter by determining the latter to a feeling, to an exertion, or to 
a Sign, which determination is the Interpretant (Peirce 1906, Prolegomena to an Apology for 
Pragmaticism, CP 4.536, accessed 5 May 2011 from [http://www.helsinki.fi/science/commens/
terms/interpretant.html]);

3.  An object that the mark stands for (or is a sign of);
4.  An interpretant in the mark-user’s mind, which is also a mark.

The interpretant is the mark-user’s idea (or concept, or mental representative)39—but an idea or 
representative of what? Of the mark? Or of the object that the mark stands for? Peirce says that the in-
terpretant’s immediate cause is the mark and its mediate cause is the object.40 Moreover, the interpretant 
is also a representamen, namely, a sign of the original sign.41

But there is also another item: Presumably, there is a causal process that produces the interpretant 
in the mark-user’s mind. This might be an automatic or unconscious process, as when a mental image 
is produced as the end product of the process of visual perception. Or it might be a conscious process, 
as when the mark-user reads a word (a mark) and consciously figures out what the word might mean, 
resulting in an interpretant (as in “deliberate” contextual vocabulary acquisition; cf. Rapaport & Kibby, 
2007, 2010).

One standard term for this process (i.e., for this relation between mark and interpretant) is ‘interpreta-
tion.’ The word ‘interpretation,’ however, is ambiguous. In one sense, it is a functional42 relation from a 
mark to a thing that the mark “stands for” or “means.” In another sense, it is the end product or output 
of such a functional relation. For present purposes, since we already have Peirce’s term ‘interpretant’ 
for the output, let us restrict ‘interpretation’ to refer to the process. (What is the relationship between my 
binary relation of interpretation and Peirce’s ternary relation of semiosis? (See the quote from Peirce 
1907, above.)43 “Interpretation” in my sense is only part of “semiosis” in Peirce’s sense; it is a relation 
between only two of the three parameters of Peircean semiosis, namely, the sign and its interpretant).

With this by way of background, I will now present three arguments that computers are semiotic 
systems.44 Recall that Peirce’s view of semiotics does not require the mark-user to be human!

Computers Are Semiotic Systems I: Incardona’s Argument

The first argument, due to Lorenzo Incardona (personal communication), consists of three premises and 
a conclusion.

1.  Something is a semiotic system if and only if it carries out a process that mediates between a mark 
and an interpretant of that mark: The essential characteristic of a semiotic system is its ternary na-
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ture; it applies (i) a mediating or interpretive process to (ii) a mark, resulting in (iii) an interpretant 
of that mark (and indirectly of the mark’s object). A semiotic system interprets marks.45 However, 
there must be a fourth component: After all, whose interpretant is it that belongs to a given mark? 
This is just another way of asking about “the” meaning of a word. What is “the” interpretant of 
‘gold’? Is it what I think gold is? What experts think it is (Putnam, 1975)? It is better to speak of 
“a” meaning “for” a word than “the” meaning “of” a word (Rapaport 2005a). Surely, there are 
many meanings for marks but, in semiosis, the only one that matters is that of (iv) the interpreter, 
i.e., the executor of the interpretive process (i, above) that mediates the mark (ii, above) and the 
(executor’s) interpretant (iii, above).

2.  Algorithms describe processes that mediate between inputs and outputs. An algorithm is a static 
text (or an abstract, mathematical entity) that describes a dynamic process. That process can be 
thought of as the algorithm being executed. The output of an algorithm stands (by definition) in 
a functional relation to its input. It describes (or can describe) a meaningful relation between the 
input mark and the output mark. So, the output of an algorithm is an interpretant of its input. This 
is a causal relationship, but it is not merely a causal (or stimulus-response, “behavioral”) correlation 
between input and output: In the case of computable functions (i.e., of a computable interpreta-
tion process), there is a mediating process, namely, an algorithm. Consequently, the input-output 
relation is grounded—or mediated—by that algorithm, i.e., the mechanism that converts the input 
into the output, i.e., the interpretation.46

3.  Clearly, computers are algorithm machines.47 That’s what computers do: They execute algorithms, 
converting inputs into outputs, i.e., interpreting the inputs as the outputs according to an algorithm. 
But a computer is (usually) not a mere input-output system. The (typical) algorithm for converting 
the input to the output (i.e., for interpreting) the input as the output) is not a mere table-lookup. 
First, there is internally stored data that can be used or consulted in the conversion process; this 
can be thought of as a “context of interpretation.” Second, there are numerous operations that must 
be performed on the input together with the stored data in order to produce the output, so it is a 
dynamic process. Moreover, the stored data can be modified by the input or the operations so that 
the system can “learn” and thereby change its interpretation of a given input.

4.  Therefore, computers are semiotic systems.

Computers Are Semiotic Systems II: Goldfain’s 
Argument From Mathematical Cognition

Does a calculator that computes greatest common divisors (GCDs) understand what it is doing? I think 
that almost everyone, including both Fetzer and I, would agree that it does not. But could a computer 
that computes GCDs understand what it is doing? I am certain that Fetzer would say ‘no;’ but I—along 
with Albert Goldfain (2008; Shapiro, Rapaport et al., 2007)—say ‘yes’: Yes, it could, as long as it had 
enough background, or contextual, or supporting information: A computer with a full-blown theory of 
mathematics at, say, the level of an algebra student learning GCDs, together with the ability to explain its 
reasoning when answering a question, could understand GCDs as well as the student. (Perhaps it could 
understand better than the student, if the student lacks the ability to fully explain his or her reasoning.)
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Calculating becomes understanding if embedded in a larger framework linking the calculation to 
other concepts (not unlike the semantic contributions of Semantic Web annotations, which also serve 
as an embedding framework). So a computer could know, do, and understand mathematics, if suitably 
programmed with all the background information required for knowing, doing, and understanding math-
ematics. A computer or a human who can calculate GCDs by executing an algorithm does not (neces-
sarily) thereby understand GCDs. But a computer or a human who has been taught (or programmed) 
all the relevant mathematical definitions can understand GCDs. (For further discussion, see Rapaport 
1988, 1990, 2006, 2011.)

Goldfain (personal communication) has offered the following argument that marks can stand for 
something for a computer:

1.  The natural numbers that a cognitive agent refers to are denoted by a sequence of marks that are 
unique to the agent. These marks exemplify (or implement; Rapaport, 1999, 2005b) a finite, initial 
segment of the natural-number structure (i.e., 0, 1, 2, 3, …, up to some number n).

2.  Such a finite, initial segment can be generated by a computational cognitive agent (e.g., a computer, 
suitably programmed) via perception and action in the world during an act of counting (e.g., using 
the Lisp programming language’s “gensym” function; for details see Goldfain, 2008). Thus, there 
would be a history of how these marks came to signify something for the agent (e.g., the computer).

3.  These marks (e.g., b4532, b182, b9000, …) have no meaning for another cognitive agent (e.g., a 
human user of the computer) who lacks access to their ordering.

4.  Such private marks (called ‘numerons’ by cognitive scientists studying mathematical cognition) 
are associable with publicly meaningful marks (called ‘numerlogs’).48 For example, ‘b4532’ might 
denote the same number as the Hindu-Arabic numeral ‘1,’ ‘b182’ might denote the same number 
as ‘2,’ etc.

5.  A computational cognitive agent (e.g., a computer) can do mathematics solely on the basis of its 
numerons. (See Goldfain, 2008 for a detailed demonstration of this; cf. Shapiro, Rapaport et al. 
2007.)

6.  Therefore, these marks stand for something for the computer (i.e., for the agent). Moreover, we can 
check the mathematics, because of premise 4.

7.  Thus, such a computer would be a semiotic system.

Computers Are Semiotic Systems III: Argument From Embedding in the World

Besides being able to understand mathematics in this way, computers can also understand other, con-
ventional activities. Fetzer (2008) gives the following example of something that a semiotic system can 
do but that, he claims, a computer cannot:

A red light at an intersection…stands for applying the brakes and coming to a complete halt, only pro-
ceeding when the light turns green, for those who know “the rules of the road” [My emphasis].

As Fetzer conceives it, the crucial difference between a semiotic system and a computer is that the 
former, but not the latter, can use a mark as something that stands for something (else) for itself (cf. 
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Fetzer, 1998). In that case, we need to ask whether such a red light can stand for “applying the brakes,” 
etc. for a computer.

It could, if it has those rules stored (memorized) in a knowledge base (its mind). But merely storing, 
and even being able to access and reason about, this information is not enough: IBM’s Jeopardy-winning 
Watson computer can do that, but no one would claim that such merely stored information is understood, 
i.e., stands for anything for Watson itself. At least one thing more is needed for a red light to stand for 
something for the computer itself: The computer must use those rules to drive a vehicle. But there are 
such computers (or computerized vehicles), namely, those that have successfully participated in the 
DARPA Grand Challenge autonomous vehicle competitions. (For a relevant discussion, see Parisien & 
Thagard, 2008.) I conclude that (such) computers can be semiotic systems.

Some might argue that such embedding in a world is not computable. There are two reasons to think 
that it is. First, all of the autonomous vehicles must internally store the external input in order to compute 
with it. Thus, the syntactic-semantic principle of internalism explains how the embedding is comput-
able. Second, the vehicles’ behaviors are the output of computable (indeed, computational) processes.49

FETZER’S “DYNAMIC” DIFFERENCE

Fetzer also argues that “computers are governed by algorithms, but minds are not,” on the following 
grounds (Fetzer 2001, p. xv; my boldface and italics):

Premise 1: Computers are governed by programs, which are causal models of algorithms.

Premise 2: Algorithms are effective decision procedures for arriving at definite solutions to problems 
in a finite number of steps.

Premise 3: Most human thought processes, including dreams, daydreams, and ordinary thinking, are 
not procedures for arriving at solutions to problems in a finite number of steps.

Conclusion 1: Most human thought processes are not governed by programs as causal models of al-
gorithms.

Conclusion 2: Minds are not computers.

Once again, I disagree with the boldfaced claims. The italicized claims are ones that are subtly 
misleading; below, I will explain why. I prefer not to speak as Fetzer does. First, let me point to a “red 
herring”: Fetzer (2008) said that “if thinking is computing and computing is thinking and if computing 
is algorithmic, then thinking is algorithmic, but it isn’t” (my emphasis). The second conjunct is false; 
fortunately (for Fetzer), it is also irrelevant: A computer executing a non-cognitive program (e.g., an 
operating system) is computing but is not thinking. (Of course, this depends on whether you hold that an 
operating system is a non-cognitive, computer program. Once upon a time, it was humans who operated 
computers. Arguably, operating systems, insofar as they do a task once reserved for humans, are doing a 
cognitive task. Alternatively, what the humans who operated computers were doing was a task requiring 
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no “intelligence” at all.50 Cf. my remark about Turing machines as AI programs, above; on performing 
intelligent tasks without intelligence, see Dennett, 2009.)

Algorithms

Premise 2 is consistent with the way I characterized ‘algorithm’ above, so I am willing to accept it. Yet 
I think that algorithms, so understood, are the wrong entity for this discussion. Instead, we need to relax 
some of the constraints and to embrace a more general notion of “procedure” (Shapiro, 2001):

1.  In particular, procedures (as I am using the term here) are like algorithms, but they do not neces-
sarily halt of their own accord; they may continue executing until purposely (or accidentally) halted 
by an outside circumstance (cf. Knuth’s 1973 notion of a (non-finite) “computational method”; see 
the Appendix). For instance, an automatic teller machine or an online airline reservation system 
should not halt unless turned off by an administrator (cf. Wegner, 1997).

2.  Also, procedures (as I am using the term) need not yield “correct” output (goal G need not be 
completely or perfectly accomplished). Consider a computer programmed for playing chess. Even 
IBM’s celebrated, chess champion Deep Blue will not win or draw every game, even though chess 
is a game of perfect (finite) information (like Tic Tac Toe) in which, mathematically, though not 
practically, it is knowable whether any given player, if playing perfectly, will win, lose, or draw, 
because the “game tree” (the tree of all possible moves and replies) can in principle be completely 
written down and examined. But because of the practical limitations (the tree would take too much 
space and time to actually write down; cf. Zobrist, 2000, p. 367), the computer chess program will 
occasionally give the “wrong” output. But it is not behaving any differently from the algorithmic 
way it would behave if it gave the correct answer. Sometimes, such programs are said to be based on 
“heuristics” instead of “algorithms,” where a heuristic for problem P is an algorithm for some other 
problem P′, where the solution to P′ is “near enough” to a solution to P (Rapaport, 1998; Simon’s 
1956 notion of “satisficing”). Another kind of procedure that does not necessarily yield “correct” 
output is a “trial and error” (or Putnam-Gold) machine that continually generates “guesses” as to 
the correct output and is allowed to “change its mind,” with its “final answer” being its last output, 
not its first output (Kugel, 2002).

3.  Finally, procedures (as I am using the term) include “interactive” programs, which are best mod-
eled, not as Turing machines, but as Turing’s “oracle” machines (a generalization of the notion of 
Turing machine; see Wegner, 1997, Soare, 2009).

In order for computational cognitive science’s working hypothesis to be correct, the computation 
of cognition will have to be done by “algorithms” that are procedures in one or more of these senses.

Are Dreams Algorithms?

Fetzer (1998) argues that dreams are not algorithms and that ordinary, stream-of-consciousness think-
ing is not “algorithmic.” I am willing to agree, up to a point, with Fetzer’s Dynamic Premise 3: Some 
human thought processes may indeed not be algorithms (or even procedures more generally). But that is 
not the real issue. The real issue is this: Could there be algorithms (or procedures) that produce dreams, 
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stream-of-consciousness thinking, or other mental states or procedures, including those that might not 
themselves be algorithms (or procedures)?

The difference between an entity being computable and being produced by a computable process 
(i.e., being the output of an algorithm) can be clarified by considering two ways in which images can be 
considered computable entities. An image could be implemented by an array of pixels; this is the normal 
way in which images are stored in—and processed by—computers. Such an image is a computable, 
discrete data structure reducible to arrays of 0s and 1s. Alternatively, an image could be produced by a 
computational process that drives something like a flatbed plotter (Phillips, 2011) or produces a painting 
(as with Harold Cohen’s AARON; see McCorduck, 1990). Such an image is not a discrete entity—it is, 
in fact, continuous; it is not reducible to arrays of 0s and 1s. Similarly, dreams need not themselves be 
algorithms in order to be producible by algorithms. (The same could, perhaps, be said of pains and other 
qualia: They might not themselves be algorithmically describable states, but they might be the outputs 
of algorithmic(ally describable) processes.)

What are dreams? In fact, no one knows, though there are many rival theories. Without some scientific 
agreement on what dreams are, it is difficult to see how one might say that they are—or are not—al-
gorithmic or producible algorithmically. But suppose, as at least one standard view has it, that dreams 
are our interpretations of random neuron firings during sleep (perhaps occurring during the transfer 
of memories from short- to long-term memory),51 interpreted as if they were due to external causes. 
Suppose also that non-dream neuron firings are computable. There are many reasons to think that they 
are; after all, the working assumption of computational cognitive science may have been challenged, 
but has not yet been refuted (pace Piccinini, 2005, 2007—remember, I am supposing that neuron fir-
ings are computable, not necessarily computational; thus, Piccinini’s arguments that neuron firings are 
not computational are irrelevant—and pace those cited in note 8). In that case, the neuron firings that 
constitute dreams would also be computable.

What about stream-of-consciousness thinking? That might be computable, too, by means of spread-
ing activation in a semantic network, apparently randomly associating one thought to another. In fact, 
computational cognitive scientists have proposed computational theories of both dreaming and stream-of-
consciousness thinking! (See Mueller, 1990, Edelman, 2008b, Mann, 2010.) It is not a matter of whether 
these scientists are right and Fetzer is wrong, or the other way around. Rather, the burden of proof is on 
Fetzer to say why he thinks that these proposed computational theories fail irreparably.

The important point is that whether a mental state or process is computable is at least an empirical 
question. Anti-computationalists must be wary of committing what many AI researchers think of as the 
Hubert Dreyfus fallacy: One philosopher’s idea of a non-computable task may be just another computer 
scientist’s research project. Put another way, what no one has yet written a computer program for is not 
thereby necessarily non-computable.

Are Minds Computers?

Fetzer’s Dynamic Conclusion 2 is another claim that must be handled carefully: Maybe minds are com-
puters; maybe they aren’t. The more common formulation is that minds are programs and that brains 
are computers (cf. Searle, 1990, Piccinini, 2010). But I think that there is a better way to express the 
relationship than either of these slogans: A mind is a virtual machine, computationally implemented in 
some medium.
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Roughly, a virtual machine is a computational implementation of a real machine; the virtual machine 
is executed as a process running on another (real or virtual) machine. For instance, there is (or was, at 
the time of writing) an “app” for Android smartphones that implements (i.e., simulates, perhaps emu-
lates) a Nintendo Game Boy. Game Boy videogames can be downloaded and played on this “virtual” 
Game Boy “machine.” (For a more complex example, of a virtual machine running on another virtual 
machine, see Rapaport, 2005b.) Thus, the human mind is a virtual machine computationally implemented 
in the nervous system, and a robot mind would be a virtual machine computationally implemented in a 
computer. Such minds consist of states and processes produced by the behavior of the brain or computer 
that implements them. (For discussion of virtual machines and this point of view, see Rapaport, 2005b, 
Hofstadter, 2007, Edelman, 2008b, Pollock, 2008.)

FETZER’S “AFFECTIVE” DIFFERENCE

Fetzer also argues that “Mental thought transitions are affected by emotions, attitudes, and histories, but 
computers are not,” on the following grounds (Fetzer, 2008, 2010; my boldface and italics):

Premise 1: Computers are governed by programs, which are causal models of algorithms.

Premise 2: Algorithms are effective decisions, which are not affected by emotions, attitudes, or histories.

Premise 3: Mental thought transitions are affected by values of variables that do not affect computers.

Conclusion 1: The processes controlling mental thought transitions are fundamentally different than 
those that control computer procedures.

Conclusion 2: Minds are not computers.

Once again, I disagree with the boldfaced claims and find the italicized ones subtly misleading, 
some for reasons already mentioned. Before proceeding, it will be useful to rehearse (and critique) the 
definitions of some of Fetzer’s technical terms, especially because he uses some of them in slightly non-
standard ways. On Fetzer’s view:

•	 The intension of expression E =def the conditions that need to be satisfied for something to be an 
E. (This term is not usually limited to noun phrases in the way that Fetzer seems to limit it (“to be 
an E”), but this is a minor point.)

•	 The extension of expression E =def the class of all things that satisfy E’s intension. (A more stan-
dard definition would avoid defining ‘extension’ in terms of ‘intension;’ rather, the extension of 
an expression would be the class of all (existing) things to which the expression E is applied by 
(native) speakers of the language.)

•	 The denotation of expression E for agent A =def the subset of E’s extension that A comes into con-
tact with. (This notion may be useful, but ‘denotation’ is more often a mere synonym of ‘exten-
sion’ or ‘referent.’)
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•	 The connotation of expression E for agent A =def A’s attitudes and emotions in response to A’s in-
teraction with E’s denotation for A. (Again, a useful idea, but not the usual use of the term, which 
is more often a way of characterizing the other concepts that are closely related to E (perhaps in 
some agent A’s mind, or just the properties associated with (things called) E. Both ‘denotation’ 
and ‘connotation’ in their modern uses were introduced by Mill 1843, the former being synony-
mous with ‘extension’ and the latter referring to implied properties of the item denoted.)

Fetzer then identifies the “meaning” of E for A as E’s denotation and connotation for A. Contra Fetzer’s 
Affective Premises 2 and 3, programs can be based on idiosyncratic emotions, attitudes, and histories: 
Karen Ehrlich and I (along with other students and colleagues) have developed and implemented a 
computational theory of contextual vocabulary acquisition (Ehrlich, 1995; Rapaport & Ehrlich, 2000; 
Rapaport, 2003b, 2005a; Rapaport & Kibby, 2007, 2010). Our system learns (or “acquires”) a meaning 
for an unfamiliar or unknown word from the word’s textual context integrated with the reader’s prior 
beliefs. These prior beliefs (more usually called ‘prior knowledge’ in the reading-education literature), 
in turn, can—and often do—include idiosyncratic “denotations” and “connotations” (in Fetzer’s senses), 
emotions, attitudes, and histories. In fact, contrary to what some reading educators assert (cf. Ames, 1966, 
Dulin, 1970), a meaning for a word cannot be determined solely from its textual context. The reader’s 
prior beliefs are essential (Rapaport, 2003b, Rapaport & Kibby, 2010). And, clearly, the meaning that 
one reader figures out or attributes to a word will differ from that of another reader to the extent that 
their prior beliefs differ.

Furthermore, several cognitive scientists have developed computational theories of affect and emo-
tion, showing that emotions, attitudes, and histories can affect computers that model them (Simon, 1967, 
Sloman & Croucher, 1981, Wright et al. 1996, Sloman, 2004, 2009, Picard, 1997, and Thagard, 2006), 
among others). Once again, the burden of proof is on Fetzer.

SIMULATION

I close with a discussion of “the matter of simulation.” Fetzer argues that “Digital machines can neverthe-
less simulate thought processes and other diverse forms of human behavior,” on the following grounds 
(Fetzer, 2001, p. xvii, 2008, 2010; my emphasis):

Premise 1: Computer programmers and those who design the systems that they control can increase 
their performance capabilities, making them better and better simulations.

Premise 2: Their performance capabilities may be closer and closer approximations to the performance 
capabilities of human beings without turning them into thinking things.

Premise 3: Indeed, the static, dynamic, and affective differences that distinguish computer performance 
from human performance preclude those systems from being thinking things.

Conclusion: Although the performance capabilities of digital machines can become better and better 
approximations of human behavior, they are still not thinking things.
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As before, I disagree with the boldfaced claims. But, again, we must clarify Fetzer’s somewhat 
non-standard use of terms. Computer scientists occasionally distinguish between a “simulation” and 
an “emulation,” though the terminology is not fixed. In the Encyclopedia of Computer Science, Paul 
F. Roth (1983) says that x simulates y means that x is a model of some real or imagined system y, and 
we experiment with x in order to understand y. (Compare our earlier discussion of understanding one 
thing in terms of another) Typically, x might be a computer program, and y might be some real-world 
situation. In an extreme case, x simulates y if and only if x and y have the same input-output behavior.

And in another article in that Encyclopedia, Stanley Habib (1983) says that x emulates y means 
that either: (a) computer x “interprets and executes” computer y’s “instruction set” by implementing 
y’s operation codes in x’s hardware—i.e., hardware y is implemented as a virtual machine on x—or (b) 
software feature x “simulates”(!) “hardware feature” y, doing what y does exactly (so to speak) as y does 
it. Roughly, x emulates y if and only if x and y not only have the same input-output behavior, but also 
use the same algorithms and data structures. This suggests that there is a continuum or spectrum, with 
“pure” simulation at one end (input-output–equivalent behavior) and “pure” emulation at the other end 
(behavior that is equivalent with respect to input-output, all algorithms in full detail, and all data struc-
tures). So, perhaps there is no real distinction between simulation and emulation except for the degree 
of faithfulness to what is being simulated or emulated.

In contrast, Fetzer uses a much simplified version of this for his terminology (Fetzer, 1990, 2001, 2011):

•	 System x simulates system y =def x and y have the same input-output behavior.
•	 System x replicates system y =def x simulates y by the same or similar processes.
•	 System x emulates system y =def x replicates y, and x and y “are composed of the same kind of 

stuff.”

At least the latter two are non-standard definitions and raise many questions. For instance, how many 
processes must be “similar,” and how “similar” must they be, before we can say that one system replicates 
another? Or consider (1) a Turing machine (a single-purpose, or dedicated, computer) that computes 
GCDs and (2) a universal Turing machine (a multiple-purpose, or stored-program computer) that can 
be programmed to compute GCDs using exactly the same program as is encoded in the machine table 
of the former Turing machine. Does the latter emulate the former? Does the former emulate the latter? 
Do two copies of the former emulate each other? Nevertheless, Fetzer’s terminology makes some useful 
distinctions, and, here, I will use these terms as Fetzer does.

The English word ‘simulation’ (however defined) has a sense (a “connotation”?) of “imitation” or 
“unreal”: A simulation of a hurricane is not a real hurricane. A simulation of digestion is not real diges-
tion. And I agree that a computer that simulates (in Fetzer’s sense) some process P is not necessarily 
“really” doing P. But what, exactly, is the difference? A computer simulation (or even a replication) 
of the daily operations of a bank is not thereby the daily operations of a (real) bank. But I can do my 
banking online; simulations can be used as if they were real, as long as the (syntactic) simulations have 
causal impact on me (Goldfain, personal communication, 2011). And although computer simulations 
of hurricanes don’t get real people wet (they are, after all, not emulations in Fetzer’s sense), they could 
get simulated people simulatedly wet (Shapiro & Rapaport, 1991, Rapaport, 2005b):

[A] simulated hurricane would feel very real, and indeed can prove fatal, to a person who happens to 
reside in the same simulation (Edelman, 2011, 2n.3, my italics.)
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The “person,” of course, would have to be a simulated person. And it well might be that the way that 
the simulated hurricane would “feel” to that simulated person would differ from the way that a real hur-
ricane feels to a real person. (On the meaningfulness of that comparison, see Strawson 2010, pp. 218–219.)

Paul Harris [2000] found that even two-year-olds will tell you that if an imaginary teddy [bear] is drink-
ing imaginary tea, then if he spills it the imaginary floor will require imaginary mopping-up (Gopnik, 
2009, p. 29.)

This is a matter of the “scope” of the simulation: Are people within the scope of the hurricane 
simulation or not? If they are not, then the simulation won’t get them wet. If they are—i.e., if they are 
simulated, too—then it will. It should also be noted that sometimes things like simulated hurricanes 
can do something analogous to getting real people wet: Children “can have real emotional reactions to 
entirely imaginary scenarios” (Gopnik, 2009, p. 31), as, of course, can adults, as anyone who has wept 
at the movies can testify (cf. Schneider 2009).

But there are cases where a simulation is the real thing. For example:

•	 A scale model of a scale model of the Statue of Liberty is a scale model of the Statue of Liberty.
•	 A Xerox copy of a document is that document, at least for purposes of reading it and even for some 

legal purposes.
•	 A PDF version of a document is that document.

More specifically, a computer that simulates an “informational process” is thereby actually doing that 
informational process, because a computer simulation of information is information:

•	 A computer simulation of a picture is a picture, hence the success of digital “photography.”
•	 A computer simulation of language is language. Indeed, as William A. Woods (2010, p. 605, my 

emphasis) said:

[L]anguage is fundamentally computational. Computational linguistics has a more intimate relation-
ship with computers than many other disciplines that use computers as a tool. When a computational 
biologist simulates population dynamics, no animals die.52 When a meteorologist simulates the weather, 
nothing gets wet.53 But computers really do parse sentences. Natural language question-answering 
systems really do answer questions.54 The actions of language are in the same space as computational 
activities, or alternatively, these particular computational activities are in the same space as language 
and communication.

•	 A computer simulation of mathematics is mathematics. As Edelman (2008b, p. 81) put it (though 
not necessarily using the terms as Fetzer does):

A simulation of a computation and the computation itself are equivalent: try to simulate the addition 
of 2 and 3, and the result will be just as good as if you “actually” carried out the addition—that is the 
nature of numbers.
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•	 A computer simulation of reasoning is reasoning. This is the foundation of automated theorem 
proving.

And, in general, a computer simulation of cognition is cognition. To continue the just-cited quote 
from Edelman (2008b, p. 81):

Therefore, if the mind is a computational entity, a simulation of the relevant computations would con-
stitute its fully functional replica.

CONCLUSION

I conclude that Fetzer is mistaken on all counts: Computers are semiotic systems and can possess 
minds, mental processes are governed by algorithms (or, at least, “procedures”), and algorithms can be 
affected by emotions, attitudes, and individual histories. Moreover, computers that implement cognitive 
algorithms really do exhibit those cognitive behaviors—they really do think. And syntactic semantics 
explains how this is possible.
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ENDNOTES

1 Although I take full responsibility for this essay, I am also using it as an opportunity to publicize 
two arguments for the claim that computers are semiotic systems. These arguments were originally 
formulated by my former students Albert Goldfain and Lorenzo Incardona. I am grateful to both 
of them for many discussions on the topics discussed here.

2  Throughout this essay, all italics in quotes are in the original, unless otherwise noted.
3  The authors quoted here include most of the principal philosophers who have written on compu-

tationalism. There are, of course, many researchers in both symbolic and connectionist AI who, 
without necessarily taking explicit philosophical positions on computationalism, are computa-
tionalists of one stripe or another. These include, according to one anonymous referee, Barsalou, 
Grossberg, Kosslyn, Kozma, Perlovsky, and Rocha, all of whom do computational modeling of 
(human) cognition. One must be cautious, however; Perlovsky, in particular, misunderstands at 
least one important logical claim: Contrary to what he consistently says in several of his writings 
(e.g., Perlovsky, 2007, p. 123), Gödel never “proved inconsistency of logic.” Rather, Gödel proved, 
roughly, that if a formal system consisting of first-order logic together with Peano’s axioms for the 
natural numbers was consistent, then it was incomplete. Thus, such a system of “arithmetic” (which 
contains, but is not the same as, “logic”) would only be inconsistent if it were complete. The usual 
interpretation of Gödel is that arithmetic is (in all likelihood) consistent; hence, it is incomplete. See 
note 49 for further discussion. See Franzén 2005 to be disabused of misinterpretations of Gödel.

4  See the rest of their Ch. 1, “Images and Plans” for some caveats. E.g., their endnote 12 (p. 16) says: 
“comparing the sequence of operations executed by an organism and by a properly programmed 
computer is quite different from comparing computers with brains, or electrical relays with syn-
apses.”

5  Except when quoting or in bibliographic references, I use single quotes to form names of expres-
sions, and I use double quotes as “scare quotes” or to mark quoted passages.

6  By ‘legal,’ I mean values in the domain of the function. So a partial function (i.e., one that is unde-
fined on some set of values) would be such that those values on which it is undefined are “illegal.” 
The notion of “legal” inputs makes sense in a mathematical context, perhaps less so in a biological 
one (Goldfain, personal communication, 2011). Biologically, presumably, all values are “legal,” 
except that some of them are filtered out by our senses or produce unpredictable behavior.

7  Or, as Randall R. Dipert pointed out to me (personal communication, 2011), we might be able to 
understand only those aspects of cognition that are computable.

8  Notably, J.R. Lucas (1961), the ever-pessimistic Hubert Dreyfus (1965, 1972, 1979, 1992), John 
Searle (1980), Roger Penrose (1989), Terry Winograd & Fernando Flores (1987), to some extent 
Joseph Weizenbaum (1976, esp. Chs. 7,8), and even Putnam (1988) and Fodor (2000) themselves!

9  The “strong” and “weak” views are, perhaps, close to, though a bit different from, what Stuart C. 
Shapiro and I have called “computational psychology” and “computational philosophy,” respec-
tively; see Shapiro 1992, Rapaport 2003a.

10  Cf. also these passages from Newell, Shaw, & Simon 1958:
 The theory [of human problem solving] postulates…[a] number of primitive
 information processes, which operate on the information in the memories. Each
 primitive process is a perfectly definite operation for which known physical
 mechanisms exist. (The mechanisms are not necessarily known to exist in the
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 human brain, however—we are only concerned that the processes be described
 without ambiguity) (p. 151, their emphasis).
 The parenthetical phrase can be given the “computable” reading. But I hear the stronger, “compu-

tational” reading in the next passage:
[O] ur theory of problem solving…shows specifically and in detail how the
 processes that occur in human problem solving can be compounded out of
 elementary information processes, and hence how they can be carried out by
 mechanism (p. 152).
 I admit that the ‘can be’ weakens the “computational” reading to the “computable” reading.
11  Here, ‘function’ is to be taken in the mathematical sense explicated in note 42, below, rather than 

in the sense of an activity or purpose. On the computational theory, the brain performs certain 
“purposeful functions” by computing certain “mathematical functions.” Anti-computationalists say 
that the brain does not perform its “purposeful functions” by computing mathematical ones, but in 
some other way. Yet, I claim, those purposeful functions might be accomplished in a computational 
way. A computer programmed to compute those mathematical functions would thereby perform 
those purposeful functions.

12  Here, however, there might be a conflation of two senses of ‘recursive’: (a) as synonymous with 
‘computable’ and (b) as synonymous with “inductive.” See Soare 2009.

13  See an ad for a (human) “computer” in The New York Times (2 May 1892) [http://tinyurl.com/
NYT-ComputerWanted].

14  An anonymous referee commented, “These views are popular, but it does not make them true. 
They are wrong, (1) there is evidence that syntax can evolve as a secondary feature in language 
(see Brighton [2002], Kirby [2000], others), (2) reclusiveness [sic] never was demonstrated to be 
useful, it follows from hierarchy, which is much more useful, (3) semantics refers to objects and 
events in the world, there can be no semantics inside a semiotic system, even if many people mis-
understood semiotics this way.” As will become clearer 2, by ‘syntacticism’ here I do not mean 
grammatical syntax, as the referee seems to think I do; hence, point (1), though of independent 
interest, is irrelevant. I am at a loss as to what to say about point (2), other than that I am not re-
ferring to recursiveness in language, but to a recursive feature of understanding, as will be seen. 
Finally, point (3) is simply false; semantics can “refer” to mental concepts as well as worldly objects 
and events. And at least one semiotician has remarked to me (personal communication) that many 
semioticians “misunderstand” semiotics in exactly that way: that talk about “objects and events in 
the world” is simplistic, if not blasphemous!

15  “[S]o long as we are thinking of mental processes as purely computational, the bearing of envi-
ronmental information upon such processes is exhausted by the formal character of whatever the 
oracles [“analogs to the senses”] write on the tape [of a Turing machine]. In particular, it doesn’t 
matter to such processes whether what the oracles write is true…. [T]he formality condition…is 
tantamount to a sort of methodological solipsism.” (Fodor 1980: 65.)

16  “According to individualism about the mind, the mental natures of all a person’s or animal’s men-
tal states (and events) are such that there is no necessary or deep individuative relation between 
the individual’s being in states of those kinds and the nature of the individual’s physical or social 
environments” (Burge 1986: 3–4).

17  An anonymous referee commented about this quote, “again, wrong, despite many famous people 
could be misinterpreted this way [sic]. Interaction between an organism and the world is a process. 
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In this process there are (1) intuition[s] about the world, (2) predictions and (3) confirmations or 
disconfirmations of these predictions. The same process is the process of science.” I agree that 
organism-world interaction is a process. Pylyshyn’s point, however, is that the output of that process 
is the only input to our cognitive system. Hence, intuitions, predictions, and (dis-)confirmations 
are all internal.

18  Strict adherence to methodological solipsism would seem to require that LOT have syntax but no 
semantics. Fodor (2008: 16) suggests that it needs a purely referential semantics. I have proposed 
instead a Meinongian semantics for LOT, on the grounds that “non-existent” objects are best con-
strued as internal mental entities; see Rapaport 1978, 1979, 1981, and, especially, 1985/1986.

19  The terms (or “marks”) of this LOT (e.g., nodes of a semantic network; terms and predicates of a 
language; or their biological analogues, etc.) need not all be alike, either in “shape” or function. E.g., 
natural languages use a wide variety of letters, numerals, etc.; neurons include afferent, internal, 
and efferent ones (and the former do much of the internalization or “pushing”). (Albert Goldfain, 
personal communication.) Moreover, some of the internal marks might well include Barsalou’s 
(1999) “perceptual symbols.”

20  When I use ‘information’ (except when quoting), I am using it in a sense that is neutral among 
several different meanings it can have; in particular, I do not necessarily intend the Shannon theory 
of information. For further discussion, see Piccinini & Scarantino 2011.

21  Perception is input; so, if one wants to rule it out as an example of a cognitive phenomenon, then 
perhaps outputs of cognitive processes (e.g., motor activity, or actions more generally) should also 
be ruled out. This would be one way to respond to Cleland 1993; see n. 46.

22  One anonymous referee objected that “Despite the limitations on [human] sensation, there is an 
analog aspect and nonarbitrariness about the [human] cognitive representations that is not shared 
with a computer.” But a computer’s representations of visual input are surely just as non-arbitrary 
(or, conversely, both are equally arbitrary; it’s just that we’re more familiar with our own) and just 
as “analog” as ours are; this is one of the main points of Marr’s (1982) computational vision theory.

23  [http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/196559]
24  My use of ‘mark’ derives from Fetzer 2011 and will be clarified below.
25  For this reason, Barry Smith and Werner Ceusters (personal communication) prefer to call it the 

‘Syntactic Web’!
26  I.., they are pure syntax—WJR.
27  Although this is suggestive of semantic interpretation, it is really just syntax: A bit is not something 

(a sign) that is then interpreted as something else (e.g., 0 or 1). Rather, a bit is 0 or else it is 1 (or 
it is high voltage or else it is low voltage; or it is magnetized or else it is not magnetized; and so 
on).—WJR

28  This certainly sounds like ordinary semantics, but the very next passage clearly indicates a syntactic 
approach.—WJR

29  “Declarations” are syntactic parts of a computer program.
30  For more quotes along these lines, see my Web page “Tenenbaum & Augenstein on Data, Informa-

tion, & Semantics,”
 [http://www.cse.buffalo.edu/~rapaport/563S05/data.html].
31  Shapiro (personal communication, 2011) suggests that, when we stop the recursion, we may only 

think that we understand, as in the case of the sentence, “During the Renaissance, Bernini cast a 
bronze of a mastiff eating truffles” (Johnson-Laird, personal communication, 2003; cf. Johnson-
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Laird 1983: 225, Widdowson 2004). The claim is that many people can understand this sentence 
without being able to precisely define any of the principal words, as long as they have even a vague 
idea that, e.g., the Renaissance was some period in history, ‘Bernini’ is someone’s name, “casting 
a bronze” has something to do with sculpture, bronze is some kind of (perhaps yellowish) metal, 
a mastiff is some kind of animal (maybe a dog), and truffles are something edible (maybe a kid of 
mushroom, maybe a kind of chocolate candy). Still, such understanding is syntactic—it is under-
standing of one’s internal concepts.

32  A referee commented, “it seems that the author assumes that language and cognition is the same 
thing.—this should be clarified. Syntax is a set of relations among signs. But how signs are related 
to external objects and situations—not a word so far.” However, in these sections, I do not make 
this assumption. Moreover, a large part of the entire essay concerns how semantics in the sense of 
the relation of signs to external objects and situations can be handled by syntax.

33  Crane 1990 also points out that shape alone is not sufficient for syntax (as he interprets Fodor 1980 
as holding). But Crane uses ‘syntax’ in the narrow sense of “grammar”; he is correct that a sentence 
printed in all capital letters has a different shape from—but the same (grammatical) syntax as—the 
same sentence printed normally. But, as I use the term, although shape does not suffice for syntax, 
it is surely part of it.

34  The notion of “interpretant” will be clarified below.
35  I owe the observations in this paragraph to Incardona, personal communication, 2010.
36  I am indebted to Incardona for directing me to both this article by Peirce and an interpretation by 

Kenneth Laine Ketner (1988, see esp. pp. 34, 46, 49). I have two problems with Ketner’s interpreta-
tion, however: (1) Ketner (p. 49) cites Peirce’s distinction between “corollarial” reasoning (reading 
off a conclusion of an argument from a diagram of the premises) and “theorematic” reasoning (in 
which the reasoner must creatively add something to the premises). But neither Peirce nor Ketner 
offers any arguments that theorematic reasoning cannot be reduced to corollarial reasoning. If cor-
ollarial reasoning can be interpreted as referring to ordinary arguments with all premises explicitly 
stated, and theorematic reasoning can be interpreted as referring to arguments (viz., enthymemes) 
where a missing premise has to be supplied by the reasoner as “background knowledge,” then I 
would argue that the latter can be reduced to the former (see Rapaport & Kibby 2010). However, 
there are other interpretations (see Dipert 1984).

 (2) Ketner seems to misunderstand the Church-Turing Thesis (pp. 51–52). He presents it as stating 
that computers can only do what they have been programmed to do (or “calculated to do,” to use 
Peirce’s phrase). But what it really asserts is that the informal notion of “algorithm” can be identi-
fied with the formal notions of Church’s lambda calculus or Turing’s machines. Ketner also seems 
to misunderstand the import of Turing’s proof of the existence of non-computable functions: He 
thinks that this shows “that mathematical method is not universally deterministic” (p. 57). But what 
it really shows is that Hilbert’s decision problem (viz., for any mathematical proposition P, is there 
an algorithm that decides whether P is a theorem?) must be answered in the negative. Unfortunately, 
in both cases, Ketner cites as an authority a logic text (Schagrin et al. 1985: 304–305) co-authored 
by me! Granted, my co-authors and I use Church’s Thesis to justify a claim that “Computers can 
perform only what algorithms describe”—which sounds like “computers can only do what they 
have been programmed to do”—-but our intent was to point out that, if a computer can perform a 
task, then that task can be described by an algorithm. Ketner’s sound-alike claim is usually taken 
to mean that computers can’t do anything other than what they were explicitly programmed to do 
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(e.g., they can’t show creativity or initiative). But computers that can learn can certainly do things 
that they weren’t explicitly programmed to do; the Church-Turing thesis claims that anything that 
they can do—including those things that they learned how to do—must be computable in the 
technical sense of computable in the lambda calculus or by a Turing machine.

37  Dipert (1984: 59) suggests that Peirce might also have anticipated the Church-Turing Thesis.
38  Again, thanks to Incardona, whose dissertation explores these themes.
39  One anonymous referee commented, “[T]he mark’s user is always the same as the interpretant…

so the user is the same as the interpretant.” This is a misreading, either of me or of Peirce. I am 
not using ‘interpretant’ to be synonymous with ‘mark user.’ Rather, I am following Peirce’s use, 
roughly to the effect that an interpretant is a sign (or sign-like entity) in the user’s mind (see quotes 
above).

40  “That determination of which the immediate cause, or determinant, is the Sign, and of which the 
mediate cause is the Object may be termed the Interpretant….” (Peirce 1909, “Some Amazing 
Mazes, Fourth Curiosity,” CP 6.347,

 [http://www.helsinki.fi/science/commens/terms/interpretant.html].)
41  “I call a representamen which is determined by another representamen, an interpretant of the lat-

ter.” (Peirce 1903, Harvard Lectures on Pragmatism, CP 5.138, [http://www.helsinki.fi/science/
commens/terms/interpretant.html].)

42  Mathematically a binary relation defined on the Cartesian product of two sets A and B (i.e., defined 
on A X B) is a set of ordered pairs (“input-output” pairs), where the first member comes from A and 
the second from B. A function is a binary relation f on A X B (“from A to B”) such that any given 
member a of A is related by f to (at most) a unique b in B. I.e., if (a, b1) ∈ f and (a, b2) ∈ f (where a 
∈ A and b1, b2 ∈ B), then b1 = b2. Conversely, if b1 ≠ b2, then f cannot map (or interpret) a as both 
b1 and b2 simultaneously. I.e., no two outputs have the same input. If the outputs are thought of as 
the meanings or “interpretations” (i.e., interpretants) of the inputs, then an interpretation function 
cannot allow for ambiguity.

43  This question was raised by an anonymous referee.
44  For further discussion of the relation of computers to semiotic systems, see Andersen 1992, who 

argues that “computer systems” are (merely) “sign-vehicles whose main function is to be perceived 
and interpreted by some group of users”; Nöth 2003, who argues that “none of the criteria of se-
miosis is completely absent from the world of machines”; and Nadin (2007, 2010), who seems to 
agree that “computers are semiotic machines.” Other sources are cited in McGee 2011.

45  In Rapaport 1999, 2005b, I argue that implementation as semantic interpretation is also a ternary 
relation: Something is (1) a (concrete or abstract) implementation (i.e., a semantic “interpretant”) 
of (2) an abstraction in (3) a (concrete or abstract) medium.

46  One anonymous referee said: “I disagree here: The output of a process (algorithm) need not be 
caused by a certain input. It could have been caused by something else.” This is technically true: 
The output of a constant function is not causally or algorithmically related to any input. But in all 
other cases an algorithm’s output is a function of its input. The referee continues: “For instance, me 
going to eat (output) is not necessarily an interpretant of my being hungry. It could be because I have 
an appointment with a friend to go out eating. Likewise, a given input can yield different outputs. 
When hungry, I may decide to eat, but also may decide to continue working.” I agree about hunger 
and eating, but the relation between being hungry and going out to eat is not algorithmic; this is not 
sign interpretation. The referee continues: “what I mean to say is that both input and output—and 
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past experiences—are so tightly linked that the link/process should be part of the interpretant.” 
If ‘interpretant’ means ‘mark user,’ then I agree that the “process should be part of” the user (or 
the computer), but this makes no sense on the Peircean characterization of ‘interpretant.’ Finally, 
the referee says, “the context (input) and process are crucial to meaning formation.” I quite agree 
that all three of these are crucial, but it is important to note that context and input are two distinct 
things. A context is not input to an algorithm; rather, it is the environment in which the algorithm 
is executed. Elaboration of this would take us too far afield; the interested reader should consult 
Smith 1985, Cleland 1993, Soare 2009 for further discussion of the relationship between context 
and input.

47  Related to the notion of a semiotic system is that of a symbol system, as described by Newell & 
Simon 1976:116:

 A physical symbol system consists of a set of entities, called symbols, which are physical patterns 
that can occur as components of another type of entity called an expression (or symbol structure). 
Thus, a symbol structure is composed of a number of instances (or tokens) of symbols related in 
some physical way (such as one token being next to another). At any instant of time the system will 
contain a collection of these symbol structures. Besides these structures, the system also contains 
a collection of processes that operate on expressions to produce other expressions: processes of 
creation, modification, reproduction and destruction. A physical symbol system is a machine that 
produces through time an evolving collection of symbol structures. Such a system exists in a world 
of objects wider than just these symbolic expressions themselves. …An expression designates 
an object if, given the expression, the system can either affect the object itself or behave in ways 
dependent on the object. …The system can interpret an expression if the expression designates a 
process and if, given the expression, the system can carry out the process.

 In short, a physical symbol system is a computer.
48  “…in order to be able to refer separately to the general category of possible count tags and the 

subset of such tags which constitute the traditional count words[, w]e call the former numerons; the 
latter numerlogs. Numerons are any distinct and arbitrary tags that a mind (human or nonhuman) 
uses in enumerating a set of objects. Numerlogs are the count words of a language.” (Gelman & 
Gallistel 1986: 76–77.)

49  A referee suggested that the views of Pattee, 1969, 1982; Rosen, 1987; and Cariani, 2001 may also 
be relevant, though I have my doubts. In any case, detailed discussion of their views is beyond the 
scope of the present essay, so a few words will have to suffice. As I emphasized earlier, I am not 
seeking to understand the (human) brain (as they are); I am seeking to understand mind, and not 
only the human mind, but mind more generally and abstractly, such that both cognitive computers 
and humans can be said to have minds. This requires an emphasis on symbols rather than matter, 
but must be accompanied by a study of implementation (or realization)—the ways in which symbols 
can be “grounded”—and its converse (as Pattee notes). For my thoughts on Harnad’s (1990) theory 
of symbol grounding, in the context of syntactic semantics, see Rapaport 1995. For my thoughts 
on the relation between implementation and semantics, see Rapaport 1999, 2005b. Briefly, as I 
read Pattee 1969, he supports what I call syntacticism, and his 1982 notion of semantic closure 
seems to describe a symbolic (i.e., syntactic) system whose semantic interpretation is the system 
itself—but that would make it fully syntactic. Rosen offers two reasons why syntax is not sufficient 
for semantics: The first is a variation on the Lucas-Penrose argument from Gödel’s Incompleteness 
Theorem. This argument is highly debatable, but one simple response in the present context is to 
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note that it might well be irrelevant: Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorem does not say that there are 
true but unprovable statements of arithmetic (where truth is a matter of semantics and provability 
is a matter of syntax; see note 3 for what is meant by ‘arithmetic’). What it says, rather, is that there 
is an arithmetic statement S such that neither S nor ¬S can be proved. Semantics and truth do not 
have to enter the picture. Of course, because S can be interpreted as saying that S is unprovable, 
and because Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorem proves that, in fact, S is unprovable, it follows by 
a trivial conception of “truth” that S is true. Rosen’s second reason is that biological systems are 
“complex” and hence their “behavior…cannot be fully captured by any syntactic means” (Rosen 
1987: 14). But this depends on unprovable, metaphorical analogies between syntax and physical 
reductionism and between causation and implication. Moreover, Rosen (1987: 2) misunderstands 
Kleene when he disapprovingly quotes Kleene as saying that, in formal, axiomatic systems, mean-
ings are “left out of account.” What Kleene means is, not to eliminate meaning altogether, but 
that the goal of formal axiomatics is to capture all meaning syntactically, i.e., to remove it from 
the symbols (i.e., to turn the symbols into “marks,” as I used the term above) and to move it (by 
explicitly re-encoding it) to the (syntactic) axioms. Finally, although Cariani (2001, p. 71) says, 
“One cannot replace semantics with syntactics,” in fact one can, if the “world states” (Cariani, 
2001, p. 70) are also symbolized; this is my point about internalis. Oddly, Cariani (2001, p. 77n.13) 
also says, “Contra Fodor and Putnam, meaning can and does lie in the head.” I quite agree; that’s 
part of syntacticism! Fodor 1980 also agrees about the location of meaning, so I fail to understand 
why Cariani places Fodor and Putnam in the same camp. As Incardona (personal communication, 
2011) observed, the real issue might be that I need to explain more clearly than I try above: “how 
syntacticism justifies the relationship between cognitive agents and the world. [But] internalism 
does not mean that cognitive agents cannot transform the ‘outside world.’” Readers who want such 
an explanation from me should read my papers on this theme.

50  These ideas were first suggested to me by Shoshana Hardt Loeb (personal communication, ca. 
1983.)

51  See discussion and citations in Edelman 2011. Edelman says, “The phenomenal experience that 
arises from th[e] dynamics [of the anatomy and physiology of dreaming] is that of the dream self, 
situated in a dream world” (p. 3, my italics). So Fetzer could be charitably interpreted as meaning, 
not that dreams (hence minds) are not computable, but that dream phenomenology is not comput-
able, i.e., that the “hard problem” of consciousness is, indeed, hard. But this raises a host of other 
issues that go beyond the scope of this paper. For some relevant remarks, see Rapaport 2005b.

52  But simulated animals simulatedly die!—WJR
53  But see my comments above about simulated hurricanes!—WJR
54  Cf. IBM’s Jeopardy-winning Watson.—WJR
55  See my Web page “What Is Hypercomputation?” for a partial bibliography, [http://www.cse.buf-

falo.edu/~rapaport/584/hypercompn.html]
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APPENDIX

What Is an Algorithm?

Before anyone attempted to define ‘algorithm,’ many algorithms were in use both by mathematicians as 
well as by ordinary people (e.g., Euclid’s procedures for construction of geometric objects by compass 
and straightedge—see Toussaint, 1993; Euclid’s algorithm for computing the GCD of two integers; the 
algorithms for simple arithmetic with Hindu-Arabic numerals—see Crossley & Henry, 1990, Wu, 2011; 
cf. Knuth, 1972). When David Hilbert investigated the foundations of mathematics, his followers began 
to try to make the notion of algorithm precise, beginning with discussions of “effectively calculable,” a 
phrase first used by Jacques Herbrand in 1931 (Gandy, 1988, p. 68) and later taken up by Church (1936) 
and Stephen Kleene (1952), but left largely undefined, at least in print.

J. Barkley Rosser (1939, p. 55) made an effort to clarify the contribution of the modifier “effective” 
(italics and enumeration mine):

“Effective method” is here used in the rather special sense of a method each step of which is [1] precisely 
predetermined and which is [2] certain to produce the answer [3] in a finite number of steps.

But what, exactly, does ‘precisely predetermined’ mean? And does ‘finite number of steps’ mean 
that the written statement of the algorithm has a finite number of instructions, or that, when executing 
them, only a finite number of tasks must be performed? (What gets counted: written steps or executed 
instructions? One written step—“for i:= 1 to 100 do x:= x + 1”—can result in 100 executed instruc-
tions.) Much later, after Turing’s, Church’s, Gödel’s, and Post’s precise formulations and during the age 
of computers and computer programming, A.A. Markov, Kleene, and Donald Knuth also gave slightly 
less vague, though still informal, characterizations.

According to Markov (1954/1960, p. 1), an algorithm is a “computational process” satisfying three 
(informal) properties: (1) being “determined” (“carried out according to a precise prescription…leaving 
no possibility of arbitrary choice, and in the known sense generally understood”), (2) having “applicabil-
ity” (“The possibility of starting from original given objects which can vary within known limits”), and 
(3) having “effectiveness” (“The tendency of the algorithm to obtain a certain result, finally obtained 
for appropriate original given objects”). These are a bit obscure: Being “determined” may be akin to 
Rosser’s “precisely predetermined.” But what about being “applicable”? Perhaps this simply means 
that an algorithm must not be limited to converting one, specific input to an output, but must be more 
general. And Markov’s notion of “effectiveness” seems restricted to only the second part of Rosser’s 
notion, namely, that of “producing the answer.” There is no mention of finiteness, unless that is implied 
by being computational.

In his undergraduate-level, logic textbook, Kleene (1967) elaborated on the notions of “effective’ and 
“algorithm” that he had left unspecified in his earlier, classic, graduate-level treatise on metamathemat-
ics. He continues to identify “effective procedure” with “algorithm” (Kleene, 1967, p. 231), but now he 
offers a characterization of an algorithm as (1) a “procedure” (i.e., a “finite” “set of rules or instructions”) 
that (2) “in a finite number of steps” answers a question, where (3) each instruction can be “followed” 
“mechanically, like robots; no insight or ingenuity or invention is required,” (4) each instruction “tell[s] 
us what to do next,” and (5) the algorithm “enable[s] us to recognize when the steps come to an end” 
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(Kleene, 1967, p. 223). Knuth (1973, pp. 1-9) goes into considerably more detail, albeit still informally. 
He says that an algorithm is “a finite set of rules which gives a sequence of operations for solving a 
specific type of problem,” with “five important features” (Knuth, 1973, p. 4):

1.  “Finiteness. An algorithm must always terminate after a finite number of steps” (Knuth, 1973, p. 
4).
a.  Note the double finiteness: A finite number of rules in the text of the algorithm and a finite 

number of steps to be carried out. Moreover, algorithms must halt. (Halting is not guaranteed 
by finiteness; see point 5, below.) Interestingly, Knuth also says that an algorithm is a finite 
“computational method,” where a “computational method” is a “procedure” that only has the 
next four features (Knuth, 1973, p. 4).

2.  “Definiteness. Each step…must be precisely defined; the actions to be carried out must be rigor-
ously and unambiguously specified…” (Knuth, 1973, p. 5).
a.  This seems to be Knuth’s analogue of the “precision” that Rosser and Markov mention.

3.  “Input. An algorithm has zero or more inputs” (Knuth, 1973, p. 5).
a.  Curiously, only Knuth and Markov seem to mention this explicitly, with Markov’s “applica-

bility” property suggesting that there must be at least one input. Why does Knuth say zero 
or more? Presumably, he wants to allow for the possibility of a program that simply outputs 
some information. On the other hand, if algorithms are procedures for computing functions, 
and if functions are “regular” sets of input-output pairs (regular in the sense that the same 
input is always associated with the same output), then algorithms would always have to have 
input. Perhaps Knuth has in mind the possibility of the input being internally stored in the 
computer rather than having to be obtained from the external environment.

4.  “Output. An algorithm has one or more outputs” (Knuth, 1973, p. 5).
a.  That there must be at least one output echoes Rosser’s property (2) (“certain to produce the 

answer”) and Markov’s notion (3) of “effectiveness” (“a certain result”). But Knuth charac-
terizes outputs as “quantities which have a specified relation to the inputs” (Knuth, 1973, p. 
5); the “relation” would no doubt be the functional relation between inputs and outputs, but 
if there is no input, what kind of a relation would the output be in? Very curious!

5.  “Effectiveness. This means that all of the operations to be performed in the algorithm must be 
sufficiently basic that they can in principle be done exactly and in a finite length of time by a man 
[sic] using pencil and paper” (Knuth, 1973, p. 6).
a.  Note, first, how the term ‘effective’ has many different meanings among all these characteriza-

tions of “algorithm,” ranging from it being an unexplained term, through being synonymous 
with ‘algorithm,’ to naming very particular—and very different—properties of algorithms. 
Second, it is not clear how Knuth’s notion of effectiveness differs from his notion of definite-
ness; both seem to have to do with the preciseness of the operations. Third, Knuth brings in 
another notion of finiteness: finiteness in time. Note that an instruction to carry out an infinite 
sequence of steps in a finite time could be accomplished in principle by doing each step twice 
as fast as the previous step; or each step might only take a finite amount of time, but the number 
of steps required might take longer than the expected life of the universe (as in computing a 
perfect, non-losing strategy in chess; see §6.1, above). These may have interesting theoretical 
implications (see the vast literature on hypercomputation),55 but do not seem very practical. 
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Knuth (1973, p. 7) observes that “we want good algorithms in some loosely-defined aesthetic 
sense. One criterion of goodness is the length of time taken to perform the algorithm….” 
Finally, the “gold standard” of “a [hu]man using pencil and paper” seems clearly to be an 
allusion to Turing’s (1936) analysis.

We can summarize these informal observations as follows: An algorithm (for executor E to accom-
plish goal G) is:

1.  A procedure (or “method”)—i.e., a finite set (or sequence) of statements (or rules, or instruc-
tions)—such that each statement is:
a.  Composed of a finite number of symbols (or marks) from a finite alphabet
b.  And unambiguous for E—i.e.,
c.  E knows how to do it
d.  E can do it
e.  It can be done in a finite amount of time
f.  And, after doing it, E knows what to do next—

2.  And the procedure takes a finite amount of time, i.e., halts,
3.  And it ends with G accomplished.

But the important thing to note is that the more one tries to make precise these informal requirements 
for something to be an algorithm, the more one recapitulates Turing’s motivation for the formulation 
of a Turing machine! Turing (1936) describes in excruciating detail what the minimal requirements are 
for a human to compute:

[T]he computation is carried out on one-dimensional paper, i.e. on a tape divided into squares. …The 
behaviour of the computer [i.e., the human who computes!—WJR] at any moment is determined by the 
symbols which he [sic] is observing, and his “state of mind” at that moment. …[T]here is a bound B 
to the number of symbols or squares which the computer can observe at one moment. …[A]lso…the 
number of states of mind which need be taken into account is finite. …[T]he operations performed by the 
computer…[are] split up into “simple operations” which are so elementary that it is not easy to imagine 
them further divided. Every such operation consists of some change of the physical system consisting of 
the computer and his tape. We know the state of the system if we know the sequence of symbols on the 
tape, which of these are observed by the computer…, and the state of mind of the computer. …[I]n a 
simple operation not more than one symbol is altered. …[T]he squares whose symbols are changed are 
always “observed” squares. …[T]he simple operations must include changes of distribution of observed 
squares. …[E]ach of the new observed squares is within L squares of an immediately previously observed 
square. …The most general single operation must therefore be taken to be one of the following: (A) A 
possible change…of symbol together with a possible change of state of mind. (B) A possible change…of 
observed squares, together with a possible change of mind. The operation actually performed is deter-
mined… by the state of mind of the computer and the observed symbols. In particular, they determine 
the state of mind of the computer after the operation is carried out. We may now construct a machine 
to do the work of this computer” (Turing, 1936, pp. 249-251).
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The “machine,” of course, is what is now known as a “Turing machine”; it “does the work of this” 
human computer. Hence, my claim, above that the Turing machine was the first AI program. (For further 
discussion of the role of the goal of an algorithm, see Rapaport 2015. For further discussion of what an 
algorithm is, see Rapaport 2017b.)
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ABSTRACT

This chapter introduces Peirce’s notion of proposition, “Dicisign.” It goes through its main character-
istics and argues that its strengths have been overlooked. It does not fall prey to some of the problems 
in the received notion of propositions (their dependence upon language, upon compositionality, upon 
human intention). This implies that the extension of Peircean Dicisigns is wider in two respects: they 
comprise 1) propositions not or only partially linguistic, using in addition gesture, picture, diagrams, 
etc.; 2) non-human propositions in biology studied by biosemiotics.

INTRODUCTION

Peirce’s notion of “Dicisigns” has led a strangely silent life in Peirce’s reception. It is, of course, Peirce’s 
notion for propositions, and the central place of that notion in the development of 20th century logic 
and analytical philosophy probably leading many Peirce scholars to presume that Peirce’s notion was 
merely a forerunner to that development, lacking any intrinsic interest. This is not true, and the goal of 
this paper is to give an overview over Peirce’s notion of Dicisign as well as to highlight those aspects 
of it which differ form the received notion of propositions in logic and philosophy. Peirce’s notion of 
Dicisign includes logical propositions, and is closely related to Peirce’s many discoveries in logic—but 
due to Peirce’s semiotic approach to logic, he is not only, like the logical mainstream, interested in the 
formalization of propositions and their structures, but also takes a crucial interest in which sign types 
may carry propositions. This is why Peirce’s Dicisign transgresses the narrowly logical notion of propo-
sitions in at least two respects.

Signs Conveying Information:
On the Range of Peirce’s Notion 

of Propositions – Dicisigns

Frederik Stjernfelt
Aarhus University, Denmark
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One is that a Peircean Dicisign need not be expressed in language, ordinary or formal. A Dicisign may 
involve gestures, pictures, diagrams only, or it may involve such devices in combination with language. 
Thus, the notion of Dicisigns covers a much larger range of human semiotic activity than ordinarily 
conceived of in the notion of propositions (it is true that most often, logic does not consider that range, 
focusing instead on logical properties of propositions and propositional content, however expressed)—it 
gives a much broader idea of which human activities implies claiming something to be the case. The 
other extension in the notion of Dicisigns as compared to standard conceptions of propositions is that 
Dicisigns, not being confined to language, also cover animal communication and lower biological sign 
use studied by biosemiotics. This should not come as a great surprise: communication of any sort couldn’t 
possibly reach any high degree of efficiency if it is not able to indicate things to be the case, which is 
the central property of Dicisigns. Many of the biological cases, however, do not imply that the signs 
used correspond to conscious, deliberate claims on the part of a communicating or signifying biological 
agent—which is probably why many scholars immediately refrain from considering the possibility of 
Dicisigns in other species.

DICISIGNS

Let’s begin by taking a look at the central properties of Peirce’s Dicisign doctrine.1 A basic way of 
describing Dicisigns is that they are signs which may be ascribed a truth value (Syllabus, 1903; partly 
reprinted in Peirce, 1998). This is because Dicisigns claim something about something—and this claim 
may be true or false (or meaningless). The reason why Dicisigns are thus able to claim something is that 
they have a double structure: they 1) point out an object, and they 2) describe that object in some way. 
They possess, in some way, a Subject-Predicate structure. The formal part of this analysis of a proposition 
is largely shared by Frege and Peirce. Frege famously analyzed propositions as consisting of two parts, 
functions and arguments (corresponding to Predicates and Subjects, respectively), functions indicating 
properties of the variables indicated by the arguments, and often indicated as F(a)—meaning a satisfies 
the function F; a has the property F. Frege’s path-breaking insight was that functions need not have one 
argument only—properties are not only properties of one object, many properties are relationally shared 
between objects. Peirce’s independent analysis of the Dicisign is quite parallel: a proposition consists 
of 1) a Predicate, in his terms, an iconic rhema (corresponding to Frege’s function) and 2) one or more 
Subjects, in his terms, indices referring to which objects are claimed to possess the property described 
by the iconic rhema (corresponding to Frege’s arguments). Frege and Peirce count as the founders of 
relational logic; both of them insist that one and the same rhema (function) may take several indices 
(arguments). Thus, the rhema “loves” may take two indices: “Peter loves Mary,” the rhema “gives” may 
take three, “Mary gives Peter a rejection.” Moreover, both Frege and Peirce invent quantification to give 
different recipes for the selection of the objects referred to by the indices of a Dicisign. One is existential 
quantification: “Some berries are red,” another is universal quantification “All fruits are colored”—and 
possibly other quantifiers indicating other modes of selecting objects considered in the Dicisign. Frege 
and Peirce did not know about each others’ discoveries, and it is well known how Frege enjoyed prior-
ity in these discoveries because he published them some years before Peirce. It is less well known that 
the current logical formalism, sometimes referred to as the Peano-Russell formalism, stems from Peirce 
(via the German philosopher Ernst Schröder) rather than from Frege. Peirce invented the basics of that 
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formalism in his “On the Algebra of Logic” (1885), while Frege’s earlier diagrammatical formalism (in 
the Begriffsschrift of 1879) was too cumbersome to be put to common usage.2

Thus, there is a large overlap between the basic Fregean and Peircean analyses of the structure of 
propositions. What differs lies rather in the more or less unspoken assumptions about where and how 
propositions occur. The Fregean tradition in logic and analytical philosophy (not necessarily Frege 
himself; the Begriffsschrift did indeed present a system for non-linguistic graphical logic representa-
tion) has, as a tendency, presumed two things: 1) that propositions must be linguistically expressed, in 
ordinary language or special, formalized languages, 2) that propositions, in order to be expressed, require 
a speaking subject taking a “propositional attitude” or a “propositional stance.” These two assumptions 
focus, of course, on the ubiquitous example of propositions expressed by linguistically able human 
beings. The analytical tradition, having focused more upon the truth-preserving and formal properties 
of propositions, most often kept such assumptions in the background—but still these ideas form part 
of what Barry Smith (2005) ridicules as “Fantology,” the mistaken doctrine resulting from taking the 
structure of First Order Predicate Logic (FOPL) as the sole guideline for what should be taken to be the 
basic entities of ontology. Given the success of FOPL, the Kantian step of reading metaphysical structure 
directly from logical structure may seem tempting—but then it is important to realize what does indeed 
belong to logical structure itself, and what are merely artifices of formalization. Smith nicknames the 
fallacy of disregarding this cautiousness “Fantology” after the F(a) structure charted by Frege—“F(a)
ntology”—and he claims that FOPL formalism has led analytical metaphysics to assume that all gener-
ality, not only within the formalism, but also in the world, lies in the predicate and never in the subject. 
Thus, all existing objects are taken to be particulars, referred to by the a (or by the variables x’s, y’s, and 
z’s of more elaborated formulae), and they may, in turn, share different general properties, referred to 
by the F’s. This, according to Smith, gives rise to a minimalist and nominalist ontology, dispensing with 
all sorts of natural kinds otherwise central in science (electrons, earthquakes, animal species, revolu-
tions, languages, etc.)—expressed, for instance, in Quine’s famous claim that to exist is to be a bound 
variable of a true proposition, the function or predicate part of the proposition hence having nothing at 
all to do with real existence.

The ideas that propositions are necessarily 1) linguistic, 2) compositionally constructed from inde-
pendent parts corresponding to function/argument, and 3) a prerequisite for human beings only, now 
form another piece of Fantology: we are led to assume these ideas from being accustomed to ordinary 
and formal languages. Here, Peirce’s more general notion of Dicisign, even if formally analogous to 
Frege’s, escapes all of these fantological dangers. Peircean Dicisigns are not confined to be expressed 
linguistically, they do possess the two aspects of Subject-Predicate but are not for that reason rendered 
compositional, and they do not require human beings nor indeed conscious intention to appear. These 
non-fantological properties of Peirce’s definition of the Dicisign appear in his basic semiotic descrip-
tion of it: “Every assertion is an assertion that two different signs have the same object” (Short Logic, 
ca. 1893, CP 2.437)3. The Dicisign claims that two signs have the same object—and the two signs form 
parts or aspects of the Dicisign itself. The two signs are the indexical object reference and the iconic 
object description, respectively. As Hilpinen says, this notion corresponds to William of Ockham’s idea 
that a proposition is true if its subject and predicate “supposit for the same thing” (Hilpinen, 1992, p. 
475). One aspect of the Dicisign indicates its object, another aspect of it describes it, and the Dicisign 
now claims these two constituent signs have the same object. To be more precise, the iconic part of the 
Dicisign is not directly a description of the object; rather the iconic part is an icon of the very Dicisign 
itself, Peirce claims: “every proposition contains a Subject and a Predicate, the former representing (or 
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being) an Index of the Primary Object, or Correlate of the relation represented, the latter representing 
(or being) an Icon of the Dicisign in some respect” (Syllabus, 1903, EPII, 279). This, at first sight, 
surprising doctrine is developed at length in the “Syllabus”—the idea is that the predicate aspect of the 
Dicisign depicts not only the object, but also depicts the descriptive relation of the Dicisign itself to the 
object—which is an iconic relation. The reason for this doctrine is to avoid the merely compositional idea 
that any accidental combination of an index and an icon of the same object could constitute a Dicisign. 
The icon part is taken to represent not only the description, but also the description claim (indicated by 
the fact that the copula, in Peirce’s analysis, is included into the rheme). This is consistent with Peirce’s 
idea that “The most perfectly thorough analyses throws the whole substance of the Dicisign into the 
Predicate.” (Syllabus, 1903, EPII, 281) which, in turn, is motivated by his analysis that all Predicates 
function as verbs. In the Dicisign “The sky is blue,” thus, the Subject is “the sky,” and the Predicate is 
not only the adjective “blue,” but the verbal compound “is blue” with an unsaturated slot which may be 
filled in by a Subject. Peirce vacillates as to whether these two aspects of the Dicisign must necessarily 
appear as two independent, explicitly distinguishable parts of the Dicisign: “That is to say, in order to 
understand the Dicisign, it must be regarded as composed of such two parts whether it be in itself so 
composed or not. It is difficult to see how this can be, unless it really have two such parts; but perhaps 
this may be possible.” (ibid., 276) His analysis of photographical Dicisigns, however, seems to solve 
this puzzle: the P-role is here played by the shapes on the photographical plate while the S-role is played 
by the causal connection of these with the object, granted by the physical effects of focused light rays 
on the photosensitive surface, chemically or electronically—but without S and P here appearing as 
autonomous, separate parts of the sign. Thus, a single photograph may act as a Dicisign, provided the 
observer is capable of connecting it to the Subject indicated, and of understanding its shapes as Predicates 
of that Subject. So, S and P in general could be characterized as aspects of the Dicisign rather than as 
independent parts—even if they may, in many cases, form such parts.

PROPERTIES OF DICISIGNS

On this basis, let us list some examples of Dicisigns—with their Subject and Predicate aspects indicated 
by S and P, respectively:

• Linguistic utterances in the indicative: “It (S) rains (P),” “The sky (S) is blue (P)” or “He (S1) 
loves (P) her (S2)” or “Mary (S1) gives (P) Peter (S2) a present (S3)”

• The double gesture of pointing towards a person (S) and turning the finger to indicate he is crazy 
(P)

• The gesture of pointing towards a person (S) and then pointing towards a caricature intended to 
portray him or her (P)

• A picture (P) with the object indicated (S)—specific examples include:
• A cartoon of a well-known figure (Donald Duck, S), acting and expressing graphically represented 

utterings (P)
• Road signs informing of danger of deer on the road (P), the location of the sign indicating the 

location of the presence of this danger (S)
• A portrait (P) with a title or label indicating the person portrayed (S)
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• A photograph depicting its object by means of shapes and colors on a surface (P), indicating the 
object by the causal connection via focused light rays (S)

• A photograph (P) with the object made explicit by an accompanying linguistic byline (S)
• A diagram (P) used for describing the structure of an object indicated by accompanying indexical 

symbols (S)—specific examples include:
• A topographical map (P) equipped with names (S) of countries, cities, landscape features, etc.
• A mathematical graph in a Cartesian plane (P) equipped with specifications of the axis units and 

a legend indicating the physical phenomenon it describes (S).

A very important upshot of such a list of examples is that linguistically complete, well-formed Dici-
signs do not in any way exhaust the category. Many mixed forms, involving gestures, pictures, objects, 
language in different combinations, may constitute Dicisigns. If you are at a friend’s door and he is not 
home, you may, lacking a pencil, indicate you have been there by leaving a small object you know he 
knows belongs to you—this object then acting as a minimal Dicisign saying “I (S1) was visiting (P) you 
(S2).” As to the indexical aspect of the Dicisign, we find very different types of signs realizing it. In very 
simple cases, the very spatio-temporal context of the sign may indicate the (S)-aspect as in “It rains,” 
where the (P) part of raining is predicated onto the here-and-now of utterance. A bit further away, but 
still close to the object we find gestural pointing or gaze directions (fundamental in human semiotics 
according to Michael Tomasello, 2008), potentially further away are symbolic indices like proper names 
or pronouns, potentially used in the absence of the object. In any case, the Dicisign claims to stand in a 
direct connection with its object (if it is a true proposition, this claim may be true, referring to existing 
objects).4 A very important observation by Peirce is, that in order for a Dicisign to function, the receiver 
should have ”collateral” knowledge about the object indicated—the proposition should not be the only 
indexical source referring to the object. A photograph of unknown persons taken at an unknown time 
and place is thus no Dicisign in itself—but it might be used as part of a Dicisign by a person able to 
identify aspects of the objects caught in the photo: “This is uncle Walter” or “This is how things were 
in Tübingen.” Given the existence of such collateral knowledge, however, a photograph may function 
as a Dicisign, even without any additional text. If you happen to receive a letter containing recognizable 
photographs of yourself involved in embarrassing sexual activities, they immediately constitute Dicisigns 
claiming that you have indeed indulged in such activity.5

As to the Predicative or descriptive aspect of the Dicisign, it must contain or involve some kind of iconic 
representation of aspects of the object. This may be achieved by the direct means of pictures, gestures, 
diagrams describing aspects of the object’s properties, relations or behaviors, or it may be achieved by 
means of symbolical icons, like conventional gestures, linguistic adjectives, common nouns, verbs, etc.

Finally, the relation between the S and P aspects of the Dicisign must be some sort of syntax: “Finally, 
our conclusions require that the proposition should have an actual Syntax, which is represented to be 
the Index of those elements of the fact represented that corresponds to the Subject and Predicate” (ibid., 
282). This convoluted expression that the syntax is represented to be an index of the elements must be 
taken to mean that the syntax depicts the fact involving the object and quality, in turn corresponding to 
the S and P parts of the Dicisign. It seems simpler and more appropriate to say that the S-P syntax of the 
Dicisign iconically depicts the combination of object and quality into a fact. This is also in accordance 
with Peirce’s claim elsewhere in the “Syllabus” that “Every informational sign thus involves a Fact, 
which is its Syntax” (ibid., CP 2.321).
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In Peirce’s system of trichotomies, Dicisigns form the second level of the triad Rhema-Dicisign-
Argument (his version of the traditional logical Term-Proposition-Argument distinction, elsewhere named 
by him Sumisign-Dicisign-Suadisign, or Seme-Pheme-Delome). We already touched upon the Rhema 
generalization of the Predicate. Rhemes may form relational predicates with any number of subject 
slots to be saturated (even if Peirce famously claimed that any n-valence Rheme may be analyzed as a 
composition of at most 3-valence Rhemes), and, as mentioned, they may be linguistic, gestural, pictorial, 
diagrammatical, etc.6 Arguments, on the other hand, are the rule-bound combination of Dicisigns so that 
one Dicisign, the conclusion, logically follows from another, the premise (which may be composite and 
combined from several Dicisigns). Diagrammatical reasoning, according to Peirce, is the general mode 
of thus inferring one Dicisign from another, again widening logical inference to embrace diagrammatical 
and pictorial representations alongside linguistic ones. As to the structure of Rheme-Dicisign-Argument 
as signs, Peirce gives this beautifully simple description (using the Sumi-Dici-Suadi terminology):

The second trichotomy of representamens is [divided] into: first, simple signs, substitutive signs, or 
Sumisigns; second, double signs, informational signs, quasi-propositions, or Dicisigns; third, triple 
signs, rationally persuasive signs, arguments, or Suadisigns (ibid., 275).

To the simple description of the Rheme, claiming nothing, the Dicisign fills in (some of) the empty 
slots of the Rheme by Indices, making the sign’s object relation double. The Argument adds the third 
claim that the object behaves in the lawful way indicated by the inference from one Dicisign to the next, 
hence the single-double-triple distinction based on the number of sign-object connections. As to which 
aspects of their object the three of them represent, Peirce gives the following list:

Or we may say that a Rheme is a sign which is understood to represent its Object in its characters merely; 
that a Dicisign is a sign which is understood to represent its Object in respect to actual existence; and 
that an Argument is a sign which is understood to represent its Object in its character as sign. (ibid., 292). 

Finally, we may add the description in terms of degrees of explicitness of the signs:

A representamen is either a rhema, a proposition, or an argument. An argument is a representamen 
which separately shows what interpretant it is intended to determine. A proposition is a representamen 
which is not an argument, but which separately indicates what object it is intended to represent. A rhema 
is a simple representation without such separate parts (Lectures on Pragmatism, EPII, 204; CP 5.139)

As to the meaning of a proposition, Peirce defines it logically in terms of what may be inferred from 
it: “what we call the meaning of a proposition embraces every obvious necessary deduction from it” 
(Lectures on Pragmatism, EPII, 214). The final interpretant of a proposition, according to Peirce’s later, 
triadic theory of interpretants, will embrace everything which may be deduced from it; the meaning here 
referred to is rather what he would call the immediate interpretant, the “obvious” implications of it, of 
course dependent upon the clarity of context as well as the intellectual capacities of the interpreter. This 
conception of the immediate meaning is thus pragmatic in the sense that it relies upon the information 
needed by the interpreter and easily extracted from the sign—most often for action possibilities. Even 
if many facts may be implied by the Dicisign, the immediate meaning is that fact which is immediately 
relevant to the Interpreter. 7
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We already touched upon the relation between the Dicisign’s syntax and Peirce’s theory of facts. It 
is most often overlooked that Peirce developed an ontology of facts which is, to some extent, analogous 
to the contemporaneous doctrines in Austrian philosophy of Sachverhalt (Stumpf, Meinong, later on 
Wittgenstein). Like in them, the notion of fact as a part of reality is closely connected to that part’s 
representability in propositions, in Dicisigns:

A state of things is an abstract constituent part of reality, of such a nature that a proposition is needed 
to represent it. There is but one individual, or completely determinate, state of things, namely, the all of 
reality. A fact is so highly a prescissively abstract state of things, that it can be wholly represented in a 
simple proposition, and the term “simple,” here, has no absolute meaning, but is merely a comparative 
expression (The Basis of Pragmaticism, 1906, EPII 378, CP 5. 549)

Peirce’s theory of the Dicisign as representing a fact is thus a picture theory of semiotics, not un-
like the early Wittgenstein’s Tractarian picture theory of logic and language. A very important caveat, 
however, makes Peirce distinguish between the object referred to by a Dicisign (given by the indexical 
aspect of that Dicisign) on the one hand, and the whole of the fact represented by the Dicisign, on the 
other. Here we see a strength of the analysis “throwing the whole of the Dicisign into the Predicate:” 
the object referred to is different from the fact claimed by the Dicisign. It might seem tempting simply 
to make the fact and the object of the Dicisign one and the same thing—but in that case, the existence 
of false Dicisigns would become a theoretical problem, if they involve a really existing object. False 
claims, of course, may refer correctly to existing objects—their falsity lies in the alleged facts they em-
bed those objects in: “Barack Obama is a Muslim.” This Dicisign successfully refers to a really existing 
object—Barack Obama—but the fact that it represents Obama as a Muslim is non-existent, which is why 
the Dicisign is false. The Russellian example of “The present king of France is bald,” on the contrary, 
does not refer to any existing object and hence cannot (as against Russell) be false, but rather without 
any truth value.8 It is an important aspect of Peirce’s theory of Dicisigns, highlighted in his Existential 
Graph representation systems for logic, that Dicisigns are relative to a selected Universe of Discourse 
in relation to which their truth value should immediately be judged, rather than directly to reality as a 
whole (as presumed by Russell). The Universe of Discourse is the more or less implicit reference field, 
agreed upon by the interlocutors, of a given Dicisign. This emancipates Peirce’s doctrine from assuming 
the logic-as-a-universal-language idea with all the consequences in the shape of linguistic relativism, 
as argued by Jaakko Hintikka (1997)—to see logic instead as consisting of different calculi the plural-
ity of which makes possible the notion of an independent reality to which all of them ultimately refer.

There are many important issues related to Peirce’s doctrine of Dicisigns which merit a thorough 
discussion but which we may only mention briefly in the passing.9 One is the status of fictive proposi-
tions which refer to specific invented Universes of Discourse—and may be true within those Universes 
(“Donald Duck wears a sailor’s shirt”).10 Another is Peirce’s meticulous distinction, anticipating Speech 
Act Theory, of the proposition in itself and 1) the possible mental representation of it, 2) the possible 
assent to it by some agent, and 3) the possible assertive expression of it in a public sign (plus more uses, 
as in interrogatives and imperatives). Assertion is the public claim that the Dicisign is true, whereby ut-
terers potentially subject themselves to public consequences (criticism, even court cases if the Dicisign 
contains threats, libels, etc.). You may publicly assert a Dicisign without yourself believing it (and so 
stating a lie), you may believe it without expressing it, you may think of it without either assenting to 
it nor asserting it, etc. The assertion “Osama bin Laden is dead,” uttered by a serious participant in a 
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public debate, thus consists of the Dicisign expressed + 1) mental representation + 2) assent + 3) as-
sertion. This embryonic Speech Act theory is very important in order to realize Peirce’s fundamentally 
anti-psychologistic notion of the Dicisign, making the notion of Dicisign or proposition much simpler 
than the notion of judgment, which involves psychological representation as well as assent and maybe 
even assertion. A corollary is that, to Peirce, one and the same Dicisign may form part of different types 
of speech acts such as assertions, questions, imperatives, etc.11

ROAD DICISIGNS

Before we proceed to discuss Dicisigns in biology, let us pause to consider a couple of examples of the 
arch-semiotic category of road signs. In them, the S aspect of the Dicisign is generally played by the very 
localization of the sign in time and space—not unlike the case in many biological Dicisigns. Consider, 
for instance, the following road sign:

The immediate interpretation, of course, of this Australian warning sign is that “Camels, koalas, and 
kangaroos (P) may appear on the road before you for the next 96 kilometers (S).”

In the internet, this same photo has been manipulated for satirical purposes, substituting a stylized 
missile, plane, and armed person, respectively, for the three animals, and “Baghdad 89 km” for “Next 96 
km.” This ironic Iraqi warning sign correspondingly realizes the Dicisign that “Falling bombs, Fighter 
planes and Insurgents (P) may appear before you on the road for the next 89 kilometers to Baghdad (S)” 
Such signs are, at the same time, descriptive and imperative. The speech act made on this propositional 
S-P basis describes a real possibility on the road ahead and warns the driver to avoid the general cat-
egories of objects depicted if they actualize on the road.

Road signs thus have the peculiarity of being Dicisigns where the S-part is given by the colocalization 
of the sign interpreter with the sign. The S-part of the sign indexically points out the location where the 
entities described by the P part may appear. The P part of the sign is the local circumstances described in 

Figure 1. 
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general terms. Categorized by yellow color and the diamond shape as a warning sign, the speech act of 
the road sign addresses the behavior the driving recipient is advised or ordered to follow (this behavior, 
of course, may include other general subjects such as the categories of dangerous objects indicated by 
the Australian and Iraqi road signs).12 So while the subject of the propositional kernel of this Dicisign 
is the stretch of road ahead of the sign, the subject addressed by the imperative speech act made on this 
basis is the driver recipient. This structure of Dicisigns—that spatio-temporal whereabouts of the sign 
vehicle may play a central part for the determination of the S-part of the Dicisign—also occurs in many 
biosemiotic Dicisigns to which we now turn.

BIOSEMIOTIC DICISIGNS

Above, we made the case that human Dicisigns involve a large semiotic field with different combinations 
of language, gesture, pictures, drawings, diagrams, moving pictures, etc. This forms one important exten-
sion of the Peircean Dicisign category. Another concerns biosemiotics—sign-use in biology. Peirce’s 
definition and description of Dicisigns is emphatically not dependent on human psychology (even if 
the range of Dicisigns which may be processed by the human brain, of course, vastly surpasses that ac-
cessible by simpler biological processes and agents). Peirce only rarely touches upon animal semiotics, 
but when he does, he leaves little doubt that he conceives of at least higher animals as being capable of 
processing Dicisigns.13 Thus, a strong argument can be made that not only do animal semiotics involve 
pre-linguistic concepts and meanings, but also proto-versions of human propositions.14 Let us review 
some classic examples from different levels of biological evolution (with rough translations into human-
language Dicisigns added in parentheses):

• E. Coli perceiving sugar and acting by swimming upstream in gradient (“There’s more sugar in 
this direction”)

• Fireflies signaling to possible mates with a species-specific flash (“Here is a Photinus female”)
• Von Fritsch bee signaling (”Nectar can be found in this distance in that direction”)
• Vervet monkey signal calls (“Eagle/ Leopard/ Snake is near!”)
• Higher animals trained by humans, able to utter acquired propositions. As an example, to the 

presentation of a hitherto unseen patch and the question “What matter?” Alex the Grey Parrot 
answers “Wool.”

All of these examples of animal semiosis crucially involve Dicisigns—because all of them may be 
ascribed truth values, the fundamental Dicisign property. In a very basic sense, this ought not to be sur-
prising: Dicisigns are the only signs which convey information—that is, simpler signs than Dicisigns, 
or sign aspects like pure icons or pure indices do not convey information and cannot, hence, function 
efficiently in biological cognition and communication. Still, most biosemioticians discussing biological 
signification using Peircean terminology prefer to use exactly notions like icon and index. But pure icons 
are nothing but possibilities, they refer to any object which possess the required similarity—and can 
not, then, be used in isolation to signify any precise, actually existing object; this requires an additional 
index. Pure indices, on the other hand, are mere effects of or pointings to actual objects—without the 
descriptive part necessary to convey information about those objects. Of course, you can isolate icons 
and indices from their Dicisign contexts and investigate their structure, much like you can isolate single 
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words outside of their sentence context. More complicated indices, like the Dicisign subtypes Dicent 
Sinsigns or Dicent Indexical Legisigns, may indeed convey such information and have truth values, but 
they do indeed include, as Dicisigns, iconic information.

The E. Coli example (resumed and discussed in Stjernfelt 2007) pertains to the ability of Coli bacteria 
to perceive the presence of sugar in their surroundings and act accordingly. They have perceptors for 
certain selected chemicals (carbohydrates, certain toxins) enabling them to swim towards, resp. away from 
such compounds. Normally, they swim in a Brownian-motion-like, so-called “random walk” trajectory 
where directed swimming is interrupted by brief “tumbling” phases changing their direction—not bad 
as a search strategy looking for nutrients. After the perception of carbohydrate, they change into “biased 
random walk” where the tumbling phases of their trajectory as a tendency orient their swimming along 
the carbohydrate gradient. The perception of sugar is made possible by a small, so-called “active site” 
on the perimeter of the macromolecule—which is why E. Coli, just like human beings, may be fooled 
by artificial sweeteners displaying the same active site on its molecule, despite being chemically quite 
different, the active site being literally a surface property only. Full-blown semiotics arguably begins with 
the possibility of “being fooled,” depending on the categorization, within one and the same semantic-
behavioral category, of similar but different phenomena (carbohydrates and sweeteners, in this case). 
So the (fallible) perception of carbohydrate displays the two basic aspects of a Dicisign: the “active 
site” provides the P aspect of “sugarlike,” while the direction indicated by the gradient provides the S 
aspect—in linguistic paraphrase: “There is sugar (P) in this direction (S).” There is no communication 
at all present in this case, to be sure, the Dicisign has the same character as when human beings interpret 
the flag on a pole as indicating the wind coming from a certain direction. Moreover, we have no reason 
to assume there is any kind of conscious awareness present in the bacterium—the Dicisign structure 
is realized in the behavioral sequence of perception and action of the single-cell organism. But if the 
Dicisign had not had its two crucial aspects, P (“sugar”) and S (“direction”), the sign would not have 
been able to convey information enabling the organism to act appropriately.

An early and famous example of semiotic study of animal communication is von Fritsch’s “bee 
dance.” Having discovered a group of flowers with nectar, a bee, back in the hive, may communicate this 
knowledge to other bees by performing a specific, linear wagging dance. The duration of the wagging 
phase of the dance indicates the distance from the hive to the flowers, and the direction of the wagging, 
relative to the angle of the direction to the sun, indicates the direction to the nectar-bearing flowers. 
Here, the wagging behavior constitutes a Dicisign: “There is nectar (P) at this distance in that direction 
(S).” The predicate part is communicated by the arbitrary symbol of wiggling (as opposed to normal, 
non-wagging walking or flying), while the subject part is communicated by the direction and duration 
of the wagging. Here, the most elaborate part of the Dicisign is concerned with indicating a location 
remote from the locus of communication.

A similarly complicated example is provided by firefly communication. Every firefly species has 
a specific flashing pattern, enabling males to locate females perched in the grass in order to mate. A 
whole arms race has taken place, enabling predator fireflies to fool other firefly species by imitating their 
specific flash patterns and thus lure lovesick males to approach, only to be eaten. (El-Hani, Queiroz, & 
Stjernfelt, 2010). We shall not go into the intricacies of cross-species code imitating in this context—
the basic point is that all the complexities of such mimetic warfare is based on the Dicisign structure 
of flash patterns in the first place. The temporal shape of the specific pattern forms the P part of the 
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Dicisign while the S part is provided by the localization of the flashes—so the flashing behavior as a 
whole expresses the Dicisign “Here (S) is a Photinus female (P),” giving rise to the appropriate mating 
behavior in the Photinus male. As opposed to the bee example the complicated part of the Dicisign is 
the predicate part, specifying the species, while the subject part is given directly by the location of the 
flashes. In both the bee and the firefly cases, again, there is no reason to assume individual conscious-
ness or learning to play any role. The character of the signs is the stable result of evolution, and they 
are automatized and not subject to individual change. The action interpretation of the signs, however, 
necessitates individual intelligence—the strategy of approaching the mate and the flowers indicated by 
the signs must be negotiated with individual perception and mapping of the surroundings. But even if 
the character of the signs are the result of the long duration of evolution, the use of them is played out 
in brief, individual, ontogenetic lifetime.

A famous example of monkey communication is the alarm calls of vervet monkeys (Struhsaker 
1967). The monkey has, at its disposal, three different calls which it may utter at the sight of an eagle, a 
leopard, and a snake, something like: [G-l-l-oi], [Arhw-Arhwhehehehe], [K-l-l-HRhr-hr], respectively. 
These calls cause conspecifics to perch to the ground, flee to a tree or to search the ground around them, 
respectively. Such calls have s symbolic descriptive aspect (the specific, conventional sound pattern) 
playing the (P) role, while the time and place for the uttering of them plays, of course, the (S) role of the 
Dicisign, thus saying, in paraphrase “There is an eagle/leopard/snake (P) around (S).” The origin of the 
sound patterns is disputed: it seems partially innate, and partially acquired so that young monkey alarm 
calls are corrected by their parents. Another issue of the dispute is the degree of intention in the monkey 
emitting the alarm call: does he intend to warn the others, or is here merely expressing an automatized 
sign which has been selected because it helps the group to survive? Reported cases of exploitative abuse 
of the sign to lure conspecifics away from fruits (without any actual presence of a predator) might be 
interpreted as indicating the presence of intention in uttering the calls, but this seems to be an open is-
sue yet. The Dicisign structure, however, is independent of whether a conscious intention is present in 
the individual uttering the sign—the decisive issue is whether the sign does, in fact, function and lead 
to the appropriate actions in the receiver monkeys. Conscious awareness, if it is present, may facilitate 
more complicated behaviors, like the alleged fooling activity. Such activity is indeed found in human 
beings, and whether or not it is found in vervet monkeys, such more complicated behaviors depend on 
the simple Dicisign which does not need individual communication intention to be realized.

A last example can be taken from the impressive feats performed by human-trained animals. Irene 
Pepperberg’s famous African Grey Parrot, Alex (recently deceased) was able, after 20 years of training, 
able to pronounce propositions and correctly answer simple questions pertaining to a series of qualities 
(number, shape, color, material) of hitherto unseen objects—like answering “Wool” to the question of 
“What matter?,” or “Green” to the question of “What color?.” Alex had a vocabulary of around 150 
words, among them the names of 50 objects, and was able to count up to seven.15 Thus, Alex was able to 
express Dicisigns in a way close to humans—characterizing present objects (S) by some of their quali-
ties (P). Alex was rewarded for the answers, so the communicative goal was immediately food rather 
than any intentional wish to share information with the trainer—but, again, that does not take away the 
basic Dicisign characteristic of its utterances, the ability actually to convey information about an object.

These biosemiotic example of Dicisigns vary as to cognition or communication, as to the emphasis 
on the S or P part of the Dicisign, as to the phylogenetic or acquired character of the sign, etc. They all 
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share, however, the basic pragmatic feature that the communication is more or less closely connected 
to an action series which is either automatized or leads to an immediate reward in terms of survival or 
nourishment.16 Thus, the Dicisigns listed here seem to be simpler than the distinction between Indica-
tives and Imperatives in human languages; in some sense these biological Dicisigns are descriptive and 
imperative at one and the same time, leading directly to actions whose success, in most cases, serve as 
the grant that the sign has been appropriately understood.

The appreciation of the widespread existence of Dicisigns in biology makes, I think, it a bit easier to 
imagine the crucial transition from animal to human semiotics.17 The “propositional stance” is not a hu-
man, psychological privilege—rather, many biological systems adopt such a stance without necessitating 
conscious awareness or intention. The Peircean proposal for the specificity of human semiotics places the 
emphasis on the higher degree of self-control of human beings. About such self-control, Peirce writes: 
“To return to self-control, which I can but slightly sketch, at this time, of course there are inhibitions 
and coordinations that entirely escape consciousness. There are, in the next place, modes of self-control 
which seem quite instinctive. Next, there is a kind of self-control which results from training. Next, a man 
can be his own training-master and thus control his self-control. When this point is reached much or all 
the training may be conducted in imagination. When a man trains himself, thus controlling control, he 
must have some moral rule in view, however special and irrational it may be. But next he may undertake 
to improve this rule; that is, to exercise a control over his control of control. To do this he must have in 
view something higher than an irrational rule. He must have some sort of moral principle. This, in turn, 
may be controlled by reference to an esthetic ideal of what is fine. There are certainly more grades than 
I have enumerated. Perhaps their number is indefinite. The brutes are certainly capable of more than 
one grade of control; but it seems to me that our superiority to them is more due to our greater number 
of grades of self-control than it is to our versatility.” (CP, 5.533).

Such levels of self-control enables man to make the sign used explicit—which is what makes possible, 
in turn, to compare Dicisigns with their constituents, to compare several Dicisigns, to vary the inference 
from one Dicisign to another experimentally to see how far the inference holds, to invent signs about 
other signs (Peirce’s notion of “hypostatic abstraction” for the creation of second-level thought-objects 
making reflection upon universals possible). It seems to me a good guess that the very development of 
consciousness in higher animals with central nervous systems serves to facilitate the growing explicit 
control, combination and nesting of Dicisigns.18

CONCLUSION

To conclude, Peirce’s theory of propositions, in the guise of ”Dicisigns,” makes possible a renewed 
appreciation of the breadth of empirical phenomena displaying Dicisign structure and behavior—from 
human signs involving language, gesture, pictures, diagrams, etc. and many crossover forms intermixing 
them, and to very simple biosemiotic cognition and communication cases. It goes without saying that 
these Dicisigns vary considerably in terms of constituents, complexity, in degree of conscious access, in 
generality, and much more. But the unifying perspective of Peirce’s Dicisign doctrine seems to me to cast 
more light upon the appearance of semiotics through the process of evolution: natural selection has had 
to adapt to Dicisigns, rather than the other way around, because its basic S-P structure is necessary for 
efficiently conveying information. In that sense, it might be less precise to see Dicisigns as the result of 
evolution. We should rather see evolution as having increasingly adapted to the structures of Dicisigns.
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ENDNOTES

1  Peirce’s main development of the Dicisign doctrine falls in his late period from around 1903, e.g. 
in the Harvard Lectures of Pragmatism (in the CP as well as the EPII), and in the “Syllabus of 
Certain Topics of Logic” which has never been published in its entirety, but appears in large parts 
in the CP and the EPII, etc. I pronounce “Dicisign:” “Dee-see-sign,” after the standard way of 
pronouncing Latin “c” as an “s” when it appears before front vowels like “I” and “e.”

2  For a discussion of the iconicity of different logic representations, see Stjernfelt 2015.
3  Sometimes, Peirce use “assertion” for “proposition” or “Dicisign,” despite the fact that he conceived 

of the Dicisign to be independent of both the mental representation of it, of the assent to it by some 
agent, and of the assertion of it by some agent (cf. below).

4  The Peircean analysis takes Dicisigns claiming to refer to actually existing singular objects to be 
basic. Hence, even if crucial to logic, quantified Dicisigns form derived cases of vague (existential 
quantification) and general (universal quantification) Dicisigns.

5  Of course, such photographs may be forged or Photoshop manipulated, etc.—but larger or lesser 
possibilities of falsity will affect all types of Dicisigns.

6  Rhemes are often thus identified with isolated Predicates outside of propositional contexts. Strictly 
speaking, as the Rheme-Dicisign-Argument triad is taken to be exhaustive, also isolated Subjects 
outside of propositional contexts must be classified as Rhemes.

7  The second, “dynamic” interpretant will then be the meaning actually realized in any particular 
use of the Dicisign.
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8  Peirce would claim such a Dicisign is meaningless (his example is “Any Phoenix, when rising 
from its ashes, sings Yankee Doodle”) and must be classed with true Dicisigns because no possible 
perception can make it false. We would rather classify it as without any immediate truth value.

9  The present paper formed, in 2010, my first discussion of Peirce’s notion of Dicisign. A broader 
discussion of Dicisigns and their implications can be found in Stjernfelt 2014 and Stjernfelt 2015a.

10  Peirce’s idea that Dicisigns refer to a Universe of Discourse rather than directly to reality makes 
it easy, it seems to me, the connect his Dicisign doctrine with accounts for fictitious propositions 
like Roman Ingarden’s, cf. Stjernfelt 2007 ch. 16.

11  Another issue which we may only mention in the passing, is Peirce’s subdivision of Dicisigns which 
comprise the following types: 1) Propositions proper—Dicent Symbols (characterized by involving 
a general idea) - 2) Quasi-Propositions - Informational Indices a) Dicent Sinsigns (a Weathercock, 
some photographs, some paintings ... but presumably also all sort of empirical occurrences offering 
information about their particular cause or motivation)  b) Dicent Indexical Legisigns (Peirce’s 
example: a street cry identifying the individual shouting, or expression identifying individuals like 
”This is him,” ”That is Napoleon”)

 These three categories appear as number 9, 7, and 4, respectively, of Peirce’s famous ten-sign 
classification based on the combination of the three trichotomies of the “Syllabus” (EPII, 294ff.) 
It is an open issue whether the biosemiotic examples discussed below should be categorized as 
proper Dicent Symbols or rather as Dicent Sinsigns. The apparently simpler status of the latter 
might immediately tempt one to opt for that choice, but the automatized character of most of the 
biosemiotic examples rather point in the direction of the generality of Dicent Symbols—E. Coli is 
probably not concerned with the particularity of this and that lump of sugar, but more interested 
in its general character of nutrient carbohydrate; very simple signs are also very general.

12  This points to an important issue of plasticity in Peirce’s Dicisign doctrine: the exact dividing line 
between the S and P aspects of one and the same Dicisign may differ with interpretation. This does 
not indicate the dividing line is arbitrary nor that it may vanish completely—but merely that many 
Dicisigns, especially nonlinguistic or only partially linguistic Dicisigns may be parsed in S and P parts 
in different ways, depending upon the immediate use of the interpreter, and that no fixed location 
of the line could be said to exist. Peirce writes: “Take the proposition “Burnt child shuns fire.” Its 
predicate might be regarded as all that is expressed, or as “has either not been burned or shuns fire” 
or “has not been burned,” or “shuns fire” or “shuns” or “is true”; nor is this enumeration exhaus-
tive. But where shall the line be most truly drawn? I reply that the purpose of this sentence being 
understood to be to communicate information, anything belongs to the interpretant that describes 
the quality or character of the fact, anything to the object that, without doing that, distinguishes 
this fact from others like it; while a third part of the proposition, perhaps, must be appropriated to 
information about the manner in which the assertion is made, what warrant is offered for its truth, 
etc. But I rather incline to think that all this goes to the subject. On this view, the predicate is, 
“is either not a child or has not been burned, or has no opportunity of shunning fire or does shun 
fire”; while the subject is “any individual object the interpreter may select from the universe of 
ordinary everyday experience” (Peirce CP 5.473). Hilpinen (1992, p. 476) also discusses this quote 
and rightly remarks that this idea takes Peirce far away from the logical atomism of Russell and 
Wittgenstein, according to whom there is only one complete analysis of the proposition (Tractatus). 
As to the relativity of the S-P, distinction, see also Stjernfelt (2016). Again, this plasticity depends 
on the Universes of Discourse referred to by the utterer and the interpreter. Another interpreter of 
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the Australian warning sign might include the sender of the sign and read it as follows: “So, this is 
the sole three animal species appreciated by the Australian traffic authorities.”

13  Cf. my arguments in Stjernfelt 2007, ch. 11, pertaining to Peirce’s discussions of the abilities of 
dogs and parrots where he seems to ascribe to them abilities to deal with Dicisigns. Peirce claims 
that “All thinking is by signs, and the brutes use signs. But they perhaps rarely think of them as 
signs. To do so is manifestly a second step in the use of language. Brutes use language, and seem 
to exercise some little control over it. But they certainly do not carry this control to anything like 
the same grade that we do. They do not criticize their thought logically” (Consequences of Critical 
Common-Sensism, c. 1905, CP 5.534). So what animals lack, according to him, is rather the ability 
to subject their own Dicisigns and Argument to explicit and critical scrutiny. See also Stjernfelt 
(2012) and (2014).

14  From another perspective, Hurford (2007) makes a similar argument.
15  Critics have argued that Alex was only an example of the “Kluge Hans”-effect where the animal 

guesses the answer after subtle cues from the trainer. Against this, however, counts the fact that 
Alex was able to answer questions from other people than the trainer when it could not see anyone 
knowing the answer.

16  The relation of Dicisigns to habits and action, see Stjernfelt (2016a)
17  An important corollary is that Dicisign structure as such is not a conventional component of human 

cultures (even if particular use patterns of Dicisigns may follow such conventions); cf the discus-
sion of “culturalism” as the exaggeration of culture as an explanatory category for human behavior 
(Eriksen & Stjernfelt, 2012). The sophistication of Dicisign use during evolution must be a central 
issue for evolutionary biosemiotics, cf. Hoffmeyer & Stjernfelt (2015)

18  Cf. the roles of conscious binding, short-term working memory, and medium-term memory dis-
cussed by Donald (2001).
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ABSTRACT

While people use language to let others know how and what it is that we think, language is also the 
means by, and also the substrate within which, humans think. This chapter explores the use of language 
as the basis for cognition, based on both a chosen word’s denotative meaning and also its rhetorical 
(metaphorical) connotative meanings. The artificial dichotomy between language and speech is decon-
structed. Peircean semiotics is used to argue that language is indexical in its primary referential func-
tions, including sociolinguistic functions. Three new words, all of which were coined in the twenty-first 
century, are examined from a sociolinguistic and a semiotic point of view.

INTRODUCTION: DIFFERENCE AND MEANING

‘When I use a word,’ Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a scornful tone, ‘it means just what I choose it to 
mean — neither more nor less.’

‘The question is,’ said Alice, ‘whether you can make words mean so many different things.’ Lewis Car-
roll, Through the Looking Glass

The question of what a verbal message means on a connotative level is truly one of the most human 
preoccupations. How often have we asked friends, or have friends asked us, “I wonder what he or she 
meant by that?” It is not that we do not understand the denotative meaning of the words, the oral grunts, 
whistles and hisses or the written glyphs in which the language was encoded. Instead, by asking this 
question, we are trying to decode the connotative meaning of the other person’s statement. We want to 
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know the meaning of the message beyond its simple denotative meaning. Interestingly, other non-human 
animals do not seem to have this capacity to create connotative meaning. When a beaver slaps its tail 
against the water or a bird screams, when a dog barks or a cat meows, the other animals do not stop, 
reflect and ask, “I wonder what the animal meant by that particular signal?” There is just a denotative 
signal of some sort, such as a beaver tail slap on the water, followed by some sort of action, usually fight 
or flight. The point is, though, that there is a direct one-to-one correlation between an animal’s signal 
and what that signal actually means. If the animal is confused by a signal, the animal will often freeze 
and not continue until it believes that it has fully understood the situation. The animal does not think 
about the matter but just reacts by following its instincts. Even animals that we humans have taught to 
speak, like Koko the gorilla (Gorilla Foundation, 2017), do not seem to have the facility to reflect and 
to wonder about the meaning of the meaning of things. While these gorillas have been taught to speak 
sign language and while these gorillas even have the capacity to invent new words, their inventions refer 
only to concrete things or to emotions; things which they already know about (Gorilla Foundation, 2017). 
The point is that the gorillas can learn words and create new sign language words but all these new sign 
language words only have simple denotative meanings. Even gorillas do not seem to be capable to use 
words to connote things or to create metaphors for things that only exist in imagination. The gorillas do 
not, apparently, have the ability to abstract ideas from the world, to dream up new words, nor do they ap-
pear to have capacity to reflect on the words which they know. By “reflect,” the authors mean the ability 
to think about a thing in an abstract sense and to create new meanings based on these reflections which 
human beings have and which other animals apparently do not. Marcel Danesi discusses this capacity in 
a Semiotic sense (Danesi, 1993) which he links to the capacity to create metaphor and in fact, he links 
this to Giambattista Vico’s idea of verum factum, that human language is a creation based in metaphori-
cal imagination and this capability is at the root of the origins of human language (Danesi, 1993). Such 
a discussion is, of course, beyond the scope of this work, but we are left with the idea that language is 
forged by the capacity for metaphor and its connectivity among conceptual domains.

This metaphorical use of language is exactly how humans express themselves. While gorillas use 
words to denote concrete ideas and concrete objects, human beings use words to connote ideas and things 
that may not exist concretely. Humans’ verbal ideas may exist solely in the imagination. Also, the new 
words we create are meaning rich, Peircean indexes, signs that indicate not only their very most basic 
denotative meanings but also that these words indicate meanings which, because they transcend simple 
denotation, also point to social, socioeconomic and other referential phenomena. Human words work 
beyond themselves to mean more than simple denotative referents. In Saussure’s linguistics we would call 
the word a “signifier” and its meaning the “signified” and this would be the word’s denotative meaning 
(Saussure, 1959). A re-signified sign, or the connotative meaning of a word, is what Roland Barthes calls 
a “mythology” (Barthes, 1957). While we will not be using Barthes model of meaning, it important to 
note that he and the other structuralists (those who follow Saussure’s dyadic ideas) are extremely useful 
in the world of criticism and anthropology, because they limit themselves to binary oppositions that are 
easy to detect and utilize for analytical purposes. These descriptions are useful but are limited to “one and 
zero,” “yes and no,” or “man and woman” descriptors instead of the plethora of other semantic nuances 
that exist. We will see that imagination transcends these binaries so that a strict one-to-one relationship 
of signifier and signified might be useful to create a simple deconstruction of meaning but that words 
are not bound by this binary relationship between a sign and its meaning (Danesi & Perron, 1999).

So instead of structuralist binaries, where words evoke meanings through opposition, studies have 
shown that words and their meanings are intertwined with themselves as if in a semantic network; it is 
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this network that produces connotation. To this matter, George Lakoff and Mark Johnson demonstrated 
in their classic work on metaphor that the human capacity to use words, that is, the way that humans 
use words, always transcends any simple denotative (literal) meanings. People live in a discursive world 
which is guided by what they call conceptual metaphors (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). For example, under 
the rubric of the conceptual metaphor “Life is a journey” we derive specific instantiations via linguistic 
metaphors such as “She stumbled in life,” “He took a wrong turn,” and “Her scholarly journey was steep.” 
It is not merely that these metaphors are useful to connote shades of meaning but more importantly, 
and in fact crucially, that these metaphors, all by themselves, shape the way in which we experience the 
world, namely, as a journey. This whole line of semantic analysis has its basis in the so-called Whorf-
Sapir hypothesis (Whorf, 1956) where the language one speaks shapes how one views the world. As 
Benjamin Whorf puts it:

The categories and types that we isolate from the world of phenomena we do not find there because 
they stare every observer in the face. On the contrary the world is presented in a kaleidoscopic flux of 
impressions which have to be organized in our minds. This means, largely, by the linguistic system in 
our minds (Whorf, 1956).

Whorf is saying is that the categories and types or denotations are not discovered but rather that 
linguistic structures are created so that we can interconnect them and organize them cognitively. This 
means that for Whorf the capacity for organization of information from the world is reflective of the 
language one speaks and that this capacity is both reflective of what is going on in the mind and also 
responsible for the capability itself. To be clear, Whorf does not differentiate between language and 
speech, but sees them as interactive components of cognition. So, let us say instead that a “linguistic 
system” is how we make sense of the world and that it is also involved in the capacity to convey it via 
speech. Then, we can say that metaphors are artifacts, human creations, both emanating from, and shap-
ing, linguistic cognition. Our conceptual metaphors, which are systematic of discourse, are a product 
of our linguistic minds. The upshot of this is that our words do not have a direct one-to-one correlation 
to their referents but instead are indexical of what they mean—that is, they point to the interconnected 
network of meanings already present in language.

Jacques Lacan (1985) remarks that “Language pre-exists the infantile subject” suggesting that language 
itself in the sense that Saussure means (as opposed to speech) exists prior to the infant’s sense of self, 
separate from the world. Saussure makes clear that there is a difference between the language capacity and 
those utterances, oral or written, which are expressed verbally as speech. He thus differentiates between 
“langue,” which means language, and “parole” which means speech; a similar dichotomy exists in the 
Hebrew words transliterated as “sapha” (literally lips) which means speech and “lashon” (literally tongue) 
which means language. Saussure called this delineator, this chasm, between language and expressed 
speech, as “difference” (Saussure, 1959) and in this sense, language is something which, on one hand is 
a precursor to speech, but also which exists outside of speech. The paradox is, of course, that, language 
is also that which is expressed in speech. So, as Lacan affirmed, the child’s ability to express itself in a 
subjective sense, as a subject unto itself is based on its ability to express language as speech and also, as 
a subject, is projected directly into language. To be entirely clear, the ability which exists as a precursor 
to speech and as the capacity to express words as speech is not what we call speech, but language. This 
is an innate ability and speech is then an expression of, and only points to or is indexical of, language.
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While the difference between language and speech is certainly true at a level of knowledge versus 
usage of that knowledge, it is also true that the two dimensions are interactive. This implies that the 
specific words we choose during communication both come from, and modify, communication gradu-
ally. The new words that we coin reveal a lot about this dynamic interrelationship. These are interpretant 
signs, to use Peirce’s well-known concept; that is, they are signs that not only stand for something else 
referentially, but they also interpret it and this system of interpretation thus involves indexing existing 
meanings. They can be “perhaps more properly thought of a translation or development of the original 
sign (Atkin, 2013).” To reiterate this point, these words are thus indexical in the Peircean sense, because 
even the simple referent of these words point beyond their simple denotative dimension by interpreting 
referent psychologically and culturally at the same time. So, words both point to a referent and interpret 
it at the same time. Our words do at the very least, double duty.

Part of the reason for this indexical capacity is the fact that all verbal communication is open to multiple 
interpretations at all times; our words and our meanings are polysemous. One example of this slipperi-
ness is the word “mother.” The word “mother” has at a rudimentary semantic level a simple denotative 
meaning which is “a female parent, usually one who gives birth to a child.” But, the phrase “Mother 
Of All Bombs” (taken from the acronym MOAB for “Massive Ordinance Air Blast,” Steinbuch, 2017) 
does not literally mean that that the military device, the MOAB device, actually is the female parent of 
all other bombs and that it gives birth to other bombs. Instead, the connotative meaning of the phrase 
is that the bomb is so devastating that any other bomb is somehow lesser and a “smaller child.” So, the 
denotative meaning of “mother” is transformed into a metaphor, which is made possible because of the 
inbuilt polysemy of semantic structure. It is because of this constant potential for polysemy alternating 
between connotation and denotation that we are required to constantly decode possible meanings and to 
reject ones that do not make sense to us, based on the context. We act as if there is a direct one-to-one 
correlation between a word and its meaning but, as cognitive linguistics has been showing for at least 
three decades, there rarely is such a correlation; rather the polysemous potential of words is integrated 
under the form of conceptual metaphors. Cognitive scientists now describe about how certain circuits 
work in the brain and how metaphor is evolves from a blending of different circuits (see for example 
Lakoff, 2012). While the metaphor of circuitry is useful to describe what it is that we mean in terms of 
how some parts of the brain work and also that this metaphor has in fact entered common usage. This 
very usage proves the point of the present discussion, since the description of brain structure as consisting 
of circuits has been adopted by AI as a verity. But metaphor is not certainty or fact; it is an inference. As 
Umberto Eco says, metaphor “circumscribes cultural units in an asymptotic fashion, without ever allow-
ing one to touch it directly, though making it accessible through other units (Eco, 1976).” (An asymptote 
is a term that derives from calculus and it means a straight line that approaches a curve without ever 
actually reaching it. What Eco means is that a sign and its meaning are like a curve and its asymptote in 
that the two of them will converge closer and closer without ever meeting. This implies that while we 
can infer (or guess) how cognition works, we will never really grasp it. So, we use the metaphor of cir-
cuitry, which is concretely understandable in human terms. It is thus an interpretant for illustrating how 
cognition is like a computer and vice versa. It is a persuasive one, though, as all indexical interpretants 
are. So, the various meanings of a word can at very best approach their referent without ever completely 
imparting the full intended meaning of that referent. Like all metaphors, the meaning of the thing itself 
only points to the thing it means; it is not that thing. The two dimensions are connected via the layer of 
interpretation, which unites them and makes them cognitively indistinguishable.
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How does all of this work in terms of the sociolinguistics of speech (or linguistic anthropology which 
we will use as exact synonyms for each other)? How do we create words and what do we mean when 
we create a neologism based on another word? When we create a new word, how is it that the word 
means more than what it first appears to encode? For the sake of brevity, I will narrow my focus to 
three neologisms of the early 21st century, discussing how they are indexical at various levels, in terms 
of the history of words, starting with a case from the Bible, to show how words do more than encode 
a referent. I will then will go on to show how, in the twenty-first century, the words “lizardy,” “stayca-
tion” and “wannarexia” are, aside from simple colloquialisms, semantically and cognitively indexical. 
While these words have an ostensible denotative (referential) meaning that they evoke senses that are 
both indexical of socio-economic class and social status relative to the speaker and the culture itself. I 
will be using sociolinguistic and Peircean semiotic tools to deconstruct the words and show how they 
are indexical at various levels.

BACKGROUND: PEIRCIAN SEMIOTICS AS SOCIOLINGUISTIC TOOL

While, pragmatist philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce and linguist Ferdinand Saussure, were, separately, 
the co-founders of the field of semiotics, they differed in several basic theoretical ways. Semiotics is the 
interdisciplinary study of how humans and animals encode meaning into the artifacts that we create and, 
furthermore, how meaning may be decoded subsequently from these artifacts. Some human artifacts 
include art, culture itself, sculpture, architecture and dance but this paper will concentrate on linguistic 
artifacts. Saussure’s semiotic model sees signification as an arbitrary dyadic relation between signifier 
and signified (Saussure, 1959), for example, a rose and the love it represents. Peirce, unlike Saussure, 
claimed that a sign involved a triadic relation whereby a sign (representamen) not only encodes a referent 
(object) for some pertinent reason, but also interprets it culturally (Danesi & Perron, 1999). For Peirce, 
it is also significant, not just that the sign represents something in itself but also to the person who uses 
it. So, agency is always a part of interpretation, unlike in Saussure where the relation between user and 
sign is arbitrary. Peirce’s basic triadic taxonomy of signs, indexical, iconic and symbolic, has become 
central to both semiotics and linguistics (Atkin, 2013).

Peirce referred to icons as “likenesses”, because the sing created stands for its referent by resemblance 
or likeness (Peirce, 1982). Some examples of icons could include photographs and also, in terms of 
language onomatopoeic words, which represent by sound likeness their referents. An artistic example of 
onomatopoeia might be the assonance of the howling sound in Allen Ginsberg’s poem “Howl:”

I saw the best minds of my generation destroyed by madness, starving hysterical naked,

dragging themselves through the negro streets at dawn looking for an angry fix,

angelheaded hipsters burning for the ancient heavenly connection to the starry dynamo in the machinery 
of night (Ginsberg, 1955)

Note the repetition of the phoneme /aɪ/ which can be interpreted, onomatopoeically, as the eponym 
of howling, or, in this case, an iconic representation of a “howl.” So, an icon represents referents by 
resemblance.
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An indexical sign represents by ontology in a relational sense. It points to something and asserts 
existence, vis-à-vis something (or someone) else: for example a pointing finger, a directional arrow, 
ownership words such as “My house” and Jenny’s dog,” locative words such as “the store over there,” 
among others. “All dogs” is also indexical since it points to the set of all of the animals that we call 
dogs. Even documents, such as biographies, are indexical since they point to the person to whom they 
refer. Biographies are indexical interpretants of a specific individual (Nye, 1981). The Autobiography of 
Benjamin Franklin, as an example, points to the historical figure Benjamin Franklin and also interprets 
the man, Benjamin Franklin, from his own point of view. It also indicates a book title, which in turn 
represents Franklin the man. So, the actual referent of the index is dependent on the context and indeed 
the referent of the index itself may be equally vague. The index declares the existence of its referent 
but this referent is also, as has been noted above, an interpretation of the referential object. Even more, 
because there is an imperfect correlation between the index and its referent we can never be certain if 
what we see is the actual intended object or if it is just an interpretant. Thus, the movie Schindler’s List 
(1993) is an index and to and an interpretation of the book Schindler’s List (Keneally, 1983) and the man 
Oskar Schindler. The book is, in turn, a further index and representation of some of the actions of a real 
human being, Oskar Schindler, 1908 – 1974, (United States Holocaust Museum, 2017) and since the 
movie was produced, also the movie. The book is indexical of the man and interprets him in the same 
way that the movie interprets the book which in turn interprets the man. In fact, all three, the book, the 
movie and the man, all point to and interpret each other. So as we see, even a single index can become, 
as Anne Urbancic says, “A Lacanian chain of meanings (Urbancic, 1994),” an object which points to 
an object which in turn points onward to another object ad infinitum. At any point in this cascade of 
meanings, experience and context, guide the interpretive process. Unconventional decoded meanings of 
words and sentences and the inability to encode verbal meanings in conventional and decodable syntax 
is regarded, in our culture at least, as symptomatic of pathology and mental illness and is metaphorically 
called a “word salad.”

To continue with Peirce’s taxonomy, symbols represent by convention. The onomatopoeic words used 
to designate a rooster call in English and in French are onomatopoeic—respectively cock a doodle doo 
and coco ri coco. But in order to know that they refer to the same referent, we must know the languages 
involves. This entails symbolic signification—meaning by convention. Many connotations are also based 
on symbolicity. The words for “red,” for example, have culturally based meanings which require a social 
context for semantic decipherment, based in a cultural milieu, so as to be able to understand the proper 
meanings which the speaker intends. Even further, the color can have a private meaning for the speaker, 
which may, or may not, be intended to be understood by others. Obviously then, there is no direct one-
to-one correlation between the color sign and its meaning, or the rooster sound words, which should 
be identical despite the languages, as Saussure claimed. There is obviously some sort of disconnection 
between the sign and the interpretation which, in this case, is filled in by cultural context.

Signs are rarely meaningful categorically, that is as a pure symbol, index or icon, but often as blends. 
For example, a souvenir of the Eiffel tower is an icon, index and symbol. The souvenir resembles the 
tower, it points to the “real” tower in Paris and it is also a keychain, so it a conventional souvenir. Signs 
are not uni-dimensional, but rather multi-dimensional involving iconicity, indexicality, and symbolic-
ity at once. Words are, for the most part, indexical signs, but this does not preclude their iconic and 
symbolic functions.
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Even how we pronounce words is always indexical of something. One of the first recorded case stud-
ies of a culturally established variant of a phoneme being used as a Peircean index is in the Bible. The 
Israelites had to find a way to differentiate themselves from the surrounding Ephraimites and came up 
with the following strategy. “They said, ‘All right, say ‘Shibboleth.’ If he said, ‘Sibboleth,’ because he 
could not pronounce the word correctly, they seized him and killed him at the fords of the Jordan. Forty-
two thousand Ephraimites were killed at that time” (Judges 12:6).”According to the Collins dictionary, 
Shibboleth means an ear of grain; but that literal meaning is moot in this case. While we can presume 
from the context that the words Shibboleth and Sibboleth were orthographic variants of same referent, 
and that the meanings are congruent, the pronunciation of the /ʃ/ phoneme (the “sh” sound) was a cue 
to a differentiation between two groups of people. This was, in effect, how they differentiated between 
friend and enemy. Thus the two pronunciations of the same word form a minimal pair with different initial 
phonemes which are indexical of “Israel” and “Ephraim.” The word’s pronunciation, not its meaning, was 
the indexical trigger. More to the point of the present purposes, the word shibboleth entered the English 
lexicon in the 17th Century with the current meaning appearing in 1638 (Merriam-Webster, 2017). 
Shibboleth in current usage has come to mean either “a word or saying used by adherents of a party, 
sect, or belief and usually regarded by others as empty of real meaning” or “a use of language regarded 
as distinctive of a particular group (Merriam-Webster, 2017).” The point here is that an ancient word 
in a language that was not at all in local use came to mean something else to a group of people because 
the word was indexical of group appurtenance. The writer took the word Shibboleth and presumed that 
it would have meaning in its indexical sense, pointing to a specific group of people. While at one time 
in history a variant pronunciation of the word was indicative of an Ephraimite, the word came to mean 
something completely different.

A contemporary example of pronunciation as indexical of group appurtenance is William Labov’s 
work on the use of the final /r/ phoneme amongst employees in New York (in Danesi, 2016). Labov 
established that people belonging to a higher socio-economic class, and people who aspired to be a 
part of that class, pronounced the final /r/ phoneme in words differently than those who were not in 
that class. Therefore, we can surmise that pronunciation of the /r/ phoneme is indexical in the Peircean 
sense, indicating a socio-economic class to which one belongs or to which one might desire to belong. 
This example shows that just by asking “How are you?”, for example, we can detect a desire for upward 
mobility based merely on how this expression is pronounced in terms of the final /r/. Pronunciation 
is thus not devoid of indexicality; rather it is part of an indexical code that blends in with other codes 
(verbal and nonverbal) that reveal how people see themselves in relation to others and how they relate 
to socio-economic status, ethnicity, and the like. All of this information is completely aside from the 
semantic content of the words themselves. While the mass media may have leveled off pronunciation 
differences in the mainstream population, these nevertheless persist because of their indexical nature. For 
example, younger people in North America and even adults who wish to appear younger, tend not to use 
a so-called “Mid Atlantic” accent which was once indicative of proper English speech (Fallows, 2015), 
but instead speak using “vocal fry,” that is, by using a “pulse register” or “glottalisation of speech” and 
is found, mostly among young people. This manner of speaking was first popularized by such celebri-
ties as Kim Kardashian and by actresses such as Zoey Deschanel. Someone speaking with “vocal fry” 
as part of their pronunciation habits reveals a desire to be “in style” with media culture.
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The same cultural side-story can be told about any colloquialism or linguistic mannerism that enters 
speech at any given time. This is the case of the word cool, which became indexical of youth culture and 
the “rebellion of youth” (Danesi, 1994), decades ago. The point here is not that young people rebelled 
against the prevailing culture but that this rebellion was indexed linguistically. When it became cultur-
ally desirable to be a member of that youth culture, only then did cool, as its secondary meaning, enter 
the common lexicon. Words such as groovy and square, which seem quaint today, entered the lexicon 
in the same way.

“LIZARDY”, “STAYCATION” AND “WANNAREXIA” AS INDEXICAL SIGNS

There is no linguistic authority to govern English language usage, except common usage itself. We are 
free to say any things in any way we want, presumably, as long as we are understood. Even the Oxford 
English Dictionary claims that:

The aim for the OED is to record the language as it is, as accurately as possible. It tries to be descriptive 
rather than prescriptive. The reason for including quotations is quite simply to illustrate how a word is 
used, because that is what its meaning depends on (Oxford English Dictionary, 2017). 

The demise of linguistic authority can even be seen in the fact that the quoted passage ends with 
the preposition on. At one time, ending a sentence with a preposition was considered to be a ungram-
matical and “uneducated” English usage. In a previous era, one might have looked to an authoritative 
source, like, A dictionary of modern English usage, by Henry Watson Fowler, for guidance in grammar 
and vocabulary usage. But today it is unlikely that anyone even knows of its existence. Instead, as John 
McWhorter notes in the title of his book, we are Doing our own thing (McWhorter, 2003). The English 
lexicon is flowing and ebbing, changing constantly and, instead of traditionally authoritative sources, 
we are left with Wikis, collaborative websites where users are free to add, remove and revise content at 
will. Wikipedia (http://www.wikipedia.org) touts itself as an “Online Encyclopedia” (Wikipedia, 2017); 
but the meaning of encyclopedia has changed drastically. Such are actually good starting off venues to 
look for information, but they do not hold the reassurance of traditional encyclopedias that the informa-
tion is genuine or authentic. To be fair, the articles on the Wikipedia site itself often carry notes such as 
“needs additional citations” and “the neutrality of this article is disputed.” That said, Wikis are products 
of a marketplace form of knowledge. So, while Wikis are useful, there is no assurance of correctness.

The marketplace also is the source of word creation. A 2017 advertisement on the Toronto subway 
for the Ripley’s Museum in Niagara Falls stated that an exhibit of the “Lizard Man is More Lizardy than 
Before” (Ripley’s Believe it or Not Museum, 2017).” The meaning of “lizardy” can be connected to the 
synesthetic meaning of the exhibit itself via an emphasis of the qualities we would associate with a lizard. 
The meaning of the advertisement, then, is that the Ripley’s exhibit of a “Lizard man” has somehow 
transcended itself in the measure of whatever it is that we call “lizard.” We understand that this measure 
of “lizardy-ness” is absurd and that the attempt of this advertisement is a humorous attempt to bring 
people, who may have seen the exhibit years ago, back to see it again by instilling in them a childlike 
sense of wonder through the infantile nature of the word coinage. Indeed, the word lizardy was used in a 
2005 children’s book called One Final Firecracker (Wikitionary, 2017). Given the origin of the word in 
childhood narrative, the museum evokes a nostalgic sense at the same time that it conveys the sensation 
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of lizardy-ness. A child does not know how to make English words and might create the word “lizardy.” 
An adult would instead use the adjectival phrase “is more like a lizard.” Neologisms in advertising are 
clearly indexical—in this case of a previous childhood state of mind

The fact that we can understand the connotations built into this coinage, implies that we are pro-
grammed for connotative (rhetorical) meaning at any time. The fact that a childish neologism was chosen 
instead of something more formal conveys a sense of childlike informality. More than just informality, 
the choice of a childish neologism also represents a specific kind of word that would evoke childish 
wonder, an emotion which might speak to the more jaded urban subway dweller and thus we should 
not be surprised to find this advertisement in an urban setting, on a subway platform. The word lizardy 
captures our mood and our mode of understanding in an urban setting. When we use words, such as 
lizardy, we are using a childish word, albeit in a mock humorous way, to connote a childish demeanor 
and attitude. Actually, this can be called “adulating” of word meanings.

Blending of words is a common mode of neologism-construction. For example, vacation and stay 
can be amalgamated into staycation, a portmanteau that is essentially a pun. The blend comes from 
the phonemic syllables /vay/ and /stay/. Interestingly, this new construction entered the lexicon via the 
Canadian TV show Corner Gas from the episode “Mail Fraud” (Butt & White, 2005), and is now listed 
in various (Merriam Webster, 2017, Oxford English Dictionary, 2017). To take a staycation means to 
go on vacation but instead of travelling to a destination (which one presumes is the point of vacations), 
one stays at home. The word vacation has also blended with play to produce playcation, which implies 
a vacation where one plays. The word first appeared on an advertisement for the Ontario Lottery and 
Gaming Corporation, which proclaimed that “staying home is boring but going to the Casino is “play.” 
The implication is that going to a gambling casino is a vacation of sorts involving play.

Corner Gas takes place in the small fictional community of Dog River in the middle of rural Sas-
katchewan, Canada. The denizens of the town are average, rural, working class Canadians. They do 
not aspire to anything much beyond what they already have. Brent, the lead male character, supposedly 
goes on wonderful vacations, but Lacy, the lead female character and Brent’s scripted romantic partner, 
discovers that Brent’s vacations are imaginary. Brent sits and imagines his so-called great vacations. The 
word staycation, from the show’s vantage, points to a character’s lack of wealth, in that he cannot afford 
a “real” vacation, so he replaces it with his fertile imagination, as the coinage suggests. Oddly enough, 
the word staycation has spread throughout cyberspace, becoming indicative of a worldwide economic 
condition. As several websites, including Investopedia note, because of rising costs such as fuel and 
accommodations, staycations are alternatives to the higher cost of real vacations (Investopedia, 2017). 
Ostensibly, because fewer people can afford vacations the popularity of staycations rose and so the word 
itself became a new kind of index, in the Peircean sense, extending Brent’s socioeconomic status more 
broadly in terms of its referential domain.

Finally, the new blend wannarexia of wannabe and anorexia (http://www.urbandictionary.com) in-
dicates that culture does indeed have a leash on words and their referents. As Deborah Cohen notes, in 
an article in the British Medical Journal:

I first heard about “wannarexia” while sitting on the bus. A group of teenage girls on their way into 
central London to go shopping were dissecting each of their classmates. One girl in particular received 
marked censure. “She’s such a wannarexic,” said one. The others all agreed (Cohen, 2007).
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Wannarexia, it turns out, is a pejorative term which pokes fun at young females who aspire to develop-
ing an eating disorder intentionally, but in the view of their peers have not yet succumbed to the actual 
condition. A Google search for the word wannarexia now shows that it has entered the clinical lexicon: 
“Wannarexia is a term coined to describe teens that want to develop an eating disorder” (Teen Eating 
Disorders, 2017). The term is a sardonic one, implying purported body image benefits from becoming 
anorexic. It is truly an indictment of the times. Incidentally, wannabe itself is a contraction of “Want to 
be” and which was coined, most probably, in the 1980s punk rock scene (Rosenblat, 2000). The word 
wannabe was itself invented as a pejorative epithet and is indexical to those who “want to be” like the 
real thing. This pejorative meaning is carried into the meaning of the word “wannarexia.” The Urban 
Dictionary appropriately defines wannarexia as follows: “In fact, they do not have an eating disorder at all. 
Most wannarexic people feel that anorexia is a “quick fix” to lose weight and that it is glamorous (Urban 
Dictionary, 2019).” Deborah Cohen goes on, in her article, to state that there are websites dedicated to 
wannarexia and how to “achieve” anorexia or at least simulate it (Cohen, 2007). She also explains how 
“wannabe” eating disorders and other “mock” psychological illnesses are a growing concern in medical 
practice (Cohen, 2007). One could say that wannarexia is indexical not only of a problem of personal 
body image, but also of a cultural malaise that extols thinness as a virtue or even an icon to be emulated 
by young females, no matter what the physical and psychological costs.

CONCLUSION

The foregoing discussion was intended to argue by illustration that word creation is based on indexical-
ity—a need to interpret the world ontologically and existentially. Words are more than their denotative 
referents. They always embody theoretical, connotative, metaphorical, and indexical structure in tandem. 
They can be viewed as indexical data which point to ourselves as individual people, and to the groups 
in which we live. The words we use, how we use them, the things we say and the words that we use to 
say these things are indexical at every level of reference.

While it is important to study the differences in meaning of words in the abstract, as Saussure sug-
gested, it is at least as important to understand what these differences signify indexically, as Peirce 
certainly knew. This is not to say that the oppositional differences between uses of the words are not 
significant, but the fact that these differences exist are not just linguistically important, these difference 
are also semiotically significant. It is worthwhile to remember that while words do have denotative 
meaning, words are social indices, that point at social, cultural and even individual temperaments and 
viewpoints. Words are a lodestone which points to not only who we are, but who we think we are and 
how we see ourselves. Unlike Humpty Dumpty, words always mean more than we intend them to mean. 
The question for us is to elaborate on and to discover why this is so in human communication.
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ABSTRACT

Mathematical understanding goes beyond grasping numerical values and problem solving. By incor-
porating visual representation, students can be able to grasp how math can be understood in terms of 
geometry, which is essentially a visual device. It is important that students be able to incorporate visual 
representations alongside numerical values to gain meaning from their own knowledge. However, it is 
also vital that students understand mathematical terminology, via a dialogical-rhetorical pedagogy 
that now comes under the rubric of “Math Talk,” which in turn is part of a system of teaching known 
as knowledge building, both of which aim to recapture, in a new way, the Socratic method of dialogical 
interaction. This chapter explores how knowledge building, as a methodology, can assist in furthering 
student understanding and how math talk leads to a deeper understanding of mathematical principles.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge Building researchers have identified pedagogical methods that foster idea improvement among 
learners (Zhang et al., 2009, Scardamalia et al., 2012) via “collective intelligence” development (Broadbent 
& Gallotti, 2015), which can be described simply as group-based learning (Knowledge Building Gallery, 
2016). Studies have examined the validity of Knowledge Building in the area of mathematics (Moss & 
Beatty, 2006, Moss & Beatty, 2010, Nason, Brett, & Woodruff, 1996, Nason, Woodruff, & Lesh, 2002, 
Nason & Woodruff, 2004, Knowledge Building Gallery, 2016) finding a common pattern—namely an 
increase in learning when a derived technique, known as “Math Talk,” is utilized in group-based learn-
ing contexts. This paper aims to contribute to the growing body of research and theory on Knowledge 
Building and Math Talk, focusing on elementary school learning.

Mathematics is critical for 21st-century skills. As stated in the Ontario Ministry of Education’s docu-
ment Growing Success (2009), “Education directly influences students’ life chances and life outcomes” 
(p. 6). Today’s global, knowledge-based economy requires a citizenry with deep understanding of dis-
ciplinary knowledge as well as a broad range of what are popularly known as “21st century skills.” In 
the early grades it is a strong predictor of later academic achievement (Duncan et al., 2007). However, 
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with cases of mathematical anxiety and avoidance of math within elementary learning environments, it 
is hard to engage anxious students in particular in math learning, and allow them to retain information 
and skills for long-term use and application. Such students do not show an ability to transfer mathemati-
cal skills; rather, they rely on mechanical formulas, mathematical “tricks” they might have learned, all 
of which do not contribute to math competence and fluency. Current evidence of this inability can be 
gleaned from the Province of Ontario’s 2016 EQAO scores, which show only 63% of students meeting 
the provincial grade three mathematics standards. Bredekamp (2004) argues that educators should ex-
amine research and practices on how children actually learn mathematics and develop relevant methods 
for classroom usage. Knowledge Building pedagogy is grounded in students’ natural curiosity and helps 
expand innate conceptualization skills through a model of learning that encourages the “community 
dynamics” of the sort found in knowledge-creating organizations. This form of teaching has been shown 
to boost achievement in literacy, mathematics, engineering, science, across the curriculum (Chen and 
Hong, 2016). Knowledge Building is built on interactivity models of psychology, encouraging students 
to design, revise, discuss and apply ideas developed in community (group-based) contexts and spaces 
so that they can learn in terms of a collective responsibility for knowledge.

The need for mathematics as a tool for creative work in a technology-rich knowledge society is widely 
recognized (Wagner & Dintersmith, 2015, Ritchhart, 2015). Mathematics is required for problem solving, 
reasoning, questioning, computational activities and their creative application, all of which reach beyond 
the typical well-defined classroom problems characterized by a process of “instructor input→student 
problem-solving→verification.” There is growing agreement that this instructional approach is inef-
fectual (Towers, 1999, Schunk, 2012, Baroody, 2000), although there is no consensus about developing 
effective alternatives. However, the claim made here is that Knowledge Building is one such alternative 
(Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2003) and that Math Talk—its methodological derivative—does indeed allow 
students to learn mathematics effectively through dialogue, discussion, and other interactive strategies. 
In effect, dialogue, and its rhetorical structure (analogies, allusions, comparisons, and so on) seems to 
be the best way to learn—a philosophy of education that goes right back to ancient times.

Fostering mathematical thinking is always the goal of curriculum guidelines and professional de-
velopment workshops for teachers. The Ontario Mathematics Guidelines, for example, proclaim that 
learning involves the ability to control the “relevant facts, skills, and procedures” and develop “the ability 
to apply the processes of mathematics, and acquire a positive attitude towards mathematics” (Ontario 
Ministry of Education, 2005, p. 3). This document goes on to state that the main strands that constitute 
math knowledge are as follows: number sense and numeration, measurement, patterning and algebra, 
data management and probability, and geometry and spatial sense (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2005). 
This subdivision applies to math education in all grades and provides a framework for the subject matter 
to be covered during a school year. Leher & Chazan (1998) and Whiteley (1999) decry, however, the 
fact indicate that geometry is often neglected or considered of lesser value than numeracy and algebra. 
So, they suggest adding it to the strands so that math fluency can be developed as an integrated system 
of numeracy and geometry.

Osta (2014) defines a curriculum as “the pedagogical framework or philosophy underlying the teaching 
practices and materials, training programs for supporting teachers, and guidelines for assessing students’ 
learning” (p. 417). According to Putnam (2004, p. 33) the educational curriculum is a prescriptive docu-
ment which dictates an “ordered set of goals in which students are expected to learn, and recommended 
strategies for teaching material.” Among the ever-emerging collaborative-based pedagogies designed to 
cater to these objectives those that focus on deep learning, inquiry-based learning, project-based learning, 
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and so forth, seem to stand out as efficacious. More generally, the literature on collaborative learning has 
documented the advantages that can be reaped when students work together. As is well known, Vygotsky 
(1978) suggested that more challenged learners can be assisted by working with others who are more 
knowledgeable. The more knowledgeable person need not be the teacher. Every student can contribute 
to the learning process by injecting his or her talents into the dialogical process.

Knowledge that may be out of reach for someone learning alone may be accessible if the learner has 
the support of peers or more knowledgeable persons (Van de Walle et al., 2014, p. 6). In Ontario math 
classrooms, and in many similar educational settings, students come from different cultural backgrounds. 
This allows them to bring distinctive ideas to the classroom and possibly fill gaps in knowledge by 
bringing different cultural resources and perspectives to bear on interpreting math ideas or problems. 
Diversity of this kind enhances learning. As Boaler (2002) argues the view that there is a common 
learning denominator in all students is erroneous and counterproductive since it leads to mathematics 
being taught as if students have the same ability, preferred learning style and pace of working. Boaler 
(1998) found that math students in an open “project-based” environment developed a stronger conceptual 
understanding of math both within and outside the classroom. The main finding was that collaboration 
attenuated risks associated with isolating and competitive tasks. Many confuse collaboration and work-
ing together with cheating or “passing on the buck” to some in the group. However, this conflation is 
a misleading view, since it has been found over and over that collaborative learning, which is based on 
pooling diverse interpretations of the same problem, can allow for a better understanding of complex 
ideas. This is often called scaffolding, which is a factor in bridging and expanding a student’s capability 
by linking prior knowledge to new knowledge (Wood et al., 1976, Wood and Wood, 1996). Duncan et 
al. (2007) found that early number knowledge is a key predictor of later academic success and that by 
allowing number concepts to emerge in a collaborative manner, at an earlier age, students are better able 
to extend their knowledge to new topics. Students become more comfortable within mathematics and 
can interpret mathematics learning from a more engaging perspective.

Stigler and Hiebert (1999) reported results showing that students who worked independently risk 
having insufficient opportunities to translate their work into words, thus hindering their understand-
ing. Students seem to learn best through exploring and emulating how mathematicians tackle unsolved 
problems. This also seems to be true of mathematics as a profession. The Clay Mathematics Institute is 
dedicated to encouraging the use of historical artifacts and of getting mathematicians to engage in col-
laborative tasks. Many of the prizes handed out by the institute are to groups of mathematicians who have 
worked collaboratively on some project. The underlying idea is that scholars and experts work best and 
more effectively through collaboration in order to advance mathematical knowledge. In mathematics, it 
would seem, collaboration wins out over individualized learning. Stahl (2005) argues that revising the 
mathematics curriculum, orienting it towards a collaborative modality, would allow for a deeper math-
ematics understanding which comes about when groups tackle problems together and learn from each 
other in the process. Adapting the mathematics curriculum to the Clay Institute and Knowledge Building 
model has been found in fact, to enhance classroom learning outcomes (Stahl, 2005).

Pimm (1987) found that when students attempted to express their thoughts out loud in words, other 
students were helped in the classroom, allowing them to better self-organize their thoughts (p. 23). By 
having students “turn up the volume on their own self-talk” (Pimm, 1987, p. 25), learning outcomes 
tend to be more positive and effective. Encouraging student self-talk allows for open-ended multi-step 
scaffolding derived from collaborative problem solving in classrooms. Through reflective self-talk 
and engagement with others, students increase their levels of numeracy and procedural knowledge. 
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Scardamalia and Bereiter (1983) note that “observation, practice and rule learning” (p.63) are the core 
aspects of acquiring procedural knowledge and thus should not be discarded. But dialogical learning is 
the system that complements and even directs the flow of rule learning (Sinclair, 2005), since it allows 
students to share their relative strengths and address their weaknesses. In effect, collaborative learning 
favors “enculturating” processes in a situation (Towers, 1999), that is, the use of diverse terminologies 
based on different backgrounds that shed light on some structural problem. Finlayson (2014) found that 
mathematics structured to produce right or wrong answers from the students encourages formulaic think-
ing and inhibits the development of higher order learning. Students need to connect previous and new 
knowledge; simply seeing new forms without understanding does not provide the cognitive foundation 
for understanding.

“Communication is an essential part of mathematics and mathematics education” (NCTM 2000, p. 
60). By becoming familiar with technical mathematical language for expressing new concepts and ideas 
students can broaden and deepen their overall math competence (Baroody, 2000, Ginsburg et al., 1999, 
NCTM, 2000). Mathematical communication involves “adaptive reasoning” (Kilpatrick et al., 2001, p. 
170) and argumentation (Andriessen, 2006), which give students opportunities to think mathematically 
as part of a dialogical and social process. Mathematical communication offers students opportunities 
and encouragement with important consequences, as will be elaborated below.

MATH TALK

The discipline of mathematics consists of symbols, equations, and numbers, a type of language required 
to interpret and learn mathematical concepts. Mathematics depends fundamentally on language. And this 
means that the rhetorical strategies inherent in metaphorical comparisons and analogies that character-
ize common discourse may be at the core of learning. Math Talk is based on this basic premise; it has 
been examined by the math education literature for over 25 years (NCTM, 2000). Math Talk aims to 
tap into student curiosity, encouraging them to talk about math in the classroom so that they can relate 
what they learn to what they know in a discourse-based manner. Teaching and learning mathematics 
at the elementary level always involves some form of discourse, both between students and between 
students and the teacher. The advantage of a Math Talk pedagogy lies in its consistent and systematic 
use of dialogue, rather than a random and sporadic use. As Mountz (2011) characterizes it, “Math Talk 
is a style of discussion in the classroom that allows students to learn through discourse” (p. 3). Students 
are encouraged to formulate their views concerning what math ideas are about and how to grasp them, 
providing valuable input to other students and to teachers as well. While allowing students to figure out 
solutions after some basic instructional period of time, students need to be able to formulate high-level 
ideas to work out problem-solving through the ingenious use of discourse to explain them and to relate 
them to others. Students will this be better able to connect ideas to discourse modalities, thus extending 
the learning process considerably.

Morgan (2014) notes that some elements of vocabulary is uniquely mathematical, such as, for ex-
ample, the term “parallelogram;” however mathematics also utilizes everyday language with subtly 
different meanings as can be seen in terms such as prime, multiple and differentiate. This crisscross-
ing of semantic domains is very productive for Math Talk pedagogy. Students can thus differentiate 
between meanings and to understand and apply knowledge via Math Talk, since both semantic systems 
converge within it. Students will this not feel alienated nor intimidated by math but instead eager to 
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participate in its knowledge system because of its contiguity with language. However, within geometry, 
not everything can be verbalized so easily; here, figures and geometric diagrams play an essential role. 
Some mathematical explanations are thus better handled through visualization, rather than verbalization. 
However, in discussing geometrical notions there is an indirect form of discourse that ties them down 
semantically as well. Martinovic (2004) refers to this type of learning as “vicarious learning,” which 
refers to learning by overhearing an educational conversation (p. 29). While students may not always be 
directly involved in Math Talk in such situations, they are nevertheless dialoguing in a “vicarious” way. 
“Vicarious learning” provides students with a basis of reference when clarifying their understanding or 
when sharing their answers in the classroom.

Judith Falle (2004) defines the overall goal of Math Talk pedagogy having “students attempt to ex-
plore, investigate and solve problems together, resulting in more success their mathematics education” 
(p. 19). Math Talk is “instructional conversation which references the crucial aspects of: questioning, 
explanation of math thinking, a source of math ideas and the responsibility of mathematical learning” 
(NCTM, 2000). Cooke and Adam (1998) emphasize that Math Talk is effective in allowing students 
to analyze, justify, defend their views, and reason, which are the first steps in developing a stronger 
mathematical fluency and vocabulary. Falle (2004) examined how Math Talk constitutes a “small-scale 
strategy of learning that immerses students into speaking patterns which connect to larger-scale forms of 
learning unconsciously” (p. 19). With students struggling not only to articulate their thoughts, they can 
also be confused by math symbols. The importance of Math Talk is to impart a “mathematical register” 
for connecting ideas, symbols, and discourse (Pimm, 1987). “The amount of ‘Math Talk’ produced by 
a child’s input from the classroom is related to the growth of a child’s acquisition of mathematically 
relevant language” (Boonen et al., 2011, p. 283). This observation implies that conversation should not 
be constrained to a child-teacher system, but rather to a peer-to-peer one as well. The argument for a 
systematic type of classroom dialogue that includes everyone is that all, not just those inclined to talk, 
should be engaged. In a Math Talk model the interconnection of language and mathematics to describe 
shapes, charts, graphs and to describe how formulas and expressions are constructed produces a supportive 
context for understanding. In sum, Math Talk classrooms are based on the use of language pedagogi-
cally, so as to conduct lessons as clearly as possible. As Resnick (1988) and Martinovic (2004) argue, 
mathematics is typically taught as a discipline that is distant from language and its rhetorical structure, 
thus removing learner voices from learning; Math Talk, in the other hand includes debate, argumenta-
tion, and gives space to multiple interpretations, allowing students to discuss math ideas fluently and 
fluidly. Falle (2004) found that “when teachers do listen in mathematics they do so to correct students 
rather than to reveal possible student cognitive development” (p. 26). Math Talk is also diagnostic; it 
reveals what students may or may not have grasped, how they value certain concepts on their own terms 
and thus suggest how they can modify their own responses more advantageously.

Mercer & Sams (2006) emphasize that talk-based group activities develop the individual’s mathemati-
cal reasoning skills, which serve to enhance the student’s problem-solving skills. Hufferd-Ackles et al. 
(2004) define a Math Talk community aptly as “students who take responsibility for their own learning 
and the learning of others, which leads to a demonstration of their understanding of problems and of 
volunteering to assist struggling students” (p. 106). Cooke & Adams (1998) discovered that Math Talk 
might, however, be difficult to integrate into the classroom because most curricula envision the teacher 
as being at the center of the learning process. With teachers assuming a direct, authoritative role, there 
is a tendency for classroom learning to become a rigid competitive process that is hardly conducive to 
positive learning outcomes. In this situation, constraints are placed upon students by textbook-based 
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learning with no room for spontaneous questions or additional interpretation (Finlayson, 2014), especially 
in the area o specialized terminology. As Pimm (1988) notes, “a distinctive feature of discourse about 
mathematics is the widespread use of technical vocabulary” (p. 59). Math Talk provides a space in a 
classroom to all participants, giving them a voice in the process of grasping the specialized vocabulary 
through interaction. This situation is defined as encouraging “rich discourse,” which Imm & Stylianou 
(2012) characterize as a learning situation which values the student’s ideas as “rich, inclusive, and pur-
poseful” (p. 131). Typically, in the classroom students are not always encouraged to utilize pragmatic 
conversations about math ideas because the objective in this type of situation is for students to reach an 
answer to a problem they have been presented individualistically. The reason students struggle is that 
math conversations for elementary students are rarely casual. Instead, they originate from within the 
classroom space and are guided by the teacher. Nathan & Knuth (2003) suggest that “productive dis-
course” can only be engendered in situations that allow teacher-student interactions to build upon ideas 
through branching out to include other class members.

In Math Talk agreeing and thinking are encouraged to allow students to discover mathematical 
concepts and to work out their inherent misconceptions (Bruce 2007). Hutton et al. (2013) note that 
each student must contribute unabashedly to the unfolding discourse, because as Pimm (1987) asserts, 
mathematical language and everyday language converge semantically and thus every student can feel a 
part of the conversation without distancing themselves from the mathematic involved. Pimm explores 
not only the importance of using clear, consistent terminology, or knowledge of the discourse itself, but 
also understanding the context of words and the context of how to correctly use words mathematically. 
Martinovic (2004) argues that within the domain of mathematics an important activity for learning is 
self-explanation, which is different from explanation to others; it is more focused than speaking aloud 
which may not be motivated by an effort to understand. Such learning strategies can be related to reflec-
tion and elaboration. Students need to express their ideas so that they can develop their understanding 
of mathematical concepts via ordinary language. Klibanoff et al. (2006) found that the more Math Talk 
is used the greater the acquisition of mathematically relevant language.

KNOWLWDGE BUILDING

Schunk (2012) defines learning theories as attitudes, skills, strategies underlying the process of acquiring 
and modifying knowledge. Social constructivism (Vygotsky 1978) is an intellectual by-product of this 
general philosophy; and it is the basis of Knowledge Building pedagogy. Vygotsky emphasized the need 
for social interaction as a critical vehicle for understanding. In this he included debating, dialoguing, and 
conversing, all of which enhance understanding because they involve a negotiation of meaning in which 
the student provides and receives, as in a bartering situation, relevant insights. Students negotiate mean-
ing and refine one another’s knowledge as core developmental tools to further learning. As Vygotsky 
stated, “Every function in the child’s cultural development appears twice: first, on the social level, and 
later, at the individual level; first between people, then inside the child” (Vygotsky 1978, p. 57).

Social constructivism became an area of interest in mathematics education in the 1980s and continues 
to evolve within it (Artzt and Newman, 1997, Davidson, 1990, Earnest, 1991, 1994, 1998). As elaborated 
above, collaborative learning in the field of mathematics is grounded in a social constructivist model of 
learning (Yackel et al. 2011). This envisions students as working together to solve a problem while the 
teacher stands by as a facilitator. Success depends on contributions from all students. Student account-
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ability forces the community to trust and depend on each other while being respectful and contributing 
to advance collective and individual understanding in tandem. Overall, this educational model is a form 
of student-directed learning that engages students in interpretation, synthesis, and investigation through 
collaboration.

Knowledge Building is a principle-based social constructivist approach in which students reframe and 
advance ideas in a manner that is conducive to idea improvement. The term “Knowledge Building” was 
introduced by Bereiter and Scardamalia in the mid 1980s (Scardamalia, Bereiter, Mclean, Swallow, & 
Woodruff, 1989, Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1991, 1992). Scardamalia (2002) articulated twelve Knowledge 
Building principles to incorporate in practice. These can be paraphrased as follows:

1.  Real Ideas, Authentic Problems: Knowledge problems arise from efforts to understand the world. 
These are problems that learners care about. Thus, a knowledge forum creates a culture for creative 
work with ideas. Notes, views, and “Rise Aboves” serve as direct reflections of the core work of 
the organization, and the ideas of its creators.

2.  Improvable Ideas: All ideas are treated as improvable. Participants work continuously to improve 
the quality, coherence, and utility of ideas. For such work to prosper, the classroom culture must be 
one of psychological safety, so that students feel safe in taking risks. Knowledge Building supports 
all aspects of learning design, but is always prepared to adapt and to revise itself. Its background 
operations are designed to reflect an ability to change: continual improvement, revision, theory 
refinement.

3.  Idea Diversity: Idea diversity is essential to the development of knowledge advancement. To un-
derstand an idea is to understand the ideas that surround it, including those that stand in contrast 
to it. Idea diversity creates a rich environment for ideas to evolve. The technique called Knowledge 
Forum facilitates students’ ability to link ideas, and to bring together different combinations of 
ideas in different ways, promoting a productive use of diversity.

4.  Epistemic Agency: Participants set forth their ideas and negotiate a fit between personal ideas 
and the ideas of others, using contrasts to spark and sustain knowledge advancement rather than 
depending on others to chart the course. They deal with a problem of goals, motivations, evaluations 
and long-range planning that are normally left to teachers. Knowledge Forum provides support for 
theory construction and refinement. Scaffolds for high level knowledge processes are reflected in 
the use and variety of epistemological terms.

5.  Community Knowledge, Collective Responsibility: Contributions to shared, top-level goals are 
prized and rewarded as much as individual achievements. Team members produce ideas of value 
to others and share responsibility for the overall advancement of knowledge in the community. 
Knowledge Forum’s open, collaborative workspace holds conceptual artefacts, which are contributed 
by community members. Community membership is defined in terms of reading and building on the 
notes of others, ensuring views are informative and helpful for the entire community. Participants 
share responsibility for the highest levels of the knowledge attained.

6.  Democratizing Knowledge: All participants are legitimate contributors to the shared goals of 
the community; all take pride in knowledge advances achieved by the group. The diversity and 
divisional differences represented in any group do not lead to separations along have/have-not or 
innovator/non-innovator lines. All are empowered to engage in knowledge innovation. Analytic 
tools allow participants to assess evenness of contributions and other indicators of the extent to 
which all members do their part in a join enterprise.
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7.  Symmetric Knowledge Advancement: Expertise is distributed within and between communities. 
Symmetry in knowledge advancement results from knowledge exchange and from the fact that to 
give knowledge is to get knowledge.

8.  Pervasive Knowledge Building: Knowledge Building is not confined to particular occasions or 
subjects but pervades mental life, in and out of school.

9.  Constructive Uses of Authoritative Sources: To know a discipline is to be in touch with the 
present state and growing edge of knowledge in the field. This requires respect and understand-
ing of authoritative sources, combined with a critical stance toward them. Knowledge Building 
encourages participants to use authoritative sources, along with other information sources as the 
basis for their own Knowledge Building and idea-improving processes.

10.  Knowledge Building Discourse: The discourse of Knowledge Building communities results in 
more than the sharing of knowledge; the knowledge itself is refined and transformed through the 
discursive practices of the community—practices that have the advancement of knowledge as 
their explicit goal. Knowledge Forum supports rich intertextual and inter-team notes and views 
and emergent rather than predetermined goals and workspaces. Revision, reference, and annota-
tion further encourage participants to identify shared problems and gaps in understanding and to 
advance understanding beyond the level of the most knowledgeable individual.

11.  Embedded, Concurrent and Transformative Assessment: Assessment is part of the effort to 
advance knowledge—it is used to identify problems as the work proceeds and is embedded in the 
day-to-day workings of the group. The community engages in its own internal assessment, which 
is both more fine-tuned and rigorous than external assessment, and serves to ensure that the com-
munity’s work will exceed the expectations of external assessors. Standards and benchmarks are 
objects of discourse in Knowledge Forum, to be annotated, built on, and risen above. Increases in 
literacy, twenty-first-century skills, and productivity are by-products of mainline knowledge work, 
and advance in parallel.

12.  Rise Above: Creative Knowledge Building entails working toward more inclusive principles and 
higher level formulations of problems. It means learning to work with diversity, complexity and 
messiness, to achieve new syntheses. Knowledge Builders transcend trivialities and oversimplifi-
cations and move beyond current best practices. Conditions to which people adapt are a result of 
the success of other people in the environment. Notes and views support unlimited embedding of 
ideas and support emergent rather than fixed goals.

In essence, Knowledge Building pedagogy supports students in posing questions, defining goals, 
acquiring and building knowledge and assuming collective responsibility for knowledge advancement. 
Collective responsibility is more complex than collaboration, requiring individual contributions to the 
community and individual reflective thought to enable individuals to achieve something greater than 
they could by working exclusively on their own, but never suppressing independent action. Knowledge 
Building should achieve a productive blend of individual and teamwork encouraging students to examine 
their own ideas while advancing the community’s knowledge. Knowledge Building discourse is supported 
through “epistemological markers,” which support a “process towards revelation and special problems” 
that can be easily identified and solved pedagogically (Guba & Lincoln, 2005, p.196). Co-creation assists 
students by allowing them to explore solutions in a space suited to their needs. In Knowledge Building 
pedagogy, the classroom shifts focus from providing pre-validated answers, and instead focuses on think-
ing as a consequence of group interaction, facilitated through blended face-to-face and online discourse.
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Mathematics education must resonate with a new generation of students who experience the need for 
mathematics through many technological facets of their lives. The classroom should be able to incorporate 
technology as a complementary form of pedagogy. One area of direct relevance is in computer-assisted 
collaborative pedagogy. While learning is acquired ultimately individualistically, learning is enhanced 
through collaboration (Stahl 2005). Confrey and Kazak (2006) and Steffe and Kieren (1994) argue that a 
curriculum focussed on only word problems is a complicated learning method for students, which may be 
riddled with misconceptions. Mathematical knowledge becomes subjective knowledge through construc-
tion in a collaborative framework; individual student learning is understood as undergoing reformation 
and reconstruction by peer interactions. When combined with the computer-assisted collaborative model, 
a process called “Distributed Cognition” emerges whereby knowledge can be spread across a group of 
people through the digital tools that they use to solve problems (Norman, 1993, Hutchins 1996). This 
technological model thus not only supports student collaboration but also promotes it, encouraging a 
process of mutual understanding, respect, and openness to the ideas shared and explored.

Before the current technological possibilities, Brown (1982) referred to the creation of an “immediate 
environment” needed to incorporate written symbols, diagrams on paper and utilizing written accounts. 
In all these techniques, there is awareness that face-to-face communication is rendered more effective 
through written and technological support. Mathematics classrooms should consist of blended face-to-
face communications with technological environments to enhance and complement one another. Students 
should not have the sole goal to regurgitate content but to grow their ideas. Teachers should ensure a 
balance between the use of paper-and-pencil learning with the digital tools. In this way, the student can 
come to see the abstract principles involved, independently of the medium used. Knowledge Building 
pedagogy and technology has been used to support mathematics education in this blended fashion (Beatty 
& Moss, 2006a, 2006b, 2009, Hurme & Jarvela, 2005, Nason & Woodruff, 2002, Moss & Beatty, 2010, 
Moss, Beatty, McNab, & Eisenband, 2006, Hutton, et al., 2013). Nason & Woodruff (2002) noted the 
need for Knowledge Forum to provide symbolic math representations to enhance the discourse space. 
The most recent version of Knowledge Forum (KF6) allows, in response, a use of symbols and graphi-
cal representations of math ideas; students can now hand-write their equations using a blended method 
of typed and handwritten text, utilize voice-over command software to transform their spoken ideas 
into typed text, including equations, import pictures, and work more productively with other software 
devices. By uploading an image from a smartphone or tablet, students can now share graphical repre-
sentations of their ideas across platforms and across writing methods. In addition to the capacity to add 
pictures, students can build representations of mathematical structures and designs and other multimedia 
components can be attached and uploaded onto the group view, allowing students to build on ideas in 
various formats. The capacity to manipulate and present data in different forms supports students to 
constructing their own representations, comparing them, and extrapolating principles of mathematics. 
Some students benefit from showcasing their knowledge in a visual manner, others in a text-based man-
ner; the technology is flexible as to cognitive learning style. Moreover, all uploads and representations 
can be co-authored, allowing for collaborative production with potential for stronger motivation and 
engagement. Boaler (2002) has put forth the common critique that “math is often taught as if students 
have the same ability, and pace of working” (p.101). Knowledge Building pedagogy, on the contrary, 
is designed to accommodate diverse needs. Lazarus et al. (2013) argued that the Ontario mathematics 
curriculum (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2005) does not expand on what communication looks like in 
online environments, but identifies what it means to communicate within mathematics (p. 34). Sinclair 
(2005) found that students need additional sessions at which they can discuss their mathematical ideas, 
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explore other mathematical definitions, and find further information to support the use of mathematical 
terminology. Students need to organize and consolidate their thinking in which Math Talk does not only 
occur within the math classroom but throughout all classrooms. Moss & Beatty (2006) found that students 
utilizing Knowledge Forum “interwove words, numbers, and formal symbols in their interactions with 
one another” (p. 460) but that more research was needed to analyze the significance of such discourse.

Jacobsen, Lock & Friesen (2013) argue, overall, that Knowledge Building environments promote 
intellectual engagement, which provides ongoing learning opportunities to ensure a richer learning 
experience for students. This was evident within a study conducted by the author where Math Talk 
provided an opportunity for grade 2 students to engage in collaborative mathematical inquiry within a 
Knowledge Building framework. Students were asked to work together in generating questions, ideas, 
and designing methods to foster their learning. By exploring geometrical topics, such as the nature of 
shapes students were incorporating and advancing their ideas, creating community knowledge by curat-
ing mathematical cognitive artefacts.

The Ontario Mathematics Curriculum defines the Big Ideas for geometry as “intuition about the 
characteristics of two and three-dimensional shapes and the effects and changes of shapes in relation to 
spatial sense. To recognize basic shapes and figures, to distinguish between the attributes of an object, 
while understanding and appreciating the geometric aspects of our world” (Ontario Ministry of Educa-
tion, 2005, p. 9). The purpose of these Big Ideas is to guide the formulation of essential questions to 
help educators explore topics more in depth with their students. Within the grade 2 math curriculum 
two Key Ideas are relevant in the teaching and learning of geometry:

Key Idea 1: Geometric objects have properties that allow them to be classified and described in a variety 
of different ways;

Key Ideas 2: Understanding relationships between geometric objects allows us to create any geometric 
object by composing and decomposing other geometric objects.

These are certainly encompassed by the model of Knowledge Building, and especially the Knowledge 
Forum, which is an entry point for ideas to become refined by students. Students make contributions 
in which they consider their bodies as geometric objects, explore shape properties and dimensions, and 
generate and explore both conceptual and plastic two-dimensional and three-dimensional shapes. By 
engaging their own bodies in the learning process, students can explore geometric ideas and thus extend 
their mathematical reasoning. Students also challenge the ideas of the community, their own ideas, and 
those of the experts they reference. Students understand the importance of an expert’s work, by provid-
ing their own justifications.

Face-to-face and online discourse interactions demonstrate what Knowledge Builders call “Collabora-
tive Justification.” This theoretical phrase was coined by Kopp and Mandl (2011), who use it to refer to 
a learner’s justification for arguments during a collaborative task. Their work only explores undergradu-
ate students, and no further studies have considered its validity at the elementary level. Collaborative 
justification utilizes communities’ contributions to allow for students to incorporate similar or opposing 
ideas to justify their understanding and definition of a term. Sinclair and Bruce (2015) argued that the 
applications of this approach to geometric learning in classrooms requires broader applications of learning 
through computer based tools and models, especially visual models. The use of Knowledge Forum is not 
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meant to replace the creation and exchange of ideas, but instead assist the process. As Alavi et al. (2002) 
have argued, the amount of effort that students invest in learning may decrease as technology or a task 
becomes more complex, hence simpler systems may outperform complex systems in certain contexts.

CONCLUSION

In sum, Knowledge Building and Math Talk are effective in getting students to build on their own ideas 
math students and thus to progress effectively within the expected time frames of pre-established cur-
ricula, via a powerful dialogic form of inquiry, in line with Mikhail Bakhtin’s theory of knowledge (Zack 
et Graves, 2001), which suggests that one learns through others, not by oneself. Students’ collective 
thoughts and ideas can be easily integrated individualistically to the advantage of the student. Through 
the construction and exchange of collective thoughts each single learner has the opportunity to develop 
ideas in effective ways.

Knowledge Building allows students to enhance the way they talk about, and thus learn, mathemat-
ics—hence the validity of Math Talk as a rhetorical-discursive pedagogical strategy. Students can develop 
mathematical ways to reason and become reflective in regards to anything that could be a numerical 
of geometric concept. This leads to further student mathematical discourse for initiating new ideas and 
work together to understand them. Knowledge Building and Math Talk are clearly part of the “collective 
intelligence” movement within math education (Broadbent & Gallotti, 2015).
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ABSTRACT

In 1935, Walter Benjamin introduced the aura as the abstract conceptualization of uniqueness, au-
thenticity, and singularity that encompasses an original art object. With the advent of technological 
reproducibility, Benjamin posits that the aura of an object deteriorates when the original is reproduced 
through the manufacture of copies. Employing this concept of the aura, the author outlines the prolif-
eration of plaster casts of sculptures in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe, placing contextual 
emphasis on the cultural and prestige value of originals and copies. Theories of authenticity in both art 
history and material culture are used to examine the nature of the aura and to consider how the aura 
transforms when an original object is lost from the material record. Through an object biography of a 
fifteenth-century sculpture by Francesco Laurana, the author proposes that the aura does not disappear 
upon the loss of the original, but is reincarnated in the authentic reproduction.

INTRODUCTION

In his seminal essay on “The Work of Art in the Age of its Technological Reproducibility” (1935), Walter 
Benjamin argues that the reproduction of an art object leads to the “decay of the aura” of the original 
work (p. 15). The aura, as Benjamin defines it, is “the here and now” of the object; it is the quality of 
a unique existence, “a strange tissue of space and time” that gives the appearance of being slightly dis-
tant or removed, “however near it may be” (1935, p. 15). It is the here-and-nowness of the original that 
“constitutes the concept of its authenticity” (1935, p. 13). The way we seek to perceive history in the 
present day means that we desire to become closer to objects while “overcoming the uniqueness of every 
reality through its reproducibility” (1935, p. 16). This concept of the aura that is put forth by Benjamin 
is seen as an inherent, magical property that is present in every original art object. I endeavour here to 
apply Benjamin’s conceptualization of the aura to a specific context that persists throughout our material 
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culture histories in a very pertinent way. Can an object have authenticity if it does not have originality? 
Do copies have a life beyond their prescribed role as mere representation or replication? Can the concept 
of the aura be maintained in a world of copies and replicas? These key questions guide my analysis of 
Benjamin’s theoretical approach to reproducibility in the technological age.

With the foundations of my research built upon “The Work of Art in the Age of its Technological Re-
producibility” (1935), I explore the implications of Benjamin’s work through a case study of a particular 
example of artistic reproduction. Looking specifically at the casting and replication of sculpture in 18th- 
and 19th-century Europe, I outline the social, historical, and cultural forces that led to the proliferation 
of casts and copies in the Western world. Situating the originals in relation to their copies, I consider 
differences in function, value, meaning, and prestige. To illustrate the prevalence and significance of 
casting practices in Europe during this era, a historical overview of the Cast Courts at the Victoria & 
Albert Museum in London contextualizes the focal point of this paper: a plaster cast of a bust by Renais-
sance sculptor Francesco Laurana, entitled Portrait of a Woman. It is the investigation of this piece in 
particular that highlights my exploration of the tension between originality and authenticity. Considering 
Benjamin’s concept of the aura, along with further critical commentaries on authenticity in material 
culture and on reproducibility, I use Laurana’s Portrait of a Woman as a prime example of the vanishing 
original. In examining this work, I suggest that the aura may not always decay as Benjamin says. Using 
object biography to consider the historical relevance and iconic meaning of a reproduction, I posit that 
the value and prestige of the original are not lost through the process of casting. Instead, Benjamin’s 
aura may be temporarily concealed or displaced. I argue that in instances of an absent original, the aura 
is reincarnated within the authentic reproduction. Put simply, the iconic sign becomes the very object 
to which it refers.

AUTHENTICITY IN MATERIAL CULTURE

I begin by asking a simple question: what makes an object authentic? In light of Benjamin’s contentious 
essay, a number of critical commentaries and responses have emerged, revealing the complicated reso-
nances that are tied up in the meaning of authenticity. Jaworski (2013) prefaces his argument that skilful 
reproductions of art objects are “just as good” (p. 392) as the original objects by clarifying that he does 
not believe they are of the same value. His description of historical originality as a value of the authentic 
object appears closely aligned with Benjamin’s conceptualization of the aura. “We seem to care about 
‘survival value’,” which is “the value objects have in virtue of having survived throughout the years” 
(Jaworski, 2013, p. 393). In this sense, the way that an object is situated in time gives a good indication 
of its authenticity. This temporal quality is connected to causal history, which Goodman explains as fol-
lows: knowing the history of production of an art object provides a link back “to the hand of the artist,” 
and because of this history, “the original […] will be authentic in virtue of its causal history” (as cited 
in Jaworski, 2013, p. 397). A reproduction or a forgery, which is bereft of a causal history as intricate as 
the original, “lacks authenticity” (p. 397). A rich causal history implies that an object also has a strong 
survival value, and it is the uniqueness of this narrative and its position in time that bring it closer to 
originality and authenticity. This temporal individuality, with a complex object biography, points to the 
aura that is imbued in the original object via its unique existence, as Benjamin says.

Others suggest that authenticity is not so complicated, especially when understood directly through 
Benjamin’s lens. Zeller (2012) posits that the aura, which is “a notion of aesthetic experience,” is “the 
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utopian concept of authenticity” (p. 75). In this sense, the aura and authenticity are inextricably linked, 
and both are opposed to the inherently dystopian advent of technological advancement.

George Kubler (2008) is less direct in his assessment of the authentic object, largely symptomatic 
of his structural approach to the relationships between originals and copies. In his mind, there cannot 
be one without the other. Originals are referred to as prime objects, and reproductions in the face of 
technological development become part of the replica-mass (Kubler, 2008, p. 35). He emphasizes that 
“the number of prime objects is distressingly small” (p. 38), and that copies are vital by way of their 
“adhesive properties,” as they “[hold] together the present and the past” (p. 66). There is a sequential 
relationship between the authentic original and the authentic copy in Kubler’s world. It is the creation of 
copies in this sequence that leads to the generation of symbolic associations, because symbols emerge 
from repetitions (p. 67). “Its identity among its users depends upon their shared ability to attach the same 
meaning to a given form” (p. 67). While most evidence points to the notion that prestige and value reside 
in the authentic original, and that the reproduction of these originals reduces their prestige, Kubler’s 
concept offers the reverse. If reproductions actually serve to create symbolic meaning for an art object 
among its collective viewers, then the copies themselves seem to be promoting the original rather than 
detracting from its unique aura. This reliance on copies to mediate between time periods and to develop 
symbolic value for the form of the art object reveals the sense of hierarchical dependency that Kubler 
says exists between prime objects and their replicas. Philip Fisher (1991) notes that Kubler’s work tries 
to balance “the authority of invention, originality, and breakthrough with a portrait of the social process 
of repetition or duplication” (p. 99). This element of the social, in many ways, is left out of Benjamin’s 
conceptualization of the aura and authenticity. Fisher also makes a connection to temporality by saying 
that “copying aims at providing a successor in time” (1991, p. 100). Similar to Jaworski’s discussion of 
survival value, it seems straightforward to assume that copies themselves can assume a place in time that 
leads to the development of their own historical originality. In the causal history of the original object, 
the copy is situated as a successor with the sole purpose of continuing with a pre-existing material culture 
legacy. This familial undertone seems to indicate that the authentic nature of the original (perhaps its 
aura) can be passed down to succeeding objects. While this contradicts Benjamin’s notion of the wither-
ing aura, it adds an interesting layer to my later discussion of the aura prevailing beyond the original.

In the realm of art history, which is particularly relevant to this paper, authenticity is not without 
controversy. “In most discourses of Art History, the art object is present only through representations” 
(Dam Christensen, 2010, p. 200). In many cases, scholars and art historians may study art objects whose 
original forms they have never actually encountered. The collective knowledge of art historians is largely 
comprised of responses to authentic representations rather than originals (p. 213). Dam Christensen 
(2010) argues that there is a repressive logic to it. Somewhat discounting the weight of Benjamin’s thesis 
in the process, he suggests that when we are privy to the aura of the object and “the immediacy of its 
location in time and space” without considering “the multiplied discursive representations of the object,” 
we are dismissing the significance and intellectual resonances of the reproductions as they exist in the 
collective knowledge of art history (p. 213). This instance is a strong example of how social values alter 
the way that authenticity and originality would be encountered objectively; the educational and acces-
sibility agendas of copying art objects carry an important cultural connection that cannot be ignored, 
particularly since the study of these representations has been vital to the development of art history as 
a discipline. In this way, authenticity and auras can be pushed aside to sometimes reveal lasting social 
implications of reproducibility that are not easily erased.
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Some commentaries on authenticity in material culture are openly critical of Benjamin’s theories. Ian 
Knizek, when revisiting “The Work of Art in the Age of its Technological Reproducibility” (Benjamin, 
1935) argues that the aura is “extra-aesthetic” and that it detracts from the formal and compositional 
properties of an art object (Knizek, 1993, p. 358). He is most critical of Benjamin for not persuasively 
clarifying why and how the aura disintegrates (p. 360). “There is then no very good reason why even 
reproductions cannot appropriate for themselves the features composing the world’s ‘authenticity’. In 
other words, these features can be transmitted or transferred to reproductions by imagination” (p. 361). 
It is this criticism from Knizek (1993) that bears the most resemblance to my argument here in this 
paper. Adopting a similar perspective in proposing that the aura does not truly disappear, and can in 
some cases be transferred from original to copy, I move forward with a critical eye toward exploring 
the roles that authenticity and originality have played in the practice of casting sculptures in 18th- and 
19th-century Europe.

TASTE AND THE ANTIQUE

Francis Haskell and Nicholas Penny in their book Taste and the Antique: The Lure of Classical Sculp-
ture 1500-1900 (1981) discuss the myriad social and historical contexts that were entwined with the 
prestige associated with the ownership of Classical sculpture in the Renaissance and the centuries that 
followed. Kubler’s (2008) comment on the distressingly small number of prime objects in the world is 
made manifest through this discussion, particularly in the retelling of Bernini being unimpressed “by 
the number of original antique sculptures to be found in France” (Haskell & Penny, 1981, p. 37). This 
shortage of originals from antiquity led to the proliferation of casts and copies, which dominates much 
of the history of sculpture in Europe. Even Charles I of England “knew that the best statues could only 
be obtained in casts and copies” (p. 31).

The desire for reproductions of original Classical sculpture was rooted in a number of causes. There 
was the educational purpose, where casts of pieces from antiquity were viewed as essential models for 
drawing in European art academies. Bernini emphasized the necessity for “young art students to copy 
from casts taken from ‘all the most beautiful statues, bas-reliefs, and busts of antiquity’ before learning 
to draw from nature” (Haskell & Penny, 1981, p. 37). There was also the decorative purpose: royalty 
commissioned complete sets of plaster and bronze casts to decorate their palaces and gardens. These casts 
and copies were “made for kings” (p. 35); imitation was not enough, as “the work produced by students 
at the [academies] must […] be ‘more perfect than the antique’” (p. 39). The prestige and beauty of the 
casts often meant that royalty ended up holding on to collections that were meant for the academies, 
losing them within the “cult of grandeur” (p. 42). By the mid-1700s, “copies and casts of ancient statues 
had become generally associated with the refinement of good taste and good breeding” (McNutt, 1990, 
p. 159). A reputable and authentic sculpture cast required a skilful craftsman who was also often an 
artist, especially since students at European art academies worked so closely with casts from the start.

In a way, the unbelievable quantity of these beautiful casts and copies in Europe during this time 
meant that, as Fisher said, the reproductions couldn’t help but become successors for the originals. As 
time passes, material culture becomes more vulnerable. Unintentionally, some of the casts of Classical 
sculpture produced during this time became the only remnant of the original art object. With time and 
political turmoil, casts were often all that remained of vital European history, at least in its complete 
form. This significant quality of casting during this era has had a lasting impact not only on art his-
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tory, but also on the way reproductions are viewed in the present day. To contextualize this notion and 
explore the prevalence of casting culture, I will here provide a historical overview of the Cast Courts at 
the Victoria and Albert Museum in London.

THE CAST COURTS

In 1873, the Cast Courts were opened at what was then known as the South Kensington Museum in 
London (Trench, 2010, p. 13). Originally called the Architectural Courts (Trusted, 2007, p. 167), the 
purpose of the gallery was “to make available a selection of the finest sculpture and architectural frag-
ments from around Europe” (Trench, 2010, p. 13). This notion of accessibility is a big part of why casts 
were made in the first place; the reproducibility of original sculpture meant that casts could be made 
and shared widely for educational and decorative purposes. “Casts were absolutely reliable replicas” that 
could be “easily taken to all countries” because of their comparable lightness next to original marbles and 
bronzes (Haskell & Penny, 1981, p. 16). The Cast Courts at the Victoria and Albert Museum (formerly 
the South Kensington) served this purpose of making Classical art accessible to the public; “with ac-
cess to [casts], there was no excuse for anyone anywhere failing to follow ‘the good and ancient path’” 
(Haskell & Penny, 1981, p. 16). The intellectual prestige associated with this “good and ancient path” 
points to the profound sociocultural underpinnings of casting as a practice. Undoubtedly, the apprecia-
tion and ownership of casts was an important social practice for anyone of great learning or power. Casts 
were tools of self-improvement and self-fashioning, and in this way they bore a cultural function similar 
to that of their original counterparts, particularly from the Renaissance.

The collection in the Cast Courts at the Victoria and Albert Museum is “the largest single group of 
plasters” in world, acquired and displayed since the 19th-century (Trusted, 2007, p. 153). These reproduc-
tions were initially added to the museum “to fill gaps in the collections of so-called ‘original’ works of 
art,” but in many cases they were collected as “important examples in their own right” (p. 160). Students 
increasingly sought access to these sculptural and architectural masterworks to further their studies, 
which, along with the aesthetic desires of royalty to have casts as ornaments, led to a rapid increase in 
plaster reproductions in the 19th-century (p. 161). Casting at this time was considered to be a very lucra-
tive practice, with a number of artisanal manufacturers existing throughout Europe (p. 166). The famous 
workshop of Domenico Brucciani, a prolific formatore (cast manufacturer), was originally located in 
Covent Garden in the mid-19th century. Following Brucciani’s death, his workshop was taken over by the 
Board of Education and brought to the Victoria and Albert Museum, which at the time already housed a 
number of Brucciani’s masterpieces (p. 168). This led to the establishment of a casting workshop within 
the museum itself, which represents the true pervasiveness of casting as a practice with mass-appeal.

The Cast Courts have not been without controversy. Leading into the 20th-century, opinions surround-
ing the value of casts began to change; “casts were considered by many as inferior copies that had no 
place in a museum with original works of art” (Trusted, 2007, p. 170). In some cases, even a damaged 
fragment of an original was highly valued over an exact replication of a monument in plaster (p. 170). 
The Courts are now more of a historical record than they are a growing collection. The museum still 
emphasizes a stronger desire for original art objects, which reinforces Benjamin’s work on the allure 
of the aura and the power of the unique existence of the original. However, the prevalence of casting in 
18th- and 19th-century Europe cannot be disputed, and the proliferation of casts and copies in the art world 
forms a body of work that is now situated at a distinct moment in the past. Providing “a unique record 
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of what is intrinsically a Victorian collection,” casts serve to preserve “the appearance of an object or 
monument as it was” a couple of centuries prior, while also continuing to make art objects of antiquity 
available to students and artists (Trusted, 2007, p. 170-1). Importantly, as I will discuss further, some 
casts “record objects that no longer exist” (p. 170).

While Benjamin’s aura of unique existence may not be present in plaster reproductions, it can be 
said, however, that the reproductions themselves are unique in a different sense. They provide a window 
to the past that can provide us with valuable information—information that may otherwise be lost to 
the vulnerabilities of antique materialities, including the deterioration, modification, and destruction of 
original art objects through changing environmental, social, and political forces. In the case study that 
follows, I explore the implications of the loss of original art objects, and work to connect this absence 
with the theoretical frameworks I outlined earlier in this paper.

FRANCESCO LAURANA’S PORTRAIT OF A WOMAN

Francesco Laurana, a Croatian-Italian sculptor from the Renaissance, produced work for foreign royal 
courts in the mid-to-late 15th century (Royal Academy of Arts, “After Francesco Laurana,” 2015, para. 
3). He is best known “for his series of portrait busts of the royal ladies of the Aragonese court at Naples, 
which he executed […] in the 1470s” (para. 3). His work is noted for being sensitive, depicting “smooth 
features and calm expressions” in all of his portrait busts (para. 5). One such example of these marble 
busts is his Portrait of a Woman (sometimes referred to as Bust of a Woman; see Figure 1). Sculpted in 
Naples in 1472, the sitter is suspected to be Ippolita Maria Sforza, the wife of King Alfonso II of Naples 
(V&A Collections, Bust of a Woman, “Physical Description” section). The original sculpture bore rich 
gilded ornamentation on the dress, and showed “the remains of extensive pigmentation” (Bust of a Woman, 
“Historical context note” section). A hole at the breast indicates that there may have once been a metal 
brooch attached to the bust. Portrait of a Woman once resided in the collection of the Berlin Staatliche 
Museum (Royal Academy of Arts, “After Francesco Laurana,” 2015, para. 6). Two closely related busts 
exist to this day in their original form in the Frick Collection in New York and the National Gallery of 
Art in Washington; the similarly decorated bases and facial resemblance suggest that all three depict the 
same sitter (V&A Collections, Bust of a Woman, “Historical context note” section).

Formatore Domenico Brucciani, mentioned earlier in this paper, produced a plaster cast of this bust 
in 1889 (Royal Academy of Arts, “After Francesco Laurana,” para. 2; see Figure 2). It is this cast that 
was acquired by the Victoria and Albert Museum in 1889 from the Berlin Museum for 15 marks (V&A 
Collections, Bust of a Woman, “Object history note” section). The bust, 51cm in height and 46cm in 
width, has resided in the Cast Courts collection ever since. Originally praised for its beauty and included 
in the collection as an example of exceptional sculptural talent on the part of Laurana, the cast was 
included first as an educational tool. However, as discussed here, the cast of Portrait of a Woman has, 
over time, taken on new meaning.

The original Portrait of a Woman bust has a complicated and violent history. During World War Two, 
the marble bust, along with hundreds of other works of art, was removed from the collection of the Berlin 
Staatliche Museum and housed in the Freidrichshain flak tower for protection (Royal Academy of Arts, 
“After Francesco Laurana,” para. 6). “In the closing days of the war, two fires occurred at the tower, 
causing devastating damage to the artworks” (para. 6). The original Laurana bust was left completely 
destroyed as a result of these fires in 1945. The authentic original no longer exists, and the plaster cast 
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Figure 1. Original marble bust, destroyed in Berlin during World War Two. Portrait of a Woman, 1472, 
by Francesco Laurana ([Untitled photograph], n.d.).

Figure 2. Plaster cast of Francesco Laurana’s Portrait of a Woman, now residing in the Cast Courts at 
the Victoria and Albert Museum in London. Cast in 1889 by Domenico Brucciani (widdowquinn, 2010).
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in the Cast Courts collection becomes the only complete and authentic replica of the marble. At face 
value, the cast is now historically important as a representation of an art object that is now lost. From 
the reproduction, one can still gather information about the time period within which the original was 
produced. For example, the physical representation of the sitter can reveal information about Italian ide-
als of womanhood in the 15th century and standards of art in royal courts, showing “appropriate female 
comportment and decorum” (para. 5). The hair of the sitter as depicted in the bust shows a style that was 
“reserved only for the elite social classes” and that communicates aristocratic standing and status (para. 5). 
The cast here acts as a complete record of some of these historical resonances in Renaissance art works.

On another level, the cast can be explored through the framework of Benjamin’s theories, particularly 
in the case of the vanishing original. Fisher’s (1991) notion that copies become the successors of originals 
seems particularly apt in this situation; the copy of the Laurana bust acts almost as a descendant of the 
authentic marble, carrying its material culture legacy forward in time. Kubler’s (2008) conceptualization 
of the systematic connections between prime objects and replicas is deeply tied up in Fisher’s proposal 
of succession.

But, as mentioned before, what happens to the aura? Benjamin (1935) suggests that the aura of the 
original disintegrates as copies are produced. This aura, the unique existence of the original, is what 
gives it its authenticity. The survival value and historical originality that Jaworski (2013) addresses are 
not present in the reproduction; the temporal biography of the authentic original concludes when the 
life of the original ends. This begs other questions: Does the life of the original object end if it has been 
reproduced? Do reproductions not offer some extension of life to the originals? Again, Fisher’s notion 
of succession comes into play here with resonances of lineage and genealogy. The parent prime object 
may die, but it may persist in some form through its familial ties to reproductions as successors. It is this 
connection that I have used to frame my argument in this paper.

CONCLUSION

I agree with Benjamin when he posits that the value and prestige of the original decrease when the ob-
ject loses its uniqueness. This loss of uniqueness is, in essence, the withering of the aura. The ethereal 
distance we keep between ourselves and the unattainable original is what creates that aura, and when 
art objects are made more accessible through reproductions, the magic of that separation is diminished. 
I suggest, however, that the loss of this distance, the loss of the original object, changes the status of 
the aura once again. While the uniqueness of the original may be eclipsed by the creation of copies, I 
argue that it does not completely disappear—it is temporarily concealed. In the event of the loss of the 
original, as is the case with Laurana’s Portrait of a Woman, this hidden aura may re-emerge in the pres-
ence of the authentic reproduction. I suggest here that the authentic quality of the surviving plaster cast 
allows for the reincarnation of the original’s aura in the body of the reproduction. The absence of the 
original means then that since 1945, the cast of the bust in the Victoria and Albert Museum has come to 
embody the authenticity and cultural meaning that was once found within the original bust. Like a fam-
ily heirloom, the unique quality of the original has the potential to be passed down over time, ensuring 
the continued existence of the art object.
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In essence, I suggest that authenticity can survive without originality, and that it is the value of the 
authentic more than the value of the original that allows for the transference of the aura. This alternative 
reading of authenticity brings an additional, critical perspective to the existing analyses of Benjamin’s 
“The Work of Art in the Age of its Technological Reproducibility” (1935). More broadly, it seeks to ad-
dress the shifts in values and cultural meanings that occur within the reproduced art object upon the loss 
of its original. With the above case study, I have endeavoured to show that the authenticity of an object 
is not reduced when it is copied. Walter Benjamin’s conceptualization of the aura is not always destroyed 
by the reproducible, but can instead function as a mediating force that connects past masterpieces with 
present representations in the historical record.
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ABSTRACT

Does art tend towards immersion? Positing James Turrell’s Roden Crater (2015) as the modern epitome 
of the landscape art-object, the evolution of the medium is traced through prominent examples its trans-
formations: Titian’s Venus and the Organist with Dog (1550), De Loutherbourg’s Eidophusikon (1781), 
and Barker’s Panorama (1792). Discussion regarding Roden Crater’s predecessors serve to illustrate 
distinct innovations that greatly influenced its construction of sensory experience, spanning the use of 
dialogue to the integration of physicality. This chronology is used to demonstrate an overarching ten-
dency of media towards immersion, and to reflect how the development of contemporary culture evolves 
towards progressively psychological experiences.

INTRODUCTION

When a medium can evolve and adapt to capture more attention, it will. This is an inclination pervasive in 
all realms of media—from smartphones to augmented reality, when we consider how the mediating layers 
between people and technology have diminished over time, this notion becomes obvious. Throughout 
the course of history, we have continually bridged the gap between the physical and technological, as we 
now cross the final layers between the asceticism of pre-Industrial society and the hyper-connectivity 
of the future. In this paper, I argue this phenomenon is symptomatic of an overarching tendency of me-
dia towards immersion. I seek to understand how and why the notion of ‘experiential’ has become so 
salient in modernity, and will discuss these phenomena through the evolution of landscape art-objects. 
I have chosen to examine the landscape genre because, unlike any other, it embodies a visual rhetoric 
that necessitates the physical, where meaning is created, not observed—unlike the didactic practices 
of traditional art that solely encompass the act of seeing (Jelić, 2015). I will posit James Turrell as the 
culmination of this tendency, because of his synthesis of the viewing and sensing spaces: viewing space, 
wherein one merely ‘sees’ something (as with most exhibited art), and sensing space, wherein one ‘feels’ 
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something and engages it on a sensory level (“The Wolfsburg Project,” 2009). The bridging of these 
spaces is necessary to sensory experience, and is the boundary wherein art is either observed, or is felt. 
To understand Turrell’s work, I will reconcile Roden Crater (2015) with what I propose are three histori-
cal antecedents: the dialogue of Titian’s Venus and The Organist with Dog (1550), the phenomenology 
of Philip James De Loutherbourg’s Eidophusikon (1781), and the physicality of Robert Barker’s 19th 
century Panorama (1792). I will examine these innovations in the landscape art-object to demonstrate 
how the amalgamation of the viewing and sensing space have come to define landscape art as the visual 
rhetoric of ‘experience’—demonstrating art’s overarching tendency towards immersion.

TURRELL’S RODEN CRATER (2015)

James Turrell is one of few to utilize the low-level coding processes behind the brain’s interpretation of 
the world in order to manipulate experience. Where the art historical canon is devoted to the viewing of 
art, Turrell focuses on the experience, the perception of the art. This begets the question, what is Roden 
Crater? This piece, which I purport to be the modern paragon of immersion in art, is James Turrell’s 
magnum opus. Having created an expansive body of installation work centered around perceptual experi-
mentation, Turrell’s influence in art has been far-reaching. His oeuvre is distinctly different from most 
artists—he identifies his material as light and his medium as perception (Hylton, 2013). Located in the 
Painted Desert, Northern Arizona, Roden Crater is a volcanic cinder cone he purchased four decades 
ago with a Guggenheim grant. The epitome of the landscape art-object, he has meticulously tailored it 
into a naked-eye observatory with a total of 21 viewing spaces and 6 tunnels in order to create an experi-
ence of light and shadow in geological and celestial time (Matts & Tynan, 2012). It is an art that elicits 
surrender—he first isolates his audience geographically through its remote location, and then isolates 
with the distinctly unitary space. Borrowing theory from Kengo Kuma, a renown Japanese architect, it 
is an architecture of erasure, one that through naturalistic, psychological vernacular, achieves unification 
with its environment (Bognar et al., 2009). With Roden Crater, Turrell sought to humanize astronomical 
phenomena, but contrary to what its description might suggest, it is not merely a curation of views, nor 
a framing device for these objects (“About Roden Crater,” n.d). With profound understanding of human 
perception, Turrell creates a space that one must discover. This requisite interaction is unprecedentedly 
dialogical and is highly distinct from the act of viewing because there is no hiding nor revealing—it is 
created through discovery. This happens because Turrell’s design is a carefully constructed framework, 
revealing the unobstructed totality and wholeness of the sky and its celestial bodies. It is overwhelm-
ingly physical, meant to be touched and experienced. It eludes the photograph, there is no element of 
presentation—Roden Crater demonstrates knowing “perceptual and bodily responses precede conscious 
awareness…”, noting that “pre-reflective judgment of architectural space is delivered by perceptual 
experience…” (Jelić, 2015). This speaks to Turrell’s ability to engage perception—by allowing partici-
pants the agency for exploration in a designed environment, they are actually able to create the reality 
themselves—akin to the natural affect discovering the sublime (“James Turrell’s Roden Crater,” 2013).

These phenomenological elements are what Turrell uses to bridge the viewing and the sensing spaces; 
it is made with specific attention to perception so there is never just one sensory experience occurring at 
any time—it is always a multitude. Roden Crater borrows a number of key elements which amalgamate 
to represent the tendency of art towards immersion—as a statement for what it takes to affect people. 
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The sublimity of Roden Crater expresses a physical understanding of the emotional, not offering viewers 
an experience of language, but “an experience of the absence of language.” (Lunberry, 2009).

TITIAN’S VENUS AND THE ORGANIST WITH DOG (1550)

The face of the 16th century Venetian school, Titian is a relevant case for this narrative as a revered 
innovator in early landscape painting. His expression of dimension, color, and brushwork influenced 
Western art for centuries to come—and his ability to integrate the viewer into painting to create experi-
ence set him apart. Early in the chronology of the landscape art-object, Titian’s work exhibited an innate 
understanding of landscape’s sensorial capacities. At that time, landscape works were few and far be-
tween, largely depicted idealistically. While he was no exception to this, Titian never failed to engender 
tension between the viewing and the sensing space, as demonstrated in his 1550 work, Venus and The 
Organist with Dog. Unlike most work of this era, Titian is unprecedentedly dialogical. Seen equally in 
his other nudes, Venus of Urbino (1510) and Venus and the Lute Player (1570), he manages to capture 
the notion of aural experience in the form of visual echo. The gestures his characters make are atypically 
forward, even inviting. They acknowledge the viewer’s presence, reverberating an echo that elucidates 
the painting’s circulation (Eberhart, 2012). This is evidenced by the observable disconnect in gestural 
communication between the Organist and Venus. There is reason behind Titian’s decision to create this 
tension—what might otherwise be a simple interaction, instead permits the audience to participate in this 
vulnerability. By allowing such vulnerability in circulation, Titian effectively reflects the echo towards 
the audience, connecting them to the work, and becoming a part of it. This gesture begets interaction in 
place of worship; sensing instead of viewing, and juxtaposes the prescribed relationship audience was to 
have with painting. At the time, the stature of the visual arts meant all other senses were too ephemeral 
to ever be divine—the work of paint-on-canvas were thought to birth works of immortality (Eberhart, 
2012). Titian, whilst engaging these ideals, delicately subverted them— whether Titian’s intent was 
to challenge the pedestalled visual art through the visual echo of unreciprocated gesture is subject for 
debate, but the innuendos are difficult to contest. Titian’s work is more filmic than it is a still image, 
carrying with it phenomenological connotations whose resonances are heard as far as Turrell’s work. 
He ingeniously brings this dialogue to life, embellished by the openness of Venus’ expression.

The use of visual echo and circulation is called upon in Roden Crater, as an index to Titian’s inter-
est in the fullest experience possible, previously unbeknownst to canvas (Eberhart, 2012). Venus and 
The Organist with Dog was seminal in the development of dialogue in the landscape art-object, as one 
of the first steps down from the pedestal that was the artistic canon. It is the same of how Turrell ma-
nipulates of light, space, and material to connect his work to people’s perception. He aims to engage 
through experience, to create frameworks for perception instead of didactic artwork which demand the 
viewer to look in a certain way. It is highly subjective in that Roden Crater does not ask its participant 
to explicitly understand—it asks for engagement, for interaction. To experience its sublimity requires 
no particular knowledge, just as Titian’s work denotes a change in the relationship between viewing and 
sensing spaces. Through the invitation of dialogue, visual echo, and its circulation, Titian suggests the 
work is to be felt rather than seen, bridging the viewing and the sensing space to immerse his audience 
just as Roden Crater has done.
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DE LOUTHERBOURG’S EIDOPHUSIKON (1781)

In the chronology of the art-object, the Eidophusikon is where the transition to the art-object prolifer-
ated—and where it adopted phenomenological properties. Nearly two centuries after the work of Titian, 
Philip James de Loutherbourg invented the Eidophusikon, or the ‘image of nature’. A painter by profes-
sion, he was recruited by David Garrick, then-manager of Drury Lane Theatre, to occupy a brand new 
role as set designer (which had once been the responsibility of the actors) (Kornhaber, 2009). There were 
a number of significant changes that led to the Eidophusikon, the first of which was De Loutherbourg’s 
creation of the backdrop. This was pivotal because prior to this, visual art and theatre were foreign. 
By intertwining the realms, Garrick then supplanted what was then homogeneous theatre lighting and 
instead used lighting to distinguish audience and stage—allowing the audience to focus their attention 
on the backdrop. The mobility of Garrick’s lighting would allow De Loutherbourg to forge the third 
dimension of theatre, pulling from the sublime, vast landscapes that his paintings were famous for and 
separating theatre from the static morbidity of the still image (Kornhaber, 2009). After working for some 
time to make mechanized tools for animating scenery, colors, and movement to create a dynamic stage, 
De Loutherbourg made his foray into miniatures. It was at this point that he built the Eidophusikon, a 
miniature theatre that could be entirely operated by one individual. It was entirely mechanized and did 
not require actors, allowing him to singlehandedly become a theatre—De Loutherbourg held shows for 
smaller crowds, and created a much more intimate theatre experience (Kornhaber, 2009).

De Loutherbourg’s quotations of traditional landscape art defined the next evolution of the land-
scape art-object. In retrospect, the addition of a third dimension to the stage sounds painfully obvious, 
but this only speaks to the gravity of the innovation. The ability to exacerbate the drama of theatre is 
a notion that has never left the medium, and few innovations have been as significant. Akin to Turrell, 
the Eidophusikon is a form of spectacle—as a miniature theatre, it is a space to be engaged in, one 
that privileges the experience of few. It did something theatre had not done before: directly integrated 
the experiential to create a new dimension of interaction. As a result of his background as a painter, 
De Loutherbourg was able to create a way to bridge viewing and sensing spaces by literally engaging 
dialogue with his audience, by creating an environment where the phenomenology of temporality and 
intimacy were prime. Roden Crater engages temporality and intimacy, too—it is intended for very few 
people—because the artwork directly interacts with people and requires their involvement to achieve af-
fect. Unlike the Eidophusikon, however, Roden Crater is created by the viewer, where the Eidophusikon 
merely requires the interaction of the viewer, though it would not be a ‘show’ per se, without the viewer. 
As a landscape artist, De Loutherbourg was known for his use of the Burkian sublime—the evocation 
of universal terror through scenes near some grandiose landscape facing death. This is central to the 
Eidophusikon—by bringing the ‘image of nature’ to people, he could affect them by virtue of the medium 
itself—resulting in an art much more immersive than it is isolating, subverting the static theatre. The 
viewing and sensing spaces here begin to amalgamate—it provoked sensations beyond visual experience, 
merging sight with the experience of space and situating it as the first phenomenological development 
of the landscape art-object. The Eidophusikon still requires viewing, but sensing is created where the 
interaction between its operator and the audience begins. Roden Crater similarly expresses an impetus 
towards sensation in the landscape art-object, the difference with being that Turrell’s work goes beyond 
physicality, into perception. Roden Crater’s viewing and sensing spaces are amalgamated, indistinguish-
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able and unified—but De Loutherbourg’s willingness to dialogue with his audience and experience with 
them created a new dimension that reflects a necessary step towards this unity. Where Titian’s use of the 
visual echo and circulation insinuated a relationship with the audience, De Loutherbourg’s introduction 
of a new dimension facilitated the introduction of phenomenology to the landscape art-object, taking its 
place in history as the experience of modern theatre, and in the bridging of viewing and sensing spaces 
that led to Roden Crater.

BARKER’S PANORAMA (1792)

Not long after the Eidophusikon came the invention of the Panorama, inspired by De Loutherbourg. 
Created by Robert Barker in 1792, the Panorama was a large-scale painting that surrounded the viewer 
360º. To do this, Barker placed the works exclusively in circular buildings set to a very specific kind of 
lighting, then using immersive paint techniques to hide the borders of the painting (Ellis, 2008). It was a 
meticulously curated sensory experience, very similar to the process of selection and depiction inherent 
in creating a landscape, and is undoubtedly the most intentionally dialogical of the preceding works.

Barker, discussing this new medium, lamented, “[a] mere description is inadequate to impress a just 
idea of the performance, which, from the entire novelty of the thought, is not perfectly understood until 
seen” (Ellis, 2008). The premise that one must see it, must be there to understand it, describes precisely 
what makes the Panorama so irrevocably phenomenological—it does not merely express physicality so 
much as it is physical. It had to be experienced to be understood, and this put the Panorama in juxta-
position to the proliferation of print media of the time. Roden Crater is derivative of this thinking—its 
priority is affect, to arouse feeling and not just seeing, and it achieves this by engaging as many sensations 
as is physically possible. The Panorama manipulated perception through physicality, and in doing so 
truly bridged the viewing and sensing spaces—Barker took a medium designed specifically for viewing, 
and altered its environment to make the environment a part of the art. Roden Crater achieves this not 
through its physicality, but through its allusion to the physicality of space. Through highly perceptual 
manipulations of light, space, and material, Turrell ubiquitously contorts sensation—one cannot view a 
reproduction of Roden Crater, it requires you to experience it. Keeping in mind the significance of their 
respective environments, both the Panorama and Roden Crater explore notions of controlling their locale: 
Roden Crater exists in a singular geography and the Panorama was housed exclusively in rotundas. As 
Peter Zumthor describes, both are demonstrably “…closed architectural bod[ies] that isolate space within 
[themselves]…”, opening to an intimate, physical dialogue with its audience (Zumthor, 2006). It was 
at the center of a perceptual shift from “viewing something that one knows is an illusion, yet feels like 
reality” (Byerly, 2007). The Panorama was a transitory point for how time and space were understood 
in art, demarcating a shift wherein interaction is required from the viewer. Much like in Roden Crater, 
the medium actually guides experience, prompting the viewer to discover and create the space they oc-
cupy. In the essay, Spectacle, Landscape, and the Visual Demands of Panorama Painting, Ethan Robey 
describes the Panorama “[a]s a mode of representation that had to be assembled by the viewer’s own 
experience…[had] become emblematic of a type of visual experience new to the nineteenth century: 
the subjective experience of perception was not necessarily a means of comprehending an external real-
ity” (Robey, 2014). This could not more succinctly describe Turrell’s voice in Roden Crater—he never 
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displays anything for his viewer, but allows them to discover it themselves. Where the Panorama creates 
a physical fiction to express a bodily phenomenology, Turrell’s work appropriates this framework to rei-
magine the experience of celestial realities, a realm light years away from our own. This is the brilliance 
of the Panorama—its function as a 360-degree work is profound as a form of perceptual contrivance, 
ultimately affecting viewers with its spectacle and amalgamating of the lines between the viewing and 
sensing spaces through its sheer physicality.

CONCLUSION

Roden Crater defines what landscape has become in modernity: totality. Encompassing the principles of 
its antecedents to create a profoundly psychological experience, it utilizes phenomenological thinking to 
exceed experience—for the viewer to discover to create. From Titian’s work it gains its dialogical facets, 
from the Eidophusikon it derives sensation, and from the Panorama it manifests physicality, and Turrell 
uses these frameworks to close the gap between the viewing and sensing space. He elicits participation 
and dialogue in his audience such that the act observation is not possible to begin with—Roden Crater 
can only be discovered and created. Viewers become participants, the art wields the ability to affect, 
and the distance between the medium and the person diminishes even further. I have demonstrated how 
different dimensions in the chronology of the landscape art-object have culminated in James Turrell’s 
seminal work, Roden Crater, capitalizing on innovations in the landscape art-object medium to immerse 
his audience. Having bridged the viewing and sensing spaces to reach sensory perception, Roden Cra-
ter expresses no dialogue, no experience nor viewing—in Turrell’s hands, it all becomes one. Turrell 
serves as a metaphorical parallel to the evolution of contemporary culture, serving as an exemplar for 
the tendency of art, and media as a whole, towards immersion.
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